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Abstract 
This dissertation offers a perspective from which to view the relationship beween ex- 
traction and head-movement. In particular, it claims that bounding theory must take syn- 
tactic head-movement into account in defining bounding domains, and that the possibility 
of subject extraction is related to abstract verb movement to C, which is argued to be a 
consequence of the interaction between the Principle of Full Interpretation and various 
principles in the grammar. 
It is suggested that bounding domains be defirled witkc respect to head-movement. 
Specifically, a potentially bounding category can be subsumed under another if their 
heads are morphologically merged. As a result, the dominating rnaximal projection 
comes to delimit the hunding domain. Evidence is presei~ted to show that VP can be 
bounding in general, and that cases where the bounding effect is seemingly absent are 
due to head-movement. It is also shown how this conception of bounding domains fits 
into a theory of bounding with two parameters which can annul bounding effects of max- 
imal projections by complementation. A principled explanation obtains for why certain 
combinations of categories as bounding domains are possible, and why some others are 
not. The ~redicted four types of languages with respect to bounding variations are all 
attested. It is argued that in order to account for the extraction asymmetry between ad- 
verbial~ and others, successive-cyclic movement should be strictly constrained by 
structure-preservation. 
The apparent lack of the that-trace effect in some instances is suggested to hive a 
principled explanation in terms of abstract verb movement to C, which is either 3 result 
of the Frinciple of Full Interpretation interacting with a theory af expletive repjdcement, 
or is due to some language-particular property like the verb-second constra;~~t in most 
Germanic languages requiring movement of the finite verb to the empty C pr,sition at LF, 
if it is not alrei~dy there at S-structure. One desirable consequence that irrlnediately fol- 
lows is that the class of proper head-governors can now be restricted to rJ1 and only lex- 
ical categories. It is suggested that abstract verb movement to C in relative clauses is 
independently justified by theory of predication, which requires a lex :cal category to fill 
the head of a constituent which is semantically a predicate. Consf;quently, the subject 
trace is properly head-governed by tl- verb in C. The possibility c ~ f  abstract verb move- 
ment to C thus explains in a uniform way the anti-thar-trace effext h relative clauses and 
the that-trace effect in complement clauses, without the assumption that the complemen- 
tizers in these two types of constructions are different entities. 
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From an informal point of view, this dissertation investigates the differences among 
particular languages with respect to question and relative-clause formation. From a more 
fomal and theory-bound perspective, it probes the 1icep.sing conditions for extraction. In 
particular, it studies the effects induced by verb movement on the bounding domains with 
respect to the Subjaccncy Condition, as well as on the constraint sanctiorling traces left 
behind by subject extraction, namely the Empty Category Principle. 
This chapter serves as a lay-out of the basic assumptions that we will be making for 
the discussions in this work. There are three major parts in this chapter. Sectron 1.2 is a 
review of some of the basic conceptual assumptions in linglistic theory. In particular, it 
sketches an abstract model of language on which further technical details and executions 
are based. Sections 1.4 to 1.8 essentially consist of definitions and fundamental notions 
in syntactic theory, with some minor modifications. This section is to serve as a refer- 
ence, to make explicit the background assumptions of the thesis, and to avoid distracting 
digressions in latter chapters. However, as relevant empirical facts require, some of these 
notions and defitions are modified. New notions and definitions will be introduced in 
the thesis itself, as arguments are provided there. Readers familiar with the literature of 
generative grammar may skip this section, and come back to it when the need arises. 
Section 1.9 is an overview of the chapters of the thesis. For convenience, a list of all 
abbreviations is included in section 1.10. An appendix on the Projection Principle is in 
the end of the chapter. 
1.2. A Generative Model of Language 
As is common in any scientifi~ investigation of natural phenomena, we need m 
abstract model to provide an explanatory theory for the phenomerlon under study. In the 
case st hand, the phenomenon is naturd language. We cal! such an abstract model for 
natural language a grammar, which is but a formal system accounting for the arrange- 
ment of the sounds, as well as the pairing of it and meanings. In the corlception of 1x1- 
guage of Chomsky (1957,1965, 1975), as modified in Chomsky (198 1, 1986a, 1989) and 
later known as the principles-and-parameters approach to language, the emphasis is put 
on the initid state of the grammar, which is rich enough so that upon exposure to ex- 
perience, grammars of particular languages (English, Japanese, Swahili) arc: derived from 
it. A theory about the initial state of the grammar is what is known as Universal 
Grammar (UC). 
The goal of linguistic theory, we shall assume, is to account for the iogicd problem of 
language acquisition. As a cursory look at children of around five to seven years old 
would reveal, langui~ge can be acquired in a relatively short period of time. This can be 
explained if the class of humanly acquirable languages is narrowly constrained. We thus 
aim for a theory of language sufficiently constrained to yield such result. 
As a starting point, I will assume the Extended Standard Theory (EST) model o i  
grammar (Chomsky (1972, 1975 ), Jackendoff (1972)). In particular, the grammar con- 
sists of a base with a categorial component and a lexicon, which might be conceived of as 
a dictionary containing specific information about lexical items. The categorial com- 
ponent, constrained by Xf-theory (defined below) and the Projection Principle (PrP), 
determines the initial structures, the D-structures, of linguistic expressions that we ul- 
timately hear, in accordance with the properties of particular lexical items in the lexicon. 
Although there are some conceptual1 and empirical problelns [cf. Appendix) with the 
formulation of the PrP, for concreteness, we will assume the version given in (1): 
' ~ f .  Rothstein (1983, 1984) for a discussion of the possibility that the PrP can be reduced to a syntactic 
theory of argument saturation, and theory of predication. 
( I )  The Projection Principle (Chomsky (1981: 29) 
Repmentations at each syntactic level (i.e., LF, and D- and S-structure) 
are projected from the lexicon, in that they observe the subcotegoriza- 
tion properties of lexical items. 
Theye are four levels of representations: (i) D-structure; (ii) S-structure; (jii) Phonetic 
Forrn (PF); and Logical Form (LF), each subject to principles and constraints particular 
to that level (Chomsky (1972, 1975), Jackendoff (1972)). The D-structure i~ related to an 
S-structure by a general rule Move-a, which, subject to certain constraints, allows move- 
ment of any element anywhere (perhaps reducible to the more genera! rule Affect-a, as 
suggested in Lasnik and Saito (1984), which allows operations of any sort to apply to any 
element at any level of representation. The rule is of course subject to constraints in the 
grammar). S-structures are then independently mapped into PF, and LF. This model of 
grammar c,m be conceptually represented as in (2): 
The LF-representations serve as inputs to the Semantic Interpretation component of the 
grammar. In this thesis, our attention will be devoted to D-structure, S-structure and LF. 
The PrP requires that elements displaced from their D-structure positions leave behind 
a trace in accordance with trace theory (Chomsky (1975, 1976), Fiengo (1974, 1979)). 
We assume with Lasnik and Saito (1984) that traces can delete if no principle or con- 
straint of the grammar is violated (or equivalently movement from non-D-structure posi- 
tions may optionally leave a trace if no principles require it). An element and the traces it 
leaves behind by movement constitute a chain, which we might understand to be a 
representation of the history of movement. Thus, we have a one-membered chain Johr~ in 
(3), and a two-membered chain (who, t) in (4), t being the position from which who 
moves: 
(3) Bill saw John 
(4) Who did Bill see r? 
-
Principles and constraints of UG are operative in different modules of grammar, 
which are but theories about particular aspects of the grammar. Thus, each module con- 
tains principles, constraints and parameters specific to that module. However, the 
modules are related in some intricate way. Constraints and the fixing of the values of 
some parameters in a module might have far-reaching ramifications for other modules of 
the grammar. 
To capture cross-linguistic variations, UG also provides for a set of parameters that 
have a small number of values, possibly two. Fixing one value or another of the 
parameters would yield different grammars. In general, principles and parameters of UG 
may apply at any level of representation. In the case of constraints on representation, by 
"apply" is meant a representation is checked agahst a certain principle or parameter. If 
it conforms to what the principle or parazr~cter says, then the representation is wcll- 
formed with respect to it; otherwise, it will be marked as ill-formed (indicated with a * in 
the representation). In the case of constraints on movement, by "apply" is meant the 
movement is checked against a principle or parameter to see if it violates what the prin- 
ciple or parameter says. If it does, then we say the derivation of the representation ccs a 
result of such a movement is blocked. In other words, no such derivation is possible. 
We shall assume two general principles of the grammar constraining the syntactic 
reprcsentions, and the derivations of such representations. The first one is the Principle 
of Full Interpretation (FI, Chomsky (1986a)): 
( 5 )  Principle of Full Interpretation (FI) 
Every element at PF a id  LF must receive an appropriate interpretation 
The other principle is the Princigles of Economy (henceforth Economy (Chomsky 
(1989)), given in (6): 
(6) Principle of Economy of Derivation: 
a. If two derivations from a given D-structure each yield a legitimate 
output, and one contains more steps than the other, only the shorter 
derivation is grammatical. 
b. UG principles take precedence over language-particular rules. 
(i.e. UG principles am less "costly" than language-specific rules) 
The intuition behind the rather vague Economy is that operations like movement, dele- 
tion, and language-specfic rules take place at a "cost", and that the least costly deriva- 
tion is derivation selected by the grammar. 
1.3. Notational Conventions 
In this thesis, the following typographic conventions are adopted. Technical terms 
that have theoretical standing, as well as those descriptive terms that have a specific con- 
strual are set in boldface when they arc defined. Long names that are repeatedly men- 
tioned will be abbreviated. Word-for-word translations are given immediately beneath 
non-English data, followed by an idiomatic translation in English. Grammatical features 
are minimally given so that only those that are directly relevant are indicated. ?or ex.. 
ample, the German expression die, which roughly corresponds to English the, may be 
glossed as t h e . ~ L  (cf. the abbreviation list ar the end of the chapter) even though tech- 
nically it has more features than those just given, if the points relevant to the discussion 
of the example do not crucially rely on other features. The prime notation is used instead 
of the bar notation. S (read "S-bar") would be reprcsented as S', and the plural of S' is 
written as S's, and that of S is Sf. 
Examples are renumbered after each chapter, and sections are referred to in the fol- 
lowing manner. Section w.x.y.2 where w, x, y, z are numbers refers to Chapter HI, sect i~n 
X.Y.Z. 
1.4. Fundamental Notions and Definitions in Syntactic Theory 
1.4.1. Syntactic Features 
In order to account for the distribution of linguistic expressions, we a..sume that they 
have syntactic features, which are but lexical markings to distinguish one expression 
from another. 
For example, we would say that is as in John i s  a student has the syntactic features 
third Person (annotated as 3), singular (SG) Number, present Tense (PRES), among others, 
of the verb be to account for why it occurs with a noun phrase with the singular, third 
Person features, and for the semantic information that it indic~tes present Tense, rather 
than past. More particularly, we say that it has the values third, singular, and present for 
the features Person, Number and Tense respectively. Another example of an expression 
having syntactic features is ihm in German. This expression has the features pronominal 
(PRON), third Person, singular Number, and Dative Case (DAT). Some other features will 
be introduced later in the course of our discussion. A set of features that we often refer to 
is the set of $-features, which includes at least Number, Person, Gender, Case. We will 
include more features into thi set as the need arises. For syntactic concerns, when we 
say a certain element has a some feature, we mean it has a syntactic feature, i.e. lexical 
marking on the element itself. 
Each feature has one unique value out of the possible values for that feature. So an 
element is either a prononirnal ( i t .  [+PRON]) or not (i.e. [-PROK]), but not both (i.e. 
[f PRON]) at the same time. Two elements are said to have conflicting valt~es with 
respect to some feature if and only if the values for that feature are not iaenticd. For 
instance, the pronoun he has the feature singular Number ([+sG]), but the pronoun they 
has the feature plural. Number ([-SG]). They are said to have conflicting values for the 
feature Number. 
Besides syntactic features, linguistic expressions also have phonological and semantic 
features, which spec@ how an expression is pronounced, and the meaning associated 
with it. 'I'l~us, we may take a lexical item as a bmdle of features. 
1.4.2. Indexation 
To indicate a certain connection between two or more elements, we often employ in- 
dices, which are usually alphabetical subscripts on linguistic expressions, in our syntactic 
descriptions. For example, we might use the index i in as in (7) to indicate that the refer- 
ence of the name John and the anaphor himself is the same: 
(7) Johni likes himselfi. 
or we mip;ht ust: some index j in as in (8a) to indicate that the position marked t is the 
position froln which an element has moved. An equivalent way of indicating a move- 
ment relationship might also be expressed as in (Bb): 
(8) a. Whatj did John see tj ? 
b. What did John see r ? 
-
An index might also be used to indicate two elements as having the same feature-values: 
(9) Maryk isk a student. 
That is, Mary and is in (9) both have the value 3SG. We will explicitly state what the 
indices mean in a particular construction when it is not clear. 
Of course, it is conceivable that we might use indices for other purposes as well, just 
as we could employ some other convention (for example, underlining) that would serve 
the same purpose as  indices do. Therefore, we will take indexing to be simply notational 
convenience that has no theoretical standing. Consequently, just as there is no reason to 
think that percolation of underlining has any thecretical status, there is no reason why we 
should have mechanisms such as percolation of indices in our analyses. Furthermore, 
since indices are but notational convenience, their use for different purposes should not 
be mixed up. We could in principle use the same index for coreference and for agree- 
ment of +-features: 
Such practice is quite confusing, and we should refrain from doing so. 
Since there is no sense in which the verb has the same reference as that of the noun 
phrases that bear the same index, the sharing of the sarns: index is merely a co-incident, 
and thus entails no thereotical claims. Statements of the sort like "a binds /.3 by virtue of 
having the same index," or "a properly governs f3 because they share the same index," 
where "binding" and "properly government" have theoretical standing (see the section 
1.5 for definition) would not figure in our analyses. 
1.4.3. Syntactic Representations 
Linguistic expressions are represented as hierarchical tree structures, as in ( l l a ) 2 ,  





%f. section 1.5.1 for constraints on such structures. Tbe representations in ( I  I )  do not conform IL those 
conswts. 
We will sometimes refer to the representations in (1 1) as syntactic structures, or simply 
structures. 
One of the fundamental notions in syntactic theory is the notion of dominance. In a 
structure like (12a) or (12b), we say A, B, C ,  D and E are nodes: 
and that the node A dominates the nodes B, C, D and E, and immediately dominates B 
and C. The node C dso  dominates and immediately dominates the nodes D and E, but 
does not dominate A and B. The nodes B, D, E do not dominate any node. Elements that 
are immediately dominated by the same node are said to be sisters, and the immediately 
dominating node is said to be the mother (of the immediately dominated elements). 
Therefore, B and C are sisters, so are D and E in (12a). Node A is the mother of the 
nodes B and C. Technically, the Iines in (12a) are downward arrows like those in (12b), 
which look like a directed graph familiar in the mathematic literature. For simplicity, we 
will assume representations like that in (12a) instead of that in (12b). Any node is a 
constituent, and nodes that are dominated by the same node, as D and E dominated by C 
in (12), are said to be constituents of that node. We also say that they are a constituent, if 
the dominating node exhaustively dominates them. Thus, D and E in (12) are a con- 
stituent. 
Syntactic representations like (11) would then be structures in which nodes are 
labelled with a category name. A category name is a label that identifies the categorial 
feature of a linguistic expression. This is necessary in order to account for their distribu- 
tions. If boy is o i  the category N (for nouns), a is of the category D (for determi~ers), 
and put is of the category V (for verbs), then the contrast between a boy and *a  put 
follows from the statement that the category V does not occur in places where a category 
N occurs. 
Besides the categories N, V and D, other categories that concern us in this thesis are 
adjective (A), prepositions (P), complementizers (C), and inflection (INFL, or I when no 
confusion arises with the first personal pronoun "I"). The four categories N, V, P and A 
are also known as the lexical categories since they can be defined in terms of the syntac- 
tic features [f N,f w. D, C and INFL are functional categories since they are not so 
defined. We will introduce some more functional categories later on. So nouns are 
[+N,-V) , adjectives are [+N,+V], prepositions are [-N,-V], and verbs are [-N,+V] 
(Chomsky and Lasnik (1977))~. These features presumably enable us to state linguis- 
tically significant generalizations. For example, the category [-N], i.e. verbs and 
prepositions, assigns Case in English. We refer to both lexical and functiorial categories 
as syntactic categories (or simply categories). Occasionally, we will also deal with the 
category Adverb (ADV). It is not clear if it is of the lexical category or functional cate- 
gory, if being lexical or functional is related to definability in terms of the features 
[f N,f  Vj. All four logically possible for have been exhausted, so it should be functional. 
However, it differs from other functional categories in that it has semantic content, rather 
than purely formal elements like the English complementizer that as in John said that 
Mary lefr, whose presence does not seem to contribute much to the meaning of the sen- 
tence. 
3~ackendoff (1977) credits the feature system to Chomsky (1970), b~t it is not found in the published 
version of the paper. It is perhaps in the unpublished version, which dates back to 1967, according to 
Jackendoff. 
1.5. Modules of Grammar 
The modules of grammar that concern us here are those concerning base structures 
(Xf-theory), thematic relations, Case, government, proper government, and bounding. 
These modules are largely independent in that principles, constraints and parameters in 
each of them are about some particular aspects of the grammar. Yet, they are related in 
an inmcate way. Modifications in one module might have consequences for the others. 
Syntactic representations are constrained by X'-theory (read "X bar"). Originally, it 
was represented as (Chomsky (1970). Jackendoff (1977)), which has the schemata as 
in (1 3), left-right order irrelevant: 
(1 3) a. XP + YP X' 
b. X' + XZP* 
where X and Y are variables ranging over syntactic categories. XP (or x2> is called the 
maximal projection, Xf (or XI) the intermediate projectiorl (or one-bar projection), 
and X (or XO) the zero-level projection of the category X. The schemata in (13) say that 
a maximal projection XP, must dominate a node X' (both of which must be of the same 
category). Likewise, X' must dominate an X. The position where YP in (13a) occurs is 
called the Specifier (or simply the Spec) position of XP (or of X). Often, the notation 
[SPEC, XP] is used to refer to the Specifier position of XP, and [YP, XP], where Y is 
some category, to refer to the maximal projection YP that is dominated by XP. The posi- 
tion where ZP appears in (13b) is called the complement position, and ZP itself is called 
a complement of X. Two informal notions are subject and object (for Relational Gram- 
mar (Perlmutter and Postal (1974)), and Lexical Functional Grammar (Bresnan (1982)), 
these two notions have theoretical status, since grammatical operations refer to these no- 
tions, which are often used to refer to the element appearing the position under an 
X'-level of projection, and that in the Spec of IP respectively (cf. the syntactic tree for 
clauses in (21)). Or more generally, an element appearing in the Spec of XP is iis sub- 
ject. 
Recall the PrP requires that movement leave traces behind in accordance with trace 
theory. Moreover, a moved elements and its traces constitute a chain, which we can now 
trke to be an abstract representation of arguments. That is, just as we take John i.11 ( 114) to 
be the argument of hit, we can take it to be the same in (15): 
(15) Johni was hit ti. 
In other words, the chains (John) and (John, t) are abstract representations of the ar- 
gument Johrr . 
We will assume that an X'-theoretic relation that rn X0 m6y have with another cate- 
gory is a relation between it and one of these three positions, but none others: (a) Head- 
complement relation; (b) Head-adjunct relation; and (c) Head-Specifier relation. The 
symbol * in (13b) is the Kleene star indicating zero or more occurrences of the entity it 
occurs next to. One fundamental notion in X'-theory is head. X' and X in (13) are heads 
of XP and X' respectively. 
Structures that conform to the X'-schemata are said to be licensed by X'-theory. For 
example, the structure in (16a) is licensed, but that in (16b) is not: 
This is because in (1 6b), N' does not dominate an N. 
As we will see, there are structures thdt are not licensed by the schemata in (13), 
namely, those involving adjuncts. For example, in (14), we say XP is an adjunct to YP: 
One simple extension of X'-theory to license the structure in (17) is to include the schenia 
in (18): 
where Xn is a some projection of a category X. As indicated in (18), the number of bar- 
levels of the adjunct and the category adjoined to must be the same. It remains an open 
empirical question whether adjunction of one-bar-level projections is allowed. 
We also say that in (17), YP has multiple segments (here, two), namely, the two oc- 
currences of the label YP, and only one segment of YP dominates XP (May (1985)). We 
thus admit categorial projections that have more than one segment. We define 
domination by a category X, the generalized notion of dominance discussed in (12), as 
being dominated by every segment of the category X (this is equivalent to Chomsky's 
(1986b) notion of inclusion). We can define a segment of a categorial projection for- 
mally as in (19): 
(19) An Xn is a segment of a categorial projection Ym iff 
a. X has the same categorial feature as Y; and 
b. Xn immediately dominates Ym, n=m,  or n=m+l. 
In (20), the topmost node labelled NP is a segment of an N-projection: 
We thus might take an adjunct X to a category Y as a categorial projection that is im- 
mediately dominated by some but not all segments of Y. A specifier position .is 
dominated by all  segments of the maximal projection. 
Lastly, we define the notion exclusion as in (21) (Chomsky (1986b)): 
(21) a excludes j3 if no segment of a dominates $. 
We will assume tha tht: clause structure provided by UG is as in (22) (Stowell (1981), 
Chomsky (1 986b)): 
some other elements besides the verb under V' may appear in accordance with the ar- 
gument structum of the verb. In the earlier view of clause structure (Bresnan (lY70)), 
COMP is used to refer to both the C position for complementizers and [SPEC, CPI for 
wh-phases. COMP is thus not a projection of any category, but a convenient term to 
refer to a position. We will mention C O W  only in citations, and explicitly state whether 
we mean the C position or [SPEC, CP]. 
There is some issue for theory of categorial projection regarding empty positions in 
syntactic representations, tho~lgh. If categorial projections are projections of categorial 
features of lexical items, then strictly speaking, empty positions are not possible. To 
allow for positions that literally contain nothing, it seems necessary to assume that 
categorial features are freely projected. Somce checking mechanism, independently 
necessary in any event, would sanction insertion of particular lexical items. For instance, 
an MP may be freely projected as in (23), with e an empty position: 
Some feature-checking mechanism would allow ins.-?rtion of lexical items with the [+N] 
feature into the e position, but not that with [-:-N]. 
1.5.2. Hierarchical Relations 
The two structural notions and definitions in syntactic theory that csricem us here are 
c-command (Reinhart (197632)) and m-command (cf. Aoun and Sportiche's(l981:214) 
bi-condition): 
(24) a c-commands /3 iff 
(i) a does not dominate p; and 
(ii) the first branching node dominating a dominates $. 
(25) a m-commands /3 iff 
for all y, 7 a maximal projection, if y dominates a then y dominates p. 
1.5.3. Theta Theory 
Thetar theory is a theory about thematic relations (Gruber (1965)), largely between 
verbs and their complements. Verbs are said to have an argument structure (also 
known as thematic structure), which is but a lexical re~resentation of the number and 
kind of elements an X0 must take. The elements in an argument structure of a verb are 
arguments of the verb, and the arguments are said to be selected (Grimshaw (1979)). 111 
Williams* (1981) theory, an argument that appears in object position is called an internal 
argument, and one that appears outside VP is the external argument. An example of an 
argument structure of the verb eat is as in (26), where the external argument is under- 
lined: 
Thc arguments ~I-C said to bear a thematic relation with the selecting verb, which ex- 
presses information about who did what to whom. For example, in a sentence like (27): 
(27) John ate an apple. 
The expression an apple has a certain semantic relation with the verb ate, namely, it is 
affected by the act of eating in some way. It is thus said to have a Theme or Patient role 
assigned by the verb. In a similar manner, the expression John is said to be assigned the 
Agent role by the verb ate. There arc some other thematic roles as well, like Source, 
Goal, Senefactive, Location, and Direction (Jackendoff (1972)). The precise charac- 
terizations of 8-roles have not been satisfactorily dealt with in the literature. 
Arguments of a verb are said to be assigned a 0-role by the verb, and the positior~ to 
which a 8-role is assigned is called a 8-position. Thus, 8-marking is a lexical property. 
Complement positions are uncontroversially 0-positions, but the status of subjects (for 
instance John in (27)) with respect to @-marking is unclear. One possibility is that it is 
assigned a &role compositionally from the VP (Marantz (1984)). Alternatively, if it 
originates from the Spec of VP at D-structure (Kitagawa (1986), Fukui and Speas (1986), 
Kuroda (1986)), then it can be assigned a 18-role by either Spec-head agreement (cf. sec- 
tion 1 -6. l), or government (cf. section 1 3.6) .  
For our discussion, the following concept of theta theory is relevant, which can be 
informally characterized as in (28) (Cf. Freidin's (1978) Principle of Functional Related- 
ness): 
(28) Theta Crirz'jon (Chomsky ( I  98 1:36)) 
Each argument bears one and only one 0-role, and each 0-role i q  assigned to 
one and only one argument. 
One motivation of the Theta Criterion is to prevent a structure of sort in (29), meaning 
John was both the kiUer and the one who was killed: 
(29) *Johni killed ti. 
In (29), the argument John bears both the Theme and the Agent roles assigned by the 
same predicate killed. 
IIowever, the meat in (30) seems to have more than one &roles, namely. one assigned 
by the verb ate, and one by the adjective raw (Williams (1980)): 
(30) John ate the meat raw. 
Assuming abstract representations of arguments as  chains, we can take the Thetr, 
Criterion as in (3 1): 
(3 1) Each argument a appears in a chain containing a unique visible 0-position P ,  
and each &position P is visible in a chain containing a unique argument a. 
Formally, it cm be stated as in (32): 
(32) Theta Criterion (Chomsky (1981:335)): 
Given the structure S, there is a set K of chains, K= (C i )  ,
i i 
where C,=(al, . . . ,a,), such that: 
a. if a is an argument of S, then there is a C i s  K such that a=aj 
and a 0-role is assigned to Ci by exactly one position P. 
b. if P is a position of S marked with the 8-role R, then there is a Ci E K 
to which P assigns R, and exactly one a' in Ci is an argument. I 
That is, a chain has exactly one @-position, to which one or more &roles may be assigned 
to rhe same position. In the case where there are molr than one 8-role assigned to the 
same 0-position, the 0-role-assigners must be different. The example in (29) is ther, ill- 
formed because the chain (John, t) has two 8-positions, each of them is assigned a 0-role 
by the same 8-role-assigner killed. 
Returning now to the sentence in (30). The argument the meat is a one-membered 
chain, and the position it occupies is a 8-position with respect to the verb are. In ad- 
dition, according to William's (1980) theory of predication, the meat is also in a 
8-position with respect to the adjective raw, if the structure of the sentence is as in (33): 
(33) [, John [w Cw ate the meat ] [, raw I]] 
That is, the AP raw is adjoined to the VP, a position from which the AP bears a mutual 
m-command relation with the argument the meat, sanctioning a predication relation. This 
in turn means that the argument the meat is in a 8-position with respect to the predicate 
raw. Thus, fiom the unique 8-position in the chain, the argument receives two 8-roles, 
one is assigned by the verb ate and one by the adjective raw to that unique 0-position. 
One alternative to the structure in (33) would be one in (34), according to Williams: 
(34) [, John [, [, ate the meat 1 [, PRO [ raw 1111 
There seems to be some indtpendent reason to assume (34) (cf. section 1.6.2) 
1.5.4. Theory of Feature Selection 
Although selectional restriction indicated in argument structures ensures what kind of 
arguinent is selected, certain patterns of selection do not seem to occur. For instance, 
there are no verbs that select a second Person pronoun as argument. We might then 
wonder whether there is some constraini on feature-selection, specifying what features 
and the conditions under which the features can be selected. 
Some features appear to have semantic correlates with certain kind of expressions, but 
not others. The Number feature conveys the plurality of nominal expressions (e.g. men 
denutes a group of at least two men), but it docs not seem to have significant semantic 
contribution when it appears on complementizers (cf. Chapter 3 on complementizer 
agreement in West Flemish) or verbs. That is, if complementizers are heads of the 
propositiondenoting CPs, then whether we have a plural or singular marking on the head 
of CP has no bearing on its meaning. It does not seem to make sense to talk about plural 
or singular propositions. Although we might think that the Number markings on the verb 
indicate the numter of individuals particrpating in the event named by the verb, a closer 
look reveals that it might not be so. In a sentences like those in (35), we can tell how 
many individuals participating in the running event by looking at the argument of the 
verb: 
(35) a. John is running. 
b. John and Mary are running. 
In infinitivals, no @-features ape indicated morphologically in many languages. Yet, the 
information of the number of individuals in the event is conveyed through the Number 
feature of the argument: 
(36) a. He wanted to run. 
b. They wanted to run. 
In fact, in many languages like Chinese and Japanese, there is no Number markings at all 
on the verb. The Number feature on the verb thus has no senlantic correlates. We as- 
sume that INFL is the locus where the +-features agreeing with the subject reside, and to 
which the verb must be attached for morphological reasons. Just like in the case of verbs, 
the @-features have no semantic correlates on INFL. 
One other feature that does not seem to have semantic correlates is the (grammatical) 
Gender feature, which sometimes co-incides with the biological gender of the entities 
denoted by the (nominal) expressions having the (grammatical) Gender feature. Very 
often, the two do not co-incide. In German, ApfeI 'apple' is masculine, but Pfaume 
'plum' is feminine. Gold 'gold' is neuter, but Stahl 'steel' is feminine. To rny 
knowledge, there is no thematic selection that involves the Gender feature (that is, no 
verb requires its argument to be of a certain Gender). 
Now, if we assume that only features that have semantic correlates can be selected (cf. 
Grimshaw (1979) and Pesetsky (1982) on the relation between semantic selection and 
syntactic selection), then we can explain why certain patterns of selection exist but not 
others. For instance, to my knowledge, no selection of CPs with a certain Nuinkr fea- 
ture, or that of nominal expressions with a certain Gender feature, has been attested. The 
Number feature of course can be selected, but only if the feature on the argument has 
semantic correlates. Some verbs select a nominal expression with the plural feature (the 
example in (37b) is due to Jane Grirnshaw): 
(37) a. The students/*student gathered in the courtyard 
b. John merged the fdes/*file. 
But here, the Number feature has semantic correlates on nominal expressions. It in- 
dicates their plurality. Since $-features like Person, Number, Gender and Case do nor 
have semantic comlates on C and INFL, there should be no selection of +-features on the 
projections of these categories. This is of course not to say that they cannot be selected 
with respect to some feanuc. In Russian, the cornplementizers 50 heads a proposition of 
assertion, and ctob heads a CP that denotes a propoqition expressing desire or demand (a 
proposition sometimes referred as having subjunctive Mood in traditional grammars). A 
verb like trebuet 'demands' in (38b) specifically selects the complementizer catoh: 
(38) a. Ivan skazal :to MaSa uSla. 
said left 
'Ivan said that M d a  left.' 
b. Ivan trebuet %ob M d a  uSla 
demands left 
'Ivan demands that MCa leave. ' 
But since the subjunctive Mood has semantic cornlate, namely, that of expressing 
demand or desire, it can thus be a seleaed feature oil 'the complementizer. 
English cornp1enlen:izers that is another example. It occurs only with a tensed clausal 
complement: 
(39) a. John claimed [ that [ Mary left I] 4 b. John claimed [ that [ to leave 11 
1.5.5. Case Theory 
Case theory zccounts for the distribution of noun phrases. At the heart of the theory is 
the Case Filter and the assumption about the passive morpheme: 
(40) Case fi'lter (Rouverct and Vergnaud (l980)j 
*NP if P P  has phonetic content and NP has no Case. 
(4 1) Passive morpheme absorbs Case. 
First, let us see how an hT gets Case. Two ways an IJB may get Case: (i) if it occurs 
as a complement to a Case-assigner like a transitive verb or a preposition (e.g. under the 
V' headed by a verb like sml, the surface form of see with past tense morphology); (ii) 
subject of a Tensed clause, i.e. in the Spec of an IP with the Tense feature in INFL: 
(42) a.. John saw Bill. 
b. *John sneezed Bill. 
(43) a. John said Bill is intelligent. 
b. *John said Bill to be intelligent. 
There has bten much discussion about whether the Case filter can be reduced to the 
Visibility Condition, which says that an argument is visible for 0-marking if and only if 
it has Case (cf. Aoun (1979)). But expletives like there, which presumably cannot get a 
0-role, need Case in any event: 
(44) a. John said there are flies in the room. 
b. *John said there to be flies in room. 
Easnik (1990) suggests that they n a d  Case to be visible for replacement. That is, Pie$ 
moves in the position occupied by there at LF, an operation ultimately derived from FI 
(Cf. Chapter 3). Alternatively, that expletives need Case can be attributed to the 
Visibility Condition indirectly in that without Case, the argument flies would be invisible 
for 0-role assignment, even when it has moved to replace there in the non-Case-makre: 
position. (Cf. Epstein (1990) for a discussion of the desirable consequences of not sub- 
suming the Case Filter under the Visibility Condition). 
Case is divided into two types: (i) structural Case; and (ii) inherent Case. Stmcmlat 
Case is generally realized morphologically as Nominative and Accusative; others are in- 
herent Case. The difference between these two is that the inherent Case is aqsociated 
with a specific 0-role. For example, Dative Case is usually associated with Benefactive 
or Goal. Genitive case as in John's book is perhaps an exception (John can be the owner, 
the writer or the lender of the book, among other possibilities). In this work, we will be 
concerned with ;tructural Case only. Without specific mention, Case means structural 
Case. 
Case-assignment is assumed to be under government (defined in the next section). 
Thus, we admit Case-assignment to the zmbedded subject by Exceptional Case Marking 
(ECM) verbs like believe: 
(45) a. John believed [Ip himself to be intelligent 1. 
b. John believed there to be a riot 1. 
This is possible since believed governs himself and there in (43, even though the latter 
two are not in a complement position. 
As we mention earlier, an argument also may get Case by Spec-head agreement (cf. 
discussion of agreement in section 1.6). Recent work by Chomsky (1989) also raises the 
possibility that assignment of Accusative Case and Nominative Case, both structural 
Cases, cm be collapsed into one, namely, by Spec-head agreement. This entails that just 
like an (external) argument getting the Nominative Case by being in the Spec of I . ,  an 
(internal) argument gets the Accusative Case in the Spec of some AGR$ projection 
(henceforth AGRP for simplicity. Cf. section 1.6.2 on DP): 
To totally assimilate Nominative Case and Accusative Case assignment entails that Case 
is checked at LF, where by checking is simply meant feature-matching (here, the Case- 
feature) between the Case-assigner and the argument to which the Case is assigned. For 
example, the Accusative case of himself in the example in (45a) would be checked at LF, 
where it has raised to the Spec of the matrix VP, as in the representation in (47), a con- 
figuration that does not obtain at S-structure: 
r-l (47) • , . [A%p himself [,,% believed [, t t . . . 
J 
Putting theta theory and Case theory together, we have a Chain Condition in (48) 
(Chomsky (1986a), for our purposes here, we can take CHAIN in (48) as chain), as well 
as the Uniformity Condition in (49) (we take NP in (49) to mean DP in this work): 
(48) The Chain Condition 
If C=(a,, . . . , a,) is a maximal CHAIN, 
then a, occupies its unique 8-position, and 
a, its unique Case-marked position. 
(49) The Uniformity Condition 
If a is an inherent Case-marker, then a Case-marks NP iff 
a &marks the chain headed by NP. 
The Uniformity Condition would allow the example in (50b) since the derived nominal 
destruction assigns a 0-role to the the chain (the city, t), hence can assign an inherent 
Case (here, Genitive case) to the chain. since 
(50) a. The [ destruction of the city ] 
b. [Thecity] 'sdestructiont 
4' 1 
(51) a. The [ certainty that John will win the race ] 
b. *John's certainty [ t to win the race ] 
4 
but the example in (51b) would be ruled out by the Uniformity Condition since the chain 
(John, t) is not 0-marked by the derived nominal certainty, but is assigned an inherent 
Case. 
1.5.6. Theory of Government 
A recurrent theme in our discussions is the notion of government, of which there are 
several subcases, depending on the governor: government (Chomsky (198Qb)), 
head-government, and anteceden t-governmen t (Chomsky (1 98 1)). Their definitions 
are given as follows: 
(52) a governs $ iff a m-commands $ and there is no y, y a barrier for P, 
such that y excludes a. 
(53) a head-governs $ iff a governs 8, and a is an XO. 
(54) a antecedent-governs f3 iff a governs P, 
and a and are related by movement4. 
4~ depart bere with the standard assumption on antecedent-government which requires co-indexing. The 
reason behiad this departure is that co-indexation has no theoretical standing in my view. 
We will assume that government of p by a are blocked by either (i) the Minimality 
Condition, defined in (59,  also known as Rigid Minimality; or by some barrier inter- 
vening betwen a and p, where barrier, and the: related notions, are defined as in (55)-(48) 
(Chomsky (1986b), where the greek letters are variables ranging over maximal projec- 
tions): 
(55) Minimality Condition: 
a does not govern $ in the following configuration 
if y is a projection of 6 excluding a: 
. . .  a . . .  [ 7 . . .  S . . . P . . . ]  
(56) a 8-governs P iff a is a zero-level category that @-marks P. 
(57) a L-marks P iff a is a lexical category that 8-governs P. 
(58) J3 is a blocking category (BC) for P iffy is not L-marked and y dominates P. 
(59) y is a barrier for $ iff (a) or (b): 
a. y immediately dominates 6 , 6  a BC for P. 
b. y is a BC for p, y # IP. 
Since complement positions arc 8-positions, XPs in those positions are always L-marked. 
Our definition of head-government thus encompasses the following configurations 
where X governs a in (60a), where there is simply no X P  between X and a: 
In (60b), if X is a lexical category, then YP is L-marked by X. YP is thus not a barrier for 
a. With mcommand as the relevant condition for government as given iri (52) ,  X in (60) 
would govern its Spec position. 
1.5.7. Theory of Proper Government 
This module of grammar imposes a constraint on the distribution of traces left by 
movement (on some theories also on null pronorninals (Jaeggli (1982), Rizzi (1986)). 
The Empty Category Principle (ECP), a constraint on representation, is defined as in (61) 
(Chomsky (198 I)), where a is a phonetically null non-pronominal: 
(61) e ] must be properly governed. 
It gives rise to the notion of proper government, which has two formulations: (i) the 
disjunctive formulation (Chomsky (1981), Lasnik and Saito (1984)) as in (62); and (ii) 
the conjunctive formulation (Stowell (198 l) ,  lacggli (198 l ) ,  and Rizzi (1990a)), as in 
(63): 
(62) a is properly governs iff 
a, a is head-governed; 
b. a is antecedent-governed. 
(63) a is properly governs iff 
a. a is head-governed; @ 
b. a is antecedent-governed. 
We will discuss the empirical predictions of these two formulations. 
1.5.8. Bounding Theory 
Bounding theory is a theory about the locality condition on movement, that is, the 
domain within which two positions may be related by movement. One constraint on 
movement that will concern us here is the Subjacency Condition (Chomsky (1973, 
1977a)), henceforth simply su bjacency: 
(64) Subjacency Condition 
No movement may involve the positions X and Y in the configuration: 
. . .  x . . . ( , . . . [ p . . . Y . . . ] . . . ] . . . X . . .  
where a, p are cyclic nodcs. 
where the cyclic nodes are taken to be NP and S (=IP), which we might also take as 
bounding nodes (Chornsky (1981)). Infomaily, hen, subjacency requires that each 
move (in a series of successive movement in the case of long-distance movement) must 
not cross more than one bounding node. 
A domain out of which extraction is impossible is said to be an island (Ross (196'7)). 
For example, the movement in (65) violates subjacency, since it crosses two bounding 
nodes, NP and IP: 
o [ did [, John have [Np the belief [cP t that [, Bill saw t I]]]]] 7 
* It I 
We assume that in general, wh-phrases may make a tramition, or land in a Spec of CP, 
as in (65). In cases of long-distance movement, a wh-phrase may make a series of 
moves, each of which obeys subjacency, as in (66): 
We will also say that thc Spec of CP can be used as an escape hatch. 
Another island effect is the wh-island effect, where an escape hatch is occupied by a 
wh-phrase so that it is no longer available for another wh-phrase to make a transition: 
(67) *[, Who [ do [, you wonder [* whke [ [Ip Bill saw t i ]I]]] J ? 
+t *----' 
As we will see in chapter 2, we will improve upon the bounding theory in generalizing 
the bounding effect to all maximal projections, with the proviso that the effect may be 
annulled by the bounding parameters in a principled way. 
1.5.9. Binding Theory 
Since we will touch only very briefly 011 binding thsory in this work, we will not go 
into the theoretical details of binding theory. Binding theory is a theory that explains the 
distribution of anaphors (like the reflexive himself or the reciprocal each other), pronouns 
(like me and him), and R-expressions (referring expressions like John and the man). 
There art three conditions of the binding theory, where bound means coreferential 
(Chomsky (1 986a)): 
(A) An anaphor must be bound in a local domain. 
(B) A pronominal must be free in a local domain. 
(C) An R-expression must be free (in the domain of the head of its chain). 
These three conditions are responsible for the grammatical patterning in (68)-(70) (in- 
dices here indicate coreference, and the brackets are the governing category for a anaphor 
or pronon-ihal. Cf. Chomsky (198 1, 1986a) for a discussion of how a local domain for 
these elements is defined in general): 
(68) a. John said Mary is intelligent. 
b. *John said [ himself is intelligent 1 
(69) a. Johni believed [ hei is intelligent ] 
b. *[ Johni believed him, to be intelligent ] 
(70) a. *Johni believed Johni is intelligent. 
b. John, believed John, is intelligent. 
If we take nominal expressions as defmable in terms of two features [f arlaphor] auld 
[f pronominal], then anaphois would be [+anaphor] [-pronominal], pronouns would be 
[-anaphor] [+pronominal], and R-expressions would be [-anaphor] [-pronominal]. The 
fourth type of norrrinal expression would be [+anaphor] [+pronominal], represented as 
PRO, which is phonetically null. According to the binding conditions would have to be 
both bound and free in a local domain, an impossibility. It thus follows that it does not 
have a local domain. This accounts for why PRO is not possible in (7 1): 
(7 1) *John believed [ PRO is intelligent ] 
It is suggested in Chomsky (1981) that PRO must not be governed, or that PRO may be 
governed but only under certain conditions (Bouchard (1981 ), Koster (1984)). We will 
not deal with PRO in any great detail in this work. For our purposes, we will assume the 
descriptive generalization that PRO may not appear in a position where Case is assigned, 
which is unpmblematic for the theories about government of PRO we just cited. 
1.6. Theory of Agreement 
1.6.1. Spec-head Agreement 
Consider the following grammatical contrast: 
(72) a. John is walking. 
b. *John are walking. 
the two sentences differ minimally with respect to the form of the verb be. Whereas is 
has the features [3SO], and may co-occur with John which also has those fyaaures; ilre has 
the feature [+PL] (among others), and thus cannot co-occur with John. We must have 
some way to ensure such feature-matching in order to account for the co-occurrence 
restriction. Suppose John appears in the Spec of IP, and is is in INFL (the triangle in (73) 
abbreviates the internal structure of *e constituent): 
John I VP 
A 
walking 
then John bears a Spec-head relation with is. We thus will assume that in general, 
feature-matching between two elements can be effected if there is a Spec-head relation 
between them. We formally define Spec-head agreement as in (74): 
(74) a may Spec-head-agree with 8 if there is a Spec-head relation between 
a and p, and their feature-sets are non-distinct. 
where non-distinct is defined as in (75): 
(75) Two sets of features arc non-distinct iff 
a. they have a non-empty intersection; and 
b. for the features that they have in common, the values art not in conflict. 
For a sentence like that in (76a), we will assume that there is an abstract agreement 
morpheme base-generated in INFL, and for morphological reason, it must be lexically 
supported (Lasnik (1981)). In a language like English, LNFL lowers to V (Emonds 
(1976)), by Affix-Hopping (Chomsky (1957)): 
(76) a. John walks. 
b. S-structure: [, John [ t [, I+walk I] J 
c. LF: [,John [I+walk [,t]]] La 
In the S-structure in (76b), DWL is c.-commanded by its own trace. In order for the 
. 
representation not to violate the ECP, the V+I complex must raise back to IlNFL. As we 
will see in section 1.8, the chain (t, I) created by INFL-lowering is not a legitimate object; 
therefore, there is another reason why the V+I complex must raise back to INFL. 
Spec-head agreement dws not always obtain, as shown by the ungrmaticality of 
the sentences in (77), if their structures arc as given in (78): 
(77) a. Which men has John seen? 
h. *Which men have John seen? 
(78) a. [, Vhi men [ has [I, John seen t I? 
I 
b. [* Which men [ have [Ip John seen t I]]? 
A. 1 
The wh-phrase which men does not agree with the finite verb has, but John docs. If we 
assume that there is no Spec-head agreement in CP (that is, agreement between the 
Spec of CP and C, also known as agreement in COMP, cf. sections 3.5 and 5.8) ,  even 
though there is a Spec-head relation between them, then the ungramrnaticdity of (77b) 
follows. To account for the gramrnaticality of (77a). we might assume that the finite verb 
agrees with the subject in the Spec of IF', and moves from there to C (Jackendoff (1992), 
Ernonds (1 978)): 
m (79) [, Which men [,J has [p John [ r [, seen r 111]1? 
4 1 
-- -- 
The example in (79) then shows that agreement docs not automatically obtain between 
elements bearing a Spec-head relation. We might assume that once Spec-head agreement 
between some two elements has taken place, no more agreement between any of them 
and some other element is possible (Noarn Chomsky, class lectures, Fall 1990). Or more 
formally, agreement is a property of chains. 
In cases involving movement, as that in (80) where f is the trace left behind by which 
books in accordance with trace theory: 
(80) [, Which books [ did you say [ r werepwas on sale I]]]? + 1 
Since there is no Spec-head relation between the embedded finite verb were and the 
Wh-phrase which books, we cannot appeal to Spec-head agreement to ensure agreement 
between were and which books. We might get around this problem by saying that the 
verb were agrees with which books via its trace t, with which it has a Spec-head relation, 
and that traces have the same set of +-features. Alternatively, we can think of $-features 
as properties of chains. Therefore, the verb were bears a Spec-head relation with the 
trace t, hence agrees with the chain to which the trace r belongs. The chain has the plural 
features, since it has as a member an element with the plural Number, namely, which 
books. 
1.6.2. Non-Spec-head Agreement 
There are also other well-known agreement phenomena that do not fall under Spec- 
head agreement, namely, adjective-noun agreement and determiner-noun agreement. Ex- 
pressions like those in French in (81), are apparently not licensed by the Spec-head rela- 
tion, if the structures of these expressions arc as in (82): 
(8 1 ) a. grand/*grande h o m e  
b. vieillepvieux dame 
That is, adjectives might be Xo-modifiers or XP-modifiers. Since there is only one Spec 
position per maximal projection, and there might be more than one modifying adjective 
(cf. grande vieille dame 'tall old woman'), adjectives are thus adjuncts (to either XO's or 
XI'S). 
One way to account for adjective-noun agreement is by predication (Williams 
(1980)), which is defined as a relation between a predicate YP and the "subject" of 
predication XP in the configuration (83) where XP and YIP c-command each other (cf. 
Rothsttin (1 953, 1984) for a slightly different view of predication): 
Intuitively, we might understand a predicate as expressing a property of the subject of 
predication. 
One way to define agreement by predicatio~r might be that there is a requiremen! of 
feature-matching between the heads of the constituents having a predication relation a9 in 
(83). Consequently, there is (Gender, Number) agreement between the predicate sCrieuse 
'serious* anc! aflaire 'affair' in the French expression in (84): 
(84) Je c w s ~  [N [N, cette affaire ] [, Jrieuse ]I 
P consider this affair serious 
'I consider this affair serious. ' 
Smcturally, the configuration in (83) looks very much like a structure in which XP is an 
adjunct to YP. lhrcfore, alternatively, we might understand adjective-noun agreement 
u agreement licensed by the X'-theoretic Adjunct-head relation. The structures in (82) 
are exactly as that in (83), except for the bar-levela; therefore, they fall under agreement 
by predication. 
As we will see in Chapter 5, t h m  is some complication with the notion of agreement 
by predication when we look at relative clauses. If we alternatively take the structure of 
(84) to contain a null pronominal PRO as in (85), then we can assimilate agreement in 
this case to that in relative: clauses by some agreement linking d e ,  which licenses the 
agreement between PRO and YP (section 5.8): 
(85) Je considhe [, [, cette affaire ] [, PRO [ sCfieuse I]] 
I-
agreement linking 
Since the head A" serieuse 'serious' agrees with PRO by Spec-head agreement, the DP 
cette M a i r e  'this affair' derivatively agrees with the adjective. 
The other agreement phenomenon that does not fall under Spec-head agreement is the 
determiner-noun qrcement. Consider the English expressions in (86): 
(86) a. ThisPthese man 
b. Thc8ePth.i~ men 
If this and these are of the category adjective, then the determiner-noun agreement fall 
under agreement by predication like the case of adjective-noun agreement. However, this 
and these do not seem to be predicates semantically. If this is so, then the dcterminer- 
noun ag.lnement has to be licensed in some other way. 
a DP-analysis of noun phrase (Barwise and Cooper (1981), Brrune (198 1, 1982), 
S.rabolcai (1983), Abney (1987) and many sthen), the structure of the noun phrase is 
something like that in (87) (we henceforth use the locution nominal porjection to refer 
to b t h  DP and NP): 
where the determiner is the head of the noun phrase. Obviously, the relation between D 
and NP is not a Spec-head relation, but a Head-complement relation. It thus falls under 
neither Spec-head agreement nor agreement of predication. There are two possibilities 
that we might consider hen. 
We can assume LF-raising of the NP complement to the Spec of D, assimilating deter- 
miner agreement to Spec-head agreement. That is, the agreement feat*ues arc checked at 
LF. In the approach, then, a derivation of the noun phrase these men would be as in (88): 
(88 j a. S-structure: rDp rW these [* men I]] 
7 
b. LF: 1, [,&n 1 rW these t 11 
However, if Abney (1987) is correct in that the Spec of D is a position where Genitive is 
assigned, for instance as in (89) (the exact position where the possessive morpheme 's 
occurs need not concern us here): 
then the derivation in (88) should be ir,?possible. 
One other possibility is that determiner agreement does not fall under Spec-head 
agreement at all, but under selection (of agreement features). On this view, determiners 
detemriner like those would select a giwal NP like books. In lmguagcs like French in 
which there is also Gender agreement between the determiner and the head noun s f  the 
NP complement: 
i90) a. Une/*un Po-e 
a.FEM/a.MASC apple 
'An apple' 
b. Le/*la ParC 
the.MASC/theMASC park 
'The park' 
If the view we adopted in section 1.5.4 in that only features that have semantic correlates 
can be selected, then Gender agreem:nt would be a problem for the DP-analysis. It may 
be that there is some functional projection FP dominating the DP, with EF-movement of 
the NP complement to [SPEC, DP], agreement between D and NP thus falls under Spec- 
head agreement: 
Determiner zgreement would then parallel agreement in AGRP. It is not obvious that an 
analysis along the lines in ($1) is correct, and its consequences remain unclear. I leave. 
this problem for future research. 
1.7. Morphological Spell-out Rules 
One issue that occasionally comes up in the syntactic litelature is how the actual farms 
of lexical items are inserted in the syntactic representations. If we assume the formula- 
tion of the PrP as given in (I), then lexical insertion must t&e place at D-str~cture. 
However, in a theory of passive according to which subjects originate in a D-structure 
object position, how do we ensure that the form of the frnite verb and that of the subject 
agree? Consider the examples in (92): 
(92) a. John was seen t 
u
b. *John were seen t 
u
If the W-structure of (92) is as in (93), and lexical insertion takes place at D-structure, 
then there seems to be no way to ensure that the singular form of the verb be show up, 
since there is simply no relation between John and was in (93) to license Sps-c-head 
agreement: 
(93) e was seen John 
One way to get around this problem is to insozr the non-fiiite form of the verb in the 
syntactic representation, then after the sgreement relation is licensed (by the Spec-head 
relation) when John has moveii to the Spec of IP, some morphological rule like (94) 
would spec* the pbmetic form of the verb in the indicated environment (Chomsky 
(1957)): 
(94) be+PAST.3SG --, was 
where [+PAST.3SG] is some feature bundle, which we might understand to be the con- 
ditions for the phonetic form on the right-hand side of the arrow to obtain. Rules of the 
sort in (94) are commonly known as (morphological) spell-out rules. Notice that these 
rules can be abstract4 to capture regularities in the language. For example, a present 
tense rule for English verbs might look like (95): 
Of course, suppletion rules must be postulated for verbs likc be that do not obey the rule 
in (95). Spell-out rules are also language-specific, so the counterpart of (94) in German 
would be something like (96): 
(96) sein+PAST.3SG -+ war 
'be' 'was' 
But the form of the rules is universal: there is a basic form of the lexical item and the 
conditions for the rule (i.e. the left-hand side of the arrow), and the phonetic form to 
which the basic form is to be realized as (i.e. the right-hand side of the arrow). Notice 
also that the feature bundle must be adjacent, perhaps as a sister, depending on the theory 
of spell-out rules, to the basic form in order to meet the conditions of the rule. 
The approach sketched above assumes that the lexicon contains only the basic forms 
(i.e. forms that do not have any $-features. For example, be but not is and were), aqd that 
the morphological component of the grammar takes the syntactic representations as in- 
puts and spells out the phonetic forms when the basic forms get the appropriate features. 
In other words, the morphological component of the grammar is somewhsre after S -  
structure. 
Alternatively, we might suppose that the lexicon contains lexical items with all the 
possible phonetic forms (i.e. lexical items have +features. For example, all the possible 
forms of be such as is, are, was etc, perhaps generated by some morphological com- 
poneni of the grammar. Cf. Lieber (1980)), and that they are freely inserted in the syn- 
tactic representations. Of course, thh would gcnerate at S-structure and PF as well both 
the grammatical a sentence like (92a) and the ungrarmnaticall ones like (92b). However, 
at LF, some feature-checking mechanism operates to ensure that elements bearing an 
agreement relation actually have matching features. If they do not match, then the 
representation is assigned a * indicating it as ill-formed. The view is not implausible 
given that we can utter a sentence like (92b), but the status of the sentence is simply 
deviant. For concreteness, we will adopt the latter view, but nothing seems to hinge on 
this choice for our discussions here. 
We will adnit the following elements as legitimate objects at LF in rhe sense that only 
these will have an appropriate interpretation (from (Chornsky 1989)), each of which a 
chain (a l ,  . . . an): 
(97) a. Arguments: each element is in a A-position, al Case-marked and 
a, 8-rmarked, in accordance with the chain condition. 
b. Adjuncts: each element is in an A'-position. 
c. Lexical elements: each element is in an XO-position. 
d. Predicates, possibly predicate chains if there is predicate raising, 
VP-movement in overt syntax, and other cases. 
c. Operator-variable constructions, each a chain (al, %), where 
the operator al is in an A'-position and the variable % is in 
an A-position. 
We wlill assume that the principle in (98) to guarantee that only the permissible LF- 
objects are present at LF: 
(98) Principle of Last Resort: 
Affect-a applies only to yield legitimate LF-objects. 
In other words, if the LF-representation is already legitimate, Affect-a may not apply. 
1.9. Overview of the Chapters 
The primary concern of this dissertation is to investigate the relationship between ex- 
traction possibilities and head-movement with respect to bounding theory and proper 
government theory. It is claimed that syntactic head-movement has some effect on 
bounding domains and that abstract verb movement to C licenses subject extractions. A 
major focus of this work is to look at the interactions of various principles and parameters 
of grammar, and to explain why certain syntacture structures are parametrically pcssible, 
but some others are not. 
Chapter 2 considers cross-linguistic variations with respect to subjacency, as well as 
the effect of head-movement on defining bounding domains. I claim that all maximal 
projections are bounding in general, but the effect can be voided by complementation: 
either by lexical selection, or by functional selection. The two parameters for effecting 
bounding domains partition the class of languages into four with respect to possible 
bounding variations. This strong prediction is attested. One bounding domain can also 
be subsumed under another, if their heads are morphologically merged. This conception 
of bounding theory fits particularly well in syntactic theories that assume a proliferation 
of functional projections. These additional projections would not create any more bound- 
ing domains since their heads are morphologically merged. It is shown that facts about 
extraction out of gerunds can be accommodated in this account in straightforward way. 
Chapter 3 is concerned with complementizer agreement. On the assumption that some 
complementizers (like that in English heading a CP and its counterparts in other lan- 
guages) are expletives, and that they must be removed at LF in accord with FI, it is 
shown that complementizer agreement can be given an account according to which the 
expletive complementizers are replaced by the finite verb in INFL by abstract verb move- 
ment to C at LF. 
Chapter 4 shows how the suggested analysis for complementizer agreement has 
desirable consequences for theory of proper government, especially for subject extrac- 
tion. The apparent lack of the that-trace effect is to be explained by abstract verb move- 
ment to C, which might be due to FI requiring expletive replacement, or to some inde- 
pendent property of particular languages to be derived from principles and parameters of 
UG, like the verb-second constraint in most Gemlanic languages, requiring the finite verb 
in the C position at LF, if it has not already moved there at S-structure for some reason. 
In this account of the lack of the that-trace effect, it is possible to maintain a strong claim 
a b u t  that the class of proper head governors, namely, it is restricted to all and only lex- 
ical categories. As the that-trace effect, it is argued that Economy considerations would 
prevent verb movement to C. 
Chapter 5 investigates abstract verb movement in relative clauses. It is claimed that 
these constructions must be headed by the finite verb moving from I to C at LF, a con- 
sequence of predication theory. It is show that with abstract verb movement to C, the 
anti-thot-trace effect is automatically accounted for, which also affords us a unified 
analysis for the distribution of the cornplementizer that. The complementizer that is one 
and the same in both complement clauses and relative clauses, and the grammaticd dif- 
ference between them is to be attributed to the obligatory abstract verb movement to C in 
relative clause, and the impossibility of movement of the verb at LF because of Principles 
of Last Resort. 
1.10. Abbreviation Conventions 
: first Person 
: second Person 


















: nominative Case 
: accusative Case 
: dative Case 
: genitive Case 
: masculine Gender 
: feminine Gender 
: indicate Mood 
: subjunctive Mood 
: singular Number 
: plural Number 
: present Tense 
: pass Tense 
: future Tense 
: Particle 
: Pronominal 
: passive Voice 
: Subject marker 
Appendix: A Note on the Projection Principle 
The formulation of the PrP as given in (1) probably needs some adjustnlent, if 
Reinhart's (1989) analysis of except-phrase is correct. In her account, the phrase except 
John in (i) is base-generated in an adjunct position, and the quantifier phrase everyone is 
adjoined to it at LF, as in (ib), in order to interpret everyone except John as a constituent: 
(i) a. D-,otructurt: [, [, Everyone left for Italy yesterday ] [ except John I] 
b. LF: [, [, ti left for Italy yesterday ] [ everyonei [ except :ohn I] ] 
The adjunct except John, although having the same 8-role as everyone, is not 0-marlred at 
D-suucturc. The PrP given in (1) is thus empirically inadequate to cover cases like (i). 
Since the precise formulation of the PrP does not immediately concern us here, for con- 
creteness, we will assume (1) as it is with the understanding that it might be reformulated 
in some fashion to extend its empirical coverage as well as maintain its originai desirable 
consequences. 
Another problem with the PrP as formulated in (1) is raised by constructions contain- 
ing an embedded interrogative: 
(ii) D-structure: John wondered E, [, Mary saw who I] 
S-structure: John wondered [, who Mary saw t I] 
At D-structure the selectional restriction imposed by the matrix verb wonder is not 
satisfied, since the embedded clause is not an illegitimate representation for a question. 
Even if we assume so-~le abstract complementizer C with the feature [ + M I  heading the 
embedded CT, which requires a wh-phrase in its Spec (Rizzi (1991)), the Projection Prin- 
ciple is still violated at D-structure. In this case, the selectional restriction of the [+w] 
C is not satisfied until S-structure. 
Chapter 2 
Syntactic Verb Movement and Bounding Theory 
2.1. Introduction 
Possibilities for forming questions and relativization vary from language to language. 
On the one hand, languages may m e r  as to whether or not they allow a gap in a position 
that normally requires a noun phrase to appear to be related to a wh-phrase occurring 
somewhere else in the sentence, in other words, whether or not the wh-phrase has moved 
out of its base-position. Whereas Wh-movement must occur (in constructions with one 
wh-phrase) in languages like English and Dutch, it need not in those like Chinese and 
Japanese. On the other hand, languages may differ in yet another way. They Inay vary 
with respect to the distance between the moved wh-phrase and the the position from 
which it moves. 
In this chapter, I propose a theory of bounding according to which there are two 
pamncte~s that particular languages may set the values positively or negatively. I argue 
that bounding theory must take into account the effect of head-movement in that some 
bounding domain can be subsumed under another if heir heads arc morphologicaUy 
merged. Although very few languages have VP as a bounding domain, evidence can be 
found to show that it can be bounding in general, and that in cases where the bounding 
effect is apparently lacking are to be accounted for by head-movement. In this concep- 
tion of bounding theory, a proliferation of i~r~ctional projections would impose no ad- 
ditional bounding constraints. 
The chapter is organized as follows. In section 2.2, we briefly review the empirical 
adequacy of the Subjacency Condition, as well as raise some conceptual issues that 
Rizzi's (1978) analysis for parametric variations. In section 2.3, I propose an alternative 
bounding theory addressing these issues, and show that VP can be bowding in general. 
A discussion of clause structure and Wh-movement in Welsh is in section 2.4, which 
bears on the claim that bounding domains should be defined in terms of head-movement. 
The data in Welsh is shown to be strongly suggestive of the idea that successivc-cyclic 
movement must be structure-preserving. I show how my proposal extends straightfor- 
wardly to analysis of extraction out of gerunds. We will briefly look at some extraction 
facts in Scandinavian languages in section 2.5, and see how the analysis I suggested 
covers these cases. Some concluding remarks on the relationship between barriers to 
movement and banien to government arc in section 2.6, and an appendix concerning 
some problems of preposition-stranding ends this chapter. 
2.2. Empirical Adequacy of the Subjacency Condition 
Rizzi (1978) points out that the Subjacency Condition (stated in section 1.5.7, hence- 
forth subjacency) is inadequate to cover facts about relativization in Italian. Italian ap- 
pears to allow for a longer distance between the extracted constituent and the gap related 
to it than En@& does, as the comparable examples in (1) and (2) show, assuming the 
structures as indicated (with irrelevant movements and traces omitted for simplicity)l: 
(1 ) a. La nuova idea di Giorgio, [, [di cui] [, credo 
4' 
[, che [, hai detto a Maria t I]]], diverrh presto di pubblico dominio. 
d * t  
'Giorgio's new idea, about which I think 
that you have talked to Maria, will soon become known to everybody.' 
l ~ o s t  of Rizzi's examples have null subjects. I cbbcked with my informants with lexical subjects in 
&r# examples, which t h y  found w grammatical contrast (cf. Jasper (1989) for a different judgment). If 
we rsarme that null subjects an pro's in [SPBC, IP], then this is what we should expect. 
b. La nuova idea di Giorgio, Ep [di cui] immagino 
1 L * 
G 1 [, che cosa [Ip pensi t4]]], diverrh presto di pubblico dominio. 
I 
-- 
'Giorgio's new idea, of which I imagine 
what you think, will soon become known to everybody. ' 
c. *Tuo fratello, I, [a cui] [I, temo 
4 
[, la possibilitit [ che abbiano raccontato tutto t I]]], . . . 
, I 
'Your brother, to whom I am afraid of 
the possibility that they told everything, . . . ' 
7 
(2) a. Giorgio's new idea, [, [about which] [, I believe 
-[, r' [ that [, you have talked to Mana t ] 11 1, 
will soon become known to everybody. 
6- 
b. *Giogio's new idea, [, [of which] [, I imagine [, what [, you think tq]]], + I 
will soon become known to everybody. 
c. *Yourbrother, Ep [to whom] [,Iarna£raidof 
R. 
[, the possibility [ that they told t everything I]]], . . . 
I 
Clearly, if the bounding nodes in Italian are NP and S (=IF'), namely exactly those that 
Chomsky (1973) suggests for English, then the example in (lb) should violate Seb- 
jacency. The movement in this particular case crosses two bounding nodes, namely, the 
two Ips. 
The distances over which extraction takes place in the examples in (1 c) and (2c) are 
apparently the same, and both examples are ungrammatical, in contrast to the pair (1 b) 
and (2b). N? thus seems to be bounding in both languages2. 
Rizzi (1978) suggests that whereas S i-IP) is (i bounding node in a language like 
Enghsh, as proposed by Chomsky, in a l a n ~ ~ ~ g e  like Italian S (=CPs), not S, is bounding 
(cf. also Sportiche (1981) for French). This account for the difference between English 
and Italian with respect to extraction is quite elegant since the contrast between (lb) and 
(2b) follows immediately from this parametric choice of bounding nodes. 
However, to the extent Rizzi's analysis is empirically correct3, we might ask the fol- 
lowing questions: 
(A) Is the difference between IP-bounding and CP-bounding du: to some intrinsic 
properties of IP and CP? If so, how do they bear on the property of being bound- 
ing? Specifically, what is the difference between IP and CP that makes it possible 
for particdar languages to choose one as bounding node, but not the other? 
(B) There are surely many differences between the English-type languages and those 
of Italian-type, why is it that both of them choose NPs as bounding nodes (cf. 
(3))7 
(C) VP is not bounding in both Eriglish and Italian. Why is that so? Is there a lan- 
guage in which VP is bounding? 
(D) What about categories other than IP, CP and NP, are they bounding? Why ox 
why qot? 
(E) Are there some combinations of bounding nodes that no natural language may 
%be problematic case in tbe grammatical contrast in the examples in (i), which differ minimally with 
respect to the determiner: 
(i) a Who did you see a picturc of t 7 
b. *Who did you ea tfie picture oft 7 
Ibem seems to be oo natural way to account for thie contrast. 
have? Why is that the case? Can we in a principled way predict what arc the 
possible combinations and what are not? 
Unless we have principled answers to these questions, a bounding theory that stipu- 
lates particular ckoicts of bounding nodes in particular languages does not seem to have 
much explanatory power. Such a theory can obviously posit some arbitrary choice of 
bounding nodes precisely to ybld the desired result. With this conceptual issue in mind, 
we will seek some answers to these questions iP1 the following sections by articulating a 
more elaborate theory of bounding that not only hes none of the conceptual problems we 
just raised, but also has a wider empirical coverage. 
2.3. Analysis for Bounding Variations 
Taking the differences between English and Italian with respect to bounding as the 
point of departure, I will fitst propose a theory of bounding according to which there are 
two parameters defining bunding domains, and then show how the idea accounts for the 
observed differences in the two languages. We will &cuss the apparent lack of bound- 
ing effect in these two languages. 
2.3.1. Bounding Parameters 
Thanks to a lot of work done since Riui's proposal, answers to the questions posed 
above appear to be forthcoming. The answer to the question (D) seems to be positive 
generally. In fact, work by Koster (1978) and van Riemdijk (1978) suggests that almost 
all categories are bounding, a notable exception being VP (ci. section 2.3.4). To avoid 
language-specific stipulations of choice of bounding nodes, let us take Chomsky's 
(1986b) notion of blocking category (BC) (defined in section 1.5.6) as a working 
hypothesis: 
(3) Every maximal projection is bounding, unless the effect is voided. 
where the unless-clause in (3) is subject to parametic variations. If we have some prin- 
ciplad way to void the bounding effect of maximal projactions, then we would have an 
explanation for the question (E). 
Law (1990) suggests that languages may void the bounding effect of maximal projec- 
tions in ane of two ways: (i) lexical selection, or (ii) functional selection. By lexical 
selection is meant complement to an X0 lexical category (i.e. those categories that are 
definable in terms of [ f PJ, f V], cf. saction 1.4. I), and by functional selection is meant 
complement to an Xo functional category. If we set up the bounding parameters as 
[f lexical bounding] and [f functional bounding], with [+lexical bounding] meaning 
complement to a lexical category is bounding (i.e. the bounding effect is voided by a 
lexical category), a d  [-lexical bounding] meaning complement to a lexical category is 
not bounding (i.e. the bounding effect is voided by a lexical category), and similarly for 
[ f  functional bounding], then these two parameters partition the class of possible lan- 
guages with respect to the bounding effect of maximal projections into exactly four. As 
we will sa in this chapter, this strong empirical prediction appears to be borne out. 
However, there is a minor conceptual problem with the working hypothesis in (3), 
which says that maximal projections are bounding by default. If h i s  is correct, then it is 
not clear what effect the parameters [-lexical bounding] and [-functional bounding] 
have. 'Ihe results of setting the negative values of the two parameters wodd be exactly 
the same as not setting them. An improvement over this conceptual probicm would 
simply be to eliminate the working hypothesis h (3). That is, maximal projections do not 
have intrinsic property of being bounding or not bounding, but the setting of the 
parameters to the negative values would make the (relevant) projections non-bounding, 
and the positive values would make them bounding. In other words, the positive value 
turns on the bounding effect, and the negative one turns it off. With this conception of 
bounding theory, let us now first see how clausal projections have a bounding effect on 
extraction. 
2,3,2. Bsundedness of Clausal Projections 
Suppose a language like English sets its bounding parameters as [-lexical bounding] 
[+functional bounding], then the fact that IP is bounding follows immediately, since 1P is 
a complement to the functional category C. 
In the examples in (4), the two C%-complements to the verbs think and wonder respec- 
tively are not bounding because of the p m e t e r  [-lexical bornding] (the angle- 
bracketed nodes delimit the bounding domains): 
(4) a. The man [, who [,, John thinks [ t that [,, Bill gave a book to t I]]] h 4 I 
b. ?*The man [, who L, John wondered [, who L, i gave a book to r I]]] 
A 1 
This i s  in contrast with the IPS, whose bounding effect is still in force. This is due to the 
setting of onc of the parameters in the language as [+functional bounding], meaning the 
bounding effect is turned on by s functional category. In the examples in (4), the IPS are 
bounding since they are complements to the functional category C (that or a phonetically 
ndl  complementher), in whose Specs a wh-phrase occurs. 
In (4a), the movement sf the wh-phrase who involves crossing only one bounding 
node ~t q time, observing subjacency. The movement of the wh-phrase who to the Spec 
of the upper CP in (4b), however, crosses two bounding nodes, namely, the two angle- 
bracketed P s .  The example is thus ruled out by subjacency. 
Let us now turn to Italian. The language takes the option whereby the hounding effect 
or complements to a lexical category is turned on by the parameter [+lexical bounding], 
and that of those to a functional category are turned off by the parameter [-functional 
bounding]. Thus, in the examples in ( 5 ) ,  the bounding effect of the CPs is turned on by 
virtue of behg complements to the lexical category V, and that of IPS is turned off by 
v h e  of being complements to the Eunctiond category C (che 'thet' or an empty com- 
plementizer in whose Spec a wh-phrw chi occurs): 
J, ( 5 )  a. Questo incarico, [, 0 che [, non, credo k, t che [, Maria possa 
were indovinato a chi [=, affiderb t t I]]], . . . 
A a I 
'This task, that I don't W k  that ?.viaria might 
have guessed to whom I will entrust, . . . ' 
b. *Quest0 incarico, [Q, 0 che [, rlon so proprio 
A 
'. 
m 7 [,,, chi [, t possa avere iridovinato LCP, a chi [, afiderb t t ]]]I, . . . 
1 
This task, that I really don't lnow 
who might have guessed ,to whom I will entrust, . . . ' 
The grarnmaticality of the Italian example in (5a) is not surprising, since CP is bounding, 
the movement of the relative clause opecator 0 (Chomsky (1977, 1982), cf. Chapter 5 for 
a discussion operators) to the Spec of the upper CP crosses only one bounding domain at 
a time, namely, the angle-bracketed CPs, even though two IPS are crossed. The example 
in (5b) is ungrammatical, since the rnovement of the operator 0 crosses two CPs in ace 
step, violating subjacency. 
2.3.3. Boundedness of Nominal Projections 
Works on the structure of noun phrase by Banvise and Cooper (1981), Szabolcsi 
(1983), Abney (1987), and mimy others now suggest an answer to the question in (B). In 
these works, noun phrases are not projections of the category N (Chomky (1957)), as in 
(6a), but are actually thos: of the category D, the determiners, as in (6b) (intermediate 
levels of projection are omitted for simplicity): 
(6) a. [, Det N 1 b. [,DNP] 
The fact that noun phrases are bounding in both English and Italian is now accounted for 
as follows. 
In a language like English, the bounding effect of DP is turned off by lexical selection 
(by the verb), but NP is still bounding since D does not have the capacity to do so: 
(7) ??The man [, who John made 
A 
[, The [- claim [, r that [, Bill saw t I]]] 
I t  J 
In a language like Italian, however, the verb does not void the bounding effect of DP, D 
docs so to NP, so DP is bounding in this language: 
(8) *Tuo fratello, [,a 
[, la I,, possibilith b, t che [, abbiano raccontato tutto t , . . . 
1A I 
'Your brother, to whom I am afraid of 
the possibility that they told everything, . . . ' 
* 
The net effect is that nominal projections are bounding in both languages. Technically, 
the bounding nodes in the two language-types are different: NPs in the English-type lan- 
guages, and DPs in the  talia an-types4 
The questions in (D) can now be answered more precisely. All maximal projections 
are potentially bounding, but depending on the positions where they occur, and the 
parameters that the particular language sets, the bounding effect can be m force or not. 
The questions in (A) can also be addressed. The difference between IP-bunding and 
CP-bounding is not due to some intrinsic properties of Il? and CB, which do not directly 
bear on their boundedness. In fact, quite generally, the intrinsic nature of a category is 
irrelevant to its property of bring bounding. Whether a maximal projection is bounding 
or not depends on complementation and that setting of the parameters. 
is a question wbctber the Spec of DP can bc used as escape hatch. If Aboey (1987) is correct in 
that possessom appear in this position, as in (i), tben this option is not availabie for movement out of DPs: 
2.3.4. Boundedness of VP 
VP appears to be problematic for more than one module of grammar. If VP is bound- 
ing, then a simple sentence like (9) would be predicted to tse ungrammatical since the 
wh-phrase crosses more than one bounding node on the way to the matrix clause: an IP 
and a VP. 
To get around this problem, on the one hand, Lasnik and Saito (1989) simply stipulate 
that VP is not a barrier, both for bounding and government. Qn the other hand, Chomsky 
(1986b) suggests that a wh-phrase may adjoin to VPs when it undergoes movement: 
(10) [, What I, did [,, John [w t ' [, see t I]]]] 
-I
On the assumption that a maximal projection may comprise multiple segments as defined 
in May (1985), and that being dominated by a segment of a category does not constitute 
as being dominated by that category, the step from t to t' in (10) does not cross any max- 
imal projection. The step from t' to the Spec of the matrix CP crosses only one bounding 
node, nanl:ly, IP. The issue of hundedness of VP with respect to extraction out of VP is 
thus resolved. 
However, there are some indications that adjunction to VP should not be allowed. 
Consider the an example of VP-fronting in English in ( I  I). The grammatical status of 
the example seems to be a weak subjacency violation5: 
(; ) ?? [ Fix the car ] I wonder whether he will t 
/+ 1 
at is not clear how proper government of tbe VP-trace is obtained in (1 1) (cf. tbe S-structure i? (24)) in 
tk conjuaaive formulation of proper government. Antecedent-govemnent clearly fails here. 
Thus, the trace of the h n t e d  VP thus must be properly governed; otherwise, a violation 
of the ECP would result. Suppose that whether is in [SPEC, CP] (cf. fh , section 4.2.1 ). 
Within the disjunctive formulation of the proper government, Chomsky (1986b) suggests 
that in the S-structure in (24) for the example in (11), the initial trace t is 8-marked by 
INFL (occupied by the modal will), which then results in the satisfaction of one of the 
two conditions on proper government (i.e. 8-government, cf. section 1.6.5): 
(12) [, [, Fix the car ] [, I [w t" [, wonder [Cp whether [Ip he [ will t ]]]]]]]]] 
h I4 I 
It turns out that VP-adjunction is inconsistent with the assumption that adjunction to ar- 
guments is not permitted for theta-theoretic reasons (Johnson (1985)), a supposition from 
which the impossibility of adjunction to argument NPs and CPs follows. VP-adjunctisn 
should thus not be permitted on the same grounds. If this is correct, then we do not have 
at our chsposal the method of W-adjunction to get around the subjacency condition. In 
fact, as we will see in the next section, facts about extraction in Welsh suggests that W 
can be bounding and the bounding effect cannot be circumvented by VP-adjunction. 
Instead of VP-~Aijunction, it may be that VPs, just like IPS do, have an escape hatch 
along the lines suggested by van Riemsdijk (1978) for PPs. So movement of a comple- 
ment out of VP proceeds through a Spec position, as was also suggested in recent work 
by Dominique Sportiche (MIT talk, March 1990). The movement from a base-generated 
position fiom within V' to the Spec of the nearest CP thus involves two steps: 
H o w ~ v ~ ~ ,  tven if we assume that there is an escape hatch in VP, it would not help for 
the following two reasons. First, cozslder the escape hatch in extraction out of a clausal 
complement, schematically represented in (14): 
An escape hatch is of help only if it can serve as the landing site after a movement cross - 
ing a bounding node, and crucially the node that immediately dominates the escape hatch 
rnust not be bounding. In (13), the movement froin t tc f' crosses no bounding node, but 
the problem is that VP is still bounding in a language like English, which turns on the 
bounding effect of maximal projections by functional selection (by the pmmeter 
[+functional bounding]). Second, in an Italian-type language, VP is not bounding at my 
rate since the effect is turned off by the functional categoq LNFL. In this case, there is 
no motivation for ,ul escape hatch in \Ts. In sum, an escape hatch in VPs either does not 
help, as in English, or is redundant, as in Italian. 
In the discussion of A-chains created by V-to-I movement in which antecedent- 
government, but not lexical government, of the verbal trace is desired, Chornsky (19865) 
suggests that once V has moved to INFL, fonning a VI, INF'L is lexicdized, hence can 
L-mark VP: 
VP is now no longer a blocking category, VI then lexically governs the verbal tram. We 
might want to extend this idea to bounding theory. That is, we might assume that V, 
tums off the bounding effect of VP too when it moves to INFL. 
Unfortunately, evidence from comparative syntax seems to indicate that this might not 
work. Consider the difference between English arid French with respect to verb movc- 
ment. If Emonds (1978) is correct in that there is V-to-I, not I-to-V, movement in 
French, and the reverse is true in English, then we would expect that VP in English is 
bounding, but that in French is lot. This is contrary to facts in the two languages: VP is 
bounding in neither language. We are back to the problem of boundedness s f  W. In the 
- --. --..&:,... next seuwll, I suggest that the problem of the boundedness VP be ckcumvented by head- 
movement. 
2.4. Defining Bounding Domains: Head-movement 
In this section, I will first bring up data from Welsh to show that VP can be bounding 
in general, and that in order to account for extraction facts in this language, we must 
assume structure-preservation as a constfaint on successivecyclic movement. I argue 
that cases where C T  is apparently not bounding are due to the effect of head-rriovement 
on defining bounding domains. We will end this section with a discussion sf how this 
conception of bounding fits into syntactic theories that assume a proliferation of hnc- 
tional categories. 
2.4.1. Clause Structure and Extraction in Welsh 
Before we get into our main concerns in this section, it is necessary to have a look that 
clause structure and extraction in Welsh, since they have some cmcial bewig on verb 
movement. 
2.4.1.1. VP-internal Subject Hypothesis 
Sproat (1985) suggests that the surface VSO in Welsh be derived from the underlying 
SVO order by verb movement to the left of the clause. In present terms, if subjects are in 
[SPEC, IP], then verb movement is to c l :  
'%? well-known rnutatioa paradigm is as follows (Sadler (1988)) (Unless otbtlwise specified, the 
Welsh data are from Yterary Welsh): 
Cf. Harlow (1989) and Sadler (1988) for a drisauurion of tbc! envlomnts  in which the mutation occc~rs. 
saw3SO dra(:on 
'Si8n saw a dragon.' 
This assumption sams  reasonable given that when there is an auxiliary, the subject is to 
the left of the (non-finite) main verb, which I assume is in its base-position: 
(17)[, Ownaeth [, Si8n [, weld draig I] 1 
did.3SG see dragon 
'John saw a dragon.' 
From the perspective of comparative syntax, the suggested clause structure is not very 
appealing. Without further movement, the representation of a declarative sentence would 
be just like those in (16) and (17), a structure with the finite verb in the f i  position. It 
is not uncommon among languages to have f i t e  verbs in C in declarativcs, in fact many 
Germanic languages like German and ]Dutch do (cf. Chapter 3). However, the Specs of 
root-clause dtclaratives in these languages are filled with some constituent. If there is a 
way to represent the examples in (16) and (17) not as verb-first CP declaratives, but as 
IPS, then we can maintain a very simple semantic interpretation rule, namely, only root- 
clause CPs with unfilled Specs can be interpreted as direct yes-no questions. We can 
perhaps sustain the claim that no language may have CPs with unfilled Specs as matrix 
questions. I would like to argue that there are good reasons to think that in Welsh VSO 
surface word order for declaratives has an IP-structure, not a CP, as suggested by Sprost, 
however. The reasons have to do with theories of clause structure, subjmncy and proper 
goveimment. We will discuss the f i  two reasons in this section, and the last one will be 
dealt with in section 4.2.3. 
Suppose subjects originate in the Specs of VPs univefsally, as suggested by Kuroda 
(1985), Kitagawa (1986), Fukui and Speas (1986), Koopsnan and Sportiche ( 1988) 
among many others. Assuming that subjects must raise to the [SPEC, IP] for Case- 
checking (Chornsky (1986b, 1989)), P would like to propose that they parametrically raise 
to this position: either at S-structure, or at LF. They raise to the [SPEC, IP] at S-structure 
in languages like English and French, but at LF in languages like Welsh. On this view, 
then, not only is the D-structure representation for a sentence uniform universally, the LF 
representation in Welsh and English would be exactly the same, despite their superficial 
word-order difference at S-structure where V raises to IPJFL in welsh7 (Harlow (1981)), 
and INFI, lowers to V in Enghh (indices arc used to indicate the position from which a 
phrase has moved): 
(1 8) a. S-structure: [, darlloQd+I [, Si6n [ t y Uyfr ] ]] 
rcad.3SG L !  book 
 
b. LF: [, SiBn [ darlloddi+I [, t [ 5y llyfr I]]] 
'SiBn read the book.' 
(19) a. S-structure: [, John [ t [, t [ I+read the book I]]] 
b. LF: [, John [ I+read [, t [ t the book 1 I]] 
Conceptually, it is quite appealing to have a uniform D-structure representation cross- 
linguistically, and to dervie the different surface orders among languages f r ~ m  general 
principles of the grammar. As we will see in section 2.4.2.2, the view that subjects must 
raise to [SPEC, IP] for Case-checking has a desirable consequence for bounding theory. 
One advantage of this view of clause structure is that the pre-sentential particle a in 
questions in fomal Welsh can occupy the C position, if the finite verb is in DFL  (the 
example is fkom Jones and Thomas (1977)): 
- 
'?'be~ is a pn-sentential paxticle y in declarative sentences (which surfaces as yr in (i)): 
(i) Yr oedd Sibn yn falch o Mair. 
prt was prt proud of 
'SiBn was proud of Mair.' 
Tbe partick drops if the following verb begins with a consonant as in the examples in (18). I assume the 
pre-sententid p d c l e  ia declarative8 is part of tbe verb. 
(20) A oedd Mair yn dadlau am y gim efo ei brawd? 
Q was prt argue about the game with her brother 
'Was Mair arguing about the game with her brother?' 
In colloquial Welsh, however, the presentential particle a is not necessary to indicate a 
question. The word order is exactly like that in a declarative: 
is in the garden 
'Is John in the garden?' 
c n  
b. [, Welodd [, t [, John [ t y ddamwain I]]] 
,siw.3SG the accident 
'Did John see the accident?' 
I assume that the finite verb move to string-vacuously to C. 
2.4.1.2. Wh-movement in Welsh 
Consider now some simple cases of extration in Welsh. ;t is possible to extract the 
object of a verb ro the local [SPEC, CP] is the construction has only one verb: 
(22) a. Beth a ddarllenodd Sidn? 
what prt read.3SG 
'What did Sibn read?' 
b. Beth a welodd SiBn? 
what prt saw.3SG 
'What did Si8n see?' 
Before we go on the see M e r  facts about extraction in Welsh, let us now see what the 
structure of an interrogative looks like in this language. 
Harlow (1983) argues that on the basis of facts about coordination in Welsh, a in :he 
examples in (22) should not be treated as a complementizer, but as a pre-verbal particle, 
forming a constituent with the verb (cf. also Sells (1984) for Lrish). Unlike English com- 
plementizers like that in a complement clause, a must be repeated in the second conjunct 
of a coordinate structure: 
(23) Y llyfr [ a ddarllenodd ] ac [ *(a) fwynheuodd ] Emrys 
the book pn read.3SG and prt enjoyed.3S~ 
'The book that Emr)rs read and enjoyed' 
(24) John said that Mary left and (that) Bill stayed. 
The same pattern obtains with the other pre-sentential particle y (Harlow (1983)): 
(25) Dwed Si8n [ y bydd Emrys yn canu ] ac [ *(y) bydd Mair yn dawnsio ] 
says prt will-be prtsing and prt will-be prtdance 
'John says that Ernrys will be singing and that Mary will be dancing.' 
(26) Dywcdodd Si8n [ y darllenai ] ac [ *(y) mwynheuai ] Emrys y llyfr 
said prt would-read and prt would-enjoy the h k  
'John said that Emrys would read and would enjoy the book. ' 
The coordination facts about the particles a and y sre not conclusive, however. In 
most dialects of French, the uncontroversial complementizer que in Fnnch must be 
repeated in each conjunct. Yet, there is no reason to think that it forms a constituent with 
the subject: 
(27) Jean a dit [ que Marie est partie ] el [ *(que) Frangois est arrivC j 
has said that is left an<i that is arrived 
'Jean said that Mary lefi and hat Franqois arrived.' 
The same pattern obtains for coordination with de, which according to Kayne (198 1 a) is a 
infinitival complementizer: 
(28) Jean a essay6 [ de venir plus t8t ] et [ *(de) partir plus tard ] 
has tried come more early and leave more late 
'Jean tried to come earlier and to leave later.' 
Nothing except clitica may intervene between the particles y and a and the finite verb 
(Sadler (1988), examples arc from Jones and Thomas (1977)): 
(29) a Pwy a 'm gwe1od.d neithiwP 
who prt me saw.3SG last night 
'Who saw m last night?' 
b. *Pwy a'm neithiwr welodd? 
'Who saw m last night?' 
c. Pwy a welodd fi  neithiwr? 
who prt saw.3SG me last nrght 
'Who saw m last night?' 
d. *Fwy a neithiwr welodd fi? 
who prt last night saw.3SG me 
'Who saw me last night?' 
But this fact does not seem to commit us to the idea that these particles form a cun- 
stituents with the verb. In West Flemish (spoken in West Flanders between hokkc- 
Heist and Bruges, Belgium), nothing except clitice may intervene between the com- 
plementizer and the subject; yet, there is no mason to think that they form a constituent 
(Haegeman (forthcoming)): 
(30) a. Da Marie gisteren doa da Heed gekocht eet. 
that yesterday there that dress bought has 
'That Marie bought that dress there yesterday.' 
b. Da-et Marie gistem doa zekocht eet. 
that-it 
'That Marie bougkt it yesterday.' 
c. *Da gkterddoa da kleed gekocht eet. 
'That Marie bought that h s  yesterdayithere.' 
ks we will see in the section 2.4.2.4, assuming tha the particle a as a complementizer 
has a desirable consequence far theory of bounding. 
It thus appears that if the S-structures of the examples in (22) are as in (3 1)' then we 
can assimilate the presence of the particles a and y in main clauses to the rule of 
do-support followed by I-to€ movement in English, namely, the head of a root-clause 
CP must be fded (cf. section 5.7): 
c . 1  4- - - -- - (3 1) a. Beth [ a [, ddarllmodd [, Si8n [ t t I]]]] 
Returning now to m e  further facts about extraction in Welsh. As the gmnmaticaliry 
of the examples in (22) shows, it is possible to move the object of a verb to the local 
[SPEC, CP], if the clause hss only one verb. However, it is not possible to extract i t  
long-distance: 
(33) a *Beth y dywcdodd S i b  y darllenai Mair? 
what prt mid.3SG prt would-read 
'Whar did Si8n say that Mair would read'?' 
b. *Beth y dywcdodd Si8n y mwynheuai Ernrys? 
what prt said.3Sa prt wouldcnjoy 
'What did ai8n say that Ernrys would enjoy? ' 
In these case of long-distance extraction, a remnptive pronoun must be used: 
(34) a Beth y dywedodd Si8n y darllenai Mair ef7 
what prt said.3M prt would-mad it 
'What did S i b  say that Mair would read?' 
b. Beth y dywdodd Si8a y mwynheuai Emrys efl 
what prt aaid.3Sa prt wouldcnjoy it 
'What did sibn say that Emrys would enjoy?' 
In the view of Welsh clause structure suggested, then the structures for the examples in 
(33) would be as in (35): 
C I 
(35) a. *[,B [ y [, [ dywedodd [, Si8n [ t 
f-I 
t [ Y I, d ~ r ~ e ~  piw Mair [ i f 11111111 l'!
'What did Si8n say that A4air would red?' 
'What did sian say that Ernrys would enjoy? ' 
Given that movement to the Spec of the embedded CP is possible: 
v .& I I (36) 'Dwi 'n gwybod [, beth [ a [, ddarllenodd [, Si6n [ t t I]]]] 
am prt know what ~ r t  read.3Sa 
it must be that the movement to the local [SPEC, CP] in (35) is possible, and that the 
w qamrnaticality of the examp!~s in (33) must then due to the movement to the matrix 
clause. 
The impossibility of the examples in (33) (cf. the structure in (35)) are quite un- 
expected, given that extraction from the odginal argumnt position to the local [SPEC, 
CP] is possible, and that there i s  only one maximal projection intervening between the 
Spec of the embedded CP and the matrix clause. An ECP account appears implausible, 
since the extraction site is not embedded inside a wh-island, the configtuation that typi- 
cally induces ECP violations. A comparison of the structures in (35) with the structures 
for sirailiar examples in En- should convince us that an ED acc~unt is not on the 
right track: 
(37) a. [, [ did [, John say [* that [, Mary see t J]]]] 
. . -  I 
[ did [, John say [, that [, Mary read t I]]]] 
. . .  I
With the theory of bounding having two parameters, if the values for the parametm are 
set differently in the two languages, then the ungrarnmaticality of the examples in (33) 
would stem plausibly due to subjacency. 
Given the grammaticality of (3 I), the moveinent of the object to the local [SPEC, CP] 
must not cross more than one bounding barrier (=mode. We will iomally define bound- 
ing barriers later). Morecver, since the first move in (31) is possible, just like that in 
(36), it must then be that the move fiom the Spec of the embedded CP to the matrix 
clause in (31) crosses at least two bounding barriers. The conclusion about bounding 
domains i r ~  Welsh is clear: 
(38) C'P is bounding, and that either IP or (but not both) is bounding 
h! the structures ir, (35)-(36). 
We now proceed to see that AP, PB, DP ?rojeeions are also bounding in Welsh, and 
return to the boundedness of VP md IP. 
It is impossible to extrast mlt of -4P, YP, and Dl? projections wkk a possezsor or a 
noun-complement smcture8: 
(39) a. [, Yr [, [ o l w ~  [, Sibn [ t [Ap yn falch IPp o Mair ]]]]]]] 
prt was prt proud of 
'Si6n was proud of Mair.' 
who 
'Who wm J o b  proua of?' 
r--- (43) a. [, [ Sitlradasoch [, chwi [ t am y llyfi [, a S i b  I]]]] 
talked. 2PL you about thz book with 
'You ta lk4 about the book with Sibn.' 
7-"' -1 
b. *[, Pwy [ y [, siaradasochi [, cliwi t am y llyfr [, a t 31111 
wha 
'Who &d you t d r  about h e  book with?' 
JI I 
(4 1) a. [, [ Clywodd [, Si6n [ t [, y [, newyddion 
heard.3SG prt news 
a~ccording to John Koch @enonal communicatioa), the example in (39b) can often be head iri col- 
loquial Welsh. 
'Si6n heard the news that Mair saw Emrys.' 
who 
[DP Y [rqp n e ~ d d i o n  Gp [ Y [p [ welod%[, hisir [  ti^]]]]]]]]]]]]] 
'Who did Si6n hear the news that Mair saw?' 
I(42) a. [p [ Gwelodd [, M& [ t gar yr athro I]]] 
saw.3SG car the teacher 
'Mair saw the teacher's car.' 
who 
'Whose car did you see?' 
Neither extraction out of wh-islands, nor that out of an embedded inFhittiva1 complement, 
is possible (cf. Sadler (1988))g: 
m -1 (43) a. [, Oofynodd [, Mair [ t imi [* [ a [, [ welais [, i [ t Si6n ]]]]!]]]] 
asked.3SG do-me prt saw.3SG I 
'Mair asked me whether I saw Si6n.j 
* 
b. *[, Pwy [ Y 1, [ gofynddi [, Mair [ ti 
who 
I& a [p wel& [, i I t 11111111111 I 
'Who did Mair ?,sk me whether 1 saw?' 
-(44) a. [p Hoffai [, Gwyn [ t [ i Emrys weld Megan I]]]] 
would-like prt see Megan 
'Gwyn would like Emrys to see Megan.' 
gFhe categorial status of i in tbe embedded clause in (44) is unclear. Cf. Borsley (1986) aad Harlow 
(1991) for a discussion. Wbettaer it is in INFL or C is imrnsterial to our discussion of long-distance 
extraction kre. The crucial point is that movement of the object b m  the embedded clause would cross 
tbe matrix VP and IP. 
-k 1 
b. *[, Pwy yr IF hoffah LW G w ~ n  [ ti [ i EWYs weld t III1II 
who 
'Who would Gwyn like Emrys to see?' 
The examples in (45) and (46) nre used to express the English translations in (39b) and 
(42b) with an inflected preposition and a possessive pronoun respectively: 
whopr t  was prt proud of.3SG.MASC 
(46) I , ~ Y [ Y [ , [ ~ ~  elodd C, Mair [ ei gar 1111111 
who prt saw.3SG his car 
'Whose car did you see?' 
On the other hand, the ungrammatical examples in (40, (42 j-(44) would become accept- 
able if a resumptive pronoun ef 'him' appears in the position of the object trace. 
The evidence is inconclusive for subjacency, though, since ;t might have to do with 
the constraint on preposition-stranding. Nevertheless, in the absence of an explanatorily 
adequate theory on preposition-stranding (cf. Appendix), the impossibility of having a 
gap inside APs, PPs and DPs in Welsh is perfectly consistent with a subjacency account 
according to which these projections are bounding in the language. 
Like long-distant extraction, it is impossible to extract an object to the local [SPEC, 
CP] in clauses having an auxiliary in addition to a (non-finite) main verb in its base- 
position. A resumptive pronoun must be used: 
(47) a. *Beth y  mae Sibn yn darllen? 
what prt is prt see 
'What is Si6n reading?' 
b. Beth y mae SiGn yn ei ddarllen? 
what prt is prt it see 
'What is Si6n reading?' 
If we assume that the pcxticle yn is part of the main verb (we will consider another pos- 
sibility for yn in section 2.4.2.2), then the structure for the example irr (47a) would be as 
in (48a), and that of (47b) would be like that in (48b) with the wh-phase beth 'what' 
base-generated in an adjunct position, and the resumptive pronoun cliticizing to the non- 
f d t e  verb (some rule of predication (Chomsky (1977)) would relate the resumptive 
pronoun to the wh-phrase): 
J/ Jr 1 
(48) a. "I, Beth [ Y 1, [ ITIae [, t 1, sien [ yn darllen t 1111311 
'What is Si8n reading? ' 
b. [, Beth [ y [IP [ mat rvP t [w Si6n [ yn ei dmllen t ]]]]]]] 
'What is Sian reading? ' 
If the prescnce of a resumptive pronoun or an inflected preposition in these cases is an 
indication that the constructions do not involve movement but have the structures h 
which the wh-phrase is base-generated in the matrix [SPEC, CP] and a pronoun in ar- 
gument position (which subsequently cliticizes to the preposition or the verb of which it 
is an argument), then this is evidence that XP-adjunction for successive-cyclic movement 
(Chomsky (1986b)) is not available, at least in Welsh. 
Thus, the ungrammaticality of (48a) would be explained as a violation of subjacency, 
if we a s m e  that both IP and VP are bounding in this particular examp1.e. Recall that 
[SPEC, IP] cannot be used as an escape hatch since the position is reserved for raising of 
subjects at LF for Case-checking, thus the movement of the object from the base-position 
to the matrix clause crucially crosses (at least) an TP and a VP in one fell swoop. This i.s 
thus one advantage of assuming LF-raising of subjects. 
We have the conclusion (38) that eithe~ IP or VP must be bounding, but both cannot 
be bounding in the examples in (35) and (36). In the theory of bounding with two 
parameters that I am suggesting here, a language would have the parameter [+functional 
bounding] if XP is not bounding. But the same parameter would also annul the bounding 
effect of W. since it is also a complement to the functional category MFL. Ira. other 
words, the same parameter would either make them both bounding or both non-bounding. 
Thus, we cannot appeal to the bounding parameters to void the bounding effect of one of 
these two projections. I suggest presently that in fact Welsh is a language in which every 
maximal projection is bounding. That is, the language has the parameters [+lexical 
bounding] and [+functional bounding]. The impossibility of extraction out of A P s ,  PPs, 
DPs confirms this claim. We return to cases like (35) and (36) where the bounding effect 
of a projection is apparently lacking in section 2.4.2. 
2.4.1.3. On Successive-cyclic Adjunction and Structure-preservation 
The impossibility of long-distance extraction of DPs indicates that the option of 
successive-cyclic adjunction for long-distance movement is not available in Welsh. 
However, facts a b u t  PP-extraction seem to contxadict this claim. It is possible to extract 
PPs out of VP in constructions with an auxiliary, as well as over long distances: 
J. I 
(49) [,Am beth [ y  [p;mae IwMair [yn dadlauefo ei b~awdt111111 
about what prt is prt argue with her brother 
'What is Mair arguing about with her brother?' 
\L -I
(50) 1, A bwy [ Y 1, [ dy~redodd [, Sron r t 
to who prt said.3SG 
1 
[, yr LIP [ [, Mair [ yn siarad 11111111111 
prt was prtspeak 
'Who did S6n say that Mair was speaking to?' 
PP-pied-piping (Ross (1967)) then apparently behave differently with respect to long- 
distant extraction. 
Suppose movement falls under the purview of Emonds' (1976) Structure-Preserving 
Hypothesis, an assumption that hold9 at least of Wh-movement, NP-movement and head- 
movement in most theories: 
(5 1) Structure-preserving Transformation: 
A transformation or a transformational operation that introduces 
or substitutes a constituent C into a position in a phrase marker 
held by a node C is called sbructure-preserving. 
Notice that the structure-preserving constraint on successive-adjunction for long-distance 
movement would not be any more permissive than previously assumed. At worst, we can 
impose additional constraints on adjunction over and above struture-preservation (cf. 
Chomsky (1986b)). In fact, in some cases, the impossibility of successive-adjunction 
follows from general principles of grammar. 
Because of Theta theory, DPs may not be base-generated as adjuncts. The option of 
XP-adjunction for successive-cyclic movement should then not be possible for DPs. This 
is an improvement over stipulation against adjunction to argument CP and D P ~ O .  
On the other hand, since PPs can be base-generated as  adjuncts, they can move long- 
distance by XP-adjunction to positions where they can be independently generated. The 
DP/PP asymmetry with respect to long-distant extraction can thus be explained. To il- 
lustrate, consider the following derivations for the Welsh examples in (49) and (50): 
J . 1  1(52) [, Am beth [ y [, t [, [ mae [, Mair [ yn dadlau efo ei brawd t I111131 
In (52), the PP first adjoins to the IP (the direction of adjunction is irrelevant), crossing 
only one bounding barrier, namely, the VF'. It then moves on to [SPEC, CP], crossing 
one bounding barrier again. The w:, moves observe subjacency. In (53), the PP fmt 
'% fad, if the CED has no independent status (Chomsky (1986b)), then he theta-heoretic reason 
against adjunction to arguments would not give us the correct result in cases of extraction out of relative 
clauses. as it would rule out a derivation such that in ti): 
7"' - -1 I;r'-l I 
(i) *Who did you [, see [, the [, t [, man f C, who [,, t Likes r ]]]]]]] 
As the relative clause CP and the modified NP are not in &positions, adjunction as indicated should be 
possible. As we will see in Chapter 5, only antecedent-government of tbe subject trace is at issue. The CP 
does not exclude the CP-adj~ioed trace, which would thus be able to antecedent-govern the subject trace. 
The derivation in (i) is not possible in e theory where adjunction to CPs in general is banned because of 
structure-preservation. 
adjoins to the embcdde IP, then to the Spec of the embedded CP. From there, it moves to 
adjoins to the matrix W, and finally to the Spec of the matrix CP. It is easy to see that 
each move crosses no more than one bounding barrier, observing subjaczncy. Thus, 
structwe-preservation would explain the asymmetry between extraction of BPS and that 
of PPs in Welsh. 
However, without the stipulation against adjunction to arguments, we must have scme 
way to derive the impossibility of adjunction of PP to CP. Otherwise, we would incor- 
rectly allow extraction of PP out of wh-islands. The grammatical status of the example in 
(54b) is at least a mild subjacency violation: 
5 
(54) a. [, where [ did [, you put the books t I]] 
b. ?[, where [ did [, you [, wonder 
A 
[, t [, vchether [, John put 'the books t I]]] I]] 
I+
If we can show thdt there are no base-generated adverbials as CP-adjuncts, then a deriva- 
tion as that in (54b) would follow immediately from structure-preservation. 
The data on the syntax of adverbials are not very clear, unfortunately. Some adver- 
bials seems possible in an adjoined position to rootclause CPs, but not to relative clause 
CPs (cf. section 5.8 for a possible explanation for the ungrammaticality of the examples 
- 
(55) a. [, Yesterday [, who did [, you see t I]]] 
jr I 
b. 1, In the park [, who [ did [, you see t I]]] 
7- (56)  a. *[, Carefully [, what [ did [, you read t I]]] 
I
b. *[, Intentionally 1, what [ did you hickt I]]] 
r-----l (57) a. *The man [, yesterday [m who [p you saw t I]] 
b. *The man [, in lrhe park who [, you saw t I]] 
c. m e  book carefully [, which [, you r e d  t I]] 
rn 
d. *The book Ep intentionally [, which [,, you hid r I]] 
Neither is it possible to adjoin m adverbial to an extraposed CP in a adjunct position: 
(58) a. It seems possible to BU [, that John will leave tomorrow 1 
b. *It seems possible to Bill [, tomorrow [, that [ John will leave ] 
Although the question of why adverbial cannot be adjoined to a CP-adjunct in these cases 
remains to be answered, whatever constrains the adjunction sites of adverbials, structure- 
preservation will disallow movement to these same positions. Thc upshot is that succes- 
sive cyclic adjunction to both argument and non-argument CPs would follow im- 
mediately without further stipulation. 
2.4.2. Effects of Head-m~vcment on Bounding Domains 
In this section, we discu~s the delimits of bounding domains as effected by head- 
movement. We will first ret m to the problem of boundedness of VP in Welsh, then see 
how a solution for it can bc carried over to English md Italian. We consider two p s -  
sibilities that might give us the desired results. The conceptual approach is that certain 
domains can potentially be bounding, and some others cannot. The bounding parameters 
suggested in the section 2.3.1 would then make them actually bounding (if set positively), 
or non-bounding (if set negatively). The problem of the boundedness of VP in general is 
quite acute. Regardlew of the constructions in which it appears, VP is apparently not 
bounding in neither English nor Italian. Given that the two languages have exactly op- 
posite values of the two bounding parameters, we thus cannot appeal to the settings of the 
parameters to make the bounding effect in force or not. The problem is atl the more 
serious iq Welsh. VP is sometimes bounding, sometimes not, depending on the environ- 
ment in which it occurs. 
2.4.2.1. Welsh VP 
Recall from the last section that short distance extraction of the object to the local 
[SPEC, CP] as in (W4a), repeated here as in (59), is possible across both IP and W in 
one step, but extraction of the object of the verb which stays in its base-position as in 
(W.3a), repeated here as in (60), is impossible: 
4 - 1  
(59) [, Beth [ a 1, ddarhenodd [, Si6n [ t t I]]]] 
4 $1 I 
(60) *[, Beth [ y L, [ mae I, t & SiBn [ yn dullen t 1111111 
The conclusion seems clear: VP is bounding in a case like (60), but not like one in (59). 
The difference Fxtween the structures in (59) and (60) is precisely the position of the 
f i t e  verb. It has moved out of its projection in the fonner structure, but not in the latter. 
It thus appears that the boundedness of VP, and more generally, of a maximal projection, 
is dependent on the lexicality of its head. 
Suppose we define notion of bounding category as iil(61), along the lines of Dbprez' 
(1990) suggestion for defining government bamers (we will revise the definition later, 
and also return to the question of how the bounding category is related to Chomsky's 
(1986b) blocking category as well as the relationship i e ~ e e n  subjacency and the ECP in 
section 2.7): 
(61) y is a bounding category for iff 
(a) y fails to exclude p; and 
(b) the head of y is noncmpty. 
The positive values for the bounding parameters would turn a bounding category into a 
bounding barrier f ~ h u n d i n g  node), and the negative vdues would nuke it a 
non-bounding barrier. Thus, the empirical claim embodied in the defhition of a 
bounding category in (61) is that projections with an empty head can never be a bounding 
barrier in any language. The non-bounding natwe of such projections is thus different 
from that which is turned off by the negative settings of the (relevant) parameters. 
With this assumption, let us see when a VP in Welsh is bounding and when it is not. 
In (59). the verb has moved out of its projection, the V? is thus not a bounding category; 
therefore, the positive settings of the bounding parameters in Welsh could not effect the 
boundedraess of VP in this c s e .  IP is a bounding category, however. The [+functional 
bounding] parameter of the language would turn IP into a bounding barrier. Crossing 
only one bounding barrier, the movement of the object to the local [SPEC, CP] would 
observe subjacenc y . 
The impossibility of extraction of the object in (60) is as expected. The main verb 
stays in its base-position, and is thus a bounding category. The auxiliaq moves to INFL, 
the upper VP would thus not be a bounding category, since the head of the VP is empty. 
Given the positive settings of the bounding parameters in Welsh, both the IP and tl s 
lower VP would be bounding barriers. If the object were to move out of the VP, it would 
cross two bounding barriers, violating subjacency. Notice as well that the object inside 
the VP cannot make use of the Specs of VP and IP as escape hatches in (60). In other 
words, the foilowing derivation is ruled cut: 
C n 1 
(62) *[m Beth [ y L, t [ mat IW t 1- Sibn [ yn darllen t 1111111 
This is because these positions are reserved for the subject to make a transit or land in for 
Case-checking. 
2.4.2.2. English an6 Italian VP 
Let us turn now to English and Italian. Consider the schematic representation in (63) 
where the object moves to the local [SPEC, CP] from under the V': 
For languages l k e  English, INFJ, lowers to V at S-structure. The IP in (63) would now 
not be a bounding category, since its head is empty. Since English sets one of its 
parameters as [+functional bounding], VP would be bounding. Nonetheless, extraction 
of the object to the local [SPEC, CP] would cross only one bounding barrier, namely, the 
VP. Subjacency is not violated. For languages like Italian in which V raises to lWFL at 
The \"P in (64) wodd now not be a bounding category, siwe its head is empty. Hence, it 
c m o t  become a bounding barrier. But the IP is a bounding catcgoly. However, lan- 
guages like Italian set one parameter as [-functional bounding], which turns off the 
bounding effect of IP. Movement of the object under V' as in (64) would thus cross no 
bounding barrier. 
Despite its overall simplicity, the analysis does not quite work, however. According 
to (61), CP in (64) is would not be a bounding category, since its head is empty. Hence, 
it cannot be a bounding barrier. But the fact is that in languages like Italian, CY is bound- 
ing, even when it has an empty head. (Recall that Italian does not allow Doubly-filled 
COMP (Chomsky and Lasnik: 1977)). One possibility is to assume that there is an 
abstract complementizer in the head position of an indirect question CP. The CP in (64) 
would then be a bounding category, which would become a bounding barrier in a lan- 
guage like Italian where the parameter [+lexical bounding] makes enforce the bounding 
effect. 
In fat-3, Rizzi (1991) suggests that there is an abstract complementizer analogous to 
Baker's (1 970) abstract Q morpheme in questions, which must be in a Spec-head relation 
with a wh-phrase (cf. section 5.3. This would explain why there is Wh-movement in 
embedded inrlkct questions: 
r----l 
(65) a. John wondered [cp who [ CO+, [, Bill saw r I]] 
b. *John wondered rep [ CO+w [, Bill saw Mary I]] 
However, the grammatical contrast in (65) can be seen in a different light. Suppose we 
have a syntactic theory of interrogatives according to which the form of a non-yes-no 
question must have a wh-phrase c c o m m a n ~ g  the rest of the clause (cf. section 5.7), 
then the contrast in (65) would also be accounted for without positing an abstract CO with 
the [+WH] feature. Thus, the viability of the formulation given in (61) crucially hinges on 
the h~dependent existence of such abstract CO's. Although we cannot reject this pos- 
sibility a prio~, let us now consider an alternative where such potential problem does not 
arise. 
Suppose we simphfy the notion of boundhhg category, as in (66), and add a condition 
on subsurnption of bollnding categories (to be augmented later) as in (67)11: 
(66) a is a bounding category for f! iff a fails to exclude $. 
(67) The bounding category a is subs~uned under the bounding category P iff 
f! dominates a, and the heads of a and $ are morphologically merged. 
In other words, the definition in (66) is the bzse case, and that in (67) subsumes a 
dominated boundmg category under a dominating one, if their heads are morphologically 
merged (cf. Law (1990). Specifically for verbal projection, cf. Marantz (1980), Jack- 
endoff (1977), Kayne (11981a) for the suegestion that V is the head of s). With this as- 
sumption, let us see how the boundedness of VP is circumvented. Consider the 
schematic representations in (68): 
"?be definition in (67) is close in spirit of Jasper's (1989) suggestion, which has a different conceptual 
motivation for unifjhg bounding and binding theories in some way, that the domain (for both bounding 
and binding) is extended from LP to CP by co-superscripting C and INFL, in cases like (i): 
(i) a [n \ ; lhO[c i [u t ' [mi i~n] l l l  
b. [, Who [ doi [, you [ li+think L, t [, C [ t left ]]I]]] J L-u 
Regardless of the directionality of verb movement, the bounding category VP is sub- 
sumed under IP. For languages like Italian where verbs raise to M L  at S-structure, and 
one of the bounding parameters is [-functional bounding], the bounding effect would nor 
be in force. Movement of the object to the local [SPEC, CP] as in (68.6) would cross no 
bounding baxier. But the CP is still a bounding category, which becomes a bounding 
barrier by the parameter [+lexical bounding]. In languages like English, however, which 
set one of the bounding parameters as [+functional bounding], IP would be bounding. 
Since the movement of the object to the local [SPEC, CP] crosses only one bounding 
barrier, there is no subjacency vioaltion in (58b). For convenience, we henceforth angle- 
bracket the upper XP in cases like (68) where the heads XO and Yo are morphologically 
merged to delimite the bounding domain, and use the notation XP/YP to indicate that the 
bounding category YP is subsumed w,der XP, which delimits of the bounding category 
XPm. 
This account of non-boundedness of VP does not have the arguably que~tionable as.- 
sumptioh: that INFL 8-marks VP. INFL does not stem to have argument structure the 
way verbs 130. It also resolves the empirical difference between English arid French with 
respect to verb movement. That VP is bounding in neither language is kcause V and 
INFL are amalgamated in both languagts. The fact that they differ with respect to move- 
ment of V to INFL or of INK to is irrelevant. If this is correct, then the questior~ in 
(C) now has an explanation. 
2.4.2.3. Problems with English hnd Italian Auxiliaries 
Although this conception of bounding domains might have some desirable con- 
sequences for theory of government (cf. section 2.6), it turns out that the definition of 
bounding category in (66) is en?,nirically incomplete. Consider an ernbedded interroga- 
tive like the one in (69a): 
(69) a. John wondered who Mary has seen ? 
b. John wondered [cp who [Ip Mary [ has [, seen t I]]] + I 
If the s t r u m  for the embedded clause in (69a) is that given in (695), then h e  VP is a 
bounding category, since h e  verb has not merged with any head but stays in its base- 
position. Depending on one's assumption about auxiliaries, the VP chfu an ~?uriliary 
heads would be a bounding barrier or not. If we assume that it is a functional category, 
the VP it heads would be a bounding barrier (recall English is [+functional bounding]). 
With the IP also bounding, movement of the objea to the local [SPEC, CP] would cross 
two bounding barriers, an incorrect result. If we assume that it is lexical (cf. Chormky's 
(1986b) suggestion that V lexicalizes INEL when it moves there, and thus L-marks the 
VP), then it w d d  not be bounding. However, the same assumption would make VP 
bounding in a language like Italian since it has the permeter [+lexical bounding]. Tkre 
desired result is that it is bounding in neither language. 
Suppose Zagona (1988) is correct in tha~  constructions with auxiliaries have stacked 
VPs as structures, then the structure in (69b) would be something like (70), with raisin5 
of the auxiliary has to INFL ( b o n d s  (1978), Pollock (1989)): 
(70) John wondered I, who [- Mary [ I+has [vP r [- seen r 11111 
4 I 
Although there is verb movement in (70), the lower bounding category V Y  is not sub- 
sumed under another bounding category. It has yet to merge with another ht  .J. Mcvc- 
ment of the object would cross two bounding bamen: the IP and the lower VP. (Recall 
that we are a s d ? g  no VP-adjunction, by structure-preservation). As we saw in section 
2.4.1.1, there are some reasons to assume VP-internal subject. The Spec position of the 
upper VP cannot be used as an escape hatch since the psition is for the subject to make a 
transit on the way to [SPEC, IP] from the Spec of the lower W: 
(71) John wondered [, o [, M& [ I+has lw t [ r I, f [ seen r i l l l l  
u I 
It thus looks like that some further modification of the definition of bounding category is 
in order. Suppose we add another clause to the condition of subsumption of boundjng 
categories, as in (72b) (clause (72a) is repeated here from (70) for convenience): 
(72) The bounding caf.egoty a is subsumed under the bounding category P iff 
a. fl dcminates a ,  and the heads of a and fl are morphologically merged; or 
b. $ immediately dominates a, a,B are of the same category. 
That is, in a stacked VP struzture, h e  uppermost VP delimit the bounding domain. The 
grarnmaticdity of (70) can nom ,he accounted for as follows. The uppem.,,t W is the 
bounding categoly Lor the stacked xT sbcture, by (72bj. It is ncjw subsumed under the 
bounding category IP because of verb movement to IWE,  by (72a). Thus, the IP in the 
structure i r k  (71), repeated htrt  as in (3), would & the delimit of the bounding category 
IP/VP/VP. which is the only one bounding barrier, the rcsult of having the parameter 
[+functior.al bounding] turning on the bunding effect of complements to a functional 
category: 
(73) John wondered ICp who [- Mary [ I+& [, r [, seen t I]]]] 
_I 
Movement of the object from under the lower VP to the local [SPEC, CP] crosses only 
one bounding barrier, subjacency is thus observed. 
Consider now the mild ungrarnrnaticality as a result of a subjacenry violation ob- 
served in (74a), with the structure as in (74b): 
(74) a. ?What have you wondered where John has read? 
b. irn What [ I + h p  b, you f [,, wondered 
4 
[, where I<IP> Johri [ I+has rvp t KVp read t 111111~1~ 
A 1 
As in (73), thert: is only one bou~ding oarrier in the embedded clause, namely, the em- 
bedded IP. Although the V+I complex is now in C of the matrix cltiuse, the matrix JP is 
still the delimit of the bounding category IP/VP, by (723). Since verb movemcnt to C is 
ssbstitution, there is no element in C that is rnelged with the ''+I complex. It thus does 
not meet the condition for subsumption in (72a). The CP and the P are not of the same 
category, hence the condition L? (72b) is not met either. Conscquentl;l, rli. .~atrix bound- 
ing clPtegoly IP/VP is not .subsumed under the CP. The IP in the embedded clause 
delimits the bounding category P/VP/VP, since the dominated VP is subsumed under the 
dominating VP by (72b), which is in turn subsumed under IP by (72a). Thus, the move- 
ment of the wh-phrase what to the Spec of the matrix CP in (74) crosses two bounding 
barriers, namely, the matrix IP/VP, and the embedded IP/VP/VP. 
A similar derivation can be seen in the Italian example in (75) (Rizzi (1978)): 
-b 7 (75) Mi sto domandando [,,, a cui [Ip potre1 tvp t Ivp chierdere 
[<CP> quando [, dovrb [ t [, parlare t di questio argomento t ]]]]]]] L-3 ? 
- - --- pp 
'I am wondering whom I would ask when I will have to talk about this topic.' 
The upper VPs in both matrix and embedded clauses in (75) delimit the bounding 
categories VP/VP. Due to verb movement, they are subsumed under IPS, which are the 
ddirnite of the bounding categories IP/VP/VPs. However, since Italian has the parameter 
[-functional bounding], the bounding effect of the J.P/VP/VPs are annulled. The move- 
ment of the wh-phrase a cui '(to) whom' thus crosses only one bounding barrier, namely, 
the embedded CP. 
With headmovement, then, the delimits of bounding domains can vary, Specifically 
for verbal projections a d  those Lnctional projections to which there is some sort of 
head-movement, the bounding efYects of these maximal projections may be subsumed 
under other projections. The fact that VP is bounding in neither English-type languages 
nor Italian-type lariguagcs is thus closely related to the effects of head-movement. 
2.4.2.4. Welsh Particles yn, ~uedi, newydd and heb 
It turns out that the formulation in (72) requires an additional assumption about Welsh 
auxiliaries in order to account for facts about extraction in constructions involving 
auxiliaries. Unfortunately, there are some aspects of the grmunar of Welsh that raise 
further questions that are beyond the scope of this work. 
Rzcall from section 2.4.1.2 that the structure for an ungrammatical example like (76a) 
was assumed to be that iq(76b): 
(76) a. *Beth y mae Sibn yn darllen? 
what prt is Prt 
'Mat is Si8n reading?' 
4 - l  
th Y r, [ mae [, t [, sibn r ~n dullen t IIIIIII 
In (76b), the lower VP is immediately dominated by another VP; therefore, according to 
(72b), the bounding category of the lower VP would be subsumed under the upper VP, 
which would be the delimit of the bounding category VP/VP. With verb movement to 
m, the bounding category W/VP would in turn be subsumed under the bounding cat- 
egoiy IP, which would delimit the boundirrg category IP/VP/VF. Given that Welsh has 
the parameters [+lexical bounding] [+functional bounding], the bounding category 
IP/VP/W would become a bounding barrier. Movement of the object from the lower VP 
to [SPEC, CP] would thus cross only one bornding barrier, violating no subjacency. This 
is apparently an unacceptable result. 
In the discussion on Welsh, I was not very precise about the categorial identity of the 
particle yn. Let us now explore the possibility that it heads its o m  projection. Judging 
from its interpretation, the particle yn seem to be a marker for Progessive (the verb after 
it is non-finite): 
(77) a. Darllenodd Si6n y llyfr. 
read.3SC3 the book 
'Si6n read a book. ' 
b. Mae Si6n yn darllen y llyfi. 
be.3SG prt read the book 
'Sibn is reading a book.' 
Other particles that are like yn in that they occur with the auxiliary bod 'be' and require 
the verb that follows it be in non-finite fonn are wedi, which marks Perfective (histori- 
cally a preposition meaning 'after'), newydd 'just', and heb 'without ': 
(78) a. Y mae Si8n wedi weld dlraig. 
prt is prt seedragon 
'S8n has seen a dragon. ' 
b. Y mae S i b  newydd v e l d  draig. 
prt is P* see dragon 
'Sari has just seen a dragon. ' 
c. Y mae Si8n heb gweld Braig. 
prt is prt see dragon 
'St;? has not seen a dragon.' 
As is the case with the particle yn, it is impossible to extract the object of a verb with 
which the particle wedi 'after', newydd 'just' and heb co-occur. A resurnptive pronoun 
must be used: 
(79) a. Beth mae Ti8n wedi *(ei) gweld. 
What is prt it see 
'What has S8n seen?' 
b. Beth mac Si8n newydd *(ei) v e l d .  
'What has S8n just seen?' 
c. Beth mae Si8n heb *(ei) gweld. 
'What has Si8n not seen?' 
In contrast with the Enghh and Italian auxiliaries, these particles do not take inflec- 
tion. In other words, they do not occur in INHL. Given that they require the verb that 
follow them be in non-finite form, it seems that some kind of selecoional restriction is 
involved here. These particles then have the property of being a head, namely, they 
select the specific morphology of their complements. If this is correct, then the structure 
for the example in (77%) must be like that in (80). For concreteness, let us call the projec- 
tion that yn heads as PROGP (for Progressive phrase (cf. McCloskey (1983) for Irish), 
the exact name of the category is not crucial hex): 
 
(80) lP [ Mae CVP Sian [ t r,,, yn I, darllen y llyfi ]]]]I] 
'Si8n is reading the book.' 
With PROGP intervening between the upper VP and the lower VP, subsurnption of the 
latter under the former is impossible. According to (72b), subsumption of one category 
under another requires immediate dominance. The upper VP does not immediately 
dominate the lower VP (cf. (72b)). The structure for the example in (76a) should now be 
E n 1' 
(81) *I, Beth [ y L, [ mae [, t LOOP, Sian [ yn I- dafUen t 11111111 
'What is Sian reading? ' 
Movement of the object from the lower VP to [SPEC, CP] would cmss the three angle- 
bracketed bounding barriers, violating subjacency. 
Although the account just sketched seems plausible, the structure in (80) raises a ques- 
tion of a different sort. Why does the subject appears in the Spec of PROGP, instead of 
the Spec of the lower VP, the position where it starts out at D-structure? In fact, if the 
subject remains in its base-position, the representation is ungrammatical: 
.y I 
(82) *[, [ Mae Cw ! t I,,, p I, Sibn [ darllen y llyfr 1111111 
' Sibn is reading the book. ' 
One alternative is to assume that yn forn~s an X0 with the verb, which traditional 
grammars call a verbal noun (V,). It might be that the projections of such verbal nouns 
arc not categoridly identical to verbal projections, namely, they are V,Ps, not Ws. 
Therefore, subswnption of bounding category u defined in (72b) does not apply. Con- 
sequently, there would then be two bounding barriers from the object position to the Spec 
of the matrix CP, as indicated in (81): 
J. m 1 
(83) * r m  Beth [ Y Lm [ nlae [, t [<vJ+ Si6n [ yn darllen t ] j]]]]] 
'What is Sibn reading?' 
Movement of the object to [SPEC, CP] in (83) would cross two bounding baniers, violat- 
ing subjacency. A question that immediately arises if the particle yn forms an XO with 
the verb. In ui example with a pronominal clitic, the clitic appears between the particile 
and the verb: 
(84) Mae Si8n yn ei darllen. 
is prt it read 
'Sidn is reading it.' 
Such cliticization is not allowed by the Lexical Integrity Hypothesis (Chomsky (1970), 
Bresnan (1872). Cf. also section 3.2.1.3). Notice that cliticization would not be a 
problem if yn heads its owr! projection PROGP. 
In sum, although some difficult questions about Welsh grammar remain to be solved, 
it is seems clear that head-moven~ent has an effect on defining bounding domains. 
2.4.2.5. Boundedness of Functional Projections 
It turns out that the conception of boundhg theory we have been discussing has 
dasirable consequences for syntactic theories in which there is a proliferation of hnc- 
tional categories. 
Pollock (1989) proposes that the traditional IP-projection be composed of two 
separate projections, each has its own head: an AGRP, the maximal projection of subject 
agreement AGR (to avoid confusion and for ease of reference, we will continue to use the 
label IP for AGRP) and a TP (T for Tense). The structure in (86a) is proposed by Pollock 
where T takes IP as a complement, and that in (86b) is suggested by Belletti (1988, 1990) 
and Chomsky (1989): 
The -!hoir=e of either relative ordering of 'IT and IP has no effect on bounding theory. At 
this point, we might wonder how this additional functional projection bears on bounding 
theory. The question becomes all the more serious in light of Chomsky's (1989) proposal 
in which there is an AG3,P serving as a complement to TP, and t&hg a VP comple- 
ment, as in (87) (for convenience, we henceforth use the label AGRP for AGR,P): 
The problem is quite obvious. In languages in which complements to functional 
categories are bounding, the prediction irl a theory with functional projections are as in 
(86) would be that extraction possibility would be more limited, but that in languages in 
which complements to functional categories are not bounding, the extraction possibility 
remains the sane. Languages like English represent the first type, and those like Italian 
and French represent the second type. Let us consider the second type first. 
As we have seen in section 2.3, extraction out of a wh-island is possible in a structure 
(involving reladve clauses) with one level of embedding, but not with that which has two 
levels of embedding. Let us now see how tk& fact is borne out in structures with func- 
tiond projections like TP and AGRP: 
Since Italian sets its bounding parmeters to [+lexical bounding] [-functional bounding], 
only complements to a lexical category is bounding, namely, CPs and DBs. As indicated 
in the structures in (88), only the angle-brackted CPs are bounding Tine mdvement in 
(88b) crosses two bounding barriers, violating subjacency, in contrast to that in (88a), 
where the movement crosses only one bounding barrier. The addition of more functional 
categories has no effect on unbounded dependencies in languages like Italian. 
Let us now consider extraction facts in languages 1ke bglish where complements to 
functional categories are bounding. Clearly, we should e,xpect that :he addition of two 
more functional projections AGKP and TP in a structure like (87), where the projection 
of the AGRP is a complement to T, a functional category, whose projection TP is in turn 
a complement to INFL, anot'ler functional category would add two more bounding bar- 
riers. If this is correct, then we would need some auxiliary assumptiens concerning the 
boundedness of the projections of AGRP and TP. Since the extraction facts are the same, 
it looks like AGRP and TP should not be bounding. 
Although the idea that the bo.unding categories that arc: dominated in a series of con- 
secutive projections whose heads are merged at S-structure are subsumed under the most 
dominating one works in most cases, it does not quite do the job for AGRP. To see this, 
consider the structures in (89a): 
(89) [,Who [ h c LIP> you i lTP t [&, I raaRP>-t [ I [&, AGR+seen i 11111111 
l a .  L-3 
Since English sets its bounding parameters to [-lexical bounding] [+functional 
bounding], VPs, P s ,  and TPs are bounding. Now, T and INFJ, merge at S-structure, 
under standard assumptions regarding the morph~logy of the auxiliary. Hence, the TP 
would delimit the bounding category TP/P. Likewise, AGR and V merge at S-structure, 
AGRP would then demarcate t!e bounding category AGR?/VP. Strictly speaking, 
AGRP and TP are not of the same category, thus the bounding category AGRP cannot be 
subsumed under TP (cf. (67b)). Although extraction of the object from under the VP to 
[SPEC, CP] may use [SPEC, AGR] as an escape hatch (in fact, it must for Case- 
checlung), the movement from there to [SPEC, CP] crosses two bounding categories 
AGRY/VP and IPm. 
Suppose we assume that auxiliaries are lexical (cf. section 4.1.2.2 for independent jus- 
tification), then the bounding category A G R P m  would not be a bounding barrier since 
with the parameter [-lexical bounding] in English the bounding effect is annulled by 
auxiliary (via its trace): 
The movement from [SPEC, AGR] to [SPEC, CP] now crosses only one hurxding bar- 
rier, namely, the IPm, the correct result. 
Since extraction from under the VP is possible, long-distance extraction would be un- 
problematic. Consider the schematic structures in (91): 
If extraction to an embedded [SPEC, CP] is possible as in (9?a), th.e further moJrement 
from there to the matrix clause would cross ody one bounding barrier, namely, the 
matrix TIP delimiting the bounding category Pm. On the other hand, if the embedded 
clause is an island (i.e. [SPEC, CP] is occupied) as in (91b), then extraction out of the 
clause would cross two bounding barriers, namely, the two angle-braketed IPS. 
In sum, we can say that the conception of bornding as I suggest here with two bound- 
ing parameters and subrmption of bounding categories fits very well in syntactic 
theories that assurnc a proliferation of functional projections as suggested in works by 
Pollock (1 989) and Chomsky (1989). 
2.4.3. Some Problems with Gerunds 
Bounding theory viewcd from the perspective according to which the categorial iden- 
tity of m a x M  projections is irrelevant to bounding, but their bounclcdness is dependent 
on the vaiucs of bounding parameter, seems to solve the probltrn of extraction from 
gerunds. The theory of subjacency as suggested in Chomsky (1986b) also gives the sane 
results in terms of L-marking (cf. section 2.6 for a brief mention of the difference be- 
tween the two approaches). 
As Battistella (1983) points out, the sentence in (92) poses a problem for subjacency if 
S (=P) is always bounding: 
o [ did [, you see 6 mc talking to t I]]] 
I 
The movement in (92) should co-nstitute a subjacency violation since it crosses two 
bounding barriers in one step. However, in the theory of bonnding according to which 
the bounding effect can be voided by the bounding papameters, the boundedness of the 
lower IP in (92) can be mulled in a language like English by lexical selection (by the 
verb see); therefore, the movement from t to the Spec of the matrix CP crosses only one 
bounding barrier, namely, the matrix (lexically unselected) IP, and thus does not violate 
subjacency. In fact, this is exactly the case of constructions involving an ECM verb like 
believe: 
did [, you believe [s John to have talked to r I]]? 
1 
There are some issues with regard to the structure of gerunds which bear on the ex- 
traction fact that we just saw, however. On the 3ne hand, there must be at least two 
maximal projections inter ening between the matrix verb and PRO, so that PRO would 
not be ungovemed (Chornaky (1981)). One possibility is that projections of gerunds in 
(93) are S's (=CPs) (cf. Williams (1975), Reuland (1983)): 
(94) [, Who did [, you enjoy [# [, PRO talking to t 13137 k- 1 
As far as bunding theory is concerned, no problem wo~lld tliise. I h e  wh-phrase rs~ho can 
nllake a transition in the Spec of the embedded CP. 
On the other hand, the contra& m (95) raises the possibility that gerunds lack a Spec 
position (cf. Stowell's (1982) suggestion that gerunds lack C O W ,  the only pre-IP p s i -  
tion for both complementizers and wh-phrases in the earlier view of clause structure): 
(95) a. I remembered [- what [Ip PRO to do t I] 
T J 
b. *I remembered [ what [ PRO doing t I] 
-
That gerunds might lack a COMP position (in current terms, a C position in Phis case) is 
corroborated by the fact that no complementizer may occur next to a V+ing form: 
(96) a. John enjoyed talking to Bill. 
b. *Johnenjoyed for/that talking toBill. 
However, extraction out of the projection of a gerund is possible: 
(97) What didn't you remember [ [ PRO doing t I] 
1
If the lack of a Spec position means that the projection has only a one-bar level (cf. 
McDaniel's (1989) suggestion for German infinitival and subjunctive clauses), then the 
problem for bounding theory is that movement of the wh-phrase to the Spec of the matrix 
CP crosses two bounding barriers, namely, the two angel-bracketed IPS: 
(98) What didn't L, you remember [- PRO doing t I]] A I 
The lower IP is bounding because it is not a complement to a lexical category. If the lack 
of a Spec position means that the projection has a full XP-projection, but the Spec p s i -  
tion is simply not there (in other words, the XP-node exhaustively dominates the 
X'-node), then the prcblem for bounding theory would be that the movement out of the 
embedded CP has no escape hatch on its way to the matrix CP: 
(99) [- What [ didn't [- you remember [m [c [,, PRO doing r ]]]]]I + L1
Direct movement from t to the Spec of the matrix CP in one fell swoop crosses two 
bounding barriers, namely the two angle-bracketed IPS. 
The problem is thus tlme-fold. First, the projection of gerunds must have two max- 
imal projections between the matrix verb and PRO, with PRO perhaps sitting in the Spec 
of the lower maximal projection: 
(100) a. . . . V0 [, Cyp PRO Vo+ing . . . ]] 
b. * . . . VO [, wh [, PRO VO+ing . . . I] 
I
c. Wh . . . 1, [, PRO VO+ing t . . . I] 
Second, without further stipulation, the upper maximal projection has a Spec positior~. 
We have to explain why wh-movement to this position is impossible (cf. (95b) where CP 
and IP correspond to I P  and YP in (109b) respectively). Third, how is wh-movement 
out of a gerund is possible, if YP is not a complement to a lexical category (cf, the IP in 
(95b)), and XP lacks a Spec position? 
Reuland (1983) proposes a clausal structure for geninds like the embedded clause in 
(94), schematically as in (101): 
He claims that verbs like remember may take an indirect question complement which has 
a [+W]  COMP (in current terms, a [+WH] CO) at D-structure; hence, it cannot govern the 
W L  of its complement at neither D- or S-structure. The im~licit assumption here is that 
if C O W  is not [+&'HI, then government of the INFL of S' is allowed. This is seminis- 
cent of the Minirnality Condition. However, it is not clear why a C" with the feature 
[+WH] should count as a closer governor, but that with the [-WH] feature should not. 
I would now like to argue for an alternative view of the structure of gerunds, in which 
the thee problems mentioned above can be adequately addressed. Since our immediate 
concern here is primarily bounding theory, I will not discuss the many issues, some of 
them quite thorny, in connecti~n with gerunds, especially its categorial identity1*. To be 
neutral in this regard, I will call the categorial projection of gerunds as IT. In line with 
our assumptions that subjects originate in [SPEC, VP], the structure of a gerund would be 
something like (102): 
(1 02) . . . VO [, t [, PRO [ VO+ing . . . I]] 
PRO is not governed in (102), the problem of govemee "RO is solved. To account for 
the possibility of h a v i ~ g  an overt subject as in the example in (103a), I suggest that it 
move fiom [SPEC, VP] to [SPEC, TP] as in (103b) to get Case from the matrix verb: 
(103) a. John remembered Bili reading the book. 
b. John remembered [I, Bill [ : r, t [ read+ing the book I]]] iu
With the structure in (102j for gerunds, extraction out of gerunds would also be un- 
problematic. The head -ing of TP merges with V, the bounding category VP is thus 
"AS is well-known, gerunds seem to have the distribution of nominals: 
(1) a J o h  remembered having read this book. 
b. John remembered it. 
However, it does not necessarily follows form tbe substitutability of a pronominal for a gerund that the 
gemnd is of the same category as that of the pronominal. A sentential subject can be substituted by a 
pronominal like i f ,  but there is to be reason to think that they are of tbe same category: 
(ii) a That Mary left surprised John. 
b. It surprised Joha that Mary left. 
Law (1990) claims that gerunds are NPs, beaded by an No -i?g. If Abney (1987) is conect in that 
possessors appeic in [SPEC, DP]: 
(iii) a. [,John [, s [, book I]] 
'John's book' 
b- [,who [, s i, book 111 
'whae book' 
then tbe reason why a wh-phrase is impossible in (95b) would be reduced to the fact that wh-phrases do not 
remain in an A'-positioa other than [SPEC, CP]. 
subsumed under IT. Since Acc-ing gerunds are usually compleinents to a lexicd eate- 
gory, they would then be turned into a non-bounding barrier in a language like English 
with the parameter [-lexical bounding]. Extraction out of a projection of a gerund thus 
need not make use of an escape hatch, since the movement crosses no bounding barrier. 
The seccnd problem is thus solved. To see this, let us consider a derivation of an ex- 
ample with extraction out of gerunds. Since verb movement has some effect on defining 
bounding domains as discussed in section 2.4.2, we will consider here movement to a 
[SPEC, CP] in an embedded clause; 
I b 
(104) John wondered [, what [- you enjoyed [, t [, PRO [ do+ing t ]]]]I 
In (104), the head -ing and the verb do merge, the bounding category TP would be sub- 
sumed under TP, which would in turn the delirnit of the bounding category W/VP (cf. 
IP/VP in tensed clauses). Since it is a complement of the verb enjoyed, a lexical cate- 
gory, P / V P  would not be a bounding barrier. (Recall that the parameter [-lexical 
bounding] in English turns a bounding category into a non-bounding barrier). Extraction 
of what out of the gerund in (104) needs not m&e use of a Spec position as an escape 
hatch. It crosses only one bounding barrier, namely the angle-bracketed IP. The grarn- 
maticality of the example is thus accounted for. 
As for the third problem of why wh-movement to the Spec of I? is not allowed (cf. 
(95b)), I suggest that the chain resulting from such movement is idcd out by Chomsky's 
(1986a) Chain Condition (cf. section 1,5,5). L.et US have a look again at the ungram- 
matical example (95b), repeated here in (105a): 
(105) a. *I remembered [ what [ PRO doing t ] j 
b. *I remembered [, what [ c Iv PRO [ + 
As the grarnrnaticality of the exmpfe kt (103b) shows, it must be that the embedded 
subject is C~se-marked in [SPEC, TP]. Movement of the wh-phrase what from the object 
position of do to the [SPEC, IT?] would create a chain that violates the Chain Condition. 
The chain (what, t) in (105b) has two Case-marked positions. One Is the argument po:si- 
tion of the verb do, and one is [SPEC, IT?]. Alternatively, if we assume that traces of 
wh-phrases fall under Binding Condition (C), and thus must be A-free. Bert the trace in 
(105b) is A-bound, violating Condition (C) of the binding theory. The solution to the 
problelm of Wh-movement in gerunds thus would not lead us to the assumption that 
projections of gerunds are exceptions with respect to X'-theory in tha.t they lack a Spec 
position, a welcome result. 
2.5. Subjacency in Scandinavian Languages 
In this section, we will look at extraction facts in some Scandinavian languages to see 
whether the theory of bounding discussed in the prcqi~lous ection can cover these facts. It 
turns out that these languages are the of the type h a t  has the parameters [-lexical 
bounding] [-functional bounding]. The theory of bounding with two parameters rhus 
receives empirical support. 
2.5.1. Island Violations in Scandinavian Languages 
Scandivanian languages allow more extraction possibilities than those like English, as 
is well-known (Engdahl and Ejerhed (1982)). Engdahl (1982) points out that the ex- 
ample in (106) is possible in Swedish : 
+ (106) 1, Den tjksten [ r h a d t  ingen 
that position counted noone 
I- [, med [DP mojligheten [, t [ att Svensson skulle soka t ]]]]]]] 
with the possibilit: [hat Svensson would apply for 
'That position, noone counted on 
the possibility that Svensson would apply for it. ' 
Movement of the object out of the Spec of the lowest CP in (106) crosses at least a CP 
and an IP. Let us now see what other bounding category the movement might have 
crossed. 
If the stnlcture of a nominal projection in Swedish has the structure as in (107)' where 
the definite article en is a Do head of a DP projection, and the head No of its NP comple- 
ment is incorporated into -en1? 
then the bounding category NP would be subsumed under the DP, which would delimit 
the bouriding category DP/NP. On the other hand, if the structure of a nominal projection 
in the language is as in (107b), where E is the empty head D and the suffix -en is some 
sort of definite marker attached to the head No: 
then there would be two bounding categories: DP and NP. 
If Swedish is essentially like English in having the parameters [-lexical bounding] 
[+functional bounding], then the preposition med 'with' would render the bounding cate- 
gory DP/NP in (106) a non-bounding barrier. The PP in this structure is an argument of 
the matrix verb raknade 'counted', it is thus turned into a non-bounding barrier as well, 
by the parameter [-lexical bounding]. The movement of the: object from the Spec of the 
embedded CP to the matrix clause would then cross only one bounding barrier, namely, 
the matrix IP. 
I 3 ~ s  is well-kuown, the head noun of a noun phrase must have the suffix -en if it is preceded by a 
definite artile den 'the', but must not have it if it is preceded by a indefinite article like en 'a': 




On the other hand, if the structure in (108) is correct for Swedish nominal projections, 
then the NP would delimit the bounding category NP. This is because the N? it is a 
complement to the functional category C, and k turned into a bounding barrier by the 
parameter [+functional hunding]. "he movement from the embedded [SPE, CP] to the 
matrix clause would then cross two bounding barriers, namely the matrix IP and the NP 
in the embedded clause. 
However, the grarnrnaticality of the example in (109) clearly shows that Swedish is 
not like English with respect to the bounding parameters (adapted from Engdahl(1982)): 
(109) I gh sag jag en film G, 0 [ som [,jag undrar 
yesterday saw I a film that I wonder 
CV 
[, om [, nagon minns [Cp vem [ som [Ip t regisserat t ]]]]]]]] 
if anyone remembers who that directed 
'Yesterday, I saw a fdm that I wonder if anyone remembers who directed it.' 
Movement of the empty operator 0 from the embedded clause crosses three IPS and two 
CPs, which would constitute a subjacency violation regardless whether IP or @? is 
bounding. Zaenen (1985) also points out one apparently problematic case in Icelandic in 
which assuming either S (=PI or S' (=CP) as bounding would both lead to a subjacency 
violation: 
.c; (1 10) petta er gr6fa b6kin, CCp 0 [ sem [, kennarinn spur6i, 
[ce hvir [, Cg sag& [, :*a6 [, ?hemi W i 6  efiir r P borbinu ]]]]]] 
1 
I 
'This is the dirty book that the teacher asked 
who I said had left behind on the desk.' 
The apparent lack of bounding barriers in Scandinavian languages is in fact what we 
should expect in the theory of bounding with two bounding parameters as I suggested, if 
these languages set the bounding parameters as  [-lexical bounding] [-functional 
bounding]. That is, no maximal projection is bournding. It thus seems that the Scan- 
dinavian languages are the fourth type of languages in the class of possible languages 
partitioned by the two bounding parameters. 
2.5.2. Extraction Out of Verb-Second Clauses 
However, as Hohberg (1986) points out. extraction out of embedded verb-second 
clauses is impossible. This is quite surprising since extraction is relatively free in the 
examples we saw in the last section. I would like to show that the constraint on extrac- 
tion out of these contexts must lie not in the theory of subjacency, but somewhere else. 
Unfortunately, it is not quite clear what the constraint is. Let us now have a look at some 
examples of this kind of constructions. 
Some verbs in Swedish, mostly verbs of saying, may take a verb-second clausal corn- 
plement (not counting the complementher as the first constituent): 
(1 11) a. Hasse sa att han var inte r&dd for ryska ubAtar. 
he said that he was not afraid of russian submarines 
'He said that he was not afraid of Russian submarhes.' 
b. Det vet jag att Eva kommer d t i d  i tid. 
that know I that comes always on time 
'I know that Eva always comes on time.' 
With the assumption that adverbials like inte 'not', alltid 'always' as adjuncts to VIP, the 
finite verbs must have moved out of their projections in the examples above, since they 
appear to the left of the adverbials. Holrnberg suggests that the structure of a verb- 
second embedded clause like the one in (1 1 la) be something like that in (1 12a), not that 
in (1 12b) (cf. Travis (1984)): 
J.- (1 12) a. [,# att [,tj Eva [,# kommer [, t t d t i d  i tid ]]]]]] 
G I 
b. [,# att [S Eva [f [w kornmer ] alltid [, t i tid I]]] 
He argues that the structure in (1 12a) must be allowed irideptndcntly in any event, since 
an embedded verb-second clause may have a non-subject as the first constituent: 
(1 13) a. Jag vet att Eva kan man lita pa. 
I know that can man rely on 
'I know that one can rely on Eva.' 
b. Vi har b e s t h t  att i morgon stiger vi upp tidigt. 
we have decided that tomorrow get we up early 
'We have decided that we get up early tomorrow.' 
If we assume that subjects are in [SPEC, IP] at S-structure in Swedish, then structures for 
the embedded clauses in the sentences in (1 13) must be those in (1 14): 
(1 14) a. . . . [,t att [,?I Eva [st kan [s man [,, lita p%4]]] A 1 
b. . . . [,t att [,#I i morgon [,# stiger [, vi [ t upp tidigt I]]]] 
u
Extraction out of an embedded verb-second clause is impossible, however, even if the 
first constituent in the clause is the subject (Holmberg (1986)): 
4 1 (1  15) a. Ryska ub8ta.r sa Hasse [ att han Zir faktiskt rldd for t ] 
Russian submarines said that he actually is afraid of 
'Hasse said that he actually is afraid of Russian submarines.' 
b. *Ryska ubatar sa Hasse [ att han iir ffaktiskt radd f6r t ] 
The same contrast obtains in (1 16): 
4f I (1  16) a. Niir sa du [ att Eva alltid kommer t ] 
when said you t!!at always comes 
'When did you say that Eva always comes?' 
b. *Nk sa dn [ att Evs kornmer alltid t ] 
It goes without saying that extraction of obt of a verb-second with a non-subject as the 
? i t  constituent in the clause is also impossible: 
r I 
( 1  17) a. ViLken fest sa hon [ att vi inte skulle ki5pa roliga hattar till t ] 
which party said she that we not should buy funny hats for 
'Which party did she say that we should not by funny hats for?' 
b. *Vilken fest sa hon [ att vi skulle inte kopa roliga hattar till t ] 
c. *Vilb;en fest sa hon [ att roliga hattar skulle vl iqte kijpa t till t ] 
6 4' 
- 
d. *vilkenZfest sa hon [ att antagligen behovde vi inte kopa roliga hanar till t ] 7 
which party said she that probably need we not buy funny hats for 
'Which party did she say that we probably need not buy funny hats for?' 
It is not clear what category S" is in (1 1.4), and how it fits into current assumptions 
about clause structure. If we take it as a CP (Vikner (1990)), then an embedded verb- 
second complement would have a double-CP structure. For generality, let us take it to be 
of some category XP: 
4f Ik I 
(1 18) a. Irn att [, Eva [ kornrner LIP t [ t [, alltid [, t i tid ]]]I]] 
6-
1- 
b. [, an [, Eva [ k h  [, man [ t [, t lira pi2 tj]]]l] 
R. I 
For the sake of argument, let us suppose that XP is always a bounding bamer for some 
reason. Since CP and IP are not bounding in Scandinavian languages as we saw, move- 
ment of the wh-phrase from the embedded clause would cross at most only one bounding 
barrier, namely the XP, which we assume for the sake of argument is a bounding barrier. 
Even in this hypothetical case, subjacency is still not violated. 
That subjacency is not involved in cases of extraction out of embedded verb-second 
clauses is further evidenced in the grammatical contrast in the Icelandic examples in 
( 1 19) (Viker (1 990)): 
(1 19) HavGa mynd sag6 hGn 
which film saidshe 
a. ?*a6 i sk6lanum hef6u bornin thvi rni6ur sCG ? 
that in the school had the childrenunfortunately seen 
b. *a6 biimin heGu thvf m i h r  seF ? 
c. *a6 hefiu biirnin thvi m i h r  ,966 ? 
d. a6 biirnjn hef6u thvi r n i h  A6 ? 
'Which f h  did she say that the children had unfortunately seen at school?' 
Consider the schematic structure for the above examples: 
(120) a. Wh . . . [, :r[ C0 [, Subject [ V0 [, AdvP [w t t . . 
6 I 
Even if XP is bounding, movement out of the embedded P in (12Qb) can use [SPEC, CP] 
as an escape hatch. 
Holmberg (1986) con jewes  that the impossibility of extracting an element out of an 
embedded verb-second clause might be accounted for by some version of Huang's (1982) 
Condition on Extraction Domain if we d t s m e  embedded verb-second clauses are not 
complements to the matrix verbs: 
(121) Condition on Extraction Domain (CED) 
A phrase A may be extracted out of a domain B only if 
B is properly governed. 
However, as he also points out, evidence for such an assumption Goes not seem to be 
very strong. 
In sum, although there are some problems regarding extraction out of embedded verb- 
second clauses, it seems rather clear that subjacency is not relevant in Scandinavian lan- 
guages (Maling and Zaenen (1982)). This result is consistent with the theory of bounding 
with two parameters in that the values for the parameters in these languages are [--lexical 
bounding] [-functional bounding]. 
2.6. Conclusions 
To conclude our discussion, let us summarize the proposal suggested here and briefly 
consider its relationship with theory of government. Bounding theory is suggested to 
comprise a subjacency condition, and two parameters .io effect barriers or non-barriers to 
bounding. A maximal projection can be rendered as 2. bounding barrier or not, d e ~ x ~ d i n g  
on the complementation relation it has with the selecting head, and the values of the 
parameters. In addition, a potential bounding banier, a hunding category, can be sub- 
sumed under another by virtue of head-movement, or by l x h g  dominated by a projection 
of the same category. It was argued that succa:ssive-cyclic movement must be con- 
strained by structure-preservation. in order to account for the more limited possibilities of 
extraction of DPs, in comparison to that of PPs. It was shown that independent facts 
about extraction out of gerunds can be also accounted for straightforwardly within the 
conEines of these assumptions. 
One strong empirical prediction that this theory of bounding entails is that the class of 
possible languages with respect to the bounding variations is partitioned into exactly four. 
All four types of languages are attested. The representatives of the four typcs are Erglish 
with [-lexical. bounding] [+functional bounding], Italian [+lexical bounding] [-functional 
bounding], Welsh [+lexical bounding] [+functional bounding], and Scandinavian lan- 
guages [-lexical bounding] and [-functional bounding]. 
The way the parameters annul the bounding effect is certainly reminiscent of 
Chomsky's (1986b) i-marking, which renders a category a non-BC, with consequences 
for theory of government. However, there is two major differences between L-marking 
and the way parameters render projections non-bounding. First, all categories may 
render a category a non-barrier for movement, as opposed to L-marking by lexical 
categories only. Thus, from an empirical point of view, L-marking does nor seem to 
cover the range of bounding variations. L-marking is either in effect or not, but there are 
four types of languages with respect to subjacency. Second, it is possible to use 
successive-cyclic adjunction for PPs to get around the problem of subjacency, but bar- 
riers to government cannot be, as we will see in section 4.2.4. This in turn means that 
barriers for movement and government must be distinct. However, the idea of domain- 
subsumption seems to be useful in defining government barriers as well. It might be that 
there is some general notion of domain for both government arrd movement, and the 
theory of government would tum this domain into a blocking category (and subsequently 
a barrier) relevant to government, as suggested in Chomsky (1986b), md theory of 
bounding would turn it into a bounding barrier, as I suggested here. One other usefulness 
of domain-subsumption is that we need no special assumption a h u t  W and IY with 
respect to barrierhood. Since V and M L  merge, not only do we need no special as- 
sumption to the effect that VP is not a BC, nor do we need to stipulate that IP is defec- 
tive. IP would delimite the domain IP/VP, and thus at most a BC. Extraction of thc 
object from under the V' to the local [SPEC, CP] thus crosses 110 barrier. 
Appendix: A Note on Preposition-stranding 
Hornstein and Weinberg (1981) suggest the thra conditions in (i)-(iii) as constraints 
on preposition-stranding (nominal projections are a s m e d  to be NYs in their analysis): 




V -+ V* (where V c-command$ all elements in V*) 
(iii) Case-marking rules (cf. Chomsky (1 980)) 
a. NP is marked [+nominative] if it is governed by tensed, i.e. if it is 
marked the subject of a tensed clause. 
b. NP is marked [+objective] if it i s  governed by V. 
c. NP is marked [+oblique] if it is governed by P. 
d. Wh-NPs are assigned the case of the closest trace which bears 
their index and which is in a possible Case position. Both the wh- 
element and the relevant trace are marked with Case. 
With the stipulation that Reanalysis optionally applies in the base, and that Case-marking 
crucially follows Reanalysis. Thus, the VP in the example in (iva) can have represen- 
tations like those in (ivb) and (ivc): 
(iv) a. [s John [, [, talked ] [, to Harry ] [, about Fred I]] 
b. [, John 1, [, talked to Harry about Fred 311 
c. [,John [, [,talked to Harry about ] Fred 11 
Reanalysis effectively yields complex verbs like talked to Harry about Fred and ~alkrd to 
Harry about. The NP Fred can be extracted, stranding the preposition about only if 
Reanalysk applies as in (v): 
(v) Who did J o b  [, [, talked to Harry about ] t I] 
r I
Putting aside the many issues that arise in csnnectlon with complex verbs (e.g. how 
cm inflectional morphology be attached on any subpart of a verb, etc.). here are some 
empirical problems with this approach. Ccrrisider the example in (vi), which has th5 
status of a subjacency violation: 
(vi) ?What did John wonder [, who [, Mary talked to t about t 11 
1 
In order to strand to, the example must Rave the structure in (vii): 
(vii) ?What did John wonder [m who CIp Mary [, talked to ] t [, about t I]] 
3. T 1 
But the trace of what would violate the filter in (i). Alternatively, the example may have 
the structure in (viii): 
(viii) ?What did ; ~ h n  vonder [, [, Mary [, talked to t about 1 t13 
L I 1 
But this is possible only if Reanalysis applies after Wh-movement, not in the base. . 
Moreover, it is not clear if a complex verb should be allowed to contain a trace. 
Another problem is the pseudoptlssives. In order to allow (ix), but disallow (x): 
(ix) John was taken advantage of. 
(x) *John was talked to Harry about. 
Hornstein and Weinberg suggest that idiom like take advantage of' are possible serrlantic 
words, but those like talk to . -any  about are not. To the extent that talked to Harry 
about in (v) can be reanalyzed as a complex verb, it is not clear why the same is not true 
in (xi. Nor is it obvious how parametric variati0.m -7ith respect +o preposition-stranding 
are to be accounted for in this approach short of stipd-air; that languages might differ in 
having or not having a Reanalysis rule. 
Kayne (1981) suggests that preposition-stranding is possible if prepositions govem in 
some sense +he same way as verbs. He argues that the difference betwen English and 
French is that in Ehglish both verbs aqd prepositions assign st. mural Case, but in French 
prepositions asslgn oblique Case. The idea seem be cvtendabl~ to Dutch, a language 
in which postpositions may be stranded, prepositions may noi. 
(xi) a. Hij komt achter het !~vis vandal .  
he comes beFnd the house from 
'Iie is coming Lam behind the house.' 
b. Waar komt hij vandaan? 
where comes he from 
'Where is he coming from?' 
(xii) a. Hij woont in dat huis. 
he lives iq that house 
'He lives in that house.' 
b. *We& huis woont hij in? 
which house lives he in 
'Which house does he live in'?' 
If we assume that "govem in the same way" in Dutch means same direction of govem- 
ment, then the possibili'y of stranding powsit ions would be due to the assurn,~ti.~n that 
Dutch verbs govem to the left. However, the same reasoning does no; woik for German. 
Both prepositions and postpositic ns may lot be strended: 
(xiii) a. Hans arbeitet mit einem Halnrner. 
works with a harr;n er 
'Hans is working with a harnn~c-r.' 
b. *Was arbeitet Hens mit? 
what works with 
'What is Hans working with?' 
(xiv) a. H m  wohnt dem park gegeniikr. 
lives the park across 
'Hans lives across the park.' 
b. *Welchem Park wohnt Hans gegeniiber? 
which park lives across 
'Which park does Hans live across?' 
Abstract Verb Movement and Complementizer Agreement 
3.1. Introduction 
In this chapter, we will be looking at the question of how complemcntizer agreement 
is to be accounted for. I show that complementizer agreennent is independent of 
Wh-movement, and suggest that a theory of abstract verb movement to C effected by the 
Principle of Full Interpretation affords us an explmatory account of complementizer 
agreement without complicating the grammar. If it is comct that adjuncts never bear a 
Spec-head relation with a head lo which the verb moves, then it follows that there could 
never be complementizer agreement with agreement. The analysis that I suggest cru- 
cially hinges some syntactic features, which I argue could explain the distribution of dif- 
ferent types of DPs, quite independently of complementizer agreementt. 
The chapter is orgarmized as follows. In section 3.2, we will first look at complemen- 
t h r  agreement in West Flemish in constructions involving movement and those without 
movement. In section 3.3, we will discuss complementhr agreement in French, the 
well-known quelqui alternation, and show that it can bc give2 essentially the same ac- 
count as that for West Flemish. We justify some additional syntactic features that are 
crucially at work for the expletive replacement analysis in section 3.4. Some apparent 
cases of Spec-head agreement in CP are shown in section 3.5 either to have an alternative 
in which the complementizer is implicated, or not to be conclusive with respect to corn- 
plementizer agreement, the section ends with a discussion of the lack of agreement with 
adjuncts is discussed. Some conclusions arc in section 3.6. 
3.2. Complementizer Agreement in West Flemish 
The phenomenon of apparent agreement between the complementizer and the noun 
phrase in the Spec of its IP-complement in West Flenlish (henceforth complementizer 
agreement), as shown in the work of Hatgeman (1983), Bennis and Haegeman (1984), 
seems to suggest some new direction for linguistic theory. 'ihis is &cause the relation- 
ship between these two elements in a configuration like that in (1) is clearly not a Spec- 
head relation as schematized in (2), a relation that is assumed to license agreement 
(Chomsky (1 986b)): 
For ease of exposition, we will henceforth refer to the DP in (1) as the local embedded 
subject with respect to the complementizer C under discussion (i.e. the noun phrase in 
the Spec of the IP that is the complement to C). 
Whereas Spec-head agreement as in the case of subject-verb agreement is fairly com- 
mon cross-linguistically, agreement between C and the local embedded subject as in the 
configuration in (1) is considerably rarer. So a question that naturally arises is whether 
theory of agreement should be extended to include the relationship between complemen- 
tizers and the local embedded subjects1. In this section, I show how complernentizer 
agreement in West Flemish can be accounted for without such an extension. 
West Flemish is a verb-second language, on a par with German and Dutch, iri that it 
has the finite verb in the second position in main clauses, and in a clause-final position in 
' ~ e t  us note here that complementizer agreement of f4e sort in ( I )  cannot be obtained by predication for 
two reasons. Structumlly, &re is simply no mutual c-command relation holding between the complemen- 
tizer aad the local embedded subject. Semantically, cunplementizem do not e r n  to be suitable as subjects 
of pndication. 
(3) a. Jan heet den vent gezien. 
has the marn seen 
'Jan saw the man.' 
b. *Gisteren Jan httt den vent gezien. 
yesterday 
'Yesterday, Jan saw the man.' 
c. Gistenn heet Jan den vent gezien. 
(4) a. Marie peinst da Jan den vent gezien heet. 
thinks the man sten has 
'Marie thinks that Jan saw the man.' 
b. *Marie p e h  da Jan h a t  den vent gezien. 
The grammatical patterns of the examples in (3) and (4) appear to suggest that finite 
verbs move to C when the C position is empty, just like in German md Dutch (Koster 
(1975)' den Besten (1977), Thiersch (1978) and others). The structure for (3a) and (4b) 
would then be something like (5a) md (5b) respectively: 
3. ( 5 )  a. [, Jan h k t  [, t [, den vent gezien t ] t ] ]I 
4' 1 0 
b. Marie pinst [, da [, Jan [w den vent gezien t ] heet+I I] ] 
In (5a), in absence of an overt complementizer, the f i t e  verb heet 'has' moves to the C 
position. Conversely, in (Sb), since du appears in the embedded C position, the verb heet 
'has' cannot move there. 
Suppose non-finite verbs stay in their base-positions, a d  that IWL must be attached 
to a finite verb at S-structure for morphslogical reason (hsnik (198 1 I), then the position 
where the finite verb heet 'has' occurs in tlie embedded clause as in (3a) has two possible 
%be orthography for the verb k e n  'have' would be given as in the original sources. It is sometimes 
written as heen, nod ~ ~ n e d m e s  een. 
analyses. Either INFL has lowered to V, as in (6), or V has rsised to INFL, as in (7):3: 
(6)  a. . . . [, Jan t f, den vent gezien heet+I I] 
I -t 
b. . . . [, Jan [, den vent gezien heet+I ] t ] 
u
(7) . . . [, da [, Jan [, den vent gezien t ] heet+I 11 
Whereas the structure in (6a) with INFL to the left of its VPcomplement has been argued 
for in Zwart (1990), that in (7) with LNPL to the right of the VP is suggested in Vikner 
and Schwartz (1991). There docs not seem to be empirical evidence that distinguishes 
the structure in (6b) and that in (7), however. 8n theoretical grounds, there is reason to 
assume verb-raising to DJFL at S-structure, since at LF, in order to eliminate the il- 
legitimate chain created by INFGlowering (iicause of the ECB), the V+I complex must 
raise back to INFL, yielding a representation like (3). Given the Economy considera- 
tions, a derivation where the verb raises to INFL at S-structure is to be chosen, since it 
would alleviate LF-raising of V+I. Thus, we will assume S-structure verb-raising to 
INPL, at least for languages like German, Dutch and West Flemish In which complemen- 
tizen and finite verbs are in complementary distribution. We henceforth refer to the 
property of syntactic verb-raising to C in the absence of the complernentizer as the 
verb-second property. 
West Flemish complementizeis vary morphologically in accordance with the em- 
%"here is some evidence suggegting ihat clausal compkmenm in German and Dutch an exaaposed from 
tbt base-gemrated @tim inside the VP (Enrs (1975), Koster (1975) and Reuland (1984) among others): 
(i) weil[, wir ti glaubten L, dass Peter die Geschichte e d t e  g] 
because we believed that the a0ry told 
'because we believed that Peter told the story.' 
If weil 'because' is in the C position as th structure in (i) indicates, then the v e h  gloubten 'believed' 
canna possibly be also in tbe same position. Shce finite verbs in embedded clauses are clause-final in 
languages Ue German and Dutch, and along with the assumption that complements occur uniformly on 
om side of the selecting b a d  (to the kft in this case), b n  the clausal complement in (i) must have been 
extrapmi to the right of the sekctiag verb ghubrt-.q 'believed'. (For an accouot for why clausal extrapsi- 
tim is obligatory, cf. Reulrud (1984)). In tbe same n:anner, tbe clausal compkment in (5b) hasl also been 
extrapwed Sina it does not d M y  concern us hen, 'he tree of the cxtraposad clause is not represented. 
bedded subject (henceforth referred to as complemeratizer agreement). The full 
paradigm of agreement is given in (8) (Bennis md Haegernan (1983), Haegemm (1990)): 
(8) a. K weten dm-k (ik) goan 
Iknow that I go 
'I know that I am going to leave.' 
b. K weten da-j (gie) goat 
c. K weten da-se (ij) goat 
d. K weten da-tje (zie) goat 
e. K weten da-t (tet) goat 
f. K weten da-me (wunder) goan 
g. K weten da-j (gunder) goat 
h. K weten dm-ze (zuqder) go an 
i. K weten da Jan Pa 









weggoan (that -they) 
weggoan(that Jan) 
weggoan (that Jan and Marie) 
where the presence of the complementizer is obligatory. Before we leave this descriptive 
section and proceed to consider some analyses of the data prese~ted above, let us note in 
the outset a couple of analyses that are implausible. The possibility of having an overt 
pronoun in embedded subject positions, as the examples in (8a)-(8h) show, appear to 
preclude my analysis according to which the f o m  of the complementizers are the 
results of cliticization of the pronouns from the embedded subject positions. Indeed, Ben- 
nis and Haegeman (1983) point out that it would be to relate cliticization to the 
obligatory agreement between the complernentizer and non-pronominal subjects in cases 
like (8i) and (8j), and to the possibility of having an overt pronoun in the embedded sub- 
ject position in cases like (8a)-(8h). In addition, since there is no Wh-movement in the 
sentences in (8) (moist clearly in the sentences in (8i) and (8j) where there is no gap), we 
can conclude that complementizer agreement is entirely independent of Wh-movement. 
We thus have grounds to discount any analysis of complementizer agreement that cm- 
cially relies on Spec-head agreement, which comes about as a result of movement of 
some XP to the Spec of CP (cf. Wprez (1990), and Rizzi's (1990a) suggestion of agree- 
ment in COMP, and the discussion in sections 3.5 and 5.8). 
With this much background, let us now discuss in turn two types af analysis of corn- 
plementizer agreement, which differ with respect to whether the agreement is related to 
the verb movement or not. 
3.2.1. Constructions with no Wh-movement 
We consider hem two analyses of complementizer agreement in West Flemish which 
do not hinge on Wh-movement or Xo-movement to C. One is that the agreement is 
licensed by some sort of co-indexing betweon C and DPL, and the other is that the 
agreement is obtained by selectional restriction imposed on IEJPL by C. 
3.2.1.1. Co-Indexing of C and INFL 
An account that does not appeal to XP-movement or XO-movement to C is suggested 
in Haegeman (1983) (cf. also Bennis and Haegeman (1984)), according to which there is 
simply some sort of co-indexing between C and the local embedded subject, along the 
lines of Bennis's (1 982) proposal for COklP-indexing, which co-superscripts these two 
elements: 
Under this view, it is the co-indexation that licenses agreement between C and the local 
embedded subject. However, the account is actually not as simple as it might look at first 
glance. In fact, there are at least three issues that we must address: (i) is there any con- 
straint on co-indexation for agreement? We will show hat there must be, which in turn 
leads to the other two imes: (ii) how should the constraint be stated? and (iii) what is its 
relationship with the rest of the grammar. Of course, we will also ask whether the con- 
straint itself could be made to follow from the general principles of the grammar. 
Let us first consider the issue of the constraint on co-indexation. Consider the familiar 
subject-verb agreement, which we assume as an instance of Spec-head agreement. The 
subject DP is in [SPEC, IP], a p e i n g  with INFL, which bears an X'-theoretic Spec-head 
relation with the subject (indices here indicate the same value of some +-features, in par- 
ticular, the Number feature): 
In other words, Spec-head agreement is licensed by the Spec-head relation. Consider 
now the ungramrPlaticality of the .sentence in ( 2  1): 
(1 1) '1, John' [f W g  4, that [, they' [,* isi running I]] J] 
In principle, if we have no constraint on co-indexation for agreement, we could have a 
non-local complementizer agreement of the sort in (12): 
which would ahen give us the nsult that the example in (1 1) should be gl.cnmmaticd. T o  
rule it out, we must disallow co-indexation of the sort in (12). Wi,h the assumption that 
agreement can be licensed by Spec-head agreemenfi, the ungrammaticality of (13) can 
then be accounted for by the fact that there is simply no Spec-head relation licensing 
Spec-head agreement between John and is. In fact, there is no X'-theoretic relation be- 
tween them at all (nor is there a relation between they and are). Likewise, we can also 
rule out agreement between the DP of the lower clause and the non-adjacent clause 
whose head is indexed j in (12). 
We can carry the same argument in the discussion of (10)-(11) over to cornplemen- 
tizer agreement. If the co-indexation of the sort in (12) is disallowed, then there seems to 
be no reason why that in (13) should be permitted: 
'AS we wiU in &on 5.8, we muat wri& agreemeat to cover cases of relative clauses. But the 
enrichment d m  not cover complemendaer agreement. 
We can imagine how a language with agreement licensed by the rule in (13) might look 
like. It is just like West Remish, but the form of the complernentizer varies not with the 
local embedded subject, but with one that is further away. Compare a sentence in the 
hypothetical language in (14a) with that in West Flemish in (14b): 
(14) a. K weten dan Jan zegt da Pol en Marie goan weggoan. 
'I know that Jan says that Pol and Marie are going to leave.' 
b. K weten cia Jan zegt dan Pol en Marie goan weggoan. 
'I know that Jan says that Pol and Marie arc going to leave.' 
To the best of my knowledge, a language with non-local complementizer agreement of 
the sort illustrated in (14a) is unattested. If this is correct, then we must have some con- 
straint from which it follows that only the co-indexing in (9) is permitted, but that in (12) 
is not. 
There does not seem to be natural way to state the constraint, short of restating the 
locality condition as in (9). If we are to integrate agreement by co-indexation to the 
general theory of agreement, then there are further ramifications. We must first give a 
formal status to the relationship between C and the local embedded subject, perhaps ex- 
tend X'-theory to include that relationship on a par with the three familiar X'-theoretic 
relations (Spec-head, Head-complement, Adjunct-head), then extend theory of agreement 
to include the fourth formal relation as one of the two permissible ways of licensing 
agreement. 
The two auxiliary assumptions just mentioned do not appear to be of use elsewhere in 
the grammar, hence seem to lack independent justification, however. With these issues 
in mind, let us now consider an alternative which crucially does not make these two as- 
sumptions. In addition, we will consider a possibility in which the non-existence of non- 
local complementizer agreement of the sort illustrated in (12) is a necessary consequence 
of the grammar. 
3.2.1.2. Selection of INFL by C 
In a configuration like (9), the embedded subject and INIT agree by Spec-head agree- 
ment with respect to the set of $-features (relevant here are the Number, Person, Gender, 
and Pronominal features). Suppose now that C selects INFL with the same set of 
$-features, then the agreement between C and the embedded subject can be derived 
(Riezi (1990b), Haegeman (forthcoming)): 
selection 
Spec-liead agreement 
C then derivatively agrees with the local embedded subject, which has the same 
$-featuns as INFL by Spec-head agreement. 
This view Is quite plausible given the DP-analysis of noun phrases (Barwise and 
Cooper (1981), Brame (1981, 1982), Szahlcsi (1981, 1983), Fukui and Speas (1986), 
Abney (1987) and others), according to which determiners are heads of noun phrase, 
taking an NP as its complement, a Head-complement relation: 
There is clearly agreement in $-features between determiners and their NP-complements 
(henceforth, determiner agreement), which rnanisfests morphologically in languages 
that have different phonetic specifications of the determiners in accordance with the 
+-features: 
(1 7) a. [, I,.,, These/*This books I] 
b. [, [v Those/*That books I] 
(18) a rDPIIY Der m n n  I1 (German) 
Phe.MASCNOM.SC3 man.MASC.SG 
'The man' 
b. lDP [, Die MtInncr ]I 
the .NOM.PL man.BL 
'The men' 
c. [, I, Das Kind I1 
the.NBUT.NOM.SG chad.NBU~.sQ 
'The child' 
d. [, [, Die Kinder I] 
the.NOMSL child91 
'The children' 
(19) a. [,[,, Une f i e  I1 
a.FEUSG girl.FBM.SCi 
'A girl' 
b- [DP Des fdes I] 
some.PL girl.PL 
'Some girls ' 
(20) a. iDP rV Die b k e n  I] 
th0se.p~ b00k.p~ 
'Those books' 





The relation between D and NP in (16) is exactly like that between C and IP in (9). If 
there is +-featun, selection of NP by D, then then is no reason why there should be no 
selection between C and IP. 
However, there seem to be two reasons why we should not adopt the selection 
analysis of complementizer agreement. One of them is discussed here, and the other 
related to theory of proper government is dealt with in Chapter 4.4. If selection involves 
inherent featuns with semantic correlates, and only these (cf. section 1.5.4), then INFL 
cannot he selected. INFL apparently does not have any inherent features other than 
Tense, which docs have some semantic correlate and can be selected. If this is correct, 
then an analysis appealing to $-feature selection inngssed on by C malogous to 
determiner agreement is not available for complementhr Weement. 
Although the issues that arise in the two analyses we just considered are not insur- 
mountable, !here appear to be no stsong motivation for making additional assumptions in 
order to make the analyses to work. As we will see in section 4.xx when we consider 
facts about kng-distance extractiori, the non-movement analyses of complementizer 
agreement do not seem to fit squarely into these facts. With this in mind, let us proceed 
to the next section where we consider two analyses that need neither a relation other thun 
Spec-head relation to license agreement, nor an appeal to @-feature selection imposed on 
ZNFL by C, but exploit the possibility of abstract movement to C of some sort. 
The two analyses that we will be discussing next, rhough both assuming some kind of 
I-to-C movement, differ with respect to whether the whole V+I complex, as opposed to 
ody  INFL, moves to C, and also with respect to the level at which I-to-C movement 
takes place. It turns out that these differences imply quite different consequences. 
Notice that there is a separate question why V+I or INFL has to move to C' at all, an issue 
that is beyond the scope of this work (cf. Haider and Prinzhom (1986) and Rizzi (E99Ob) 
for some discussion). 
3.2.1.3. Stranded V Analysis 
As the sentence in (21) shows, repeated from (3b), the embedded finite verb shows 
agreement with the embedded subject: 
(21) Marie p e h  da Jm den vent gezicn htet/*hetn. 
thinks the man seen have.3SG/have.3~~ 
'Marie thinks that Jan saw the man.' 
If the structure of the embedded clause of the sentence in (21) is as in (22) (indices here 
are convenient notations to indicate the particular choices of $-features): 
(22) Marie peinst C, da [, Jan [,, den vent gezien tk 3 ht+tk+I 111 
then the presence of both the complementizer da 'that' and the finite verb heet 'has' in- 
dicates that the finite verb has moved to INFL, but not to C. In order to account for the 
morphological alternation of the complementizer, we might claim that INFJ, has moved 
to C fkom which the complementher picks up the $-features, schematically as in (23). 
The structure of (22) after INFL has moved to C is as in (24): 
(24) . . . [, da+Ij [p Jan, [Vp den vent gezien tk ] hectk++ti I]] 
That is, the finite verb is stranded in the adjoined position, and the original IPJFL moves 
to the C position. The apparent agreement between C and the embedded subject can then 
be obtained as follows. By Spec-head agreement, INFL agrees with the embedded sub- 
ject, thus i=j. V and C get the actual surface forms by spell-out rules as we discuss in 
section 1.7: 
(25) a. heen+I -+ heet 
~~v~+[~SG.PRES.INDIC] 
b. Ci-I -, dun-ze 
[3PL,+PRON] 
It is important to bear in mind that in this account of spell-out rules, just as there is no 
X'-theoretic relation licensing the agreement between the finite verb and INFL, there is 
nor X'-theoretic relation licensing agreement between C and the embedded subject. 
The rule in (25a), for example, says that when the verb heen 'have' appears next to 
(i.e. a sister to) an INFL with the features [3SG.PRES.INDIC], then the complex heen+I is 
spelled out phonetically as heefl. Similarly, the rule in (26a) says that the cornplex con- 
sisting of an abstract complementher C and an INFL with features [3SG.+PRON] is v l l e d  
out phonetically as da. With this understanding of how the spell-out rules work, verbs 
and complementizers that undergo these rules do not have the relevant features in- 
herently. They are simply parts of the structural descript1c)ns from which the surface 
phonetic forms obtsin. 
Although the analysis just sketched gives the correct result for cornplementize.r agree- 
ment, there are at least two issues that we have to deal with. The fust one is whet:lci 
such I-to-C-movement with a stranded V is allowed. On the one hand, if the Lexical 
Integrity Hypothesis (LIH) disallowing movement of any subpart of an X0 (Chomsky 
(1970), Bresnan (1972)) is correct, then a derivation like (23) is impossible. On the other 
hand, Li (1990), in the discussion of clitic-climbing in Romance languages, claims that 
an adjoining X0 may move on, which would violate the LIH. Li argues that if a sentence 
like (27b), which differs from that in (27a) in that instead of a full noun phrase as the 
object of the verb manger 'eat', we have a clitic le 'it', which has moved as an No from 
the embedded clause, first adjoining to V2, then to the matrix verb fera 'make' (and 
finally the matrix verbal complex le fera moves to the matrix INFL, not represented here. 
The numbers on the categorial labels are for ease of reference): 
(27) a. Elle fera manger ce gateau a Jean 
'She will make Jean eat that cake' 
b. Elle le fera manger a Jean 
'She will make Jean eat it.' 
'TO handle cases like (24) where the finite verb is a sister to the trace of INFL which has moved to C, we 
can appeal to the assumption that the set of Qfealures is a property of chain. That is, the fact the VsI  
complex heen+I is spelled out as heet is because the verb a p e s  with the chain that has the features  SO], 




Elle I A 'JP; 
v1 fi VP2 
N 
A 
v1 /-'. V2' NP 
I I A t I 
lei fera ~2 A I A Jean 
ti V2 ti 
I 
manger 
A derivation like (23) is thus very much on a par with that in (27c), with the difference in 
that in (23) it is the adjoined-to element, i.e. INFL, not the element that is adjoining, i.e. 
V, that undergoes furrher movement to C; whereas in (27~).  it is the adjoining element, 
i.e. N, not the adjoined-to element, i.e. V2, that ungergoes further movement to the 
matrix verb. Since there are different morphological manifestations of the complemen- 
tizers in PF, I-to-C movement, according to this account, must take place in syntax, at 
S-structure at the latest. 
The viability of a derivation like that in (23) not only turns on the resolution of the 
tension between the LIH and the analysis of clitic climbing, it also hinges on anuther 
conceptual issue, namely, why INFE has to move to C at all. We c ~ m o t  appeal to mor- 
phological support for some abstract agreement morpheme in INFL, since the finite verb 
does bear agreement, indicating that the abstrac: morpheme, if there is any, has attached 
onto the verb (cf. (24)). Regardless of the issue of agreement, the stranded V analysis, 
just like the previous two accounts we have considered according to which there is no 
Xo-movement, will not account for the lack of that-trace effect, as we will see in section 
4.2. In the next section, I will propose an analysis of complementizer agreement which 
has none of the problematic issues raised against analyses considered in the last two sec- 
tions and tl& section. More importantly, I wilI show in chapter 4 that my proposal gives 
exactly the right results with respect long-distance subject extraction in West Flemish 
relative clauses. 
2.2.1.4, Expletive Replacement Analysis 
Suppose complementiztrs in West Flemish o:e inherently specified for @-features. 
This assumption is quite reasonable, given thar the f o m  of the complementizer do vary 
with the $-features borne by the local embedded subject. Like other categories, let us 
assume that complmentizcrs arc h l y  inserted into syntactic structures. This would of 
course over-generate. Not only do we get grammatical @wntences, we also get ungram- 
matical ones. Overgeneration is of course no ham, if general principles and constraints 
in the grammar could correctly admit Dr reject a representation as well- cr  ill-formed. 
Paqicularly for complementizen, I suggest that cases where the comnp1ementiz:er does not 
agree with the embedded subject be accounted for by Principle of Full Interpretation (FI). 
Complementizcrs like West Flemish ah or English that apparently have very little 
semantic content. It thus stems plausible that they are expletives (cf. Taraldsen (1986) 
for Norwegian som). In accordance with FI, they must be removed in some way at LF. I 
suggest a theory of expletive removal according to which expletives can be disposed of h 
one of two ways: (i) deletion; or (ii) substitution (in the sense of Emonds' (1976) 
Structure-Preserving Hypothesis!. For an element to be deleted, a necessary condition is 
that it bears no 4-features. As for substitution, the set of $-features of the replacing ele- 
ment and that to be replaced must be non-distinct (cf. section 1.6.1 defmitiom). Recalling 
from section 1.7 that aU categories come out cf the lexicon with fully specified features, 
if they have any. At J,F, some mechanism of feature-checking applies to ensure that 
elements bearing a Spec-head relation actually agree. If they do not, then the represen- 
tation will not have an interpretation, which would consequently be ruled out by FI. With 
these assumptions, we are now ready to account for complem.entizcr agreement. 
Given that complementizen in We& Flemish bear +-features, which then means that 
they can only be replaced. But what can substitute them? I suggest that they be sub- 
stituted by the V+I complex when it moves to @, and the substitution is allowed only if 
the $-features of C and those of V+I match (i.e. if they are non-distinct). If they do not 
match, then no expletive replacement takes place. Representations with an extraneous, 
uninterpreted symbol are fdeered out by FI. 
To see how all  these assumptions work together, let us now have a look at a derivation 
of a grammatical sentence like that in (288)' whose S-structure is as in (28b) and EF- 
representations are as in (28b) and (28c) respectively (where the indices ap.e again just 
co~lvenient notations to indicate some particular values of the +-features): 
(28) a. ik wetenda Jan weggom goat. 
I know that.3~G leave go 
'I know that Jan is going to leave.' 
b. S-Structure: IJ1 
ik weten dai [p Jank [, weggoan 9 ] goatl+I I]] 
c. LF: 
ik weten [I+&afIj Cc [p Jant [, weggoan ti 1 $111 
At S-structure, V, INFL, and C each has some syntactic features (relevant here are the 
$-features), the verb gout 'go' moves to INFL. It must be the case that j=k since the 
subject Jan kars the Spec-head relation to INPL. At LF, if the 4-features of C and the 
6~ot ice  however that there is an issue as to whetber substitution of C by the V+I complex, of category 
INFL, is allowed. 'Ibis is an issue that any V-to-I-to-C-movement analysis for the complementary distribu- 
tion of complemenrbrs aad finite verbs in verbsecond languages has to deal with. To the best of my 
knowledge, this issue has not r e d y  been adequately addressed in the literature. Noam Chomsky (personal 
communication) points out that perhaps there is simply one category INFL which appears in C in addition 
to the position head position of IP: 
(i) a. West Flemish: [, T [,, . . . 
b. E n a h :  [, [, a" 
What this entails is that we have double-IP structure instead of a CP dominating an IP. Tense in West 
Flemish would hen be in the bead position of the upper 1P instead of that of the lower IP as in English. I 
will not explore this possibility and its consequences any further, however. 
complex gmt+I match (that is, i=j), then the complex moves into the C position to 
replace it, as in (28~)'. This being the case, then i= k by transitivity (since i= j and j= k), 
giving us the apparent agreement between the comgIemcntizer and the local embedded 
subject. 
Let us next look at a derivation of an ungrammatical sentence like that in (29): 
(29) a. *K weten dan Jan weggoan goat. 
I h o w  that.3PL leave go.3Sa 
'I know that Jan is going to leave.' 
l - 3  
b. SStructure: K weten I, [c dani [, Jank [,, weggoan 9 1 goat,+I I]] 
c. LF: *K weten [, [, dan, [p Jank [, weggoan 9 ] goat,+I I]] 
As in (28)' j=k by spec-head a p m e n t ,  but dan, having the features [~PL], does not have 
the same +-featums as those of goat+I complex (LC. i f  J'), the V+I complex will not be 
able to replace it, as in (29c). Neither can dan delete, since it bears +-features. Such a 
representation is d e d  out by FI since it contain2 a mperfluous symbol having no seman- 
tic contribution, namely dun. 
Thus, not only can the expletive replacement analysis account for complementizer 
agreement without giving a formal status to the relationship between C and the local em- 
bedded subject, verb movement to C at LF yields representations in which the finite verts 
end up in C positions in both main clauses and embedded clauses: 
(30) a. S-structure: [- Janj [ hbeti [, 9 [, den vent gezien ] ti ] 
have.3.sG.p~~~ the man seen 
'Jan saw the man. ' 
+ - - -  1 b. LF: Jtmj [ heeti :, t i  [, den vent gezien ] ti I]] 
.I 
7 ~ n  implicit mumpiion about tk V+I compkx is that tbe almagam agrees with [SPEC, IP] when it 
moves to INFL. Strictly speaking, only INFL bears a Spec-kd relation with [SPEC, IP]. 
(31) a. S-smcture: 
Marie [ pinst da [, Jan [w den vent gezien ] heet I]]] 
think that3.SQ the man s e n  have.3.SG 
'Marie thinks that Jan saw the man.' 
b. LF:  
& Marie [ peinst heeti [, Jan [w den vent gezierl 1 ti I]]] 
That is, input repnsentations to the semantic interpretation component of the grarnnm 
are uniform with respect to the position of the finite verbs: they are always in a C posi- 
tion. In fact, as we will see in section 4.1.4.2 languages like Geman and Dutch, far 
which we have no morphological evidence that they have complementizcr agreement, 
also have the finite verbs unifody in a C position at LF. 
3.2.2. Constructions with Wh-movement 
In this section, we will first look at some examples showing morpholsgical dter- 
nations of the complementher in relative clauses in West Flemish (section ). I s h o ~  that, 
with some assumption about feature composition of the complement~rs, which might 
differ in particular languages, the same account given in the section 3.2.1.4 for the com- 
plementizer agreement in constructions with no wh-movement can be carried over 
straightforwardly to cases involving Wh-movement as well. 
3.2.2.1. West Flemish Relative Clauses 
As the examples in (32) show , there is an optional daldie alternation in relative 
clauses where a subject is extracted: 
(32) a. Den vent da/*die Jan gezien htet 
theman that seen has 
'The man that Jan saw' 
b. Den vent da/die hier geweest heet 
the man that here been has 
'The man that has been here' 
c. Den vent W d i e  Jan peinst W d i e  Matie gezien heet 
the man that thinks that s e n  has 
'The man that Jan thinks that M d e  saw' 
d. Den vent W d i e  Jan zegt Wdie hier geweest hett 
theman that says that here been has 
'The man that Jan says that has been here' 
However, as the examples in (32c) and (326) show, there are positions where die may not 
appear. In order to account for why they may appem only in cases of subject relativiza- 
tion, it is necessary to find out what category die belongs to. There are two obvious p s -  
sibilities for the categorial identity of die: (i) it is of the category DP if it is a relative 
pronoun; or (u) it is of the same category as that of the complementizers, namely a C O .  
We now consider: these two possibilities in turn. 
The first possibility is suggested in Hatgeman (1983). However, there is some reason 
to thirlk that this cannot be comct. Deferring the detailed discussion of relative clauses 
until Chapter 5, let us assume that relative pronouns are operators of some sort, and that 
they must move to the Spec of CP at S-structure. Given that West Flemish allows both C 
and its Spec to be occupied (cf. Chomsky and L d ' s  (1977) doubly-filled C O W  fil- 
ter), as in (33): 
(33) a. K weten niet wien da Jan gezien hat .  
I know not whom that sten has 
'I don't know whom Jan saw.' 
b. # weten niet wanneer dm Jm and Marie goan weggoan. 
I know not when go leave 
'I don't know when Jan and hliarie are going to leave.' 
then it is not clear why da cannot occur with die, if we are to assume that die is a relative 
pronoun: 
(34) a. Den vent ('diej da Jan gezien heet 
the man seen has 
"The man that Jan sow' 
b. Den vent (*die) dm Jan en M e  gezien heen 
'The man that Jan and Msrie saw' 
Fherrnore, if die is a relative pronoun, we should also expect it to move to the Spec of 
the GP that is the adjunct to the predicated NP (section 5.4.1 for justification of this m c -  
ture for relative chscs): 
For relative clauses that contain only one CP, the configuration in (35) obtains for both 
West Flemish and English: 
(36) a. Den [N vent [s diei [ ti hier geweest heet ]]]]I 
'The man who has b a n  here.' 
b. [DP The [NP man whoi [ ti has been hem I]] J ] 
But for those that contain more than one CP, the configuration (35) obtains, as the 
English examples in (37) show: 
(37) a. The man whol [ jbhn says [ ti has been here I]] 
b. The man I, who..[ John says [ that Mary saw ti ]I] 
6 
c. The man [, whoi[ John says [ ti has k e n  hen  I)] 
If we treat die as a relative pronoun, then we would expect the West Flemish counterparts 
of the examples in (37) to be possible. In fact, they are not (cf. (32))*: 
(38) a. *Den vent die [ Jan t gezien heet ]I 
'The man that Jan saw' 
%e ungrammaticality of the example in (38) cannot be due to that-trace effect, which is lacking in 
West Flemish (cf. section 4.4). For illustration, da is put in tbe examples in (38b)-(38c). Loserting any 
compbmeaizer in that position does not improve grannmaticllity. 
b. *Den vent die [ Jan zegt [ da Marie t gezien heet I]] 
'The man that Jan says that Marie saw' 
c. *Den vent la die [ Jan zegt [ da [ t hier gewcest heet 11 ] 1 
'The man that Jan says has been hem' 
Lady, if die is a relative pronoun, we would need to have some way to stop it in the 
lower clauae, in order to account for the fact that die appears adjacent to the extraction 
site, and only then (Haegernan (1983)) (cf. 8180 (32)): 
T 
(39) a. *Den vent [ die [ Jan zegt [ da [ t hier geweest heet I]]] 
'The man that Jan says hm been here' 
JI1 
c. Den vent [ da [ Jan zegt [ die [ t hier geweest lleet I]]] 
'The man that Jan says has been here' 
Operators in relative clauses typically do not move part-way, as the ungiammtlticality 
of the English examples in (3 1) shows: 
(40) a. The man [ who [ John h o w  [ Bill saw t I]] 
m 
b. *The man [ John know [ who [ Bill saw t I]] 
The distribution of die thus gives us good reason not to assume that it is a relative 
pronoun. Let us now turn to the poss.ibility that it is of the category C. 
In fact, the assumption that die is of the category C explains the ungramrnaticality of 
the example in (34) with die. Since there is only one C position per clause, die thus may 
not occur with da. If die is not a relative pronoun but a complernentiztr, then we have no 
reawn to expect it to appear in the Spec of the CP relative clause. The impossibility of 
the examples in (38) immediately follows. As can be seen in the grammatical examples 
of relative clauses in West Flemish, the finite verbs are clause-final, very much like in 
German and Dutch. We can explain this by saying that just like in ordinary declarative 
sentences with an embedded sentence, the C position that is occupied by the complemen- 
tizer is not avdable for the finite verb to move in. 
I f  die is a cornplmentizer, then the structure of rehive clauses must involve an 
empty operator (Chomsky (1977, 1982)), assuming successive-cyclic movemcnt of the 
operator in cases of relativization that involves more than o m  level of embedding, just 
like irn those of long-distance extraction in general. Schematically, we can represent the 
structure of West Flemish relative clauses as in (41): 
In fact, as we will see in section 4.4, it can be shown that wh-island effects obtain as well 
in these constructions, which then suggests that there must be operator movement of 
SOme sort. 
Before we proceed to have a closer look at the structure in (41) for relative clauses, 
and explain why the complernentizer die can only occur in the C position immediately 
adjacent to the extraction site, and only there, let us make the assumption, to be justified 
in section 3.4, that there is some syntactic feature that differentiates empty operators in 
relative clauses fkom interrogative pronouns, which I suggest is the feature [ f PRD] l .  In 
particular, we will assume that relative operators have the feature [+PRED]. With this 
assumption, we can now mount  for the distribution of die. 
2.3.2.2. West Flemish die as a Complementizer 
Suppose the feature [f BRED] is one of the $-features that a complementizer may have. 
If it is included in the set of +-features of a complementizer, then the phonetic specifica- 
tion sf the complementizer is die; and if it is not, then it would tae du, dan or ariy one of 
the other expletive complementizers, depending on what other $-features it has. Cru- 
cially, complementizers other than die are not [-PRED], they lack the feature [f PRED] all 
together. Since die shows UP in subject relativization, regardless of the $-features of the 
extracted constituent: 
'Io order for tbc a d y &  that follows to work, we have to either assume h t  the feature [f P W ]  is 
included in the set of +features, or modify slightly the wodition for expletive deletion in that deletable 
elements are those that bear no sigdim featurn, which include tbe +-features and the feature [f PRED]. 
For coacntenesa, we will ausome that the Seatun [f PRED] is a +feature. 
I 
(42) a Den vent da Jan gemid k t  [, 0 [ die [, r [ Pol en Marie gezien heet I]]] 
the man said have.3Sa and seen have.3SG 
'The man that Jan said aaw Pol and Marie' 
m 
b. Dc venten da Jan gezeid heet [, 0 [ die [, r Marie gezien heen I]] 
the men said have.3sO seen h a v e . 3 ~ ~  
'The m e ~ l  that Jan said saw Marie' 
let us assume that dic has no other $-features. L7 sum, our assumption h u t  the feature 
composition of complementizers in West Flemish is that die is a complernentizer with 
exactly one the feature [+PRBD] (in addition to its categorial feature, of course), and 
others like & have a set of +features, but not the feature [f P W ] .  dust like expletive 
complementizers in non-relative clause, die is ditely insert& into syntactic structures, 
and must be replaced by the V+I complex at LF, iri accord with PI. In order to see how 
all these assumptions work, let us consider the S-structure and LF-representation of the 
example in (32b) with da (the indices are here used as convenient notations for particular 
values of the +features): 
(43) a. SStructure: n 
Den vent [, Ui [, daj [, ti [, hier gewcest t 1 hcet+Ik I]] 
the man that 3SG hem been have.%@ 
'The man that has been here' 
b. LF-representation: 
Dm vent [, Oi [c heet+Ik [, ti [, hier gewecst ] t I]] 
4' 1 
The complementizer & has a set of $-features (3SG in particular), but not the feature 
[fPRED]. The operator 0 has a set of $-features (i.e. 3SQ, cf. section 3.4) in addition to 
the feature [+Pm]. These two sets of +-features arc non-distinct, even though the fea- 
ture [ f PRED] is lacking in the set of features borne by the complementizer da: their inter- 
section arc noncmpty, and the values of the features are not in conflict. The V+I com- 
plex heer+I agrees with the operator 0 by Spec-head agreement, hence i = k .  It thus has 
the same set of @-features as that of the operator. At LF, the V+I complex undergoes 
head-movement to C, replacing &, as in (43b). The LF-representation contains no super- 
fluous symbol, it ia thus well-fomd with respect to PI. The derivation is thus exactly 
like the one in an ordinary declarative sentence with an embedded clause. 
Consider now the S-structure and LF-representation of the example in (32b) with die: 
(44) a. S-Stnrcm: 4-, 1 
Den vent I, Oi die, [, ti [, hier geweest tk ] I+henk]]] 
[+P=l I + P ~  been [+P-l 
'The man that has been here' 
b. LF-representation: 
Den vent [Cp Of [C I+hatk [, t, [, hier geweest tk]]]] 
R. I 
The operator 0 has the feannre [+PRaD], among other features. Shce the V+I complex 
bears a Spec-head relation with the operator 0 via its trace t, i=k .  NL. thus has the 
feature [+PRED]. The complernentizer die also has the feature [+PRED], by assumption. 
At LF, the V+I moves to C to replace die as in (44b), the desired result. 
Let us now see how we can account for cases where the presence of die induces un- 
grarnrnaticality. In a sentence like (32a) with die, repeated here as (45a), whose LF- 
representation is given in (45b): 
(45) a. *Den vent die Jan gezien hut.  
'?he man that Jan saw' 
b. LF: *Den vent [, Oi [c diej [, .Jank [, ti gczien ] I+heetl ]]]]] 
By Spec-head agreement, the embedded subject Jan and the V+I complex agree, i.e. k= l. 
But the operator 0 with the feature [+PRED] starts out in the complement position within 
V' where no Spec-head relation holds between it and INFL; therefore, i f l ,  and INFL has 
no feature [+p=]. Consequently, I+heet would not be able to replace die at LF, and the 
sentence is then ruled out by FI. 
One other case where an occurrence of die induces ungramaticality is one in which 
die shows up non-adjacent to the extraction site, as In the example in (32d) with die's in 
the upper clauses, whose S-structure and LF-representation are given in (46) (assuming 
zegt 'says' is in INFL and the clausal complement has been extraposed, cf. fn 3 j: 
.(r 
(46) a. S-structure: Den vent [, Oi [c die, [, Jan zegtk 
[ + m ]  [+PRBD] [-PRED] 
7- 
[a t,' [ die, iIP ti [VP hier geweest ] heet+II 111111 
[+=I [+=I 
b. LF: *Dm vent [ Oi [, die, [[lp Jan tk zegtk 
The subject Jan occurs in the Spec of the upper IP whose head INFL contains zegt 'says' 
at S-structure. Since Jan d a s  not have the feature [-PRED], so would the verb zegtk 
'say9. However, die, has the featurc [+PIZED]. but no others. Therefor2, the set of 
$-features borne by the verb zegt 'says' and that of die are distinct: their bitersection 
being non-empty. So j z k .  Although the V+I complex of the embedded clause heet+l 
picks up the feature [+PRED] by agreeing with the operator 0 via its trace t, i.e. i=l, this is 
of no help. This is because it can xeplact: only die,, die, being too far to observe Travis's 
(1984) Head Movement Constraint (HMC) (reducible to the ECP (Chomsky (1989)): 
(47) Head movement Const rain t (HMC) 
An X0 may move into the Yo which properly governs it. 
(46b) thus would end up with an LP-representation containing one extraneous die in the 
upper CP as in (Mb), which would be ruled out by FI. In the expletive replacerrlent 
account of complementizer agreement, the locality restriction on the distribution of die 
follows directly from the HMC. In fact, the empirical prediction is even stronger. That 
there is necessarily no non-local complementizer agreement of the sort illustrated in (1 1) 
follows from the HMC as well. 
It is crucial that in a structure like (46b), the agreement not be that between the corn- 
plementizer die,,, and the trace ti' in its Spec. If it were so, then we would expect, con- 
trary to fact, die k possible in the C positions in whose S p c s  the operator moves 
through, as the ungram~aatica1it-y of (48a) clearly shows (Taraidsen (1986b, fn 23)): 
(48) a. *Den vent die Jan p e h t  die Marie zegt die hier gcwtest heet. 
'the man who Jan thinks Marie says has been here' 
b. S-structure: *Den vent [, die [, Jan peinst [, ti [, die 
1 4  
hl8I.ie zegt 1, ti h, die [, ti hier gewast heet I]]] J]]]]] 
U L  I 
The ungrammaticality of (48a) has exactly the same explanation as that we gave for (46). 
The expletive replacement account of complementizcr agreement is thus quite dif- 
ferent from the analysis suggested in Rizzi (1990a), according to which there is multiple 
agreement, as shown in (49), one between the complementizer adjacent to the extraction 
site and the head INFL of its 1.-complement (in fact, a kind of agreement by selection, 
cf. section 1.6.2), and one between the same complementker and the trace t' of the 
operator 0 in its Spec: 
It is suggested that then must be multiple agreement as in (49) in order for the com- 
plementiztr to have a special form. In view of the particular assumptions about the intri- 
cate multiple agreement, it bears showing why, within hi's framework, the account 
works, and more importantly, whether such multiple agreement has independent justifica- 
tion. 
On the one hand, the agreement (by selection) between C and INFL is needed in order 
to ensure the locality condition for the occurrence of die. It appears only adjacent to the 
extraction site, as schematized in (49). Without this agreement, we will get non-local 
agreement between a complementizer and a non-local embedded subject (cf. section 
3.2.1.1). On the other hand, the agreement between the complementizcr and the trace ti' 
in its Spec is needed, in Rizzi's framework, in order to detect Wh-movement. The com- 
plementkr die does not show up in constructions without Wh-movement. With the re- 
quirement that there be a trace in the Spec of die (as one of the two conditions for mul- 
tiple agreement), it c m  be explained that die may appear only if there is Wh-movement 
through its Spec position. 
Unfortunately, Rizzi's multiple agreement account of the distribution of die in West 
Flemish does not cover facts about complementiztr agreement in constructions involvin? 
no Wh-movement (cf. section 3.2.1). There are simply no traces as a result of 
Wh-movement. Either we must have a separate mechanism to handle non-Wh-movement 
cases of complementizcr agreement not covered by multiple agreement, or else we have 
to modify multiple agreement itself in some way. 
In fact, it seems unnecessary to have multiple agreement. In particular, Spec-head 
agreement between C and the trace in its Spec is superfluous. To see this, consider the 
relevant structure with the indices as representing the values of 4-feature-sets: 
Once we have agreement, or rather selection in Rizzi's view, between C and the head 
INFL of its IPcomplement ( i t .  k=j?, C necessarily agrees with the trace in its Spec since 
it is the trace of the embedded subject, with which INFL agrees (i.e. j=i). By transitivity, 
C and t' agree (i.e. k=i). The apement  between C and the local embedded subject is 
thus guaranteed by transitivity. However, this is exactly the account for cases involving 
no Wh-movement that we discuss in section 3.2.1.2, which does not require multiple 
agreement. However, we have seen some of reasons why stich an account should not be 
adopted. It thus appears that multiple agreement lacks empirical motivation. 
3.3. Complementizer Agreement in Frensh 
The paradigm of complementizer agreement in relative clauses in West Flemish is 
reminiscent of the quelqui alternation in some dialects of French (Perlmuner (1971), 
Moreau (1971), Kayne (1974), Pesttsky (1982a)): 
(5 1) a. L'hornrne que tu crois qupque chante. 
'The man that you think is singing.' 
b. L'homme qut/*qui tu crois qui chante. 
'The msn that you think is singing.' 
Unlike West Flemish, the quelqui alternations obtain in interrogatives as well: 
(52) Qui crois-tu qui nque chante? 
'Who do you think is singing? ' 
With some assumptions about feature composition of French comglementizcr~, the exple- 
tive replacement analysis of West Flemish complementizer bgreement can be carried over 
straightforwardly to French. 
S u p s e  that the set of $-features now includes some fesmc [+UP] (cf. section 3.4 ff)r 
justification of this featwe), and that there is an expletive complementimr in French, 
whose phonetic phonetic property is qui when it has this feature [+OP], but i'; que 
o t h e ~ i s e ~ ~ .  Suppose M e r  that both operators in relative clauses and interrogative 
pronouns also have this feature [+OF+]. With these assurnptions, we are now ready to 
account for the quelqui alternation in French. 
'9: might seem that we am positing two ciifftrent sornp1emenw.s here; iz fact, they rue one and che 
same. Take the i n f l e a i d  paradigm. Tbe verbs run aod runs a n  om and the same. The forms simply 
reflect the phonetic natizatiw of tbc wne verb, depending the fcuurw it has. With the singular Number 
feature, it would be runs, but with tbe plural Numbel, it would be run. The same masoning applies to the 
case at hand kn. With the feFture [ W P ]  ( t < d  that it is one of Lie $-features by asstinption1, its phonetic 
realization w w M  be gut, but que it it does lot have that ieaaus. P x a p a  for tbe property of delet5bility, 
rtvae two forms have ideatical propcltiea. Thia is ap expcdad if b e y  are oae and Ihe same. 
Consider the question why the example in (51a) with qui is good (indices represent 
particular values of +-feature-sets): 
J/ 
(53) a. S-structure: L'hornrne [, 0 que [, tu crois 
[, t [ qui [, t I chmtwIj [, t 1 1111111 
It [+QPl [+OPl 
'Thc man that you think is singing.' 
1 
b. LF: L 'home  [, Oi [ que [, tu crois [ chante+Ij [, ti t I]]]]] 
At S-structure, the embedded verb chante 'sing' moves to IPiFL (Emonds (1976)), and 
the empty optrator 0 moves successive-cyclically to the Spec of the highest CP 
(Chomsky (1982, 1986b)). The chnte+I complex bears a Spec-head relation with the 
trace ti in [SPEC, IP], and thus agrees wirh 0 (via the tracr: t ) ,  Themfore, the V+I com- 
plex has the feature [+OP]. At LF, it moves to C to replace the expletive qui, which has 
the feature [+OF], as in (53b). The LF-representation (53b) contains no extraneous, unin- 
terprete.3 symbols. It is thus well-formed with respect to FI. 
Let us now see why thb example in (51b) with que is wigrammatical with its S- 
structlue given in (54a): 
J/ 
(54) a. S-structurz: L'homme i, 0 [ que [, hi crois 
+ a 7 1  
[, t E que fIP t [ chmte+I t 111111II 
- J Fop7 
'The man that you think is singing.' 
b. EF: *L'homme [, 0, [que [p tu crois [cp [ que I, ti chmte+I ]I]]]] 
As in (53a), the chonte+Ij complex in (54a) bears a Spec-head relation with the trace r in 
[SPEC, IP], and hence gets the feature [+OP]. However, the lower que does not have the 
feature [+OP] (recall that the complemcntizer with this feature is qui). At LF, the V+I 
complex cannot move to C to replace the expletive que since it does not have the feature 
[+OP], as in (S4b). Although que may delete, since it bears no @-features (in fact, it must 
delete, by PI), the sentence is ungramatical because of some other reason. In section 
4.5.4, I will suggest that the reason why the structure in (54b) is out is because the em- 
bedded subject trace ti lacks a head-governor, thus violating the ECP. 
The assumption that qui has the feature [+OP] accounts for why qui may never show 
up in constructions involving no Wh-movement. Consider a sentence like that in (55a), 
whose S-structure and LF-representation are given in (55b) aad (55c) respectively: 
(55) a. * Jenn dit qui Paul est arrive. 
'Jean says that Paul has amvcd.' 
r - 7  
b. S-smcture: *Jem dit [, qui [ Paul [p est+I lvp t arrive I]]] 
[+Opl 
c. LF: *Jean dit [, qui [ Pad [, est+I arrive ] 1 J 
[*PI 
The name Paul, not being an operator, does not have the feature [+oP]. It is in the Spec 
of the emlsebbed IP, so the I+est complex does not have the feature [*PI either. At LF, 
the V+I complex cannot undergo I-to-C movement to replace qui, as in (55c), since qui 
has the feature [+OP], but the complex does not. Qui cannot delete, because it bears some 
feature [MP]; therefore, the sentence is ruled out by FI. On the contrary, if we have que 
instead of qui in (55a), the sentence is well-formed: 
(56) a. Jean dit qut Paul est arrive. 
'Jean says that Paul has arrived.' 
5.1 
b. S-structure: Jean dit [m que [, Paul [ est+I [w t arrivd I]]] 
c. LF: Jean dit [, 0 [[, Paul [ est+I arrive I]] 
This is because que may delete (indicated as 0 in (56c)), in fact it must by FI. No prin- 
ciples of the grammar are violated in the representation ir. (56c), the structure is well- 
formed. 
With object extraction, here is no quelqui alternation, as the u n g d c a l i t y  of the 
example in (57a) shows: 
(57) a. *L'homme que tu crois qui Marie a wi. 
'The man that you believe ,Marie saw. ' 
v 
b. S-structure: *L'homme [, 0 [ que [p tu crois 
m 
&p qui iIP Mafie %%+I r* o vu t 1111111 I T  [*PI 1-OPI I 
c. LF: *L'homme [- Oi [ que [* tu crois 
In the LF-pepresentation in (57~). qui has tho feature [WP], but the a+I complex does not 
have that feature since Marie in its Spec does not have that feature. Therefore, the V+l 
complex cannot replace qui. Nor can qui delete since it bears the feature [ffl~]. The 
representation is ruled out by PI since it contains an c:xtraneous expletive qui. The same 
explanation can be given for an ungrammatical interrogative like that in (5%): 
(58) a. *Qui crois-tu qui Marie a vu? 
'Who do you believe Marie sa~w?' 
7 7  r1 
b. S-structure: [, Qui [ cmis-a1 [= t [ qui [, hiarie [ I+a [, t vu t 1193]1] 
[@PI f i+opl [+OPI I 
c. LF: *I, Quii[ cmk-tu L, [ qi [, Marie [ I+a vu q]]]]]] 
There are two other conceivable analyses accounting for the quelqui alternation in 
French. Each has certain intuitive appeal, but yields exactly the same empirically wrong 
results. The first one is suggested in Rizzi (1990a), which apparently recasts Pesetsky's 
(1982) COMPcontraction Rule (cf. section 5.6.3 for a discussion of the natura of this 
rule). Acccjrding to this analysis, in the S-structure (59a) for the exaanple in (5Ba) with 
qui, where there is some abstract comglementizer C, which would be spelled out phoncti- 
cally as qui by virtue of Spec-head agreement between C the intermediate trace t', in- 
dicated by the sharing of the index INFL1l, and que would be the form of the corn- 
plementizer without agreement: 
There are some conceptual and empirical problems in Rizzi's analysis. Conceptually, 
if traces are parts of a chain, then agreement with any member of the chain with respect 
to some property means agreement with the chain as a whole with respect to that 
property. (Recall that syntactic features can be construed as properties of chains). This is 
because traces themselves do not have +features other than those of the head of the 
chain. If this is so, then in (59) there is as much agreement between the complementizer 
que and the operator 0 as there is between the abmdct complementizer C and the trace 
ti': both 0, and t,' belong to the same chain. Given &at qui cannot appear in the upper 
clause in (59), as the ungrammaticality of (60) shows: 
(60) *L'hornme p i  tu cmis qui chante. 
'The man that you think i s  singing.' 
there must be some reason why this is so, albeit it also agrees with the chain headed by 
the empoy operator. One possibility is to say that quc and the abstract complementizer C 
arc not the same entity, even though both of them agree with tie chain headed by the 
empty operator. This of c o w  would commit us to the existence of two different corn- 
plementizem. 
One other possibility to account for the quelqui alternation is to say that the corn- 
"Indicu~ used in Riwi'~ analysis have more than W o n .  It can be a repmentadon of movement 
dadcudtip, rs well rs a &via which may satisfjl a &tim on propef govcnanent. 
plementizer is the one and the same abstract complementizer C, but it is spelled out as qui 
only if there is a trace of an empty operator, not the operator itself, in its Spec position. 
With this assumption, we caii account for the occurrence of qui in the lower clause in 
(59), here being a trace in the Spec of the lower CP, and the impossibility of que in the 
upper clause, there being an operator in the Spec of the upper Cg. However, if it is 
comct to view agreement as property of chains, then this possibility would be excluded. 
Furthermore, there is empirical difficulty for this latter possibility when we look at a 
structure with a two-CP relative clause. 
In a structure like that in (61a), we would expect, incorrectly, that qui can appear in 
the intermediate clause (cf. Taraldsen (1986b, fn 23)): 
(61) a. *L'hornme que tu crois qui Jean pense qui chante 
'The man that you believe that Jean thinks sings' 
b. SSmcture: L'homme ECp Oi [ que [lp tu crois 
c. PF Spell-out of C: L'hornrne Oi [ que [, tu crois 
Since there is trace in the Spec of the moat deeply embedded CP, we correctly predict 
that qui shows up. There is also a trace in the Spec of intermediate CP, but only que is 
possible, as the grammaticality of (62) shows: 
(62) L'homme que tu crois que Jean pense qui chante. 
'The man that you believe that Jean think sings. ' 
The contrast between (61a) and (62) is unexpected in Rizzi's account, since there is as 
much Spec-head agreement in the lowest CP as there is in the intermediate @P in (61). In 
a similar manner, we should also expect, contrary to fact, that the sentence in (63) is 
grimmatical: 
(63) a. *Qui emis-tu qui Jean pnse qui chante? 
'Who do you believe that Jean thinks is shging?' 
b. S-structure: Lp Qu4 [ crois-tu [Ip ti)) [ qui Lip Jean pem 
I, t/ [ qui 1, ti chante ]]]]I]] 
As in the case of (61a), there is a trace in the Spec of both the most deeply embedded CP 
and tke intermediate CP, but only que may appear in the intermediate CP: 
(64) Qui cmis-tu que Jean pense qui chante? 
'Who do you believe that Jean thinks is singing?' 
It thus appears hat just in the case of West Flemish, appeal to Spec-head agreement in 
CP would not work for French complementkr agreement. In the next two sections, we 
will consider some other alternatives, which appear to have the same problems just dis- 
cussed. 
3.3.1. Spell-outs of traces 
One other conceivable analysis for ?he quelqui alternation in French is that qui is the 
spell-out of the trace left behind by the relative operator. l"hat is, the S-structures of the 
examples in (51a) and (52a) with qui would be something like (65a) and (66a) respec- 
tively, where e is some empty complementizer (traces of verb movement are omitted): 
(65) a. S-structure: 
L'homme Oi [ que [Ip tu crois Ep tf [ e [Ip ti chante ]]]I]] 
b. PF Spell-out: 
L'homme E, 0, [ que [, tu crois E, qui [ e [, ti chante ]]]]]] 
(66) a. S-structure: [a Quii [ crois-tu [, ti' [ e ti chante I]]]] 
b. PF Spell-out: [, Quii [ crois-tu [m qui [ e rip ti chante 31113 
The virtue of this analysis is that the phonetic identity of qui in the quelqrri alternation in 
constructions involving long-distance extraction is related to the interrogative pronoun 
qui, as in a simple matrix question like the one in (67): 
(67) Qui chante? 
'Who is singing?' 
That they are one and the same entity can be attributed to the qui in the quelqui alter- 
nation being the spell-out of the m e  which is a memkr of a chain headed by qui. This 
would make it look like less than an accident that the qui in the quelqui alternation and 
that in interrogatives have the same phonetic matrix. 
As in the case of Spec-head agreement analysis for the quelqui alternation, this ac- 
count also has several problems. First, the homonymity argument does not seem to be 
very compelling. Consider the the complementizer que and the interrogative pronoun 
que: 
(68) a. Que fais-tu? 
'What are you doing? ' 
b. Jean dit que Mark partira. 
'Jean says that Marie will leave.' 
If qui in the quelqui alternation is the spell-out of the trace of the interrogative pronoun 
qui, then what of the complmentizer que? Is it related to the interrogative que? It seems 
not. Since no movement is involved in (68b), there is no reason to say that que in the 
sentence is derived by a spell-out rule. It thus appears to be an accident that the two 
que's in (68) are homonymous. If that is so, then it should come as no surprise that qur in 
the quelqui alternation and that in interrogatives an also homonymous. 
Second, like the Rizzi's analysis, the spell-out account dso yields an empirically 
wrong result when we look at relative clauses that have more than one CP. Consider the 
S - s t r u c ~ s  and the representations as a result of PF Spell-out for the examples in (61a) 
and {63a), given in (69a) and (70a) respectively (e is some phonetically empty com- 
plementizer, and traces of verb-movement are omitted): 
(69) a. S-structure: L'homme Oi [ que [* tu crois 
b. PF Spell-out of tracts: + L ' h o m  [cP Oi [ que [, tu crois 
qui [ e [* Jean Fm q ~ i  I. e ti chante IIIIIIIII 
(70) a. S-structure: Ea Quii [ crois-tu 
[8 ty e Jean p c m  [- t/ E e LIP ti chante 11111111~ 
b. PF Spell-out of traces: *I, Quii [ crois-tu 
In as much as we expect the spelling out of the trace in Spec of the lowest CP, we should 
expact the same of the trace that is in the Spec of the intermediate CP. But these ex- 
amples are ungrammatical. 
One more piece of evidence indicating that qui in the quelqui altemaion has nothing 
to do with the interrogative pronoun qui 'who' comes from examples like the one in (7 1): 
(7 1) Quel homme crois-tu qui chante? 
which man think you sing 
'Which man do you think is singing?' 
In (71), there is simply no interrogative pronoun qui 'who', yet qui of the quelqui alter- 
nation shows up. 
Second, if the qui in the quelqui alternation is the ,spell-out of the trace of the inter- 
rogative pronoun qui, then what of the qui in relative clauses, there being no overt 
operators? Why should the complementizer be spelled out as qui? Again, it thus seems 
to be an accident that the qui in the quelqui alternation IS i~omophomous with the inter- 
rogative qui. 
Lastly, if we treat qui of the quelqui alternation as the spell-out of a tract, then the 
spell-out must be done at S-structure. Otherwiw, the trace would violate the ECP at LF. 
It is not clear if there is an independent principle from which it follows that traces are 
spelled out at S-s trum,  but not at PF. 
The grammatical patterning of the examples we saw above poses no problem at all to 
analyses according to which the qui in quelqui altemation is a particular instantiation of 
the abstract coxnplementizer that has the feature [+OP], a feature that both relative 
operator and overt interrogative wh-phrases may have. A wh-phrase like quel homme 
'which man' has the featun [WP] as much as one like qui 'who' or que 'what', and the 
fact that qui shows up in the embedded clausz when quel hornme 'which man' is tx- 
tracted from the embedded subject position would have the same explanation as that 
when a wh-phrase like qui 'who' is extracted from the same position, as given in the 
discussion of the example in (53). To see this, consider the S-structure and LF- 
representations in (72a) and (72b) respecrively: 
(72) a. S-structure: &-, 
[, Quel hommes [ crois-tu t [ qui [, t [, sont arrivCs I] 11 11 
W P I  [+OPI 
b. LF abstract verb movement: 
[, Quel hommesl [ crois-tu Ep [ sont ti [ t arrivts ]]]]]I 
_I 
The verbal agreement in (72) can be accounted for by the assumption that is indepen- 
dently necessary, namely, the finite verb sow 'are' a p e s  with the chain (quel homme, t) 
via its trace, with which the verb bears a Spec-head relation. 
The foregoing discussion of relative clauseo and interrogatites containing more than 
two CPs clearly shows that qui may show up only adjacent to the extraction site. We 
may ask the quesion why it is so. In the expletive replacement account of complemen- 
tizer agreement, the answer to this question is just as stmightforward as that which we 
give for the West Flemish paradigm, namely, qui can only be substituted by the V+I 
complex that is in the INFL position of IP-complement of qui, schematically: 
b. LF Expletive replacement: Whi . . . [cp VOaIO [, ti r J] . . . 
u 
The impossibility of having qui in positions non-adjacent to the extraction site follows 
from the MMC: 
(74) LF Expletive replacement: 
*y . . . b q u i  [, . . . X . . . [,flI+V . . .]]I . . . XO#O 
The deriveions should be very familiar by now. Consider the examples in (75a) and its 
LF-representation in (75b): 
(75) a. *L'homrne qui tu cmis que a w Jean 
'The man that you believe saw Jean' 
b. LF: *L'hcmme Gp Oi [ qui [Ip tu cmis [, [ 0 [, ti [ I+a vu Jew ]]]]]]] 
[-PI r+Op3 rwp1 
Although the V+X complex in the most deeply embedded CPs in (75b) have the feature 
[*PI by virtue of agreeing with the operator (via the trace in [SPEC, IP]), this is of no 
help. The complex cannot replace the qui in the upper clause, by the ffi4C. 
3.3.2. Improper Movement 
DCprez' (1990) account for the lack of quelqui alternation in terms of improper move- 
ment covers all the facts about the quelqui alternation discussed in this section. In her 
framework, all maximal projections can be barriers to government, and there is no ban no 
adjunction to arguments. Specifier and complement pcsitions are a [+HR] (for head- 
related) position, all others are [-HR] positions. Movement from a [-HR] to a [+HR] is 
ruled out by a constmint against improper movement, given in (76): 
The qui in the quelqui alternation is the form of the complementizer when it has a Spec- 
head agreement (in CP), according to DCprez: 
The local movement of the subject as in (77) is permissible, since [SPEC, IP] and [SPEC, 
CP] are [+HR] positions. Within the conjunctive ECP, the initial trace in [SPEC, IP] must 
be head-governed as well. DCprez assumes that IPS can be Lmarked by agrtting com- 
plementizcts, which are also proper head-governors. In (77), qui thus L-marks the IP, 
and consequently is able to properly head-govern the initial trace. Antecedent- 
government is unproblernatic, since there is no intervening barrier. 
The complementizer que is the form without agreement features. What that means is 
that a structure involving subject extraction with the presence of que would be something 
like (78), where the subject does not move in the local [SPEC, CP], but adjoins to the CP: 
the cornplemmtizer que cannot L-mark the LP, the IP in the etructurc in (78) would be a 
barrier to both head-government and antent-government. There is an alternative 
derivation for subject extraction with que, but the resultant representation is also ruled 
out: 
(79) * . . .  [,t[,que[,t[,t . . .  
t - - - r u m  
The subject fifst adjoins to the IP, then adjoins to the CP. The initial trace is antecedent- 
governed by the IP-adjoined trace, but it lacks a head-governor. Not being L-marked, the 
(lower) IP is thus a barrier to (external) government. 
If the subject k extracted long-distanc?, however, then a.€ter the transition the local 
CP, it moves to a VP-adjoined position, a I-IiR] position. From then on it never moves to 
a Spec position again, but only to a [-Ha] positions (i.2. adjunct positions): 
qui can never appear elseewhere because the subject can never lands in a non-local 
[SPEC, CP], the local character sf the guelqui alternation is thus explained. 
That object extraction never trigger the quelqui alternation also follows from the con- 
straint against improper movement. Objects must first adjoin to VP, a [-KR] position. 
From then on, objects can never land on a Spec position, a [+HR] position: 
Thus, object extraction can never trigger the quelqui altemation. 
Althcugh Wrez' analysis accounts correctly for all the facts about complementlzer 
agreement in French and most of the complementizer agreement parsdigm in West 
Flemish. Specifically, it does not cover constructions with no Wh-movement in West 
Flemish (cf. section 3.2.1). There is simply to element in [SPEC, CP] for Spec-head 
agreemv'nt to take place. As in other analyses, the assumption that complcmentizers can 
be proper governors and that there is Spec-head agreement In CP is crucial in order for 
her account to work. It thus have the same issues that we have raised. In addition, it is 
not clear why complementizers may have the L-marking properiy, which presumably is a 
property of lexical category. There is no strong reason to think that cnnplementizers 
with agreement features are lexical. 
To conclude, the proposed expletive replacement account clearly has empirical and 
theoretical advantages over the other altemativcs we have considered. F h t ,  we need not 
make additional assumptions in X'-theory and agreement theory. Second, the norr- 
existence of non-local complementizer agreement follows h m  general principles, par- 
ticularly, the HMC. Third, on a more conceptual ground, it provides direct cmpir;lcal 
support of FI. In fact, the expletive replacement account has desirable consequences for 
theory of proper government as well, as me will see in the next chapter. 
3.4. On the Features [PRED] and [OP] 
Two features [f P m ]  and [f OP] have been crucially used in the analysis for verb 
movement to C. In this section, I would like to argue tbat there is independent motivation 
for these two features. 
3.4.1. Distinction between Operators and Non-operators 
There k some differences between expressions like John and the men, sometimes 
known as definite NPs (or DPs if noun phrases are assumed to be projections of 19, as we 
do here), on the one hand, and those like which books and everv woman, known as scope- 
bearing (quasi-)quantifiers on the other (Chomsky (1981)). Whereas the former need not 
move12, the latter must (the example in (83b) is grammatical as  an echo question, ir- 
relevant here): 
(82) a. I saw John. 
b. John, I saw t 
(83) a. Who did you see t? 
b. *I saw who? 
For quantifiers, they are assumed to move at LF (May (1977), Reinhart (1990) argues 
that quantifiers must move): 
'2Cbomsky (1977) suggests that John in (82b) is base-generated, id there is some sort of operator- 
movement, as the repnsenthtion in (i) shows: 
(1) [ John [ 0 [ I saw r I]] 
On thie view, John d m  oot: move ert all. 
(84) a. S-structure: John saw every man. 
b. LF: [, every man [, Jo-h saw t I] 
L l  
We thus must have some way to distinguish these two kinds of expressions. One way to 
achieve this end is to make use of some feature like [f OP]. The expressions the man and 
every man M e r  in precisely one respect: the determiner. Thus, if the determiner the has 
the feature [+PI, and every [*I, then under the DP-analysis of noun phrms it falls out 
naturally that the man has the features [4P] and every man [+OP] since their respective 
head has that feature. If we assume that elements with the [*PI feature must be in an 
A'-position at some level of representation (general principles and parameters will decide 
for indidividual languages. Cf. R-A-in-situ in Chinese and Japanese), but those that are 
[+PI n d  not, then, the movement asymmetry between DPs like the man and those like 
every man in (84) immediately would follow. 
3.4.2. Differences between Interrogative and Relative Operators 
Although operators quite gene~ally move to the Spec of CP by defmition, dmose that 
appear in interrogatives differ from those that occur in relative clauses with respect to 
agreement. 
In English, the wh-phrase who in gutstions requires a singular verb. This can be 
clearly s a i l  when who starts out at 5-structure in a subject position of the verb be which 
has different fonns for third Persons: 
(85) a. Who isl+aml*are coming? 
b. Who do you think is/+am,Pare coming? 
This is of course to be contrasted with thc case *when who originates from the object 
posi~ion, where there is no agreement between it and the verb: 
m (86) a. Who arnIt? 
b. Who arc they t ?  
u
-1.- - - - -  I 
(87) a. Who do you think I am t ? 
b. Who do you think they are t 7 
But for the relative operator who, we have a different agreement paradigm, putting aside 
how the agreement in relative clauses actually obtains until section xxx: 
m 
(88) a. The man [, who [, t ispare coming I]] 
b. The men [, whc [p t [ mImis coming ] J J 
(89) a. The man [m w h [  k/*m coming 1111 
b. The men IQ, who [, you think [, t [ arepis coming I]]] 
f I 
E x d y  the same difference shows u;, in French. The interrogative pronoun qui re- 
quites a singular verb when it occurs as the subject: 
but no agreement obtains if it starts out as the object of the verb: 
m 
(91) a. Qui est-il t 7 
'Who is he? ' 
m 
b. Qui sont-ils t ? 
'Who are they?' 
-1 
(92) a. Qui crois-tu qu'il estt ? 
'Who do you think he is ? ' 
G -1 
b. Qui cmis-tu qu'ils sont t ? 
'P13o do you think they are?' 
Like English, the agreement patterns involving relative operators are different from that 
of interrogative operators: 
(93) a. L'homme qui cst/bont venflvenus 
the man that is/= come 
'The man who came' 
b. L'hommes qui sonpest venusPvenu 
the man that m/ii come 
'The man who you think cme'  
(94) a E'homme qui tu cmis qui ewsont venuPvenus 
the man that you thinlr that islare come 
'The man who you think came' 
b. L'hommes qui tu crois qui sont/*cst venus/*venu 
the man that you think that arc/& come 
'The man that you thirk came' 
We thus must have some way to distinguish these two kinds of operators. Qne way to 
encode the difference is to assume some feature [ItP-]. Relative operators would be 
[+FRED], and intemgative operators [-Pm]. Thus, relative operators with the fcatun 
[+PRED] munt be in an A'-position at S-structure (cf. section 5.4.3.1 on relative 
operators), but [-pred] operators need not. 
3.4.3. Typology of DPs 
One consequence of the two [f PRBD] [f QP] is that there should be four kinds of DPs, 
representing the four combinations of the features. [+PRBD] [+OF] DPs would be relative 
operators: they must move, andl form relative clauses (cf. Chapter 5 j. The bare which and 
empty operator can only appear in relative clauses (the surface form of thc example in 
(%b) is grammatical as a yes/no question with the verb write used intransitively): 
(95) a. The book [cP which [, John wrote t I] 
b. The book [, 0 [, John wrote t I] 
h I 
V 1 
(96) a. *Which did John write t ? 
b. *O did John write t 3 
w 
I-PRD] [+OP] DPs could be interrogative operators: they must move, surd do not form 
relative clauses: 
(97) a. Which book did John write t ? 
b. *The book [,which book [,John wrote t ] ]  
C I 
[ - P m ]  [+PI DPs would be expressions Mary and the stutfent: they need not move, and 
cannot form religive clauses: 
-b I (98) *The rnan the man [p John saw t I] 
Lastly, [+PRED] [+PI DPs would be FRQ in infinitival relatives: 
(99) a. The man [ PRO to fm the sink ] 
b. The man [ PRO i k h g  the sink ] 
Recall that the example in (99) cannot have an operator-variable binding structure as in 
the tensed relative c:lause, since the trace of the operator is not Case-marked (for justifica- 
tion of the structure in (100b) and (100d), cf. seaion 5.4.3): 
(100) a. The! man [, who& tifixed t h e  sink ]J 
b. *The man [* 0; [, tLto fx the sink I] 
c. The man [p PRO fixing the sink I] 
d. *The .man [, [, $fixing the: sink I] 
If the base-position of the operator in (100h) and (100d) is a non-Case-marked position. 
If it moves to [SPEC, CP], the chain (0, t) would violate the Chaira Condition: tlltrc 
being no Case-marked position in the chahr. 
With the features [+PI;'zD] [ e l ,  we can form a predicate out of a relative clause, by 
virtue of the feature [+PIID], without having an operator moving to an A'-position to 
create an open sentence (cF. section 5.8.3 for further utility of the:= features). 
3.5. Agreement in CP 
As we saw in saction 3.2, complementizer agreement in West Flemish cannot be ac- 
counted for by Spec-head agreement in CP. The crucial cases are the contructions in 
which there is no Wh-movement. As a matter of fact, there is evidence to the contrary in 
West Flemish. That is, Spec-head agreement must not obtain in CP, as the grammatical 
contrast in (101) shows: 
- 
(101) a. *Ik weten nie [, wavuonen vent [ clan 1, Jan [ t gezien een I]]] 
that.3PL have.3PL 
'I don't know which men Jan saw.' 
b. Ik ween nie L, wanon& vent [ da [, Jan [ t gezien cen I]]] 
that.3SG havc.3PL 
'I don't know which men which men Jan saw.' 
The nime is true in Bavarian as well (Bayer (1984)): 
c 
(102) a. Du ssllst song E, an wiiichan Schuah [ dass-st [, du t mist I]] 
you should say the which-one shoe that.SG you want.2S6 
'You should say which shoe you want.' 
.1/ I 
b. Des Audo E, des [ wo-ts [IP ihr/es t kaffd hab-ts I]] 
the car which that.2PL you bought h a v e . 2 ~ ~  
'The car the you bought' 
The wh-p.hrasa in (102) arc third Person, but the agreement on the complementizcrs dass 
and wo are second Person. 'Ihus, not only do we have no agreement in CP in these 
examples, .in fact, we have disagreement. 
That there is no Spec-head agreement in CP is perhaps not very surprising, given that 
even ir. ::nglish, if Spec-head agreement is possible, we would expect that the plural form 
of the verb k ~ v e  in (103) is possible, contrary to fact: 
(103) [,?Whit [ hasphave [p John read t I]] 
I 
Comparable examples can be found m French (abstracting away from subject- 
cliticization), German, and Dutch: 
(104) Quels l i w  [ as-Pont- [, tu lu t I] ] 
which books have.2SQ/have.3~Lread 
'Which books have you read?' 
-T 
(105) Welche Biicher [ W h a b e n  [, du t gelesen ] ]] 
which book has have you read 
'Which books have you read?' 
(186) [ Welke Baken [ hceft/*hebben [ zij t gelezen I]]? 
which book has have he read 
'Which books has he read?' 
In this sectian, we will consider some Itid1 tmd Kin& data, which seem to be prima 
facie evidence for Spec-head agreement in CP. I show that the Irish data can be given an 
alternative analysis without assuming that conlplementizer agreement, but those in 
Kinanda are unclear at the moment, and conclude the section with a discussion of lack of 
complementizer agreement that is triggered by adjuncts. The relevant of this section is 
the theoretical implications that ensue if these are cases of Spec-head agreement in CP. 
In particular, FI would tx seriously undermined any constituent in [SPEC, CP] can trig- 
ger agreement on the C0 heading that CP. According to our assumptions, complemen- 
tizers can only be replaced by the frnite verb in the local INIT. Therefore, if Spec-head 
agreement in CP is readily available for non-local subjects, then an agreeing complemen- 
tizer cannot be replaced, since the V+I complex docs not have an agreement relation with 
non-locd subjects. In fact, I will show that the lack of agreement between CO and an 
adjunct in its Spec follows directly fiom the expletive replacement analysis of com- 
plementizer agreement. 
3.5.1. Irish Mutation in Relative Clauses 
McCloskey (1979) points out that while the complementizer go is used to mark to 
clausal complement in a declarative sentence like that in (107a), the comp1ementizcr a 
must be used if the clausal complement is embedded in a relative clause (the rcprescn- 
tation $. with the phonetic matrix [a] is a convenient way to indicate that the complemcn- 
tizer triggers lenition on the following word. The complementizer go triggers nasaliza- 
tion, represented as gdV in McCloskey's works. More on Irish mutation below): 
(107) b i r  siad go sileann an t-athair go bp6sfaidh Sfle 6.  
say they thinks the father will marry Sheila him 
'They say that the father thinks that Sheila will marry him.' 
(108) An fear $. deit siad aL sMeann an t-anthGr $ phdsfaidh Sfle 
the man say they thinks the father will marry Sheila 
'The man that they say that the father thinks that Sheila will many' 
The complementizer d- shows up only in clauses above the extraction site, and the com- 
plementizer go would appear below it: 
(109) An t-Aire aL deir s h d  $. d m  go raibh an cog& thart 
the minister say they said was the war over 
'The minister that they say said the war was over' 
In the option with a resurnptive pronoun, the complementizer a, represented as aN, 
shows up, but it does not trigger lenition on the foblowir~g ward, but nasdkation 
(McClsskey and Hale (1 984)): 
(1 10) a. An rud & choinnionn zli ceilte orthu 
the thing keep.PRES you concealed on-them 
'The thing that you keep concealed from them' 
b. An rud 8 gcoinnfom ~ ceilte orthu t 
the thing keep.~R.E!S you concealed on-them it 
'The thing that you keep concealed from them' 
It is conceivable that the exanple in (110s) can have the s t r u m  h (1 l la), with 
movement of an empty operator from its baseposition, but that in (1 lob) does not in- 
volve mvementl3: 
4 1 
(1 11) a. An rud I, 0 [ aL [, choinnfonn tii ceilte onhu t I]] 
'The thing tha~ you keep concealed from them' 
b. An rud I, Oi [ $V [p chojnnlom tfi ceilte orthu Ci I]] 
'The thing that you keep concealed from them' 
Along these lines, the examples in (108) and (109) would have a structure like that in 
(1 12): 
(112) Anfear[, [ & fIP deit siad t [ aL [* shfleann an r-anthair 
I C 
&p [ $ [, phbsfaidh Sfle t 111111111 
I t  
'The man that they say that the father thinks that Sheila will marry' 
'The minister that they say said the war was over' 
We might then take the lenition triggered by the complementizer d. is an instance of 
Spec-kad agreement in CP in that if a Ca has a trace in its Spec, then the two would 
agree with respect to some feature, say, [+PRED] (section 3.4). The agreeing feature on C" 
would tllen trigger lenition on the following verb. If there is no trace in its Spec, then the 
C0 would trigger nasalization by default (recall that both dY and go triggers nasalization). 
'3~ince our concern here is tbe issue of whether tbere is mplementizer agreement, we will not go into 
the many complicated &tails of Irish relative clauses. Ooe problem is that tbz topmoet a triggers knition 
on the following verb in (1 lOa) But aasalizatioa in ( I  lob), despite the fad that the rcbvmt portions ef the 
wructun are identical. Cf. also McCloeLey (199) for t&e view that nlativiratiaa in Irish does not h o l v e  
movement 
This view that it is the complementizer, not the trace, that triggers the specific rnut3- 
tion pattern on the verb in the structure in (1 12) and (1 13) seems reasonable given that in 
many instances of mutation, adjacenc,y is required. In the examples in (1 14) and (1 1 5), 
where an attributive adjective would lenite (orthographically represented with an h after 
the lenited consonant), if it occurs next after a feminine noun (Bammesberger (1983)) as 
in the a-examples, but would not leraite if the adjacency is in:erfered, as in the b- 
examples: 
(114) a. Rrog mh6r 
shoe big 
'A big shoe' 
b. Br6gmeasartham6r 
shoe reasonably big 
'A reasonably big shoe' 
(1 15) a. Bliain mhaith 
Year good 
'A good year' 
b. Bliain d a t a  rnaith 
year reasonably good 
'A reasonably g d  year' 
If this is correct, then we apparently have Spec-head agreement in CP. The theoretical 
implication is that the comlementizer a cannot delete. Given its quite obscure semantic 
contribution, it looks like FI is being violated in these instances. 
However, there are some cases in which mutation is triggered non-adjacently. An No 
lenites if it follows the numeral dfKl 'two', but not fiche 'twenty' (cf. Bemmesberger 
(1983) for a description of numerals mgerring mutation): 




two b a t  
'Two boats' 
While the third Person p l d  possessive determiner J 'they' nasalizes the following 
noun, the third Person singular feminine a 'her' does not trigger lenition: 
(117) a. a mbad 
their boat 
'Their boat' 
b. a b W  
her boat 
'Her boat' 
But an intervening element like a numeral between the poswssive determiner has no ef- 
fect on the mutation triggered by the determiner: 
(118) a. a dMmb6d 
their two h a t  
"Their two boats' 
b. a dMb8d 
her two boat 
'Her two boats' 
If adjacency is not fequired for mutation to occur, then the pattern of verbal mutation in 
relative clauses may very well be triggerad by the a= in [SPEC, CP] rather by the head 
CO. Therefore, we d not assume that there is Spec-head agreement in CP in Irish, 
Without agreement features, the complcmentize~ a can delete at LF, in accord with FI. 
3.5.2. On Kinande Spec-head Agreement in CP 
Rizzi (1990a) credits the KiRande examples given in (1 19) to Schneider-Zioga (1 987)' 
which apparently show Spec-head agreement in CP: 
(1 19) a. lyondi y o  karnbale alangIra? 
W ~ O . ~ I  THAT.CL~ Kambale saw 
'Who did Kambde see?' 
b. aBahl Bo kambale alangIra? 
who.CL2 that.- Kambale saw 
'Who did Kambale see?' 
c. Eklhi kyO kambale alangIra? 
what.CL7 C L ~  -bale saw 
'What did Kambale see?' 
d. EBlhi By0 kambde alangIra? 
what.CL.8 CL8 Karnbale saw 
'What did Krunbale see?' 
The second element ending in a vowel [o] in the exsunples in (119), known as the 
o-particles, agrees in noun-class with the wh-phrase to its left. If the wh-phrase moves to 
the Spec of CP, and the o-particles are in C, then we really have Spec-head agreement in 
CP in this language. The structure for an example like that in (1  19a) and ( 1  19b) would 
be like those in (120a) and (120b) nsptctively, with more infoxmation on the verbal. mor- 
phology (from Schneider-Zioga (1988)): 
77 
(120) a. [, lyondi [ yO [, karnbale alangIra t I]] 
.CL  CL1 SWRES-see 
CL2 CL~SM.PRES-SW 
If the structures above are correct, then the problem for linguistic theory would be that 
the agreeing complementkers cannot be replaced nor be deleted. The representations 
containing them would thus violate FI. The finite verbs in (120) do not bear an agree- 
ment relation with the objects, hence, not agreeing with the complementizcr. Therefore, 
the complernentizer cannot be replaced. Bearing agreeing features (relevant here is the 
noun class feature), it cannot delete either. In addition, if the [o]-particles do not have 
any -tic contribution, then the above examples should violate Fl. Clearly, this is not 
the correct result. 
However, the syntax of the o-particles is more complicated than the paradigm in 
(1 19). According to HualcEe (1989;, these o-particles not only show up in cases like those 
in (1 19), they also occur next to a noun phrase that has undergone A'-movement: 
(121) a. TwMm-er-a dvanh 'ekitibu. 
children book 
'We read the children the book.' 
b. Tw Mm-cr-a ekitsbu k y '&van&. 
'We read the book to the children.' 
c. TwMm-er-a ekitabu kyO Khbale. 
We read the book for Kanbale. ' 
In (121b)' the vowel o of the o-particle has dropped before another vowel. If we have the 
a noun phrase that does not begin with a vowd in the position of the indirect object 
Kanbule as in (121c), the o vowel shows up. Since there is no particular reason to think 
that the o-particles in (121) are CO's, the categorial identity of the o-particles with the 
same phonetic matrices becomes quite obscure. If we are to treat the o-particles in (1 19) 
as CO's, then we are lead to saying that the o-particles in (121) are some different entities. 
One might conjecture that the o-particles appearing in constructions involving 
Wh-movement are the spell-outs of the [+WH] features, and those in the double-object 
constructions in (121) sre instances of something else, Although many questions are 
raised by the distribution of the o-particles, the claim that they are CO's is not strong until 
we have a good analysis for them. 
3.5.3. Lack of Agreement with Adjuncts 
One remarkable rnissing piece in the carnplementizer agreement paradigm in West 
Flemish is that adjunct extraction never triggers any morphological alternation of the 
complernentizer. In other words, adjunct extraction patterns exactly like object extraction 
with respect to complementizer agreement. For convenience, let us use the term adjunct 
morphology (Kooprrun and Sportiche (1986)) to refer to the specid morphology (on 
verbs or complementizers) triggered by adjunct extraction. 
As we can see from the examples in (1221, the $-features of the embedded subject 
vary, the morphological changes are visible in the complementizer, just like cases that we 
have seen so far: 
(122) a. K weten niet wanneer [ da [,Jan goat weggoan 111 
I know not when that.3SG go.3SG leave 
'I don't know when Jan is going to leave.' 
b. K wetenniet [Cp w m e e r  [clan [,Jan enMarie goan weggoan I]] 
I know not when that.3PL go.3PL leave 
'I don't know when Jan and Marie are going to leave.' 
But under no circumstances would the form of the complementizer alternate as a result of 
the changes made in the wh-pilrarse adjunct in its Spec: 
(123) a. K weten niet [cp wavuonen dag [ dan rIP Jan en Marie no Brugge goan I]] 
I know not which.3SG day that-~PL go.3PL 
'I don't know what day Jan goes to Bruges.' 
b. weten niet [, wanoren doagen [ da [, Jan no Brugge goat ]I ] 
I kno .v not which.3PL days that.3SG go.3SG 
'I don't know what days Jan goes to Bruges.' 
The same lack of agreement with adjuncts observed i k ~  an adverbial like 'where': 
(124) a. K weten niet [, woa [ da [, Jan t goat bezoeken I]] 
I know not where that.3SG go.3SG visit 
'I don't know where Jan is going to visit.' 
b. K weten nie [, woa [ dan I, Jan en Marie t goan bezoeken I]] 
I know not where t h a t . 3 ~ ~  g o . 3 ~ ~  visit 
'I don't know where Jan and Marie are going to visit.' 
(125) a. K weten nit [, wavuorcn platsen [ da [, Jan t goat bezwken I]] 
I lcnow not which.3PL place that.3SG go.3SG visit 
'I don't know which place Jan is going to visit.' 
b. K wettn nie [, wavuonen platsen 
I know not which.3PL place 
[ dan [, Jan en Marie goan bezocken I]] 
that.3PL go.3PL visit 
'I don't h o w  which places Jan is going to visit.' 
As we expect, the paradigm of complementizer agreement in French also lacks agree- 
ment with adjuncts. This expectation is borne out. Extraction of adjuncts never triggers 
the quelqui alternation: 
(126) a. Quand penses-01 que Jean est parti? 
'When do you think Jean left?' 
j /  I 4  I 
b. S-structure: Qumd crois-tu LCp t [ que rip Jean est+I parti t I]] 
c. LFdeletion: Quandi crois-tu [, [ 0 I, Jean est+I parti ti I]] 
(127) a. *Quand penses-tu qui Jean est parti? 
'When do you think Jean left?' 
7-v 
b. S-structure: Quand crois-tu [, t [ qui [Ip Jean est+I ~ a r a i  .r ] J J 
[+Opl [+OPI 
c. LF: *Quadi crois-tu CCp qui [,, Jean est+l parti ti I]] 
For completeness, I include the West Flemish and French data or1 relative clauses that 
involve some sort of adjunction extraction: 
(1 28) 2. Den platse [, 0; [dan/sda [, Jan en Marie goan ts.]]] 
i51e place that.3E go.3PL 
'The place where Jan and M a ~ e  are going' 
b. Den dag [, 0. C [Wdan [, Jan komt r,]]] 
the day that.3SG come.3SG 
'The day when Jan comes' 
(129) a. L'endroit [, N crois [ quePqui [, Jean est f;llll 
the place where you think is gone 
'The place where you think Jean went' 
b. Le jour o$[, tu crois [CP quePqui [, Jean est venu r J]]] 
the day where you think is come 
'The day when you think Jean came' 
Since the grammatical patterning of these data receives exactly the same explanation as 
we have seen aluve, we will not go through them again. 
The agreement facts in West Flemish and French can be cxpl~ a d  in a straightfor- 
ward manner in the expletive replacement account of complementizer agreement. Since 
the verb does not have agreement morphology with adjuncts, a com~plemtmtizer agreeing 
with an adjunct could not be replaced. Representations containing such an agreeing corn- 
plementiz~; would violate FI. This is of course different from saying that the verb may 
never show morphology agreeing with adjuncts (see the discussion of adjunct morphol- 
ogy in Vata below), which is a purely empirical isme. We should note however, that 
within current assumptions adjuncts do not appear in a Spec position from which it can 
agree with the verb. Thus, the prediction is dlat there car1 never Be complementker 
agreement triggered by adjuncts. 
However, DCprcz' (1990) theory of movement that crucially assumes a constraint 
apainst improper movement d x s  entail such a strong prediction. Recdl that in her 
theory (cf. section 3.3.2), movement from a [-HR] position to a [+I%.] position is dis- 
allowed. Therefore, being bast-generatea in a [.-HR] position, adjuncts can never land in 
a Spec position, a [+m] position. As a result, they can never be in a Spec-head relation 
with C, hence could not possibly trigger the quelqui  alternation. 
Sonie facts ai?aut agreement in Vata appear to be prima facie counter-examples to the 
clain that there should bt no verbal agreement with adjuncts. Koopman and Sportiche 
(1886) point out that in Vata when a reason/cause or manner non-BP adverbial adjunct is 
extracted, the verb shows special moqhology. With reason/cause adjuncts, the verb must 
have a pmiculm suffix -CV or -El4: 
\ \  I 
(130) a. yEsO n d1d6 sii6 1; 
how you cut-M tree-DET W 
'How comehhy did you cut the tree?' 
.# a \ . 
b. YESO n &h s~6 1; 
how you crlt-M tree Wc[wh] 
'How come/why did you cut the tree?' 
c. 9 6  xi ria I; k6 siib dcib/&h/*&' 
like-his I said I FVT-A tree-DET cut-M/*cat 
'It's like this that I said you cut a tree.' 
and with manner adjuncts, the verb have the suffi~ as in the previous case , as well as a 
reduplication of the newly formed verb: 
, ,  1 
(1 31) a. YESO n c~db$cib sid 1; 
how you cum-cut-M tree-DET WH 
'How did you cut the tree?' 
-) a\ \ 
b. YESO n k l  sii6 d~bdidb 1; 
how YOU FU7'-A tranET CutM-CUM WH 
'How will you cut the tree?' 
The special morphology on the verb cancot occur if there is no Wh-movement, or if the 
extracted adverbial is a PP: 
I4c is a consonant copied from the precedieg consonant, V is either tbe vowel E or 0, the [-ATR], for the 
phunologkal feature A.dvanced Tongue Root, counterparts of /el and 101, DET and A are for determinets and 
auxiliaries respectively. Accent-marking are: ' for High tone, 4 Mid High, ' Mid, and ' Low. Notations 
are oriS;nal to Koopman and SpoPticbe. 
I cut/%xt-M tree-DET quickly 
'I cut the tree quickly. ' , 
b. A n i  A kti s 6  sii6 &*ddb(chb) 
I said I ]PUT-A like-this tree-Dm cutpcut -~  
'I said I will cut thee- like this.' 
(133) 3 gbb A ki ~6 G d d b  
what reason YOU FUT-A tree-DET c u t p c ~ t - ~  
'Why are you going to cut the tree?' 
Although the agreement facts in Vata appear to contradict the claim that adjunct ex- 
traction can never trigger agreement, there are many details that we need to look into 
before we can reach any finn conclusion. It is unsurprising that PPs do not trigger agree- 
ment. They typically do not occur in a Spec position other than the final landing site in 
cases of Wh-movement. What is puzzling about the language is that only some specific 
non-PP adverbids like manner and reason/cause require adjunct rnorghalogy on the verb. 
Why should the semantics of the adverbials makc a difference with respect to the adjunct 
morphology? Spec-head agreement seems to have no semantic correlates, but is a formal 
expression of certain relationship. In fact, many languages Pike Chinese and Japanese 
have to formal markings by Spec-head agreement in languages like English and French. 
Yet, virtuall.y tRe same semantics obtains. It is then very obscure whether the verbal 
morphology triggered by extraction of adjuncts with a certain semantic property (Manner 
versus Reason) is a case of Spec-head agreement. In fact, if Koopman (1984) is correct 
in that [SPEC, CP] is to the right of C in Vata, then it could not possibly be. 
It thus sa.m that only a more detailed study of the syntax and semantics of reduplica- 
tion in the language would reved adjunct morphology in Vata is and how agreement 
theory should account for it. In sum, facts about Vata verbal morphology in construc- 
tions involving extraction of adjuncts in Vata are not necessarily counterexamples to the 
claim that (Spec-he&) agreement does not obtain for adjuncts. 
Thus, whether we can maintain her analysis of the lack of complementizer agreement 
in adjunct extraction hinges on the solution to that particular problem. On the other hand, 
not only does the expletive rq.11acement account cover all the paradigms of comglemen- 
tizer agreement concerning areurncnt extraction we have discussed, it also takes care of 
the agreement facts regarding adjunction extraction in French, without additional as- 
sumptions. 'khis is a welcome result. 
3.6. Conclusisns 
In this section, I proposed that complementizer agreement be accounted for by 
abstract verb movement to C, as a comequence of FI. Complementizers with agreement 
features are suggested to be freely inserted into syntactic structures just like other 
categories, but they eventudly have to be replaced. The condition for replacement is that 
their +-feature-sets be non-distinct. By the HMC, agreeing complementizers can only be 
replaced by [he Pinite verb in the local INFL. The apparent agreement between the csm- 
plernentizers and the local subjecit is simply a reflection of the fact that the local subject 
agices with the finite verb which ;it LF replaces the complementizer, with which the verb 
has a non-distinct set of $-features. In cases where expletive replacement fails, the 
representations are filtered out by FI. 
Complement agreement obtains regardless of Wh-movement. Thus, with the expletive 
replacement analysis, there i s  no need to enrich agreement theory for complementizer 
agreement. The theory suggested here affords us an explanatory account based on in- 
dependently justified principles of grammar. 
Chapter 4 
Abstract Verb Movement and Proper Government 
4.1. Introduction 
Facts about extraction of embedded subjects in West Flemish relative clauses we con- 
sidered in Chapter 3 immediately raise the question of how the traces of the extracted 
subjects are licensed with respect to the ECP. In this chapter, I argue that the expletive 
replacement account of complementizer agreement provides a natural explanation for the 
lack of the that-trace effect in some languages, as well has desirable consequences for 
theory of proper government. Specifically, with the finite verb moves abstractly at LF to 
C, we need not appeal to complementizers being proper governors. This is one step for- 
ward in exploring the possibility that the class of possible proper governors includes all 
and only lexical categories. 
That ,the lack of the that-trace effect in some languages should be accounted for by 
abstract verb movement to C also gives a new way of looking at the that-trace effect. I 
show that the reason why the effect shows up in languages like English is because of the 
interaction of the Principle of Economy and a theory of legitimate LF-objects, effectively 
blocking verb movement to C at LF. 
The chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.2 claims that antecedent-government 
of the subject trace the irrelevant in the that-trace effect, and shows that it is head- 
government that is at issue. In section 4.3, we consider what is the correct structural 
condition for head-government, as well as the class of proper head-governors. In section 
4.4, we will return to the expletive replacement account of complementizer agreement to 
see how it bears on the licensing conditions for embedded subject traces. Parametric 
variations with respect to the that-trace are shown in section 4.5 to follow from the pos- 
sibility of verb movement to C. In section 4.6, we examine some consequences of the 
conj?lractive formulation of proper government. Section 4.7 argues that some apparent 
cases of ECP violations in constructions involving subject extraction in interrogatives are 
independent of theory of proper government. Some conciusions are in section 4.8. 
4.2. Antecedent Government and the That-Trace Effect 
When we look at some examples involving subject extraction in West Flemish, 
English and French, we exhaust all the possibilities of extraction of embedded subjects1: 
(1) Den vent [, 0 [ da [, Jan zegt rCp da/dic i,, t hier geweest heet I]]]] 
the man that Jan thinks that here been has 
'The man who Jan says has been here' 
(2) *The man [, who [p you think [o that [, ti left 1111 
(3) L'hornme [, 0 [ que [,, tu crois [, qui/*que I, ti chante I111l7 
'The man who you think is singing?' 
Abstracting away from the phonetic realizations ~f the complementizers, let us subsun~e 
the three examples in (I), (2) and (3) under a single rubric that-trace phenomena (cf. 
Pesetsky (1982a)). The relevant part of the structure involving a that-trace sequence 
would be that in (4), where XP is some operator: 
We thus have the following three logically possible outcomes of the that-trace 
phenomena in CP-complements to verbs of saying or thinking like English think or others 
 he anti-that-trace effect in English relative clauses of the sort illusmted in ( i )  is dealt with in section 
5.5: 
(i) The man [, 0 [ that [,, t left 111 
1
like it in other languages. It is always good in West Flemish, but always bad, as in the 
case of Finglish. In French, the that-trace sequence as in (4) is sometimes g o d ,  and 
sometimes bad. The qui-@ace sequence is good, but the que-trace is bad. The issue that 
we now want to address is that why at S-structure, the representations in (I),  (2) md (3) 
all apparently contain the same complementizer-trace sequence in the same environment 
asin (4), but not al l  of them are grammatical. As the configuration in (4) shows, there are 
two traces that might bear on the ECP. One is the original trace in [SPEC, IP], and the 
other is in [SPEC, CY]. In this section, I argue that it is the original trace that is relevant 
to the that-trace effect. 
Assuming an earlier view of clause structure where there is only one C O W  position 
where both complemenitzer and wh-phrases may appear, Lasnik and Saito (1984) argue 
tha). the offending trace in the tht-trace effect is that in CORlP (=[SPEC, CP]). They 
claim that a (bridge) verb in the following schematic structure cannot possibly head- 
govern the trace in [SPEC, CP]. The crucial example comes from LF adjunction extrac- 
tion in Japanese. The example in (5a) us ungrammatical with rzuze 'why' understood as 
modifykg the lower clause. (labelled right brackets are for reading convenience): 
(5) a. S-structure: *Hanako-ga Taroo-ga 
naze sore-o te-ni ireta tte itta koto-o sonnani okotteru no? 
why it.ACC obtained COMP said filct.ACC so much be angry Q 
'Why are you so angry about the fact that Hanako said 
that Taro obtained it?' 
b. EF: *b [, [, [, [, Hanako-ga 
[, [, Taroo-ga t sore-o te-ni ireta IIP tte t Icp itta I,], koto 1,-o 
Z I.t 
sonnani okotteru IIp naze Im no? 
A 
They consider the LF-representation in (5b) and argue that the original trace is not the 
issue, since it is possible to have it in the same position, if the clause that contains it is not 
embedded in a wh-island: 
(6) a. S-structure: Bill-wa [ John-ga naze kubi-ni natta tte ] itta no? 
why wasfired COMPsaidQ 
b. LF: C, [, Bill-wa 
- 
[, [, John-ga t kubi-ni natta 1, tte t 1, itta 1, naze Im no ? 
:.dl + 
It must be that both traces in (6b) are properly govemed, given its grammaticality. The 
same two traces appear in the ungrammatical example in (5). The relationship between 
the two traces, and that between the intermediate trace in C O W  and the matrix verb are 
exactly the same in the two examples. Therefore, it cannot be one of these two relation.. 
ships that causes the ungrarnrnaticality of the example iq (5). The relationship between 
the extracted adjunct mze 'why' and the intermediate traze in COMP is different in the 
two examples, they point out. There is an NP-barrier between these two elements in ( 5 ) ,  
but not in (6)2. In other words, antecedent-government of the iltermediate trace fails in 
(5) because of the NP-barrier. Jn a framework of disjunctive formulation of proper 
government, the intermediate traces of adjuncts in COMP cannot be lexically govemed 
(i.e. head-governed) by the matrix verb3. 
However, in the conjunctive formulation of proper government, the grammatical pat- 
terns of the examples (5) and (6) can be accounted for in a simple fashion: antecedent- 
government being required in addition to head-government. Thus, the reason why the 
example in (5) is ungrammatical is because of the failure of antecedent of the inter- 
mediate adjunct trace in [SPEC, CP] (the trace in the Spec of the upper CP would be the 
offending trace if we assume the derivation in footnote 3). 
21t would make no &!Yerent if the argument of the matrix predicate is a DP. 
3An alternative derivation as in (i) would be grammatical if we allow government of the trace in [SPEC, 
CP] by the head noun koto 'fact': 
( )  LNP [CP [[P H m F o - ~ a  
[, [, Tame-gs r sore-o te-ti ileta I,, tte ina 1, t ~ ~ ~ , ~ o  
soonani okotteru ] naze 1, no? 
'3 
While Lasnik a d  Saito csume thu No's do not govern into the Spec position of its complement, Chomsky 
(1986b) suggests that it may be that nouns assign an oblique Case to its complement, hence imposes an 
inherent barrier to govemmeat. This would effectively block government of the trace in the S p c  of the 
upper CP in (i). Cf. section 4.6.4. 
In fact, as far as the locali? condition for government is concerned, it is difficult PO 
see why the matrix verb, which is closer to the intermediate trace, c m o t  govern it, but 
the extracted wh-phrase can, despite its being farther away. Returning to the tkt-trace 
sequence embedded in a non-Wh-island, we can see that the trace in [SPEC, CP] is 
governed by the matrix verb: 
(7) XP . . .  VO[,t[that[,t . . .  
t ...- j r r  
The CP is selected by the matrix verb, hence is L-marked by it. There would be no 
barrier interversling between the verb and the trace in [SPEC, CP]. Head-go~ement  of 
the trace obtains. Since there is no wh-islands in which the configuration of (7) is em- 
bedded, antecedent-government also obtains. 
Chomsky (1986b) suggests that the presence of the complcmeni~zer induces a Min- 
imality effect with respect to antecedent-government of the trace in [SPEC, I?], since the 
complementizer that is a clos ;r governor than is the trace [SPEC, CP]. Thus, the original 
trace in [SPEC, IP] is protected from government by any elements c-commanding the 
complementizer. When there is no overt complementizer, however, the Minimality effect 
is absent. The lack of the Minimality effect can be accounted for by assuming that the 
empty complementizer E with no features is nor qualified for the choice of 6 in the Min- 
imality Condition given iri (8): 
(8) In the structure 
. . .  a[ y . . .  6 . . . p . . . ]  
a is barrier for p if y is (a projection, the immediate projection) 
of 6, a zero-! zvel category distinct from p. 
The reason why the featureless complementizer e is not qualified a3 a close governor nnay 
be because it does r.ot project an immediate projection. That is, the immediate level of 
projection X' is not present when the head-position of that projecLion does not contain 
any features. 
Uriaregeka (1988) points out some conceptual problems with Chomsky's account of 
the thug-trace effect. Specifically, what would a structure look like if it has a trace in its 
Spec, a complement, but no intermediate level of projection? Presumably, it would look 
something like one of the structures in (9): 
The structure in (9a) is impossible since there is no head for the CP. Those in (9b) and 
(9c) do not conform to X'-theory. In (9b)4, the empty C e looks like being adjoined to 
the IP, violating the constraint on adjunction (the adjoining category must have the same 
bar-level as the adjoined-to category). The structure irl (9c) is not possible since it has 
both a specifier, and an IP-complement immediately dominated by CP. Lastly, the struc- 
ture in (9d) has the trace t' in the head-position of the CP, violating the constraint on 
XP-movement. XP-movement may not move through a head-position. Thus, none of the 
structures in (9) is well-formed. Consequently, we cannot appeal to the absence of an 
immediate projection in order for the trace in [SPEC,CP] to govern the trace In 
[SPEC,IP] . 
Uriagereka (1988) then suggests a slightly different analysis ?or the tlrat-trace effect. 
Leaving aside many technical details in his analysis, let us simply nose that in the specific 
constmctions involving a that-trace sequence that we are considering here, he proposes 
that C may govern the trace in [SPEC,IP] only if C is co-indexed with it  by agreement: 
4~riagereka claims that the upper C projection in (%) would be a barrier for the embedded subject trace 
r, since it dominates both the empty compiementizer e and the IP-complement including the trace I ,  but 
excludes the trace t'. However, since barriers are limited to maximal projections (Chomsky (1986b: 14)), 
the upper C projection is thus not a barrier for the original trace t .  
176 
(10) a. Whoi . . . [ ti [ CO [ ti . . . 
b. *Who . . . [ ti [ that [ ti . . . 
The co-indexation of the trace t' and the empty C0 in (1Oa) is possible since the latter 
would agree with the former trivially in that feature-less empty CO's have no conflicting 
feature-values with thnse of the trace5. Sanctioned by agreement, the 4-feamres of the 
trace t' in [SPEC, CP] are assigned to the empty CO, which would agree with the trace t 
by transitivity (t is co-indcxcd with t'. There is a mixed use of co-indexation here. It is 
used for both movement and agreement). Having the same index, the CO thus governs 
and L-marks the P. As a result, the intermediate trace t' can (antecedent-)govern the 
original trace 6. 
For the structure in (lob), however, the overt complementizer that is assumed to 11ave 
features. Hence, it does agree with the trace in its Spec. Having features, that is thus is 
closer governor than the intermediate trace f .  preventing it from governing the original 
trace t. 
There are some conceptual and empirical problems with Uriagereka's analysis, 
however. Conceptually, if the empty complementizer e may be assigned $-features, it is 
not clear why it is any less eligible for being a closer governor than the feature-bearing 
complementizer that. The Minimality condition should be violated in both (10a) m d  
(lob). Empirically, the analysis has the same problem as those which invoke so --:. sort 
of Milirnality effect to explain the impossible that-trace sequence in general, namely, the 
problem in accounting for the possible that-trace Lequence in West Flemish. As we saw 
in Chapter 3, it is quite possible to have a that-trace sequence in West Flemish. This is 
exacaly the opposite of that in English: 
5 ~ o n m  to wrs: the implicit assumption here is that two agreeing elements need not have any feature 
in common here. 
61n Uriagereka's (1988) system, the ECP is stated as a filter against a trace marked as [ - f ] ,  and 
y-marking crucially involves government. Therefore, failure of government entails lack of a [q]-feature, 
hence tbcxc is no mention of proper government as such in his analysis. 
7 -3. 
(1 1) a. Wien peinst Jan [, [ da [p t [VP Marie gezien t ] I+heet I]] 
'Who does Jan think that Marie saw?' 
- I 
b. *Wien peinst Jan [, [ [Ip t [Vp Marie gezien t ] I-theet I]] 
'Who dots Jan think saw Marie?' 
Although the ungramrnaticality of (1 Ib) might be attributed to the impossibility of having 
an empty complementizer quite independently of the ECP, as the obligatorincss of the 
complementizer in the example in (1 2) shows: 
(12) Jan zegt d d * 0  Marie goat weggoan. 
said that go leave 
'Jan said that Marie is going to leave.' 
The grarnmaticality of (1 la)  remains unexplained, if we adopt the idea that complemen- 
tizers with features prevent government. 
On the one hand, the account for the that-trace effect in complement clauses in 
English cannot be carried over to West Flemish short of stipulating that cornplementizers 
are proper governors in West Flemish but not in English. On the other hand, even inter- 
nal to English, we would have the problem of the anri-that-trace effect in relative clauses 
(cf. section 5.6). Unless we attribute some special property to the complementizer in 
relative clauses but not to that in complement clauses, or the other way round, we could 
not invoke the Minimality Condition. The same sequence appears in the two construc- 
tions. We either admit or reject the sequence in both of these two environments. But the 
fact is that it is good in one, but not the other. 
Two conclusions that we can make here are that intermediatc traces in [SPEC, CP] 
can be governed by the matrix verb (we henceforth omit the representation of the inter- 
mediate trace in discussions of the that-trace phenomena), and that the offending trace in 
the that-trace effect must be the original trace in [SPEC, IP]. In addition, it can bt oasily 
seen that the intermediate trace in [SPEC, CF] antecedent-governs the original trace in 
[SPEC, PI. The IP is not a barrier (by stipulation, Chornsky (1986b)). Therefore, the 
only reason for the that-trace effect is head-government of the original esacc, an issue that 
we turn to next. 
If we are to attribute the ungrammatical cases of the that-trace sequence to the lack of 
a head-governor, then we must find out (i) what the possible proper (head-)governors xe ,  
(ii) the structural condition(s) for government, as well as (iii) the level of representatiorn 
at which the ECP applies. Since the three logically possible drammatical outcornes of a 
that-trace sequence are a l l  attested, the que~tion now is how the variations are to be cap- 
tured. One possible line of approach is that there is some parameters h the three factors 
that are relevant for theory of proper government. Since these three factors are closely 
related to one another, we will discuss the class of head-governors in conjunction with 
the other two factors at the same time. 
Consider the relevant part cf an S-structure representation containing a that-trace se- 
quence in (1 3): 
Two obvious candidates for proper governors are the finite verb and the complementizer. 
Let us now consider these two possibilities in turn. Besides the level of represenatiorl 
where the ECP applies, the str~~ctural conditioil for govenunent is also crucially relevant. 
Therefore, in each discussiori of the two possible proper gcvemors, we will conskler 
some modifications of the structural condition to see if they can be made to work and the 
consequences that follow. 
4.3.1. Head-government by Verbs in INFL 
If govemen t  is defined in terms of c-command, then the embedded subject trace is 
not governed by the verb, even when it moves to INFL (at LF in English, cf. some dis- 
cussion of verb raising below): 
This is because the intermcdi~.tt projection I' branches. Thus, elements that are under the 
1'-projection would not c-command anything outside the 1'. Therefore, if govement  is 
defined in terms of ccommand, then a proper governor, whatever it might be, in a 
that-trace sequence cannot possibly be structurally under the 1'-projection, regardless of 
the level of representation where the ECP applies. This would give the correct result for 
English that-tract: and French que-trace sequences (both are ungrammatical), but fail to 
account for the that-trace sequence in West Flemish and the qui-trace in French (both are 
grammatical). 
Subpose now that we define government in terns of m-command (Chomsky 1986b), 
Baker (1 988)), and that West Flemish is a language in which the verb move to INFL to 
pick up inflectional morphology, an independently necessary assumption if we assurne 
there is verb movement to C in the language: 
then indeed the fmte verb in INFL head-governs the embedded subject trace ti, the cor- 
rect result, since the that-trace sequence is always good in the language. What about 
English, a language that does not allow the tlut-trace sequence? In order to address this 
question, it is necessary to take a brief digression on verb movempnt in English. 
Recall that facts about adverb placement in English call for the assumption that IPJFL 
moves to V, not V to INFL (Emonds (1976, 1978)): 
(16) a. John never tells lies. 
b. "John tells oever lies. 
On the assumption that adverbs like never are adjuncts to VP, the grammatic:,;' patterns of 
(16) show that mahi verbs (i.e. thematic verbs, those that assign a 0-role. Cf. Pollock 
(1989)) like tell stays put in its base-position at S-structure: 
At S-structure, then, finite thematic verb is not hi a position to govern the embedded 
subject trace. The reason is simply that the verb does not m-command the embedded 
subject trace: there being a projection, namely, the VP, dominating V but not the trace. 
The tht-trace effect in the familiar sentence like (18a) would be accounted for, the em- 
bedded verb left is not in a psition to m-command the embedded subject trace: 
(18) S-structure: *Who d3 you think [m that [, t [ t [, 10+left I]] ? 
It is crucial that the ECP be applied at S-structure, since at LF, the chain (r,, I,) is il- 
legitimate (Chomsky (1989)), hence the V+I complex in (17) must raise back to INFL so 
as to eliminate that illegitimate chain. The structure of (17) at LF v.lould be something 
like (19), and the S-structure in (18) would become something like (20) after EF-raising 
of the V+I complex: 
(20) LF: Who-do you think [, that [, t.[ I 
L 
In (19). the I,+V cnmplex does m-cornmand the embedded subject trace ti, hence governs 
it. If the ECP applied at LF, then we would incorrectly predict that the English that-trace 
sequence is grammatical. In  he representation in (20), the complex I+lefr does rn- 
command tht embedded subject trace. 
The that-trace sequence in West Flemish is also correctly accounted for by the as- 
sumption that m-command is a condition on governlent. At S-structure, the verb in 
INFL does m-command the embedded subject trace. However, there are several casss 
that an analysis assuming m-con.+nand for government and the ECP at S-structure fails. 
Besides the qbvious r ~ s j i e m  of incorrectly ruling out INFL-lowering at C-stmcrure for 
languages like Fn%lish, it also f ~ i l s  to account for cases involving auxiliaries. The fact 
that an auxiliary like h a ~ e  (other; are do and be) or a modal like will may precede the 
main verb as in (21) indicates that they raise to INEL (Jackendoff (1972), Emonds 
(1976). cf. Poilock (1989) for an explana-ion of verb-raising in English and French): 
(21) a. John has never told lies. 
b. John will never tell lics. 
(22.) [, [ 10+AuxO [w never [,, t [w V0 I]]]] 
A I 
Thus, in a sentence like that in (23) that contains an auxiliary verb In INFL, the em- 
bedded subject trace is m-commanded by the auxiliary, and thus should be governed by 
it. Yet the sentence is ungrammatical: 
(23) S-structure: *Who do you think [, that [, 6 [ has [, left I]]] + t 
Such an analysis also f d  for French, inoreover. Recall that French is also a language in 
which the verb moves to INFL: 
(24) a. Jean aime beaucoup Maric. 
'Jean loves Marie a lot. ' 
b. *Jeanbeaucoupairne Marie. 
'Jean loves Marie a lot. ' 
So at S-structure, in a configuration like (151, the I+V complex does m-compand, hence 
governs the embedded subject trace t i .  If the ECP applies at S-structure in French as iri 
English, then we have the corr~ct result for the qui-trace sequence, but hi .,liect for h e  
que-trace sequence. 
One possible account for the parametric difference between English and West Flemish 
with respect to the that-trace effect, albeit an unenlightening one, is that the str~ctural 
condition for government differs in the two languages. In particular, if we assume that 
c-command is the relevant condition for Engiish, and m-command for West Flemish, 
then the difference would be accounted for, the level of repesentatisn at which the ECP 
applies k i n g  irrelevant. Apart from the question how the parametric choice of structural 
condition for government is related to other differences in the two languages, it would 
fail to explain the grammatical contrast of the qui-trace sequence and the que-trace st- 
quence in French. We would either admit (with m-command) or reject (with c- 
conunmd) both of them. 
The conclusions that we can draw from the discussion in this section is that the em- 
bedded subject trace cannot be head-governed by the finite verb in INFL or in its base- 
position, regardless of the structurd condition for government as well the level of 
representation where the ECP applies. In other words, the proper head-governor rawst be 
above the P-projection. Because of the Minimality Condition, it cannot be anything 
other than the o-7e in the (local) C positior~: 
Putting aside for the moment what exactly caii be a propela head-governor, let us consider 
the structural condition for government. 
If the proper head-governor occupies the C position, it would both c-command and 
m-command the embedded subject trace. It might appear that either command condition 
would do. However, facts about verb movement suggest that it must be c-comnand that 
is relevant for govemment. This is because ar LF, the V+I complex ends up in INFE, 
regardless whether INFL moves to V or V to INFL at S-structure. If rn-command is the 
structural condition for government, then at LF the V+I wocld govern the embedded sub- 
ject tracc. In fact, the Minimality Condition would prevent anything outside of the IP- 
projection from govli:rning the trace. To sum up our discussion of the structural condition 
for government, and the position where the head-governor should be, we get a table like 
(26), whzae " * " means "incorrect predications" : 
c-comnand * ok ok ok * ok 
West Flerrish English French. 
As indicated in the table, there is exactly one combination that would give us  the correct 
result. That is the combination of having c-command as the structural condition for head- 
government, and LF as the relevant level of representation where the ECP applies. 
Saito (1984) is thus correct in that the relevant stn~ctural condition for head- 
government is c-command, and many others who suggest that the ECP applies at LF 
(Kayne (1981c:1, Koopman (1981), Jaeggli (1982) and Rizzi (1982) among many others). 
What is significant is that we now have grounds to exclude m-conunand and S-structure 
as being the irrt:levant considerations for theory of proper government. 
4.3.2. Head-government by Complementizers 
The other ol~vious candidate for proper head-governor is the cornplementizer C. The 
question now ~ m s  on whether we should allow compl~mentizers to be proper head- 
governors. Before we address this general issue, let us see how the disparate patterns of 
grammaticality might be accounted for if they can in principle be proper head-governors. 
To account for the difference between the grammatical that-trace sequence in West 
Flemish and t'he sequence qui-trace in French on the one hand, and the ungrmnatic2J 
that-trace sequence in English and the sequeklce que-trace, we have to say that com- 
plementizers in West Flemish and French qui are proper head-governors, but those in 
English and French que are not. This is perhaps due to the presence of some l'eatures in 
French qui and its counterparts in West Flemish, which have morphological manifes- 
tation, and a lack of such features in English conlplementizers and French qae. On this 
view, then, the reason why a that-trace sequence is good or bad depends on the inherent 
nature of the complementizer itself, namely, whether it has some features or not. 
However, there seems to be good reason to assume that the class of proper head- 
governors shculd not include complementizers, an issue we lalie up directly below. 
4.3.3. The Class of Proper Head-governors 
In order to find out whether features such as $-features are relevant to government, let 
us look at the uncontroversial proper head-governors that clearly may have $-feature 
morphologies, namely, verbs. In a sentence like that in (27), where the object what has 
been extracted, leaving a trace t: 
(27) What does John think that Mary reads t ? 
the object trace t is clearly properly head-governed by the verb reads, which does have 
+-features, as indicated by the singular agreement morpheme s on the verb. Given the 
ECP and the grmat ica l i ty  of the sentence, it must be that the object trace in in (27) is 
properly governed. However, in a sentence like that in (28), the verb 'eat' clearly has no 
$-feature morphologies, since it is non-finite and has no agreement at all: 
(28) What did you want to eat t ? 
I 
Yet, the object trace t is still properly governed by the non-finite verb eat, given its gralaa- 
maticality . 
Consider now the Dutch sentence in (29) (Bennis (1986)), the German sentence in 
(30) (Stemefeld (1989)), and Icelandic (118) (Maling and Zaenen (1978',, putting aside 
the question of whether or not there is empty operator in (3 1 )): 
- 
(29) a. Wie zei je [ dat [ t die appel opgegeten heeft I] ? 
who think you that the apple eaten has 
'Who do you think ate the apple? ' 
7 1  
b. Die man denk ik niet [ dat [ t veel hmst zal maicen I] 
that man think I not that much haste will make 
'Thar man I don't think will hurry much' 
JI I 
(30) a. Wer glaubst du, [ dass [ t mich gerufen hat ]j ? 
who think you that me called has 
'Who do you believe has called me?' 
7
b. Die Leute, die (wo) du glaubst, [ dass [ t sowas getan haben konnten 11 
the people who COMP you believe that this done have could 
'The people who you believe that could have done this' 
(31) a. &na er ma6urinni, sem peir halda [ a6 [ ti sC of hehnskur I] 
this is man-the that thty think that is roo dumb 
ti1 a6 vinna verki6. 
in order to do job-the 
'This is the man that they thirrk is too dumb to do the job.' 
b. b a a  er b a f ~ r ~ s e r n  peir segja [ a6 [ ~ m u n i  koma I] 
ii is Olaf that they say that would come 
'It is Olaf who they say would come' 
Since no specific morphologies in accord with the $-features borne by the embedded sub- 
jects show up on the complementizers in the sentences in (29)-(31), there stems to be no 
independent motivation for assuming that Dutch dat, German dass and Icelandic a6 have 
$-features. Yet, the that-trace sequences in (29)-(31) are allowed. If ws take com- 
plcmentizers to be proper head-governors, then $-features we again irrelevant. 
We might conjecture that the ability of assigning @-role (i.e. theta-government 
(Stowell (1981), Chomsky (1986b)), or Case is relevant to proper government. Thus, 
verbs like like and eat are thus proper head-governors since they assign both a 0-role and 
Case to their complements. However, a verb like expect, which assigns Case but no 
%role to the embedded subject in (32)' can also be a proper head-governor, as the grarn- 
maticality of (32) shows: 
(32) Who do you expect [ t to see John I? 
I 
Additional evidence indicating that quite generally the ability to assign 0 - s o h  or Case is 
irrelevant to the qualification of being a proper head-governor comes from constructions 
involving modals. The verb must in (33) seems to assign neither a 0-role nor Case to its 
VP-complement, yet we must assume that it properly head-governs the trace t left behind 
by the VP: 
(33) (John said he must fix the car tomorrow, and) 
[ fix the car 1, he must t 
-
Even if we assume that the ability to assign 8-roles or Case is a requisite for the property 
of being a proper governor, it would be of no help. This is because complementizers do 
not seem to have @role or Case-assigning ability7; these two functions are then irrelevant 
to complementizers. If this is correct, then it is unclear what is the property that corn- 
glementizers in West Flemish, German, Dutch, and French aui have that makes them 
proper governors, and why English that and French que lack it. 
When we consider the question of characterizing the set of proper governors, we even 
have hetter reason not to include complementizers in the class. Complementizers do not 
all behave alike with respect to the possibility of occurring next to a trace. This is par- 
ticularly true in French where the qui-trace sequence is good, but the que-trace sequence 
is bad, as we have seen. So the class of complementizers is not homogeneous with 
respect to the that-trace sequence even within the same language. To regard them as 
7~oopman  (1984) suggests that verb movement to C in Germanic languages like German and Ilutch is 
motivated by Case theory. In embedded clauses where the verb does not move to C, it must be that 
complementizen assign Case to the subjecz in [Spec, IP] (cf. dso  Platzack (1383, 1986a, 1986b)). 
However, Nominative case is mostly associated with Tens.: (i.e. Nominative case is aqsigned by the 
element bearing Tense). We thus need to make some special assumption about how the Tense morphology 
is anached to the verb in embedded clauses, given that the complemerltizer rnust have Tense in order to 
assign Case to the embedded subject. One hrtber problem of assunling Tense is in C is that the morpbol- 
ogy on the complernentizer does not alternate with respect to prewnt/pa.st Tense distinction. Even if Cs can 
assign Case, if the argument presented in the text against the Casr-assigning ability as the qualification for 
proper head-government is correct, then we still cannot apped to Case theory to include complementizers 
as proper head-governors. 
proper governors would make the characterization of the class of proper governors very 
difficult, if possible at all. Given that the categories that often apFar to act as proper 
governols are those definable in terms of lexical categories, namely, in tenm of 
[ f  N, f  V], as Chomsky (1981) suggest1,, it thus seems reasonable to keep this well- 
defined class to the exclusion of complementizers. Besides this conceptual advantage, 
there is another advantage in restricting the ciass of proper head-governors to that of lex- 
ical categories. 
Empirically, we make a strong claim about natural language, namely, no language 
may have any category other than a lexical category as a licensor of a trace. This claim 
seems to be supported in a variety of constructions in English that involve extraction of 
complements of a functional category. 
Assuming the DP-analysis for noun phlases (Barwise and Cooper (1981), Brame 
(1981), Szabolcsi (1983), Abney (1987) and others), extraction of an NP complement to a 
D is impossible: 
(34) '*Books, I bought [,,the s ] 
-1 
The ungrammaticality of (34) can be accounted for if determiners, being non-lexical 
categories, are not proper head-governors. Furthermore, extraction of IPS is also not 
possible8: 
(35) a. John said [, that [,; Mary leh 1 
b. *[,Mary left ] John said [,that t ]  
-
8 ~ o t e  that we cannot appeal to Case theory to rule out the example in (35b) a? we can in that h (i): 
(i) *[,, Mary to be intelligent ] John believed r 
Hoekstra (1984) argues that Mary is not assigned Case in (i) .  In (35b), however, Mary is aqsigned 
nominative case. 
The ungrarnrnaticality of (35b) would automatically fc!low if functional categories, 
which cornplementizers are, are not proper governors. One explanation for the obligatory 
presence of an auxiliary verb do is that the trace of the extracted VF in (36) must be 
properly head-governed by a lexical category (cf. Zagona (1988) for an alternative view), 
although there is one complication in showing this point: 
(36) a. (John said that he would fix the car), and 
[, fix the car ] he *(did) t 
u
Recall that English is a l anr~age  where INFL lowers to V at S-structure. In principle, 
there are two derivations for the the example in (36) without the auxiliay do, which are 
ungrarnmat.iea1. In one derivation, INFL has yet to lower to V, the V P  is fronted: 
(37) * . . . [, fix the car ] [, he [ INFL t I] 
-
The ungramrnaticality of (37) can be attributed to INFL being stranded, under the as- 
sumption that it must be morpholigcally supported (Lasnik (1981)). Another derivation 
is one in which ZNFL has lowered to V, and the VP is subsequently fronted: 
(38) INFI .-lowering: [, he [ t [, fm+I the car I]] 
-3 
VP-fronting: *[, fix+Ilthe car ] [p he [ t t I] 
I 
There are two traczs in (38) after VP-fronting: one is the trace left behind by LNFL- 
lowering, and the other is that of the fronted YP. As an alternative, we might attribute 
the ungrammaticality of the the example in (38) to the trace of INFL violating the ECP (it 
has no head-governor), rather than that of the VP. That is, the ill-formedness of (38) does 
not conclusively show that the offending trace is the '*.-trace, hence does not support the 
claim that the insertion of an auxiliary do is to provide it with a lexical category to 
properly head-govern the trace. Nevertheless, the question still remains as to wha~ the 
status of the VP-trace after insertion of an auxiliary with respect to the ECP. That is, is 
the trace left behind by the fronted VP properly head-governed or not? Ef we are to mail- 
t h  the ECP maximally general, then we must say that the W-trace is properly head- 
governed. More particularly, the proper head-governor is the inserted auxiliary. 
If we take that view that a tensed clause without a complementizer is an IP, then it is 
possible to show that INFL is not a proper governor. Consider the example in (39a) 
where INFL has lowered to V and the VP is subsequently fro ~ted: 
(39) Mary said that John would fu the car, and 
c car ] [, she suspects [p he t t I] 
I 
b. [, fix the car ] [, she suspects [, he will f I] 
4 1 
In (39a), the trace of INFL is properly head-governed by the matrix veib (cf. Baker 
(1988) for similar cases of noun-incorporation). The ungrammaticality of the example 
must then be due the trace of the fronted VP. In sum, it seems that empirical evidence for 
non-lexical categories as non-proper governors is considerable. 
One partial solutiofi to the problem of characterizing the class of proper governors if 
complementizers were to be included in the class is to ssy that they generally are not 
proper governors, but can be turned into one if certain conditions are met (Rizzi (1 9YOa)). 
On this view, the reason why C in (13) is a proper htad-governor is because when the 
subject moves into the Spec of the embedded CP, by Spec-head agreement, the index of 
the trace is transferred to the C" (Pesetsky's (i982) COMP-contraction Rule, drscussed in 
section 5.6.3, also Lasnik and Saito (1989)): 
If this is correct, then the gran1ma:ical that-trace sequence in West Flemish and the 
French qui-trace sequence is accounted for. C in (40) is now turned into a proper gover- 
nor by transferring the index of the intermediate trace by Spec-head agreement. It is also 
in a structural position from which it governs the embedded subject trace: 
(41) Den vent [, 0, [ die, [, ti hier geweest heet I]] 
'The man who has been here' 
(42) Quii crois-tu [ qui  [, ti chante Ill 
'Who do you think sings? ' 
Besides the specific empirical problems that we raise in section 3.2.2 for the idea that 
complementizer agreement obtains by Spec-head agreement in C? (cf. also sections 3.5 
and 5.8 for a general discussion of agreement in CP), theie are some conceptual issues 
that we need to address if we are to assume that COs can bc turned into proper head- 
governors. First, as outlined in section 1.4.2, although it seems legitimate to use indices 
to indicate that a certain relationship hold (e.g. an antecedent-trace relationship in cases 
of movement), or that the $-feature sets of the elements bearing the indices are the same. 
It is not obvious why the sharing of indices has a bearing on proper government, if ttrey 
are but notational conveniences with no theoreticd standing. 
Second, it is not clear how parametric differences with respect to the: that-trace se- 
quence are to captured in a natural way short of assuming that Spec-head agreement or 
index-transferring is not available in languages that sh:jw the that-trace effiect (cf. Koop- 
man (1983)). To sum up our discussion of the last two sections, we can draw the follow- 
ing crucial conclusion concerning proper government of embedded subject traces in the 
that-trace seqilence: the head-governor must be in the C position. Since we have reasons 
to asscme that all and orLiy lexical categories are proper governors, there must lx a head- 
governor in the C position that is not a cornplementizer. In the next section, I wiJI show 
how this would come about. 
4.4. Expletive Replacement and Proper Government 
We recall from section 3.2.1.4 that expletive complementizers like West Flemish da 
'that', French quelqui and English that have little semantic content, and that they must be 
removed by the at LF in accordance with FI. Specifically for those that bear $-features, 
they can only be replaced, and the element that can replace them is the local V+I com- 
plex. Schematically, the structures in which expletive complementizers have been 
replaced may be represented as something like (43): 
The condition for expletive replacement is that the set of $-features of the V+I complex 
must be non-distinct from those of the expletive. This is perhaps due to a more general 
constraint on substitution in that the replacing element must have a non-distinct set of 
features with that of the element that is being replaced (cf. Chomsky's (1965) 
Recoverability Condition on Deletion). At LF, after repla,ement of the expletive corn- 
plementizer, the V+I complex is in the C position where it bears ci government relation 
with the embedded subject position. 
Since the V+I complex is lexical, it properly head-governs the embedded subject trace 
in (43). As we discuss in section 4.2, antecedent-government also obtains in constmc- 
tions containing a tht-trace sequence, consequently, proper government of the etnbedded 
subject results. Schematically, the relevant parts containing a complementizer-trace se- 
quence after expletive repiacement would be as in (44): 
Let us now have a look at some relevant examples in order to see how the above ideas 
are at work. Consider the West Flemish sentence in (45a) and its S-structure and 1,F 
representations in (45b) and ( 4 5 ~ )  respectively: 
(45) a. Den vent die hier geweest htet 
'The man that has been here' 
7 m 
b. S-structure: Den vent [, 0 [ die [* t iVp hier geweest t J heet+I I]] 
[+pRFiD] [+PRED] 
c. LF-representatio~l: Den vent [, 0'[ heet+I [, 5hier geweest ] t I]  
d' 1 
At S-structure, heet has moved to INFL. By Spec-head agreement, it agrees with the 
operator 0 which has the feahlre [+PRED]. So I+heet has the feature [+PRED]. Die in- 
herently has the feature [+PRED], and none others; therefore, at LF, I+heet replaces it, bid 
the resulting LF-representation is a configuration in which I+heet head-governs the sub- 
ject trace. The operator 0 also anterede~lt-governs it. Therefore, proper govemen t  of 
the embedded subject trace obtains. 
Let us now see how proper govement  might fail. If instead of die, we have dan, the 
third person plural form of the complementizer, as in (46): 
(46) a. *Den vent dan hier geweest heet 
that.3PL have.3SG 
'The man that has been here' 
 n 
b. S-structure: Den vent [, 0 [ dan [, t [, hier geweest t ] heet+I I]] 
3PL 3SG 
c. LF-representation: *Den vent [, q. [ dan [, tjlier geweest heet+I I]] 
The complementizer dan has no feature [+PRED], it thus cannot be replaced by the V+I 
complex, since their Number features do not match. The LF-representation in (46c) 
would then violate FI. Since dun can neither be replaced, nor delete, and is thus ex- 
traneous. It also violates the ECP. The subject trace fade to be properly head-governed, 
hence not properly governed. 
Recall that da is possible instead of die in (45). To see this, consider the derivation of 
the example in (47 a): 
(47) a. Den vent da hier geweest heet 
'The man that has k e n  here' 
m n 
b. S-structure: Den vent [C3 0 [ da [, t [, hier gewees: t ] heet+I ]j] 
b. LF-representation: Den vent q [  heeti-1 [, thier geweest ] I I] 
4 I 
Although da does not have the feature [f PRED], it has other features which rrlatclr some 
of those of the opcrator (third Person singular). Since the values of the feature i f  &%ED] 
are not iri conflict, the @-feature-sets of da and the operator 0 are non-distinct. The V+I 
complex, agreeing with the operator, can move to replace the complementizer da at LF, 
as in (47)' which is well-formed with respect to FI. 
Consider now the French example in (48a) and i:s S-structure and LF-representation 
in (48b) and (48c) (irrele*m.nt traces omitted): 
(48) a. *L'homme qut tu crois que chante 
'The man that you think sings' 
v I 
b. S-stn~.cture: L'hornrne [cT 0 [ que [, tu crois [, que [, t [ chants+l ]]I]]] 
[+QPI [+OF'] 
c. LF: *L'homme [, O.[ 0 [, tu crois [, 0 [, t>hante+I I]]]] 
1 
The que in the Spec of the upper CP in (48) is not a probiem, since it may occur ix the 
same position in the grammatical example in (49): 
(49) L'homme que tu crois qui chante 
'The man who you think sings' 
At issue here is rhe que in the Spec of the lower CP in (48), which dces not have t3e 
feature [+OP]. Agieeing with the operator 0 (via the trace t ) ,  the V+I complex has the 
feature [+OP]. Therefore, chante+I will not be able to replace que. Consequently, the 
LF-representation in (48c) would be cxactly as t k i r  S-structure representation, in whic-h 
h e  embedded subject trace lacks a head-governor. It is thus ruled out by the ECP. Tne 
same explanation can be given to the example in (50a): 
(50) a. *Qui crois-tu que chante? 
'Who do you think sings? ' 
-Y 1 
b. S-structure: [, Qui [ crois-tu [, que [, t [ chante+I ]]]I] 
[+OPI [+OPI 
c. LF: *E, Qui [ crois-tu [, 0 [, t [ chante+I I]]]] 
" h e  complementizer que may delete, however, since it bears no features. But the dele- 
tion of que is of no help because the finite verb chante is still not in a position to properly 
govern the trace t if it stays in N L .  We will return to the question why the verb does 
not move to C after deletion in section 4.5.4 where we discuss the that-trace effect in 
English, a case completely parallel to que-trace in French. 
Now, why are the examples in (Sla) and (52a) grammatical? This is not difficult to 
see when we look at their S-structure md LF-representations: 
(51) a. L'homme que tu crois qui chante 
'The man that you think sings' 
4 
b. S-structure: L,'hoxnrne [, 0 [ que [, tu crois 
[+OF1 
[, [ qui ep t [ ~ h ~ ~ t ~ + ~ 3 1 3 1 1 1 1  
- - -  [+OP] 
c. LF: L'hornme [, 0; [ que [, tu crois [ [ chantecl [ tJ t ]]l]]]] 
f I 
(52) a. Qui caois-tu qui chante? 
'Who do yo11 sings?' . . 
- 
b. S-structure: [, Qui [ crois-tu [Cp [ qui [Ip t [ chantei.1 ]]]]]] 
[+OPI [+OPI 
c. LF: E, Quii [ crois-tu [ , [ chante+I [, ti [ t ]]]]I] 
cf 4- 1 
As in (48) and (50), the V+l complex has the feature [+oP], which qui also has. At LF, 
the complex can move to C to replace qui, as the LF-representations in (51c) and (52c) 
show. Now the V+I complex is in a position to head-govern the trace t. The ECP is 
observed, and the representations are thus well-formed. 
From our discussion of head-government of traces of embedded subjects emerges an 
important conclusion about the level at which the ECP applies: it must not apply at S- 
structure, but at LF. In West Flemish, the embedded subject trace is not properly kead- 
governed at S-structure. At this level of representation, the finite verb is still in INK.  
Expletive-replacement does not take place until LF. In French, if the ECP applied at 
S-structure, we would correctly rule out the que-trace sequence, but would incorrectly 
rule out the qui-trace sequence as well. The complernentizer qui is not replaced, and the 
verb does not end up h the C position, until LF. Moreover, independently of head- 
government of the embedded subject trace, given that M E  in English lowers to V (cf. 
section 4.3.1), the trace of INFL would violate the ECP if it applied at S-structure. The 
ECP requires the raising of V+I from the base-position of V to INFL at LF, which only 
works if it applies at LF. 
Notice that antecedent-government obtains in the constructions containing a that-trace 
sequence, as the gramrnaticalilty of the examples in (51a), (52a) and (45). It thus might 
appear that antecedtnt-government is irrelevant for proper government. Nevertheless, 
antecedent-governlent is crucially necessary for proper government to obtain, par- 
ticularly when we deal with extraction out of wh-islands, the constructions which we dis- 
cuss in section 4.6.1. 
4.5. Parametric Variations in the Tlzat-Trace Effect 
In this section, we consider the possibility of verb movement to C at LF after 
expletive-deletion. I argue that languages having no that-trace effect have abstract verb 
movement to @, a property that these languages independently have, and those that show 
the that-trace effect havt no such movement. In addition, the Principle of Last Reso~t 
effectively prevents verb movement in the latter group of languages. 
4.5.1. Expletive Deietion and Proper Government 
Expletives bearing no +-features are allowed to delete at LF (cf. section 3.2.1.4). In 
fact, they must delete in accordance with FI. Examples of deletable expletive com- 
plementizers are French que, and English that. Consider the (simplified) S-structures in 
the a-representations in (53)-(56) and their LF-representations after deletion of the exple- 
tive compkmentizers as in the b-representations (0 indicates the deletion site)9: 
(53) a. S-structure: Jean crois [, [ que [, Marie est intelligent I]]. 
'Jean believes that Mary is intelligent.' 
b. LF: Jean crois [, [ [[, Marie est intelligent I]]. 
Jr I(54) a. S-structure: Qui crois-hr [, [ que [, Marie a vu t I]]? 
'Who do you believe that Mary saw?' 
b. LF: Quii crois-tu [o [ 0 [ip Marie a vu ti I]]? 
(55) a. S-structure: John believes [, [ that [, Mary is intelligent I]]. 
b. LF: John believes [, [ 0 Mary is intelligent I]]. 
(56) a. S-structure: Who does John believe [ that [Ip Mary saw t I]]? 
-. .  I 
b. LF: Whoi does John believe [, [ 0 [p Mary saw ti I]]? 
A question that naturally arises is that after expletive-deletion, what stops the verbs from 
moving to the vacated C positions? For object extraction as in the examples in (53)-(56), 
g~ince the deletion of the complementizer that is at LF, the sentence in (56a) is not related to that in (ia) 
in that one is not derived firom the other, which has the LF-representation (ib) identical to that in (56b): 
(i) a. Who does John believe Mary saw? 
7I
b. S-structure: Who does E, John believe [, [ e [, Mary saw t I]]]? 
c. LF: Whoi does E, John believe [, [ 0 [, Mary saw ti ]]]]? 
If there is an empty complementizer e in the head of the embedded clause as in (ib), then it would be 
deleted as in (ic), by EI. On the other hand, if it is just an empty position, then no expletive-deletion takes 
place. In either case, the representation in (ib) still obains. One other possibility is that the embedded 
clause in (ia) is simply an IP. Cf. section 4.6.5. 
no consequences follow since these examples are grammatical: either there are no traces, 
as in (53) and (551, hence no problem for the ECP, or the object trace t is properly head- 
governed by the verb. There are no barriers between the wh-phrases and the intermediate 
traces, nor between the intermediate traces and the original extraction sites, as in (54) and 
(56). Antecedent-government of the trace in argument position does obtain, 
However, this is not the case in constructions with subject extraction. Consider the 
ungrammatical sentences in (57a) and (%a), the well-known illustrations sf the that-trace 
effect in English and the ungrammatical que-trace sequence in French: 
(57) a. *Who do you think that left? 
b. S-Structure: [, Who [ do you think [m [ that [p t left I]]]]? 
L-- I 
c. LF: [, Whoi [ do you think [, [ 0 fIp ti left I]]]]? 
(58) a. *Qui crois-tu que chante? 
'Who do you think sings?' 
b. S-structure: [, Qui [ crois-tu [CT [ que [p t [ chante I]]]]] 
A I 
' I .  1
c. LF: [, Quii [ crois-tu [, [ 0 [p ti [ chante I]]]]? 
After deletion of that and que at LF, the LF-representations would be something like in 
(57c) and (58c) respectively. As in the case of the sentences in (54) and (56)' there is no 
problem with antecedent-government of the argument trace. However, we have to ensure 
that the finite verbs left in (57) and chante 'sing' in (60) do not move to the now empty C 
position after deletion of the expletive, as in (59) and (60) where the Finite verb Iejl and 
chante move into the vacated C positions, and are in a position to head-govern the em- 
bedded subject trace in the respective examples. We would incorrectly admit these LF- 
representations as well-formed: 
(59) [, Whoi [ do you think [, [ left [, t ti I]]]] 
(60) [, Quii [ crois-tu [, [ chante [, t ti I]]]]? 
One way to achieve the blocking of a derivation like (59) and and (60) is to stipulate 
that the rule Move-a does mot operate after expletive-deletion. It would then be possible 
to block the derivations as in (59) and (60). However, there seem to be some empirical 
evidence showing that stopping the operation of the rule Move-ut after expletive-deletion 
does not quite cover the range of facts. The evidence comes from verb second languages 
that allow a that-trace sequence, but the com@lementizers do not alternate morphologi- 
cally. 
4.5.2. Co~nplemenliaer Agreement and the Verb Second Property 
Complementizer agreement like West Flemish dso exists in Bavarian (Bayer 1984), 
Frisian (Hoekstra and Mar6cz 1990) (cf. also some dialects of Dutch as reported in 
Goeman 1980): 
(61) a. I woass dassst dm a Spitzbua bist. 
I know that.2SG you a rascal are 
'I know that you are a rascal.' 
b. I woass dassts ihr Spitzbuam seits. 
I know that.2~L you rascals are 
'I know that you are rascals.' 
(62) a. Hy tinkt datst do jQn komst. 
he ahinks t h a t . 2 ~ ~  you tonight c o m e . 2 ~ ~  
'He thinks that you are coming tonight.' 
b. My tinkt dat se jfin komt. 
he thinks that.3SG she tonight comes 
'He thinks that she is coming tonight.' 
One noticeable common thread ailong them is that they are verb-second languages 
that have complementary distribution of complementizers and finite verbslO. Since it 
would take too far afield to provide an explanation for the verb-second property, for con- 
creteness, let us assume that there is some constraint M in these languages from which it 
follows that the Finite verb moves to C whe;l there is not a complcmentiztr. We might 
now wonder whether cornplementizer agreement is related to the verb-second property in 
that languages with this kind of agreement must have this property. 
The connection seems natural. and appealing. This is because without the verb-second 
property, there is no independent way to move the finite verb to C to replace the expletive 
cornplementizer; as a result, all structures with agreeing complementizers would be ruled 
out by FI. The consequence of this is that the laiiguage would produce only ungram- 
matical sentences. However, there seem to be both empirical evidence and conceptual 
motivations for not assuming a connection between complementizer agreement and the 
verb-second property. 
First, facts about the French quelqui alternation indicates that it is not necessary for a 
language to have the verb-second property in order to have complementizer agreement. 
Although French is not verb-second; it does have some sort of (limited) complemen~izer 
agreement, namely, the quelqui altemation. If it were true that languages with corn- 
plementizer agreement must be verb-second, then a language like French cannot exist. 
'O~risian has some exceptions. With some verbs and under certain conditions (cf. de Haan and Weeman 
19861, the finite verbs may appear clause-medially with the presence of a complementizer. The sentence in 
(ib) is an alternative to that in (ia): 
(i) a. Ik leau dat by him wol r@de kin. 
I think that he him save can 
'I think that he can take care of himself.' 
b. Ik leau dat hy kin him wol fide. 
c. Ik leau E, dat E, hy [ kini [, t him wol n?de ti I]]]] 
It seems plausible that the sentence in (ib) has a double-CP structure for the complement of the matrix verb 
leau 'think' (cf. V h e r  (1990)). In light of the facts in (i), the property that German, Dutch, West Flemish 
and Frisian share would be that an empty C position must be filled by a finite verb. This is to be contrasted 
with Scandinavian languages, where the absence of a complementizer does not necessarily trigger verb 
movement, although showinp: one way or the other is not a trivial matter. We will be concerned will1 the 
&man/Dutch type of verb-second in the discussion that follows. 
Second, recall that we have the following independently motivated principles of Univer- 
sal Grammar: Move-a, FI and theory of expletive removal. If a language happens to have 
complementizer agreement, then with these principles in the grammar, expletive corn- 
plementizers would be rem.oved without any additional mechanism. Thus, the grammar 
of a language with complementizer agreement is no more complicated than one without. 
4.5.3. The Lack of tlae That-trace Effect in Verb Second Languages 
We have seen three of verb second lnnguages in section 4.3.2.2, namely, Dutch, Ger- 
man and Icelandic, which show no morphological alternation of the complernentizer, and 
no tluzt-trace effect. The examples (29), (30) and (31) are repeated here as in (fi3), (64) 
and (65) respectively: 
-I, 
-- 7 
(63) a. Wie zei je [cP dat [, t die appel opgegeten heeft I] ? 
who think you that the apple eaten has 
'Who do you think ate the apple?' 
1. "I 
b. Die man denk ik niet [, [ dat [,, t vecl haast zal maken I]] 
that man think I not that much haste will make 
'That man I don't think will huny much.' 
3/ I 
(64) a. Wer glaubst du, [, [ dass [, t mich gerufen hat I]] ? 
who think you that me called has 
'Who do you believe has called me?' 
L 
b. Die Lute ,  die (wo) du glaubst, 
the people who C O W  you believe 
1
[, [ dass t sowas getan haben konnten I]] 
that this done have could 
'The people who you believe that could have done this' 
(65) a. petta er ma6urinni, sem peir halda 
this is man-the that they think 
[m a6 [, ti st  of heimskur I] ti1 a6 vinna verki6. 
that is too dumb in order to do job-the 
'This is the man that they think is too dumb to do the job.' 
b. pa6 er (Jlafuri, sem peir segja [, [ a6 [, ti muni koma I]] 
it is Olaf that they say that would come 
'It is Olaf who they say would come.' 
Again, antecedent-government is not the issue, but the issse is head-government. In 
order to explain the grarnrnaticality of the sentences in (63), (64) and (65), a simple ac- 
count would be to say that Dutch dat, German dass and Icelandic a6 rue proper gover- 
nors. With this stipulation, we need not appeal to verb movement to C to account for the 
grammaticality of these examples. But since we have confined the class of proper gover- 
nors to all and only lexical categories (cf. section 4.3.2.2), this account is not available. 
Another possibility is that Dutch dat, German dass and Icelandic a6 behave just like 
West Flemish complementizers in that they have $-features. Therefore, they can only be 
replaced. With this assumption, the finite verbs must move to C to replace the feature- 
bearing expletive complementizers. The LF-representations would then be something 
like those in (66), (67) and (68) respectively in which the finite verb head-governs the 
embedded subject trace, the correct result: 
(66) a. [, Wiei [ zei je [, [ heefl [, ti [ die appel opgegeten i ]]]]]I 
4 I 
b. Die mani denk ik niet [, [ maken [, ti [ veel haast zal t I]]] 
4' 
(67) a. Weri glaubst du, [, [ hat [, ti [ mich gerufen t I]]] 
1. I 
b. Weri glaubst du, [Q [ hat [, ti [ mich gerufen t I]]] 
A 
(68) a. *tta er ma6uinn [m Ui [ sem [, peir hdda [, [ s t  [, ti [ t of heimskur 
ti1 a6 v h a  verki6 ]]]]]]] t 1 
b. $a6 er 61af~r-sem peir segja [, [ koma I,, r muni t]]] 
4L-J 
Although this latter possibility cannot be rejected out of hand, even though Dutch dat, 
German dass and Icelandic a6 do not alternate morphologically with respect to the 
+-features of the embedded subjects, evidence for it appears to be weak. On the other 
hand, if we assume that the complementizers in these languages have no $-features, then 
they can delete. In fact, they must by FI. Again, after deletion, the finite verb may move 
to the vacated C positions in the respective examples. But this is impossible if we do mot 
allow Move-ct to apply after expletive-deletion. 
At this point, we might consider the possibility of accounting for the parametric varia- 
tiorns with respect to the that-trace sequence by having the rule Move-a operate after 
expletive-deletion or not. That is, for the languages that allow the that-trace sequence, 
they have the operation of the rule Move-a after expletive-deletion, and for those that do 
.lot, they lack such an operation. However, some conceptual issues immediately arise 
under such approach. 
First, although it is subject to the subjacency condition, the rule Move-a applies quite 
generally and does not seem to be so constr;~ii~ed as to stop operating at some other points 
in syntax. Seco~.d, there are logically many points in the granlmar w k r e  tile rule 
Move-a could be inoperative, why is it that the partitioning of languages with respect to 
the that-trace effect cuts precisely at the point of expletivedeletion? Third, how are 
other differences between the two groups of languages related to this partitioning. Thus, 
there appears to be no strong motivation for limiting the generality of the rule Move-a in 
this way. 
One way to get arcjund the problem of limiting the full generality of the rule Move-a 
is to manipulate the point at which the ECP applies with respect to LF-operations. That 
is, before or after a certain LF-operation, the representation is checked against the ECP. 
More specifically, JdF-representations are universally checked against the ECP after 
expletive replacement. Thus, languages with complementizer agreement must lack the 
that-trace effect. 
With respect to expletive deletion, languages might differ in that there is an option of 
applying the ECP before or after expletive deletion. In languages that allow the 
that-trace sequence (but lack complementizer agreement), the ECP would apply after the 
expletion deletion. In these languages, then, after the C position has been vacated by 
expletive deletion, abstract verb movement to C takes place under the rule Move-a. As a 
result, the embedded subject trace comes to be properly head-governed by the verb in the 
C position. 
For languages that do not permit the that-trace sequence, they will have the ECP apply 
before expletive deletion. Since the C position has not been vacated at the point at which 
the ECP applies, the finite verb cannot possibly move up. Hence, when the EC? applies, 
the embedded subject trace still does not have a proper head-governor. The represen- 
tation is thus ruled out by the ECP. After the application of the ECP, the verb is free to 
move up when the C position has been vacated by expletive deletion. But this is of no 
help. The representation has already been marked as ill-formed befbre the verb has a 
chance to move up, the correct result. 
In this conception of proper government, the rule Move-a operates quite fieely (sub- 
ject to the subjacency condition, perhaps the only consua.int on movement). In this sense, 
the generality of the rule Move-a is preserved. However, the majw problem of this ap- 
proach is that we have no principled reason why languages pick one option, rather than 
the other, with regard to the ijoint where the ECP applies. Even if this might be a 
parameter whose value particular languages may set positively or negatively, it is not 
clear how this parameter is related to the rest of the grammar, nor is it obvious that the 
parametric difference with respect to the that-trace effect can be tied to other differences 
among grammars of particular languages. 
One common conceptual problem that the various possibilities we just discussed all 
share is that they make no empirical prediction. Depending on what the facts are with 
respect to the thut-trace effect, it would belong to one of the two logically possible 
groups of languages. In the next section, I would lilre to propose an account in which 
none these problematic issues arise. More specifically, I suggest that the lack of the 
that-trace effect is closely related to some independent constraint requiring verb move- 
ment to C:, th.e presence of the effect is a consequence of the Principle of Last Resort 
preventing abstract such verb movement. 
4.5.4. Overt and Abstract Verb Movement to C 
As is well-known, a prominent property that languages like German and Dutch have is 
that the finite verb is clause-medial in matrix clau:;es, and clause-final in embedded 
clause, as the following pair of German sentences ill~s~trated: 
(69) a. Hans kaufte das Buch. 
bought the book 
'Hans bought the brok.' 
b. Maria sagt, dass Hans das Buch kaufte. 
says that the book bought 
'Maria says that Hans bought the book.' 
Sentences with the finite verb appearing clause-fi~ally in main clauses, and clause- 
medially in embedded clauses in the presence of a cocnplementizer are ungrammatical: 
(70) a. "Hans das Buch kaufte. 
'Hans bought the book.' 
b. *Maria sagt dass Hans kaufte das Buch. 
'Maria says that Hans bought the book.' 
If we assume with Koster (1979) and den Besten (197'7) that the finite verb ~ 1 s t  move to 
the C position, when it is not occupied hy a cornplementizer, then the complementary 
distribution of the complementizer and the finite verb is accounted for. That the finite 
verb actually moves to the C position when it is empty is corroborated by the sentences in 
(71) (some speakers prefer the embedded verb be i r ~  the subjunctive Mood sei 'be' in 
(7 1 )): 
(71) a. Maria glaubt, [, dass [Ip Hans krank ist I] 
thinks that sick is 
'Maria thinks that Hans is bank.' 
b. Maria glaubt, [, Hms [ ist [, t k r d  t I]] 
c. *Maria glabbt, [, [,p Hans k r d -  ist I] 
Some verbs like glauben 'think' allows their complements to have main clause word or- 
der (cf. Holrnbcrg (1986) and Vikner (1990) for similar facts in Scandinavian lan- 
guages), but only if the complementizer is absent 
In Icelandic, however, it is not obvious that the finite verb moves to C main clauses, 
since it also appears clause-medially in embedded clauses with a complementizer: 
(72) a. J6n las ddrei b6kina. 
Jon read never books 
'J6n never read books. ' 
b. Maria segir a6 J6n las aldrei b6kina 
said read never books 
'Maria said that J6n never read books' 
Hoci,ever, Icelandic is a language in which the finite verb must be in the second positiorr 
not only in main clauses, but also in embedded clausesl1: 
(73) a. Maria segir a6 b 6 h a  las J6n aldrei. 
said books read never 
'Maria said that books, J6n never read' 
b. *Marla segir a6 b6kina J6n Ias aldrei. 
Depending on the assumptions about Icelandic clause structure and Case theory, a main 
clause like that in (72a) or an ernbedded clause like that in (72b) may or may not be a CP. 
Within the set of assumptions that we are adopting here, the examples in (72) are consis- 
tent with IP or CP being the projection of these clauses (the structures are of course com- 
patible with the VP-internal Subject Hypethesis. They are being simplified here.): 
(74) a. [, J6n [ las CW aldrei [w t b6kina I]]]] 
4- 
b. Marla segir [, a6 [, J6n [ las [, aldrei C, t t b6kha ]]]]I 
. . 
m I 
(75) a. [, J6n [ las [, t [ t [, aldrei [ t b6kina ]]]I]] 
r u
 here are some exceptions to this generalization. In embedded questions, the firrite verb is not in the 
second position ~ s s o n  (1986)): 
(i) fig veit ekki hvem Maria hefur kysst. 
I knownot who has kissed 
'I don't know who Mariam kissed.' 
Some adverbials like lokins 'finally', enfaldlega 'simply7 and bara 'simply' may intewene between the 
subject and the finite verb (Maling (1980), M s s o n  (1986)): 
(ii) a. Pagar 6g lobins farm lagi8. 
when I W y  found hme 
'When I finally found the tune.' 
b. Hann einfaldlega kann ekkert. 
he simply knows nothing 
'He simply knows nothing. ' 
c. hg bara veit ekkert urn pa6. 
I just know nothing about it 
'I just know nothing about it.' 
'Ihe fact that the finite verb in (i) appears in the third position is not necessarily a counter-example to the 
constraint, £tom which the finite verb must be in the second position in main clasues. The issue is the exact 
position where the finite verb is, nos &e apparent linear order. Yiddish has the same distribution of the 
tinite verbs as in Icelandic. 
b. Maria segir [, a6 [, J6n [ las [, t [ t [, aldrei [, t b6kina ]]]]]]] 
- 1
However, the structure of (73a) must be a CP as in (76a), not an IP as in (76b) with the 
subject stays in its base-position (Rognvaldsson and Thrfiisson (1990)): 
if I 
(76) a. Man'a segir [, au [, b4kina [ las [, J6n [ i [, ddrei [,, t t ]]]]]]] 
4- 1 1  1 
. ( / I  
b. Maria segir [, a6 [, b6kina [ las [, J6n [, aldrei [, t t ]]33]] 
6 I 
The reason why the example in (73a) must have the stricture as in (76b) is that because 
of our assumption that [SPEC, IP] is a position to which subjects move for Case- 
checking. If some other elements moved there, then the subject would have no way to be 
Case-checked. As a result, the subject would not be visible for 8-role assignment, and 
ultimately a representation like that in (76b) would violate E. The point relevant to your 
discussion of the verb movement in German and Dutch is that tile CP-complement to the 
complementizer a 6  'that' in (76a) must have an empty position for the finite verb to 
move in. In this respect, Icelandic is like German and Dutch in that the imite verb nust 
move to the C position when it is not occupied 'by a c ~ m ~ l e m e n t i z e r ~ ~ .  
A variety of reasons have been offered to explain syntactic verb movement to C in 
German and Dutch (cf. Kayne (1982), Holrnberg (19831, Platzack (1983, 1986a, 1986b), 
Koopman (1984), Travis (1984), Safir (1985), Weerman (1989) among maiiiy others). 
Since it would be outside the scope of this dissertation to provide an explanation for the 
syntactic verb movement to C of this sort, for concreteness, let 3s assume that there is 
some contraint K, from which it follows that the fmife verb must move to the C position 
when it is not occupied by a complementizer. 
In embedded clauses with a complementizer, the finite verb is thus prevented from 
'*AS we mentioned in footnote 10, some apparent cases of a clause-medial finite verb in the presence of 
an oveit complementizers plausibly have a double-CP structure. If that is correct, then Frisinn is just like 
German, Dutch, Icelandic, and West Flemish in that the finite verb must move to h e  uooccopied C 
position. 
moving into the C position at S-structure. As a re~ult, the constraint K is not satisfied at 
S-structure. Suppose we have a stronger constraint K, however, in that it must be 
satisfied at LF, if it has not already been satisfied at S-structure. This stronger constraint 
would then require verb movement to C, provided the C position is vacated. 
It seems reasonable to assume that the absence of overt morphological agreement in- 
dicates the absence of $-features. Given that expletive complernentizers 1Lke Dutch dat 
or German dass have no 4-featuxes (they have no morphological alternations), they can 
delete at EF. In fact, they must delete according to FI. After deletion, the constraint K 
requires that the Finite verb move to the vacated C position, from which it properly head- 
governs the embedded subject position. As the Frisiam German and Icelanaic examples 
would receive the same derivation, we wU illustrate here how the embedded subject 
trace is properly head-governed in (77) for the Dutch examples in (65): 
(77) a. §Structure: n 
Wp zei je [, dat [ t [, die appel opgegeten t ] heefii-I I] 
b. LF-deletion: 
Wiej zei je [, 0 rIP 9 die appel opgeten heeft+I I] 
c. Verb-second property requires verb movement to C: 
Wiej zei je [, @eeft+IIk [, t,. die appel opgeten tk I] 
h 1 
As in West Flemish, the finite verb in German, Dutch, Icelandic and Frisian ends up in 
a C position at LF, the lack of the that-trace effect is accounted for. A very natural 
consequence now follows fiom the constraint K. In lmguages with this constraint, finite 
verbs uniformly end up in a C position at LH, in both embedded clauses and main 
clauses. 
The empirical prediction under this view is that languages that have the verb-second 
property must lack the that-trace effect. In those languages that do no: have this 
property, the that-trace effect must show up in constructions without no complementizer 
agreement. English is a typical example of of the latter group of languages, as we show 
in the next section. It is important to bear in mind that a necessary consequence of the 
expletive replacement analysis of complementizer agreement is that a language must al- 
low a tht-trace seqilence in constructions with complementizer agreement, even if it 
does not have f h ~ :  verb-second property. French is one such language, as we have seen. 
4.5.5. The that-trace effect and the Principle of East Resort 
Let us now return to languages like English in which the that-trace shows up. Recall 
that our assumption that expletive complemenrizers like English that must delete, by FI. 
The question that we raised was that after the deletion of the expletive, what stops the 
verb from moving to the vacated C position: 
(78) a. S-structure: [, Who [ do you think [, [ that [,p t left ]]j]]? 
b. LF expletive deletion: 
[, Whoj [ do you think bp [ 0 [IP ti left ]]]]I? 
c. LF abstract verb movement: 
[, Whoi [ do you think C, [ left [, ti t I]]]]? 
I
We would, incorrectly, admit the LF-representation in (78) as well-formed, abstract verb 
movement takes place as indicated. 
Notce first that the constraint K is not observed in English, the verb would not end up 
in a C position because of the absence of the constraint. However, this does not seem to 
be sufficient. We need a general principle that actually prevents the verb from moving to 
C. I: would like to suggest that the Principle of Last Resort and theory about legitimate 
LF-objects (Cf. section 1.8) would disallow verb movement to C in languages like 
English. 
Compare the example in (78) showing an ungrammatical that-trace sequence, and the 
sentence in (79): 
(79) a. S-structure: Yon think [, that [, John left I] 
b. LH deletion: You think [, 0 [, John left I] 
c. No LF abstract verb movement: You think [- 0 [, John left 11 
The complementizer that must delete at LF by FI in both (78) and (79). The LF- 
representation in (78b) differs minimally from that in (79b) in that it has an LF-object 
operator-variable chain (whoi, ti). However, according to clause (e) of the list of 
legitimate LF-objects in section 1.8, the chain is a legitimate LF-object. As far as LH- 
objects are concerned, the representation in (78b), just as that in (79b), has no impemis- 
sible objects at LF. Therefore, just as no movement is dowed in the representation in 
(79b), by the Principle of Last Resort. In other words, the LF-representation (78b), but 
not that in (78c), would obtain for the S-structure in (78a). We would thus correctly 
predict that the example is ill-formed. 
4,Q. Consequences of the Conjunctive ECP 
In this section, we will look at some consequences of the conjunctive formulation of 
proper government. We will see that although it adequately accounts for quite a number 
of facts in a natural way, there are still some constructions that raise non-trivial problems 
for the conjunctive ECP. We will see that it can explain facts about extraction of ar- 
guments and adjuncts out sf wh-islands, long-distance movement of subjects, and that we 
must assume a functional projection AGRP of Chomsky (1989), without which the dis- 
tinction between objects and adjuncts is lost in the conjunctive formulation of proper 
government. We will also discuss cases of long-distance movement out of an embedded 
clause without an overt complementizer, where we will see that if we are to refrain from 
positing abstract CO's acting as proper governors for the subject trace, then an account for 
these cases has some repercussions elsewhere in the grammar. 
4.6.1. Extraction out of Wh-islands in West Flemish 
The complementizer ofda 'whether' in West Flemish also shows agreement with the 
embedded subject. The agreement of ofda is given in (80): 
(80) a. K weten nie ofdan-Vda-se (k) keunen k o m e n  
I knsw not whether. 1SG.PRON/whether.3SG.PRONFIFEM I can come 
'I don't know whether I can come.' 
b. # weten nie ofda-se/*ofdan-k Cjij) keu kommen 
I know not whether.3SG.~RON/*whether.lSG.PRON.FEM she can come 
'I don't know whether she can come.' 
c. K weten nie ofdm-zelofda-se (zunder) keunen komrnen 
I know not whether.3~~.PRON/* whether.3SG.PRo~.~~M they can come 
'I don't know whether they can come.' 
At first glance, it looks like a problem. We cannot replace this complementizer, which 
has si@cant semantic content, namely, it heads a CP which denotes an indirect inter- 
rogative. Furthermore, extractions out of ofda-clauses are impossible, just like out of 
whether-clauses in English (notice that there is still agreement between wien 'who' and 
ofda in (8 1 b)): 
(8 1) a. K weten ofda/*ofda-se Jan Marie goan vroagen 
I knsw whether.3SG.MASC/*vihether.3S~.~~ON.FEM go ask 
'I know whether Jan goes ask Marie. ' 
b. *Den vent da-j gie weet ofda r Marie goat vroagen 
'The man that you know whether he go ask Marie* 
Suppose ofda is not a single-morphed complementizer, but is composed of two mor- 
phemes. One is some element of and the other is the complementizer da that we have 
seen in many examples13. Crucially, of is in the Spec of da, as in (82): 
-- 
%I a different context, Deprez (1990) attributes this possibility to David Pesetsky. 
The S-structure of (81) would then be as in (83): 
(83) Den vent [, 0 [ da-j [, gie w e t  E, of [ da [, [ t [ Marie goat vroagen ]]]]]]]] 
that.3SG 3SG 
As in the case of expletive complementizer da agreement discussed in section 3.2.1, the 
verb goat 'go' agrees with the operator 0 via its trace by Spec-head agreement. Both 
have the singular Number feature. If the complementizer has the same $-features, which 
da in (83) does, then goat moves to C to replace it, as shown in the LF-representation in 
(84): 
- 
(84) *Den vent [, Oi [ da-j [, gie weet [, of [ goan [, ti [ Marie t vroagen ]]]]]] 
Although the trace t in [SPEC, IP] in (84) is now head-governed, it fail,s to be antecedent- 
governed. The presence of of in the Spec of the embedded CP induces a wh-island effect, 
just like a sentence like that in (86a), extraction out of embedded question is impossible: 
(85) M weten [, wavuoren venten [m da/*dan [, Jan gezien heet I]] 
I know which men that .3.~~/*that .3.~~ seen has 
'1 don't know which men Jan saw' 
(86) a. *Den vent da-j gie weet wavuoren venten da gezien heet 
'The man who you know which men he saw' 
b. S-stmcm: Den vent [* 9 [ da-j [, pie weet 
I 
I [, wavioren ventenj [ da [, t I t gezien heet I]]]]] 
I .  
a. LF: *Den vent [, Oi [ da-j C1, gie weet 
[, wavuoren ventenj [ heet [, I;[ 9 gezien t ]]]]]I] 
t I 
The empty operator in the Spec of the matrix CP is too far away to antecedent-govern its 
own trace. The embedded CP inherits the barrierhood from a non-l-marked IP which in 
turn dominates the embedded subject trace. The embedded CP is therefore a barrier for 
the trace. Consequently, the ECP is violated. 
The idea that antecedent-government is crucial for proper government is further sup- 
ported by judgments on extraction out of whether-clause in English. Sobin (1985) 
reports that although there are some speakers allow the thnt-trace sequence14, the 
whether-trace sequence is almost universally found to be unacceptable. The judgments 
- r' 
. 
on this divergent acceptability are very sharp. Suppose the S-structure of a sentence with 
an embedded whether-clause like that in (87a) is as in (87b)15: 
(87) a. *Who did you wonder whether left? 
b. *Who did you wonder [, whether [,I &, [, t left I]] 
h 1 
where the embedded CP is headed by a phonetically null csmplementizer Qf, and whether 
is in the Spec of a. The virtually universal rejection of whether-trace sequence can be 
straightforwardly accounted for in my analysis just like in the case of extraction out of 
ofdat-clause. in West Flemish. 
In (87b), the presence of whether prevents the wh-phrase who from making a tran- 
sition in the Spec of the embedded CP, which in turn becomes a barrier for the trace t 
since it inherits the barrierhod from a non-L-marked IP dominating the trace. 
Antecedent-government thus fails, exactly like the case of West Flemish discussed above 
for the LF-representations (84) and (86c). 
141f these dialects are otherwise identical to those that disallow the rltat-trace sequence, then we do not 
seem to have a better explanation than to say that head-government is a less severe violation of the ECP 
than antecedent-government. It is very likely that there are other differences between the dialects. Only 
through a careful study of these dialects would reveal insights into the underlying differenes. The same 
remarks apply to the difference between Staqdard Swedish (which disaliows the rlrat-trace sequence) and 
Finland Swedish (Engdahl(1985)). 
I5~ayne (11920) points out the grammatical conbast a pair of sentences like that in (i) and argues for 
whether being in [Spec,CP] and If is a Co: 
(i) a ?John wondered whether to leave, 
b. *John wondered if to leave 
4.6.2. Adjunct Extraction in Vata 
Some data about adjunct extraction in Vata can apparently be accommodated within 
the conjunctive formulation of proper government. According to Koopman and Spor- 
tiche (1986)+ short-distance extraction of adjuncts is possible, but long-distance extrac- 
tion out of wh-islands are impossible (notice that there is adjunct morphology on the verb 
in the examples in (88), cf. section 3.5.3. REL is a marker that the clause is a relative 
clause): 
(88) a. ~Zs6'; didbdfdb s ~ 6  1; 
how you cut-M-cut-M tree-DET WH 
'How did you cut the tree?' 
b. y&3 ;I &I$ siio 1; 
how you cut-M tree-DET WH 
'Mow come/why did you cut the tree?' 
\ /  f t  I (89) a. *YESO A y16 nyn! [ zE A didbdtdb-60 [ell la 
how you wonder thing you cut-M REL WH 
'How do ypu woqder what you fut?' 
\d / \  \ b. *YESO n n~ [ zE o k~ -66 [el d r d b  1 
why you NEG-A thing he FUT-A] REL cut-M 
'Why don't you know what he cut?' 
They argue that the trace of the extracted adjunct in lexically governed (in our terms, 
properly head-governed) by the adjunct morphology in the structure in (90a), or that in 
(90b) where V is the head of the theta projection Pax and M the head of the projection 
of [V+M]: 
adj [v+Ml 
Since the examples in (89) are ungrammatical, it must be that lexical government is not 
sufficient. 
However, facts about extraction in Vata appear to be problematic. According to 
Koopman (1984), subject extraction must use a resumptive pronoun, even if there is no 
wh-island intervening between the antecedent and the trace. She claims that wh-phrases 
move to the left of the clause, and C O W  (=[SPEC, CP] is to the right); hence, the ex- 
tracted wh-phrase, not being in COMP, cannot antecedent-govern its trace. A resumptive 
pronoun thus must *be used. Koopmm and Sportiche (1986) propose the condition in (91) 
to constrain extraction out of wh-islands16: 
(91) Condition on Long Extraction 
x is a possible long extraction site iff x is a theta-position. 
Now, if [SPEC, IP] is a 8'-position, then it would follows from (91) that subject ex- 
traction out of wh-islands is impossible in languages Like English, French and Vata. One 
problem is that there is no adjunct morphology on the verb with extraction of PPs. What 
this means is that PPs must be antecedent-governed. But PP wh-phrases also move to the 
left of the clause, just like subjects, If wh-phrases in subject extraction cannot antecedent- 
govern their traces because they are not in COMP, then there should also be no 
antecedent-government of PP-traces, contrary to fact (cf. section 3.5.3. gbU in (92) is a 
postposition): 
1 . .  1 - "  (92) G g b U n k a  S ~ O  dI 
what reason you FUT-A tree-DET cut 
'Why are you going to cut the tree? ' 
Another problem is that in long-distance subject extraction out of a wh-island, the 
implicit assumption here appears to be that "long extraction" in (91) means extraction out of a 
wh-island. Otherwise, long-distance extraction out of non-wh-island, which possible for non-subjects in 
Vnta, would be incorrectly disallowed. 
presence of a resumptive pronoun does not improve grammaticality (R is far resumptive, 
NA is a marker of suhrchation): 
(93) a. hl6 b/*[4 n u  mf la 
who he-R Bid it WH 
'Who did it?' 
b. 916 i; gilgir na b/*[e] n u  mf 1; 
who you thought NA he-R did it WH 
'Who did you think did it?' 
(94) *a16 li ni [ ZE & gbir b $46 d 1 yli: 
who you NEG-A reason it-it for he-R cut REL it know WH 
'Who don't you know why cut it?' 
It is not clear why the resumptive pronoun in (94) does not save the structure from an 
ECP violation the way it does in (93). One conceptual problem is why the government 
relationship between a governor and a trace depends on whether or not there is a 
wh-island intervening between the antecedent and the trace. Therefore, it must be said 
that it is very unclear what additional assumptions are necessary in order to accommodate 
a l l  the Vata facts presented here. 
Putting aside some intricate issues raised by the structure of tile verbal projection in- 
volving adjunct morphology, particularly with respect to X'-theory, let us accept Koop- 
man and Sportiche's claim that traces of (non-PP) adjuncts are lexically governed by the 
verb and adjunct morphology complex. However, within the conjunctive fornlulation of 
proper govement,  antecedent-government is also required for proper government. The 
ungramrnaticdity of the examples in (89) now follows straightforwardly from the lack of 
antecedent-government of the adjunct traces. Thus, we need not make the assumption 
that the condition in (91) holds. 
4.6.3. Long-distance Dependency in Welsh 
Sproat (1985) claims ha t  the subject position in Welsh is not properly govemed, a 
conclusion that is inconsistent with the assumption that the verb moves to @I7. The 
grammatical contrast in the pair of examples in (94) is supposedly parallel to the pair of 
English sentences in (95) (due to Kayne (1983)) in that properly govemed empty 
categories must be contained in clauses that are themselves properly govemed. (Notice 
that there is no res~rnptive pronoun in (94b). We return to this dialectal variations 
below): 
(94) a. *Dyrna'r llyfrau [,. Oi [s a brynasant hwy [elj 
here the books prt bought.3PL they 
[,t heb wybod 1,' os byddai [, darllen [eli ] jm syniad da]] 13 
without know whether would-be read (subject position) prt idea good 
'Here are the books which they bought without knowing whether reading 
would be a good idea.' 
b. ?Dyma'r llyfrau [,# Oi [, a brynasant hwy [eli 
here the books prt bought.3PL they 
hcb wybod [,I os byddai haid iddynt [,t darllen [eli I]]]] 
without know whether would-be necessity to-them read (object position) 
'Here are the books which they bought without knowing whether 
it would be necessary for them to read.' 
(95) a. *Here are the books [ which [ they bought ei 
[ without knowing whether [ reading ei ] would be a good idea ] 11 
b. ?Here are the books [ which [ ihey bought ei 
[ without knowing whether it would be necessary for them [ to read ei I] 1 
I71f we adopt the definition of government as in (i), from Stowell (198 I ) ,  then the subject position is not 
properly govemed by the verb when it is fronted to the left of the subject (Sproat (1985)): 
(i) In the configuration 4 . . . $ . . . a . . . 1, a soverns p where: 
(a) a = XO, and y = X" (i.e. y is an X'-projection of a) and 
(b) for each maximal projection 6, S # a, if 6 dominates p, 
then S also dominates a. 
The problem with the definition in (i) is that a head would never govern its own trace when it undergoes 
head-to-bead movement: 
I
(ii) What [ did [, Johh [ t [, see t I]]]] 
d' 1 
The difference between the a-examples and the b-examples is that the empty categories in 
the former are in the subject position, a non-properly govemed position, and those in the 
latter are in the object position, a properly govemed position. 
However, it is not clear if the ungramrnaticality of the example in (94a) is due to the 
subject trace not being properly govemed, or because of the grammar of Welsh docs not 
allow sentential subjects: 
(96) a. Mae'n arnlwg [ bod Mair wedi dod yn 81 ] 
is prt obvious be prt come back 
'It is obvious that Mair has come back.' 
b. *Mae [ bod Maif wedi dod yn 81 ] yn arnlwg. 
is prt come back prt obvious 
'That Mair has come back is obvious.' 
According to Jones and Thomas (1977:222), sentential subjects always extrapose: 
(97) a. Mae'n poeni John [ bod Mair wedi dod yn 61 ] 
is prt worry be pa  come back 
'It worries John that Mair has come back.' 
b. *Mae [ bod Mair wedi dod yn 81 ] yn poeni John 
is prt prt come back prt worries 
'That Mair has come back worries John.' 
I would now like to argue nonetheless that there is some indirect evidence showing 
that the subject position is not properly govemed, a necessw consequence if the verb 
does not move to C as I suggested in section 2.4.1. This is one advantage for theory of 
proper government alluded to earlier of positing an1 IP-structure for Welsh declaaatives, 
and a cornplementizer occupying the C position in1 interrogatives blocking verb move- 
ment. However, since Welsh allows null subjects, we thus need some way to tell when 
the null subject is an instance of a trace, and when an instance of a phonetically null 
pronominal pro. 
The agreement patterns in Welsh are quite peculiar. There is full (Number, Person) 
agreement with pronominal subjects, but nsn-pronominal subjects always occur with a 
verb in third Person singular (Harlow (1981)): 
(98) darUenais (i) darllenasom (ni) 
read.lSG I read. IPL we 
darllenaist (ti) darllenasoch (chw i) 
read.2SG you r e a d . 2 ~ ~  you 
darllenodd (hilef) darlle~asamt (hwy) 
read.3SG shelhe r e a d . 3 ~ ~  they 
(99) a. Darllenodd y dyn y llyfr. 
read.3SG the man the book 
'The man read the book.' 
b. Darllenodd y dynion y llyfi 
read.3SG the men the book 
'The men read the book.' 
As indicated in the examples in (98)' the pronominal subjects can be phonetically null. 
By the Brojection Principle, the subject position must be occupied by a null pronoun (i.e. 
pro), rather than simply being empty. A representation for an example like that in (10Qa) 
with null subjects would be something like (100b): 
(100) a. Darllenasoch y llyfr 
r e a d . 2 ~ ~  the book 
'You read the bk.' 
b. [, Darllenasoch f, pro [ t y llyfr I]] 
A 1 
There is one cnmplication, however. If the extracted subject is third Person, singular, we 
cannot be absolutely certain that the subject position is occupied by a pro or a trace. That 
is, an example like that in (101a) is compatible with both the representations in (101b) 
and (101c): 
(1 01 ) a. Pa ddyn darllenodd y llyfr? 
which man read.3SG the book 
'Which man read the book?' 
b. [, Pa ddyn [ a [, [ darllenodd [,pro [ t y llyfr l]]]]] 
t 1 
JI& -7 
c. I&Paddyn [ a [ p t [ d  nodd [, t [ t y llyfr ]]]]]I 
I 
As we see in section 2.4.2.1, structures of the sort in (101b) involving long-dependencies 
are possible in Welsh. Nonetheless, if the verb has Number, Person agreement features 
other than third Person singular, then it must be the case that the subject position is oc- 
cupied by a pro. 
Consider now the case where the extracted subject is third Person plural. Just as we 
expect, there is no agreement with non-pronominal subjects: 
 I 
(102) [, Pa ddynion [ a II[ dari~nodd [, ;[ : Uyfr ]]]]I] 
which men prt read.3SG the book 
'Which men read the book?' 
Since the non-pronominal subject in (102) starts out in [SPEC, IP], and subject-verb 
agreement is established through Spec-head agreement, the lack of agreement falls out 
natura1l.y from the assumption that the subject has moved from [SPEC, IY] r'q [SPEC, 
CP] . 
When there is some sort of long-distance dependency spanning over two clauses, as in 
(103), the verb is the lower clause has Number, Person agreement: 
(103) Pa ddynion y dywedodd SiBn y darllenasant/*darUenodd y llyfrl 
which men prt said prt read.3~~/*read.3S~ the book 
'Which men did Sidn say read the book?' 
By the conclusion we reached in connection with the examples in (loo), tilere must be a 
pro in [SPEC, IP]. The structure if the example (103) must then be something like (104), 
a structure in which there is no movement involved: 
(104) [, Pa ddynion [ y rIP dywedodd [, SiBn [ r 
u
Given our discussion of long-distance dependency involving an object in section 
2.4.2.1, which was argued not to involve movement, it is not at all surprising that the 
same is true of long-distant dependency involving a subject. In a theory of bounding 
with two parameters, the fact that there is no long-distmt extraction follows from the 
settings [+lexical bounding] [+functional bounding], which make both CP and PP (among 
others) bounciing, movement of the subject from the embedded clauses in (103) would 
cross two bounding barriers, violating subjacency. 
According to Jones and Thomas (1977), some dialects of spoken Welsh allow the pos- 
shility of dropping the resanptive pronouns in object positions. Alongside with the ex- 
ample in (10%) with a resumptive pronoun in the formal register, the examples in (10%) 
and (105d) without a resumptive pronoun are also possible (the particle y is usual.1~ 
dropped in colloquial Welsh): 
(105) a,  Mae Mair yn golchi 'r car 
is p a  wash the car 
'hiair is washing the car. ' 
b. Beth y mae Mair yn ei olchi? 
what prt is prt it wash 
'What is Mair washing?' 
c. BethymaeMairynolchi 
'What is Mair washing?' 
d. Beth a mae Mair yn golchi 
'What is Mair washing?' 
Some speakers retain the mutation caused by the object clitic, as in ( 1 0 5 ~ ) ~  soxnc others 
do not. One explanation for the possibility of dropping the object clitics is that these 
dialects are like English in having the parameter [-lexical bounding], which makes 
PROGP non-bounding (modulo some problems with PROGP, cf. section 2.4.2.4). Sup- 
pose the structure for the example in (105d) A derivation for the example in (10%) would 
be something like (106): 
Movement of the object to [SPEC, CP] thus observes subjacency. The difference be- 
tween the dialects that do not permit dropping of the resumptive pronouns and those that 
do is reduced to the different value of the: same parameter. That is, with the parmeter 
[-lexical bounding], dialects that allow dropping of the object rempt ive  pronoun have 
operator movement to [SPEC, CP] without violating subjacency. Those dialects that do 
not allow dropping af the object resumptive pronoun have the parameter [+lexical 
bounding] , operatcr movement would incur a subjacency violation. 
However, no dialects have been reported to d o w  the example in (107a), which in- 
volves long-distant movement of the subject from the embedded clause, as in (107b): 
(107) a. *Pa ddynion y dywedodd Si6n y dadenodd y Ilyfr? 
which men prt said prt read.3SG the book 
'Which men did Si8n say read the book?' 
9. 
b. *[Cp Pa ddynion [ y [Ip dywedodd [w Si8n [ t 
1 
m 
The singular Number feature on the verb of the embedded clause would be as expected if 
the extracted subject passes through the Spec of the ernbedded IP, the position where 
Spec-head agreement obtains (cf. (102)). Its ungratnmaticality thus shows that it is not 
possible to extract the embedded subject. This is surprising from the point of view of the 
dialects that allow long-distant extraction cf objects (cf. (105c) and (105d)). Since the 
position where the subject starts out is higher than that of the object, long-distance extrac- 
tion of subjects should be possible in these dialects that allow long-distance object extrac- 
tion. There seems to be no issue with respect to subjacency. An ECP account seems 
plausible. 
Recall our assumption about clause structure in Welsh is that the verb does not move 
to C (cf. section 2.4,l). In the structure in (107b), antecedent-govement of the trace ha 
the Spec of the embedded IP obtains, but head-government fds. Yt is not governed by a 
proper head-governor. The verb in INEX does not c-command it. The disjunctive for- 
mulation of proper government incorrectly admits the representation as well-formed. In 
the structure in (107), the embedded subject trace lacks a proper head-governor, however. 
It seems that the conjunctive formulation of proper government, which requires both 
antecedent-government and head-government to satisfy the ECP, makes the correct 
prediction. 
4.6.4. Argumentlnon-argument Distinction 
One consequence for the conjunctive ECP far adjunct extraction is that adjuncts are 
always head-governed. Consider son?e simple cases of adjunct extraction in (108): 
(108) a. Why do you think [ that John saw Mary t ] 
? I 
b. How do you think [ that John fmed the car t ] 
T I 
Since t 3 n ~  examples are grammatical, it must be that the adjunct traces are properly head- 
governed. f i z i  (1990a) suggests tne configuration in (109a), where Reason adverbials 
are adjuncts to TF' and Manner adverbials are adjuncts to W: 
(109) a. [, 1" [, [, To [, [, V0 1 Manner-Adv I] Reason-Adv ]] 
b. [, ['o I0 [p To VO]] [, [, t [, [, t ] Manner-Adv I] Reason-Adv I] 
4 I @  1 
Since verbs, Tense and INFL merge at some point, the verb would end up in INFL at EF, 
where the complex 10+TO+VO would govern the TP-adjoined posiiion, and the trace of the 
TO+VO complex in T would also govern the VP-adjoined position. Thus, head- 
government of adjunct traces would always obtain, and would thus be unproblematic. 
Consider now adjunct extraction out of islands. 'The examples h (1 10) are umgrm- 
matical with the construal of adjuncts with the lower clause: 
(1 10) a. *?y do you make [ the claim that John saw Mary t ] 
1 
b. *Mow do you wonder [ whether John fixed the car t ] 
I 
(1 11) a. ?Who do you make [ the claim that John saw t ] 
I
b. ?What do you wonder [ whether John fixed t ] 
t 1 
The extraction in the examples in (1 10) and (1 11) both violate subjacency. However, 
since there is a grammatical. contrast, it must be that something else is involved. k t  us 
consider the status of the traces with respect to the ECP. If adjuncts in their base- 
positions are always properly head-governed, just like objects, then there must 'be a dif- 
ference with respect to antecedent-government, given the mad ungrarnrnaticality of ex- 
traction of objects out of islands. A reasonable conjecture would be that objects are al- 
ways antecedent-governed, but not adjuncts. 
Suppose phrase structures involving a transitive verb include a functional projection 
AGW, as suggested in Chornsky (1988), then the grammatical difference between the 
the examples in (1 10) and those in (I 11) can be accounted for. In the structur,ss for the 
examples in (1 11) given in (1 1 3 ,  the object trace can be y-marked by its antecedent when 
it moves to the [SPEC, AGFW]~~: 
'%bere are some technical details about y-making that need to be worked out here. Lasnik and Saito 
(1984) define ?marking as in (i) (lexical government is head-government by a lexical head) and a filter in 
(ii), which are for them a two-part formulation of the ECP: 
(i) a. t -+ [uy] when lexically governed or antecedent-governed, 
b. t + [-y] otherwise. 
(ii) * ... t 6 . .  
[-vl 
Since the that-brace effect is the result of failure of head-government, we must assume that a subject trace 
cannot be marked [uy] by antecedent-government. 
'fie solution given to the structure (163a) with the complement to the verb matrix a 
DP is an hproverne~lt over that suggested in Chomsky (1986b), which assume NPs for 
nominal projections. Consider the structure in (1 14) with an NP as the complement tc 
the matrix verb: 
(1 14) *Why do you fW t IW make 
That the initial trace is not the offending trace can be seen from the grammaticality of the 
example in (1 15): 
(1 15) Why do you claim [- t [ that [, John saw Mary t I]] 
h U  
According to Chomsky's (1986b) framework, the trace in the [SPEC, CP] in (1 14) is the 
offending trace since the noun claim assigns an oblique case to its CB-complement, 
which imposes an inherent barrier to government. 
However, to the extent that No's are lexical categories, and specificdly those that are 
derived fiorn verbs, it seems quite natural that No's can L-mark their complements just 
like their verbal counterparts can. Thus, the No c l ~ i m  in the structure in (113a) would 
E-mark its CP complement and properly head-govern the trace in [SPEC, CP]. But this 
would have no undesirable consequences for the tleory of conjunctive ECP. Antecedent- 
government of this trace still fails, as discussed. 
That in general No's may L-mark their complements. and can properly head-govern 
the trace in the Spec position of the complements does not give incorrect results. One 
other case bearing on this point is Raising in nomhals. It has long been noticed that 
while Rdsing is possible in constructions like that in (116), Raising in nominds as  in 
(1 17) is impossible: 
L 
(I1 12) a. ?Who do you make 
[,, the claim that [, John [,, 
' [v l  
y-marking 
4 1'- 
b, ?What do you wonder [, whether [*John rAORP t [ AGR IVP fixed t 1 
Intermediate traces &er the movement to the [SPEC, AGRP] can then delete. 
However, as Easnik and Saito (1984, 1989) show, even when the initial trace of the 
adjunct can be y-marked inside a wh-island, some other intermediate trace would fail to 
be y-marked since antecedent-government is impossible across an island. Suppose the 
structures for the examples in (I 1 la) and (I l lb )  are as in (1 13a) and (1 13b) respectively: 
(113) a. *Whydoy~u[~t[ , , rnake 
IDP the rN, t [ [, [Jp John saw M~ 1 t 1111111 It 
b. *How do you [, tLW wonder 
[CP whether [, t John [* [, fixed the car ] t J]]]]] 
IT I
In these structures, the adjunct can only adjoined to the matrix VP in accord with the 
structure-preserving constraint on movement (cf. section 2.4).  
In (1 13a) t!ae initial trace of the adjunct can be y-marked by the trace in [SPEC, CP], 
but the latter trace itself would not be y-marked by the trace that is adjoined to the matrix 
VP. Antecedent-govement fails here because the DP is a banier to antecedent- 
government. It inherits the barrierhood of the non-L-marked NP, even though the DP 
itself is L-marked. In (1 13b), the initial trace of the adjunct can again be y-marked by its 
antecedent, the P-adjoined trace. But the latter trace cannot be antecedent-governed by 
the trace that is adjoined to the matrix W, because of the intervening CP barrier. The CP 
dominates an IP, which is a BC, and hence is a barrier by inheritance. The IP-adjoined 
trace thus cannot be y-marked. 
(1 16) a. It is likely [ that John will win the race ] 
b. John is likely [ t to win the race ] 
I 
(I 17) a. The likelihood that John will win the race 
b. *[ John's l ikel ihd [ t to win the race ]] 
-
Clearly, we must have governanent of the subject trace in (1165), since the sentence is 
grammatical; and this is possible only if the adjective likely can L-mark its complement. 
Now, if L-marking by nominds is also assumed, then an ECP account for the ungram- 
maticdity of the example in (1 17b) would not be possible. 
In fact, we need not have an ECP account for the example in (117b), which can be 
ruled out independently by the Unifomiity Condition (section 1.5.5). In this structure, tlle 
chain (John, t) is not 8-marired by the adjective likely, hence it cannot be assigned in- 
herent Case, of which Genitive case is an instance. 
4.6.5. Long-distance Subject Extraction in English 
In the previous discussions of the consequences of the conjunctive ECP, we see that it 
can explain an array of data in a variety of languages in a very simple way. However, as 
we will see in this section, there are some facts about long-distance subject extraction in 
English that seem to present some serious problems for it, solutions to which have reper- 
cussions elsewhere in the grarnmar. 
Tke English examples in (118)-(120) innmediately raise the question of how the the 
subject trace is properly governed, if the-re actually is movement involved, and the struc- 
tures are as indicated: 
0 [ do [IP you think [ t left ]I]] 
1 
(120) John wondered Ep W!IO EIp t left I]  
For ease of reference, let us call casts of extraction to the local [SPEC, CP] like (118) 
arid (120) as short subject questions , md those like that h (119) as long subject 
questions. We defer the discussion of short subject questions until section 5.7, and con- 
sider long subject questions in this section. 
It is not obvious that the subject trace in the examples above has a head-governor. 
This issue is not of primary concern in the disjunctive Em, since the subject trace can be 
antecedent-governed by the wh-phase in [SPEC, CP]. But the matter is much less 
straightforward for the conjunctive ECP. Riui (1990a) suggests that contrary to ap- 
pearance, there is an abstract complementizer in the C positions in the examples in 
(118)-(120), which can be turned into a proper head-governor by Spec-head agreement 
when the wh-phrase moves through its Spec position. On this view, then, the structure s f  
these examples would be something like (121)-(123), where the co-indexing between a 
C0 and an element in its Spec is obtained by Spec-head agreement: 
(121) [, Whoi [Coi [,ti left]] 
(123) John wondered E, whoi [ Coi [, ti left I]] 
'This possibility of course can not be rejected out of hand, but independent motivation for 
the existence of such abstract complenentizers does not appear to be very strong. 
Specifically, it is not at al l  very clear why an abstract CO may be turn into a proper kead- 
governor, but its overt counterpart that may not. Compare the structure in (122) and that 
in (124): 
(124) *[, Whoi [ do [, you think. & ti [ that [, ti left ]]]]] 
They differ in exactly one respect, namely, an phonetically null complementizer in the 
former, but an overt one in the latter. Given that the overt complemeiltizer that also bears 
a Spec-head relation with the trace in its Spec, just like the case with the abstract com- 
plementizer C0 and the trace in its Spec, it is not at all clear why Spc-head agreement 
obtains in (122), but not in (124). We of course can make the assumption that the 
abstract Co is an instance of AGR, but the overt complementizer that is not. Nonetheless, 
without independent motivation for this difference, the assumption appears to be a re- 
statement of facts. 
A more general issue is that if we are to admit abstract CO's as proper head-governors, 
then we inust give up the idea that the class of proper governors contains aIl and only 
lexical categories. This in itself is not as undesirable as it might appear at first glance, as 
long as we have a principled way to determine whether an element belongs to he class or 
not. It is not immediately obvious that there is some common property that abstract CO's 
shams with lexical categories that makes them proper head-governors. It is even much 
less clear why the overt C0 that is disqualified from being a proper head-governor be- 
cause it lacks that property. 
h the next two sections, we wiU explore some solutions to the problem of head- 
government of the subject trace in the examples in (1 18)-(121). We should note on the 
outset that we do have sufficient resources to have head-goverrnent of the subject trace. 
Suppose the structures of these examples contain an abstract complementizer C as in 
(121)-(123). By FI, it must delete. Subsequently, the verb undergoes head-movement to 
C. As a result, the subject trace would be head-governed. However, we should be careful 
about verb movement to C in these cases, since the same movement would also be pos- 
sible in the ungrammatical cases. 
Consider a case of long subject questions. Assuming that the embedded clause in the 
example in (119) is a CP as in (122), repeated here as in (125), the LF-representation for 
this example would be exactly the same as that for the example k(124) after deletion of 
the complementizer t h t ,  given in (126b): 
(125) a. S-structam: [, Who [ do [, you think [, t [ C [, ti left I]]]] 
.f-
b. LF expletive deletion: Ern Whoi [ do [p YOU think [, ti [ 0 [, ti left I]]] 1 
(126) a. S-structure: *[, Who [ do [, you think [, t [ that [, t left I]]]] 
4' It-I 
b. LF expletive deletion: [* Whoi [ do [, you think 6. [0 [, ti left I]]]] 
If we dowed verb movement to C in {125), we would also permit it in (126), an incor- 
rect result since the example in (126) is ungrammatical. Recall that we crucially appeal 
to the Principle sf Last Resort to prevent verb movement to C in (126h), the same prin- 
ciple would of course block the movement in (125b). It seems that there is no natural 
way to allow verb movement h.-, oae rase, but not in the other. 
One possibility is that the embedded clause in (1 19) is not a CP at all, but an IB (Mas- 
sam (1985)). If that is the case, then head-government of the embedded subject trace 
would be unproblematic: 
(127) [, Who [ do [, you think [, r left I]]] 
L
The JP is L-marked by the matrix verb think, hence is not a barrier for the embedded 
subject trace. Head-government is thus obtained. However, the assumption that a tensed 
embedded clause without an overt complementizer is an I[P has ramifications elsewhere 
in the grammar, especially for binding theory. Consider a sentence like that in (128): 
(128) Mary believed [, he is intelligent ] 
In the version of the binding theory which simply stipulates that Nominative case 
pronominal must be free in the minimal category containing it19, then the pronominal in 
lg~homsky's (1980) Nominative Island Constraint: 
(i) A Nomiiaative asaphor cannot be free in S'. 
(128) is indeed free in the IP. No problem would arise. However, in versions of binding 
theory which crucially depend on government of the pronouns in defming governing 
categories, then a question would arise as to why a violation of the condition (B) of the 
binding theory is not violated in (129), where John and he h2ve the same reference (m- 
notated by the same indices), if the matrix verb actually governs the embedded subject: 
(129) Johni believed rip hei is intelliger.:; 2 
The matrix clause would then be the governing category for the pronominal, which in 
turn means that the pronominal may not be coreferential with the matrix clause, contrary 
to fact. 
One possible explanation for the possible coreference in (129) is to use of the Min- 
irnality condition on binding in that a pronoun must be free in the minimal category that 
contains a Caseassigner for it (cf. section 1.5.9). In the conception of Case-assignment as 
Case-feature matching as in Chomsky (1989), a Case-assigner for a category is the head 
of a projection, in the Spec of which the category is Case-checked (that is, AGR and 
[+TENSE] IN]PL for structural Case). The grammaticality of (129) now follows from the 
fact that the pronoun he is indeed free in the IP which contains its Case-assigner, namely, 
the tensed INK. 
In fact, there seems 6 0  be independent reason to assume the Minhality condition on 
Case-assignment. The grammatical contrast in (130) seems to have nothing to do with 
binding theory: 
(130) a. Mary be1i~;lres [, he is intelligent ] 
b. *Mary Mi.:  ves [, him is intelligent ] 
c. Mary believes [, him to be intelligent ] 
The question is why the sentence in (130b) is ungrammatical. Intuitively, the Case- 
assigner in the embedded clause has an overriding privilege with respect to Case- 
assignment. Formally, the grammatical patterrmin,g in (130) falls out naturally from the 
Ppinciple of Last Resort. The ody way the embeclided subject con get Accusative case is 
to raise to the Spec of the matrix AOW (at LF): 
(13 1 j *Mary [Aw him [ believes [, t [, t h intelligent I]]] 
By the Principle of Last Resort, the embedded subject cannot raise. It is already visible 
in the embedded clause. In addition, the movemlent as in (131) also violates the Chain 
Condition. The chain (him, t) has two Case-marked positions. In sum, assuming the 
embedded clause as IP does not seem to present a problem of binding theory. 
Cases that are more problematic for the assumption that an embedded clause without 
an overt CO is an IP are the CED violations. The reason why extraction out of the em- 
bedded subject in (132) is not allowed is that the embedded subject itself is not head- 
govemed: 
(132) a. *[, Who [ did [, [ a picture of t 11 [, bother y m  I]]] 
I 
b. [, Who [ did [, you [, see [ a picture of t 11111 
A 1 
Extraction of the wh-phase who is possible if it is contained in a phrase in the object 
position, but not if it is in the subject position. The same argument would also explain 
the grammatical contrast in (1 33): 
(133) a. ?E, Who [ did [, John believe [, [ pictures o f t  ] to be on sale I]]] 
1 
b. ?*Lm Who [ did [, John believe [, [ pictures of t ] are on sale I] 11 
A. 
If the embedded subject in (127) is governed b y  the ma+crix verb, then the same should 
obtain in (133b). Insofar as government is invo:lved in extraction, we should expect that 
the extraction in (133t) is just as acceptable as that in (133a), which does not seem to 
co-incide with the fact. We should note, though, that there is a Tensc factor involved 
here. As is well-known, extraction out of a tensed clause is usually worse than that from 
a infinitival sleuse: 
(134) a. ?What did you wonder where to put? 
b. ?*What did you wonder where you put? 
But the contrast does not seem to be as sharp as that in (133). It is quite unclear what 
might explain the g r ~ ~ m a P i c d  Merence in (133) if the embedded clause is IP. 
Although it seems plausible hat embedded clauses without an overt csmplementizer 
are IPS, an assumption that is crucial for the conjunctive formulation of proper govem- 
ment without abstract CO's acting ais proper head-governors, such an assumption has 
repercussions elsewhere in the grammar. But we cannot a priori rule out the possibility 
of looking at the CED violation in a different way, which may turn out to be compatible 
with the conjunctive ECP. I will leave this possibility for future research. 
4.7. Subject Extraction in West Flemish and Dutch Interrogatives 
In this section, we wiU look at subject extraction in interrogatives in West Flemish and 
Dutch. The primary goal of the section is to show that the grammatical patterning irn 
these constructions has nothing to do with the ECP, but with the distribution of the exple- 
tive er in the respective language. Unfortunately, it remains unclear what the account for 
its distribution might be. 
4.7.1. West Flemish expletive er 
Liliane Haegeman (personal communication) points out that extraction of embedded 
subject in questions is quite marginal in West Flemish: 
(135) ?*Wien peinz-je dat Jan gezien eet? 
who think-you that seen has 
'Who do you think that Jan saw?' 
ilowever, with the presence of er in (135)' the gramnnaticality of the example is con- 
siderably improved: 
(136) Wien peinz-je dat er Jan gezien eet? 
who think-you that seen has 
'Who do you think that Jm saw?' 
One might think that the that-trace effect obtains after all in West Flemish (at least in 
these particular constructions). Some additional facts about other constructions appear to 
suggest that the grammaticality of the the examples in (135) and (136) has to do with the 
distribution of er, rather thm with the tmce of the embedded subjects left behind by 
Wh-movement . 
First, if the extracted subject is complex wh-phrase rather than a bare wh-phrase, then 
the result is betterz0: 
(137) a. ??Wanomen vent peinz-je dat er Jan en Marie gezien eet? 
which man think-you that seen has 
'Which man do you think saw Jan and Marie?' 
b. ??Wawcmn venten peinz-je dan der Jan gezien een? 
which men think-you that seen have 
'Which men do you think saw Jan? ' 
The Number agreement on the finite verb of the embedded clauses in (137) shows clearly 
that it is the subjects that have b n  extracted from the Spec of the embedded IP. 
The grammatical patterns in the examples in (135)-(137) seem to correlate with that in 
extraction of subjects in main clauses. h the examples in (138)' er is also obligatory: 
2qhe form der instead of er shows up in (137), which seems to suggest some phonological rule is 
operative here. For concreteness, we will assume that the underlying form of er is /er/, which could also 
surface aa der or ter. 
( 1 38) a. Wien komt *(er)? 
who comes 
'Who is coming? ' 
b. Wiem pinst Jan dat *(er) komt? 
who thinks that comes 
'Who docs Jan think is coming?' 
c. Wien peinst Jan &t *(er) gekornrnen is? 
who thinks that come is 
'Who dses Jan think came?' 
Unlike long-distance extractism, short extraction of subjects requires the presence of er, 
even when the extracted subjects arc D(iscourse)-lkked (Pesetsky (1987)): 
(139) a. Wavuornen vent komt *(er)? 
which man csrnes 
'Which man is coming?' 
b. Wavuornen vent is-*(ter) gekomen? 
which man is come 
'Which man cane?' 
c. Wavuoren venten peinst Jan dan *(der) kommen? 
which men thinks that come 
'Which men does Jan think are ccmirtg? ' 
The same grammatical judgment obtains as well in short extraction of subjects in con- 
structions involving definite objects. West Flemish differs from Dutch in this respect (cf. 
the next section on the Dutch expletive er): 
(140) a. Wien eet *(er) nen bock gekocht? 
who has a book bought' 
'Who bought a book?' 
b. Wavuomen vent eet '(er) nen boek gekocht? 
which man has a book'bought 
'Which man bought a book?' 
(141 j a. Wien eea *(er) dienen boek gekocht? 
who has this bookbought 
'Wh9 bought this book?' 
b. Wavuomen vent eet-er dienen boek gekocht? 
which man has this book bought 
'Which man bought this book?' 
The expletive er is only roarginally possible in relative clauses (cf. also Butch er in 
the next section): 
(142) a. Den vent dm Jan en Marie peinzen &lit: (??er) komt 
the man think comes 
'The man that Jan and Marie thirrfr is coming' 
b. De venten da Jan pinst dan (??er) &enen boek gekocht eet 
the men tilinks this book bought has 
'The meri that Jan thinks bought this book' 
Given that the relevant part of the structure involving a subject gap is the same in both 
relative clauss and interrogatives, it seems that the presence of er has nothing to do with 
the ECP: 
Moreover, the expletive er &o shows up in existential sentences with indefite sub- 
jects li'. : drie stuidenten 'three students', but not with a definite subject like Jan 
(H~egeman (1990)): 
(144) a. . . . dm *(der) drie studenten da h e k  gekocltnt een. 
that three students that book bought have 
' . . . that three students have bought that book.' 
b. . . . dm (*er) Jan da boek gekocht eet. 
' . . . that Jan has bought that book.' 
Although the expletive er in (144a) can be separated by a sentential adverb, as in (14Sa)' 
it cannot intervene between the complementizer and a definite subject: 
(145) a. . . . dan der gisteren drie studenten dienen boek kochten. 
that yesterday three students that book bought 
' . . . that three students bought that book yesterday' 
b. * . . . d m  gisteren Jan dienen bmk kscht 
that yesterday that book bought 
' . . . that Jan bought that book yesterday' 
One possibility is that subjects are base-generated in the Spec sf VP, and stsy in their 
base-position if they are indefinite, but otherwise raise tc the Spec of IP at S-structure, 
perhaps for Case reasons (Waegeman (1990)): 
(146) a. . . . [m dan [* der [,, gigsren [' drie student [ dienen boek kocht 11111 
b. . . . [cJP dan [, Jan [, gisteren [, t [ dienen boek kocht I]]]] 
To have a uniform 1.F-representation, we might assume that indefinite subjects raise at 
LF to the Swc of IP, adjoining to the expletive (cf. Chomsky's (1986a, 1989) for English 
therz. For concreteness, we a s m e  er is of the category PP. This choice does not affect 
our discussion here, however): 
(147) LF raising of indefinite subjects: 
[CP dan [, [,p er [NP &ie*student I] 
[, gisteren [, t [ dienen boek kocht I]]]] 
I 
It may be that defirnite subjects are Case-checked at S-structure, but the indefinite ones 
are Case-checked at LF. Nevertheless, the question of why the expletive er has to appear 
at all at S-structure is very obscure. Since the distribution of er in West Flemish is very 
much like Dutch, except for some differences pointed out above, we will have a more 
detailed discussion of it in the connection of the distribution of the Dutch expletive er in 
the next section. 
4.7.2. The Dutch expletive er 
Bennis (1986) p in t s  out that with some provision for individual variations, there 
seem to be a consensus that the exmlple without er in (148a) is less than fully gram-- 
matical, while the same judgement obtains for the example in (148b) with er: 
(148) a. Wie deds je dat ??(er) koma? 
who think you that come 
'Who do you think is coming? ' 
b. Wie denk je dat ('??er) dat boek geksckt heeft? 
who think you that that book bought have 
'Who do you phink bought that book?' 
The ungrmaticality of the example in (148) is hardly surprising, given that in main 
clause questions, it is unacceptable witho~~t er: 
(149) Wie: komt *(er)? 
who comes 
'Who is coming?' 
If the structure of (149) ir, as in (150), namely, er in [SPEC, P] covering up the trace left 
behind by the wh-phrase wie 'who*: 
(150) 1, Wie [ komt er [ t IN] 
u
then we should expect that er should show up in the structure for a declarative like that in 
(Isla), given in (151 b), according to theories for verb-second languages where there is 
verb movement to C followed by fronting of the subjects in declaratives (Koster (1975), 
den Besten (1977)' Koopman (1984)' Platzack (1986), Vikner and Schwartz (1991) 
among others). In fact, it is impossible: 
(1 51) a. Jan komt ('er)? 
'Jan is coming. ' 
If the presence of er is required in (149) because of the ECP, there is no reason er does 
not show up in (151). It is thus quite difficult to see how an ECP account might work for 
the distribution of the Dutch expletive er. 
German thus differs from Dutch in that not only is an expletive impossible in a 
declarative like that in (151b), it is dso impossible in an interrogative like that in (148): 
m 
(152) a. [, Hans [ kommt [, ("es) [ r I]]] 
comes 
'Ham is coming.' 
- 
b. [, Wer I kommt [, (*es) [ t 1111 
who comes 
'Who is comix?.g?' 
That er is impossible in a declarative clause as in (151) appears to be prima facie 
evidence for Travis' (1984) and Zwart's (1990) proposal that verb-second clauses are not 
necessarily @Ps, but are P s  (at least when the subject occurs sentence-initially), More 
sptcifically, if er appears in Spec of IP, as in (lSO), then there is simply no position for er 
(153) [,Jan[komt[,t]]]. 
'Jan is coming.' 
Nonetheless, these two latter theories of verb-second clauses still do not explain why the 
expletive er must show up in a structure like that in (150). If we had a trace in the same 
position as er in (150), we do have both head-govement (by the verb in C), md 
antecedent-government (by the wh-phrase in the Spec of CB). Therefore, as far as the 
ECP is concerned, there is no reason why er should appear in the Spec of PP. This then 
suggests that an ECP account for the distribution of the expletive er does not seem to be 
on the right track. 
One further piece of data showing that the presence of the expletive er has nothing to 
do with the ECP comes from the structure of relative clauses. As in the case of West 
Flemish, the Dutch expletive er is only marginally possible in relative clauses (Bemis 
(1986)): 
(154) a. De jongen die [, ik denk [, dat [, (??er) komt 111 1 
the boy who I think comes 
'The boy who I think is coming' 
b. De jongen [clp die [p ik denk 
the boy who I think 
dat [, (??er) [ op school een boek leest I]]]] 
at school a h k  reads 
'The boy who I think is reading a book at schml' 
Given that the relevant part of the structure of relative clauses and interrogatives are iden- 
ticd (the part concerning the orighal trace. Recall that die here is in Dutch): 
The representation in (155a) should not constitute an ECP violation any more than that in 
(155b). There is no island between the origi.mil trace and its antecedent in (156)' so 
antecedent-government should obtain. Since the structure in (155b) is grammatically 
possible, it must be that the original trace is properly head-governed, according to the 
conjunctive ECP. Indeed, head-government of the original trace should obtain in the 
structure in (155a) by verb-raising to C (cf. section 4.5.2 for a discussion of head- 
government in verb-second languages). In sum, the ECP should be satisfied in these 
structures. 
A structure virtually identical to that in (155b) is arguably observed in Topicalization 
and Clefting (Chomsky (1977)), where er does not show up either, according to Bennis: 
- 7 7  
(156) a. [, Die man [ denk [Ip ik niet [m r [ dat [, t veel haast zal maken I]] ] 1 
that man think I not that much haste will make 
'That man, I don't think will make much haste.' 
J.-
b. Het is Piet [, die [ ze zeggen t [ dat [, t zou komen I]]] ] 
it is who they say would come 
'It is Piet who they say would come.' 
Again, it seems very obscure how an ECP account for the distribution of er might work. 
That a syntactic account for the distribution of the expletive er does not seem to be 
very plausible is corroborated by the following array of data, pointed out in Koopman 
(1983b) and Bennis (1986). The expletive er does not occur in consguctions in which 
one of the arguments of the verb is a strong pronoun or definite: 
(157) a. Wie denk je dat (??er) het leest? 
who think you that it reads 
'Who do you think reads it?' 
b. Wien koopa (??er) het? 
who buys it 
'Who is buying it?' 
(158) a. Wie koopt (?er) dat boek van Reve? 
who buys tRat book of Reve 
'Who is buying that book of Reve? ' 
b. Wien denk je dat (??er) dat boek gekocht heeft? 
who think you that that book bought has 
'Who do you think bought that book?' 
The grammatical judgment reverses, if the object of the verb in the example in (157a) is 
indefinite: 
(159) Wie koopt ?(er) een boek van Reve? 
who buys a book of Reve 
'Who is buying a book of Reve?' 
Thus, from a syntactic point of view, it remains very undear how the distribution of the 
Dutch expletive er is to be accounted for. 
Bennis (1986) suggests a pragmatic account for the Dutch expletive er. Specifically, 
it is proposed that the occurrence of er is regulated by the pragmatic constraint given in 
(160): 
(160) Empty Presupposition Condition (EPC) 
The configuration: [, fW) X (Y) VO (2) ]
is pragmatically not well-formed unless X # 0 and 
X is presuppositional. 
where h e  degree of being p~suppositisnal is defined according to the hierarchy (161), 
where the feature [f SPEC] stands for specificity (W for weak, S for strong): 
(161) Prwuppositional Hierarchy (PW) 
+Presupsitional -Presuppositional 
Pr0n.W - pr0n.S - names - def.NP - indef.NP - indef.hT 
[+SPEC] [-SPEC] 
Bermis argues that the EPC and the PH are justified independently, on which the data in 
(1 62) have a baring: 
(162) a. . . . dat een jongen werkt. 
that a boy works 
' . . . That a boy works.' 
b. . . . dat er ecn jongen we&. 
that a boy works 
' . . . that a boy works.' 
According to Be&, the example in (162a) can only have a generic reading (meaning 
boys generally work), whereas that in (162b) can only have a non-specific indefinite 
reading (meaning some boy or another works). If we assume, as Bennis suggests, that 
the noun phrase een jongen 'a boy' in (162a) is presuppositional, i.e. it belongs to the 
class of definite noun phrases, then no er is required since een jongen 'a boy' already is. 
On the other hand, een jongen 'a boy' in (162b) is interpreted as non-specific indefinite. 
If there is no er inserted as an empty presupposition, then the sentence would be out by 
EX. Being a weak pronoun, er can fulfiis the function of being presuppositional (cf. 
(161)). The EPC also explains the different judgments in (163): 
(163) a. . . . dat een jongen dat doet. 
that a boy that does 
' . . . that a boy does that.' 
b. ?? . . . dat er een jangen dat doet, 
that a boy that does 
' . . . that a boy does that.' 
By the PH, demonstrative pronoun dat 'that', a strong pronoun, in the example in (1163a) 
is presuppositional; therefore, it is well-formed in accord with the EPC, and no er is re- 
quired. In the example in (163b), however, the weak pronoun er is p~suppositional, and 
so is dat 'that' the demonstrative pronoun. If we assume that er is present only if there is 
no constituent with that pragmatic function present, then the unacceptability of (163b) 
follows from the fact that there is no need for two presuppositions in the example. 
Bennis's particular pragmatic account appears to have some conceptual and empirical 
problems. Conceptually, it is nor clear wwh notion of presupposition is involved here. 
Intuitively, presupposition appears to entail some prior knowledge about the entities or 
their existence that are being discussed. For instance, the sentence in (164a) seems to be 
implicitly saying that John is married, and that in (16%) appears to imply that some book 
or another is in existence, which John bought: 
(164) a. John loves his wife. 
b. John bought a book. 
We might say that the existence of John's wife or some book is presupposed here. If this 
is correct, then it is unclear what it is to be an empty presupposition, a function that the 
expletive er supposedly fulfii. With the problematic notion of empty presupposition, it 
is now nc.t obvious why the EPC has anything to do with pragmatics. 
It seems possible to account for the distribution of the Dutch expletive er in construc- 
tions with indefiPLite subjects of the form [ een No ] without the feature [f SPEC]. We can 
derive its Interpretation by virtue of the structural position where the subject appears. 
Suppose subjects are base-generated in [SPEC, W] at D-structure, and that indefinite 
subjects may stay in-situ in languages like Dutch and West Flemish (Haegeman 
(forthcoming)), the S-structures for the examples in (162) would then be as in (165): 
(165) a. . . . 4, dat [, [, e n  jongen ] werkt I] 
' . . . that a boy works' 
b. . . . [, dat [, er 1, een jongen ] werkt ]] 
' . . . that a boy works,' 
We might assume that it can be interpreted as specific or non-specific, depending on 
where it ends up at LF. At least for checking of agreement features, een jongera 'a boy' 
in (165b) must raise to [SPEC, P] at LF. If there is nothing in the [SPEC, IP] as in 
(165a), then the DIP een jongen 'a boy' simply raises there, and if the expletive er is 
present, then the expletive adjoins to it, (cf. Chomsky (1986a, 1989)): 
(166) a. [, Dat [p ee jongen [, t werkt I]] 
I 
We then might have a semantic interpretive rule saying that a DP in [SPEC, IP] by itself 
is interpreted as specific, and that adjoined to some constituent hl the [SPEC, IF'] as non- 
specific. Consider now the following S-structure, which differs fiom (166) in that 
[SPEC, IP] is empty: 
(167) [, Dat [, [, een jongen ] workt I] 
Since there is nothing in the Spec of IP, there is no possibility of adjunction for the Dl? 
een jmgen 'a boy'. Consequently, the DP cannot be interpreted as non-specific. Notice 
that the subject ean jongen 'a boy' in (16?) must raise to [SPEC, IP] at EF for Case- 
checking. If it stays there at EF, there would be two things wrong with it. One is that it 
cannot be Case-checked, and is thus invisible for 6-role assignment. The representation 
is ultimately ruled out by FI. The other thing that is wrong with it is that it would be 
laninterpretable as specific or non-specific, even if it were possible to devise some other 
way to assign Case to it. It is not interpreted as specific, since it is not in [SPEC, IPj, and 
not as non-specific, since it is not adjoined to something in [SPEC, IP]. The represen- 
tation is again ultimately ruled out by FI. 
In fact, the account just sketched not only covers for the distribution of er in em- 
bedded clauses, it also explain the interpretations of indefinite subjects in main clauses as 
well. h contrast to English, it is h o s t  impossible to interpret indefinite subjects as 
non-specific in main clauses K they are in [SPEC, CP] (or [SPEC, IP] if one adopts 
subject-initial non-interrogative root-clauses are IPS): 
(168) a. Een man heeft ("er) e n  boek gelezen. 
a manhas a bookread 
'A man read a book.' 
b. [, Een man [ heeft 1, t [ t [, t [ een bock gelezen ]]]]]] 
t+LI 
If the structure of the example is as in (168b) then the fact that it is very difficult to 
interlprete the indefinite subject een man 'a man' as non-specific folliovts from it not being 
adjoined to an element in the [SPEC, IP]. While er is possible in (168) with the locative 
interpretation (in this case, it is perhaps an adjunct to the VP), it is impossible on the 
existential interpretation (i.e. as as an expletive). If we assume that the expletive er oc- 
curs in [SPJX, JP], with the possibility that it moves to [SPEC, CP] h root-clauses, then 
the impossibility of having er as an expletive in (168) would follow from EiI. It cannot 
undergo Chonlsky's (1986a) expletive replacement (by having the associate (i.e. the sub- 
ject) adjoined to it). On this view, then, the expletive er Carl be freely inserted into con- 
structions with indefinite subjects, an interpretive rule would assign a specific or non- 
specific in accord with the position where the subject ends up at EF. 
The impossibility of having er in an example like that in (168a) with the specific read- 
ing follows from Bennis' account. Without the presence of er, the EPC requires that the 
subject be interpreted as specific. However, the EBC as formulated in (160) would not 
rule out the presence of er with the non-specific reading. If we take S in (160) as IP, X as 
er, then er presumably can fulfill the p~esuppsitional function. It would then be possible 
to contrue the subject as non-sjxcific indefinite. 
Althmgh the distribution of er in constructions with indefinite subjects appear to be 
adequately accounted for, it is not at all very clear how it can be extended to the cases of 
subject extraction in interrogatives that we have seen. The problem is that in the con- 
structions with indefinite subjects, the presence or absence of er simply yield different 
inte~pretations. This is not the case for subject extraction in interrogatives, where it: is 
simply very difilcult to omit er, regardless of inberpretation. The semantic account for 
the distribution of er suggested above simply would not explain the near-obligatoriness 
of er in these latter cases. 
On die other hand, the ePC does not seem to be significantly more adequate when we 
look at main clause subject extraction. The example in (169b) is repeated from (149): 
-7 
(169) a. [, Wie [ is L1, *(er) [w geko~nen 1 t I]] 
who is come 
'Who came?' 
who comes 
'Who is coming?' 
The EPC correctly requires that er be inserted in (169a), since nothing else in the ex- 
ample is interpreted as presuppositional. While the EPC also correctly requires that an? 
empty presupposition er be inserted in (169b), the position where the EPC specifically 
prescribes is to the Ieft of the verb (cf. the position where the X appears ira (160)). If er is 
to be inserted in this position, then the vc:h would end up in the third position. It would 
thus be ruled out by the verb-second conlstraint independently. The presence of er to the 
right sf the verb is dso  unexpected, given the EPC as formulation in (160). 
It thus seems that a coherent accounl for distribution of er in constructions with in- 
definite subjects and some cases of srlbject extraction in interrogatives is not very 
straightforward. Indeed, given the M ~ c u l t  and unclear judgments in constructions with 
er, an explanatorily adequate explanatioitl for it is all the more problematic. If niemand 
'no one' is not presuppositional, then we should expect er to be possible in (170a). In 
fact, it is quite marginal: 
(170) a. Niemand komt (?*er). 
noone comes 
'Noone is corning. ' 
b. Wie koopt (er) dit boek? 
who buys this book 
'Who is buying this book? ' 
Some speakers accept the example in (170b) with er, even though there is a definite ob- 
ject dit boek 'this book', which is presnpsitional according to Bennis' PM in (161). 
The judgment in (170b) is consistent with that in (171a)' where the subject is heavily 
D-linked (possibly understood as presuppositional): 
(171) a. Welke van deze jongtns denk je dat ??(er) komen? 
which of these boys think you that come 
'Which of these boys do you think are coming?' 
b. Wie denk je dat ??(er) komt? 
who think you that comes 
'Who do you think is coming?' 
c. Wie denk je dat rnorgen komt? 
who think you that tomorrow comes 
'Who do yoa think is coming tomorrow?' 
There is no practically no grammatical difference between the example in (171a) and the 
familiar (171b), repeated from (148). According to Reuland (1985), some speakers even 
accept the example in (171c), where instead of er, an adverbial like rnorgen 'tomorrow' 
appears after the cornplementizer abt. It is not clear, though, if the adverbial is in [SPEC, 
IP] or is an adjunct to VR in (171c) since the example with er is possible, which shows 
that the adverbial morgen 'tomorrow' is an adjunct to VP: 
(172) Wiqdenk je [, dat [, er [, morgen [, tkomt I]]] 
'Who do you think is coming tornorow?' 
The same situation obtains for main clause subject extraction. Some speakers accept 
the example in (173) without er, but with an manner adverb following the verb: 
(173) Wie werkt (er) ijverig? 
who works industrious3y 
'Who works industriously?' 
The descriptive problem appears to be that for some: obscure reason, [SPEC, IP] is 
preferably not immediately followed by a verb. 
4.8. Csnclusions 
In this section, I argue that the expletive replacement analysis not only accounts for 
the grammaticality of constructions involving complementizer agreement, it also explains 
the lack of the that-trace effect in these constructions. Specifically, I show that 
antecedent-govement is inelevant, and the ungrammatical instances of the that- ace 
sequence are due the failure of head-government. On this view, the trace of embedded 
subjects are properly head-governed by a verb which has undergone abstract movement 
to C. One desirable consequence that follows is that the class of proper head-governors 
can be restricted to all and only lexical categories. A new way of looking at the 
parametric variations with respect to the thateffect emerges. A that-trace sequence is 
acceptable only if abstract movement to C is possible. Although theic are still some 
cases that the conjunctive formulation of proper government cannot handle without com- 
plicating other modules sf  the grammar, facts about extraction out of wh-islands are 
shovm to be adequately covered by the conjunctive ECP, where head-government obtains 
but antecedent-government fails. 
Chapter 5 
Abstract Verb Movement and Theory of Predication 
5.8. Introduction 
In this chapter, I argue tliat there must be S-structure operator movement in relative 
clause, and that predication theory motivates abstract verb movement to C. Specifically, I 
show that the adoption of a predicate principle according to which a lexical head must fill 
the head-position of a relative clause would account in a straightforward way for the 
anti-that-trace in relative clauses, without appealing abstract agreeing complement izers 
acting as proper head governors. The cccomt suggested here thus affords a unified treat- 
ment of the complem~'~tizer that in both relative clauses and complement clauses despite 
hat the fact that the that-trace effect and the anti-that-trace shows up with the same corn- 
plementizer. The grammatical difference is reduced to motivation of verb movement to 
The chapter in organized as follows. Section 5.2 points out some of the issues in 
theory of proper government raised by the structure of relative clauses. Section 5.3 goes 
over some proposals in the literature dealing with these issues, and discusses their im- 
plications. In section 5.4, we will be concerned with the syntax and semantics of relative 
clauses; specifically, we will look at the distribution of overt wh- and empty operaton as 
well as the bearing of predication theory on these constructions. I argue that operator 
movement must occur in accord with predication theory, and that a predicate principle 
requires abstract verb movement to C in relative clauses. I show iil section 5.5 that the 
conclusions reached in the last section have desirable consequences for theory of proper 
government. The grammatical difference between the that-trace sequence in complement 
clauses and that in relative dauses will be shown in section 5.6 to follow straightfor- 
wardly fTom the possibility of abssact verb movement to C. We discuss in section 5.7 
cases of short subject extraction in main clauses and embedded clauses. I argue that 
abstract verb movement to C motivated by the predicate principle is not applicable in 
these cases, and suggest that there be some independent constraint on root-clauses. of 
which the rule of do-support at S-struciwe is m instance, to the effect that the head posi- 
tion of a root-clause must be f i e d  at LF, if not already at. S-structure. In thc end of the 
chapter is an appendix briefly mentioning some grammatical short subject zero-relatives 
in some dialects sf English. 
5.2. Issues in Relative Clauses 
Before wz dwell on the details of relative clauses, let us f i t  fix some terminology to 
avoid confusion and misunderstanding. In a structure like the ones in ( I )  (putring traces 
aside): 
(1) a. The man [ who John saw ] 
b. The man [ that John saw 3 
c. The man [ John saw ] 
d. The book [ which John stiw ] 
We; will ref2r to the bracketed constituents in (1) as relative clauses (or simply 
relatives), whereas who in (la) or which in (Id) as rellative pronouns, as traditional 
grammars would call them. For relative clauses like those in (1) in which an object is 
extracted, we refer to them as object relativizatiosl. For convenience, let us caU a rela- 
tive with am overt wh-phrase serving as a relative pronoun like the ones in (la) and (Id) 
as a wh-relative, one with a complementizer that like the one in (lb) as a that-relative, 
and oce with neither a complementizer nor a relative pronoun like the one in (lc) as a 
zero-relative. We will dso refer to the entire expressions in (la)-(ld) as relativized 
noun phrases, and the noun in the position of mart or book in (1) as the relative head. 
With this terminology in mind, let us now consider cases of subject extraction in relative 
clauses that have only one embedding Cl? (henceforth short subject relatives) like those 
in (2): 
(2) a. The man who saw John 
b. The man that saw John 
c. *The man saw John 
Besides the question of what structures we should assign to the examples in (1) md (2), 
some issues for theory of proper government immediately arise if them is movement in 
these examples. This is particularly m e  for the conjunctive formulation of propr 
govemment which requires both head-goverment md antecedent-government of traces, if 
the ECP is not to be violated. It is not obvious that head-government obtains in the ex- 
amples in (2b) and (2c). 
Suppose the structures for the examples in (1) are approximately like those in (3), 
: where 0 is an empty operator (We henceforth refer to both empty operators and relative 
pronouns as relative operators. Cf. the &scussion of operatom and their distribution in 
section 5.4.3. The labels on the constituent bracketing here unspecficied until the point 
where the categorial features of these projections become relevant): 
(3) a. The man [ who [ t saw John I] 
T_I 
b. The man [ Q that [ t saw John 31 
u
c. *The man [ 0 [ t saw John I] 
u 
the questions for theory of propr govemment would then be: (i) what is the head- 
governor of the subject trace in (3a) and (3b)? (ii) why is the same not true in (3c)? Of 
course, we would also ask the question of whether there is movement in short subject 
relatives, and how much the structures of these examples have a bearing on theory of 
propr government. 
The grammatical contrast between (3b) and (3c) immediately reminds us the reverse 
contrast in complement clauses with respect to the that-trace sequence: 
 (4) a. Who do you think [ t left ] 
b. *Who do you thinlc [ that [ t left I] 
n' I 
If the grammatical difference between (4a) md (4b) is what is called the that-trace effect, 
then that between (3a) and (3b) should perhaps be called the anti-that-trace effect 
(TardCsen (1986b)). Some of the issues in this connection would be: (i) are the com- 
plementizer that in relative clauses and the one that appears in complement clauses one 
and the same? If the answer is negative, then the question would be (ii) what is the 
difference between them that renders the observed grammatical contrast? If the answer 
to (i) is positive, as an optimal theory of grammar should aim for given that they have the 
same phonetic make-up, then the questions would be (iii) why is the that-sequence pos- 
sible in relatives, but impossible in complement CPs? and (iv) what principles underly 
the grammatical difference? In the next several sections, we will consider some answers 
to these questions. 
5.3. Abstract and Agreeing Cornplementizers in Relative Clauses 
Ftizzi (1990a) suggests that contrary to appearance, there is actually an abstract com- 
plementizer with a null phonetic matrix filling the head-position in the structure of a 
wh-relative like that in (2a), the structure of which would then be something like that in 
(5):  
( 5 )  The man [ whoi [ AGRi [ ti saw John I]] 




In addition, according to R h i ,  when an overt wh-operator moves into the Spec of CB, 
agreement in C is w e d  into a proper governor by virtue of Spec-head agreement. The 
co-indexing of the relative pronoun who and AGR in (7) thus indicates the agreement. 
Consequently, the abstract C comes to head-govern the subject trace, and head- 
government requirement for the conjunctive ECP is thus satisfied. 
For that-relatives, Rizzi claims that there is A-agreement (that is, agreement with an 
A-position) between the complementizer that and the relative head. Thus, although the 
complementizer that is basically inert for proper government, as can be seen in the un- 
grammatical that-trace sequence in a complement clause like that in (4b), by A- 
agreement, the complementizer that in (2c) is turned into a proper governor. The stmc- 
ture of the example in (2c) would be something Ikt that in (7): 
(7) The man [ 0 [ that+AGR [ t saw John I]] 
u
Rizzi cites the Arabic example in ($a) (where ? is the representation for the glottal 
stop), due to Borer (1984), to support the idea of A-agreement, if it has the structure as in 
(8b): 
(8) a. Ra?ay 1-fatata ?allati yplridu ?ax-i an yatawwaza-ha 
'I saw the girl that+AGR want my brother that .narrry-her' 
In (8b), if ?allmi is a complementizer, agreeing with the relative head I-fatata 'the girl' in 
grammatical features (according to Borer (1PS4), the relevant feahlres here are Number, 
Gender and Case), and the presence of a resumptive pronoun ha 'her' is taken to indicate 
that there is no movement involved (in other words, no empty operator is involved), then 
the complementizer ?allati cannot possibly agree with an empty operator in its Spec. (cf. 
section 5.8 on agreement in COW). 
For zero-relatives, however, Rizzi suggests that the empty operator is anaphoric, and 
that there is general incompatibility of anaphoric element:; with agreement processes; 
therefore, the abstract nudl coqlementizer @ would not be w e d  into a proper governor 
as a result of such an incorripatibdity. Let us formally represent the lack of agreement 
between the null complementizer and the empty operator as the absence of co-indexing, 
as in (9): 
(9) *The man [ 0 [ C0 [ t saw John I]] 
The ungr~maticality of (9) is then due to the lack of a head-governor for the subject 
trace. As for the incompatibility of anaphoric elements with agreement processes, Rizzi 
adopts the ideas f0ur.d in Aoun and Clark (1985) and Contreras (1986) that m empty 
operator is intrinsically incompatible with a local construal with agrEement, mi? this is 
perhaps a consequence of the anaphoric properties of null operators. Rizzi also points out 
the suggestion made in Tellier (1988) that the ungramrnaticality of (7) can also be ac- 
counted for if we assume deletion of Spec of CP, leaving no features; therefore, there are 
no features in the Spec of CP for the null complementizer to agree with. The difference 
between the grammatical short subject wh-relatives and the ungrammatical short subject 
zero-relatives is then reduced to the assumptian that unlike overt wh-operators, empty 
operators are anaphoric, or that they have no inherent features. 
Although the idea of abstract and agreeing complementizers adequately accounts for 
the grammatical patterns of short subject relativization, there are ceriainly some issues 
that we need to address. The first issue is Plze notion of A-agreement. It is not quite clear 
what exactly A-agreement is. Consider the familiar subject-verb agreement in IP: 
In most theories, the Spec of IP is an A-position, at least when it is occupied by the 
subject. Agreement with the Spec of JP is thus a cast: of A-agreement, if A-agreement 
really is agreement with an A-position. However, the structural relation for the agree- 
ment between the complementizer and the relative head as in (10) is definitely not the 
same as that between the Spec of IP and WFL. That is, while the subject-verb agreement 
in (10) is simply the familiar Spec-head agreement, licensed by the Xctheoretic Spec- 
head relation, agreement between the complementizer and the relative head as in (7) is 
not. Thus, A-agreement then must be something other than agreement with an A- 
position. For description purposes, let us continue to use the term A-agreement to refer 
to the agreement between the complementizer of the relative clause and the relative head. 
The strongest evidence for A-agreement is the Arabic example given in (11) where 
there is morphological alternation of the complementizer, if it is indeed a complemera- 
tizer. Thus, if it turns out that the example can be given a plausible alternative analysis, 
then the notion of A-agreement hi-is no independent justification. As we will see i11 sec- 
tion 5.8 that one such alternative is available. However, it seems that even if it can be 
established that there is A-agreement in some language L, it does not necessarily follow 
that English also has A-agreement as well. In order to claim that English has A- 
agreement, we need to show that (i) the language L and English share some property P, 
and that (ii) the property P is responsible for A-agreement. To the extent that English 
and Arabic have some common properties, it is not clear which property among them can 
be claimed to be responsible for A-agreement. 
The second issue that we need to address is the idea that there is general incom- 
patibility of empty anaphoric elements with local agreement processes, assuming of 
course that empty operators are anaphoric elements. With respect to the property of be- 
ing anaphsric, the empty operator in (1 1) should have exactly the same properties as that 
in (8): 
(1 1) The man [ 0 [ John said [ t [ has left I]]] 
I
The issue here is of course not the embedded subject trace, but the compatibility of empty 
operators and agreement processes. Nevertheless, the grammatical differenace between 
(9) and (1 1) immediately raises some questions about ehe claim that empty operators are 
not compatible with agreement processes. 
To the extent that there is morphological manifestation of agreement, it seems quite 
possible to have agreement between the relative head and some element inside the rela- 
tive clause. In fact, empty operators, just like overt wh-operators, may agree with sorile 
clement that is arbitrarily deeply embedded inside the relative clause, as illustrated in 
(12) and (13): 
(12) a. The man [ 0 [ John said [ Bill claimed [ t was/*were here ]I]]] T' ... 1 
b. The men [ 0 [ John said [ Bill claimed [ t were/*was here I]]]] 
L
(13) a. The man [ who [ John said [ Bill claimed [ t was/*were here I]]]] 
k' - I
b. The men [ who [ John said [ Bill claimed [ t were/*was here ]]]I] 
s t  . . . -1 
There is of course the question of how to capture the apparent agreement between the 
relative head and the verb with which it has the same set of $-features. If the analysis for 
the agreement suggssted in section 5.8 is correct, according to which the agreement is 
mediated by the empty operator, then the agreement facts in (1 I), (12) and (13) would be 
very difficult to account for if we assume that there is general incompatibility of empty 
operators with agreement processes:. 
The difference between the example in (9) and those In ( l l ) ,  (12) and (13) is that we 
have local extraction in (9), but long-distance extraction in the latter examples. Unless 
we want to claim that empty operators are compatible with long-distance agreement 
processes, but not with those of short distances, it seems that, quite generdy, empty 
operators are entirely compatible with agreement grccesses. When we look at other 
phencmena that have a bearing on the difference between long-distance versus short &s- 
tance, we observe exactly the other way round. 
In English, whenever we cm extract an element over a long-distance domain, take for 
example wh-movement as in (14a), we can also extract it over a shorter distance, as in 
(14,b): 
(14) a. Who did you say [ that [ Bill saw t I] 
. 1
b. Who did [ Bill see r ] 
w 
In Welsh, although we can extract an argument in short distance, we cannot extract it 
long-distance (Sadler (1988). Cf. section 2.4.2.): 
'~ i zz i  (1990a: Chapter 2, h 28) points out the ungrammaticality of tfie example in (i) as support of the 
idea that empty operators are not compatible with agreement processes: 
(i) +The guy whom I met t [ before [ 0 [ t left I]] 
- 
However, it is far from clear that the ill-foxmedoes3 of the example has anything to do with agxeement. 
According to IPizzi, overt wh-operators have no problem with agreement processes. However, a 
wh-operaor in the same environment as in (i) i s  impossible: 
(ii) a *The guy whom I met r [ before [ who [ t left I]] u u 
b. *The guy whom I met t [ before [ John knew [ who [ t left I]]] 
u u 
The ungrarnmaticality of (iib) shows that we say that the reason why (iia) is impossible k because a 
wh-~htase is in the Spec of the complement of before, which does not take a [+wH] complement. It seems 
that whatever rules out the examples in (ii) would also disallow that in (i). The reason why the 
btlfore-clause cannot serve as a relative clause predicated of the relative head guy is due to it not being a 
syntactically well-formed relative clause, according to the theory of predication suggested in section 5.4.3. 
m 
(15) a. Pwy a wdodd Mair t ? 
who prt saw.3SG 
'Who did Mary see? ' 
4 I' 
b. *hvy y dywdodd Sian y gweldd Mair r ? 
who prt said.3SG saw.SG 
'Who did John say that Mary saw?' 
For PBs, however, we can extract them over longdstancee, as in (168). As we expect, 
we can also extract them over shorter distances, as in (16b) (cf. section 2.4.1.3 for a dis- 
cussion of the extraction asymmetry betwen nominal projections and PPs): 
4 I 
(1 6) a. A bwy y dyweddodd Si6n yr oedd Mair yn siarad t ? 
with who prt s a i d . 3 ~ ~  prt was Prt speak 
'Who did John say that Mary was speaking with?' 
J. 1 
b. A bwy yr oedd Mair yn siarad t? 
with who prt was Pfi speak 
'Who was Mary speaking with?' 
The Welsh data presented above thus indicate that if processes over long distances are 
possible, then the same processes are also possible over shorter distances. 
The same line of argumentation would also apply to the idea of deletion in [SPEC, 
CP]. If the reason why the example in (9) is impossible is because the operator in the 
Spec of CP is deleted, leaving no feahues behind to turn the abstract complementizea into 
a proper governor, &en the same deletion of the operator also apply for the examples in 
(1 I), (12) and (14). If the deletion of the empty operator would leave no features beh.ind, 
then why should the finite verb require a singular verb when the head relative is singular? 
The third and fourth issues are quite general. If we are to adopt Rizzi's account of 
relative clauses, then we need to posit abstract complementizers, which may under cer- 
tain circumstances act as proper governors. We also need to justify Spec-head agreement 
in CP in English, the language that we are lqolring at. Again, although this possibiliq 
cannot be excluded out of hand, independent evidence for it is hard to come by. This is 
particularly true of abstract complementizers, which have neither phonetic content, nor 
properties other than proper government, the property that is at issue here. In fact, except 
complementizers like if (and perhaps whether as well, cf. Kayne (199Q)), namely, those 
that head interrogative complements, other complementizers like that appear to have no 
semantic content, and in accordance with FI will be removed at LF. If this is correct, 
then in fact complementizers cannot possibly be proper governors. They are not present 
at LF. 
Again, independently of the question of whether there is Spec-head agreement in CP 
(cf. sections 3.5 and 5.8), even if it can be established that some language 6, has Spec- 
head agreement in CP, it does not necessarily follow that English also has it. In fact, just 
like in the case of A-agreement, in order to claim that English has agreement in CP, we 
need to show that (i) English and L have share some proprety P, and that (ii) the property 
P is responsible for Spec-head agreement in CP. It is not obvious what the property P is 
that is responsible for agreement in CP, let done whether English has the property P. 
The fifth issue, which is closely related to the ones we have discussed, is that within 
Rizzi's assumptions there are apparently some redundancy and inconsistency with the 
notion of A-agreement. Consider a wh-relative like the one in (17): 
(17) The man [ who [ CO [ t left ]I] 
I
Since the example in (17) is grammatical, it rriust be that the abstract complementizer (3 
has features by Spec-head agreement. What this means is that this abstract complemen- 
tizer C may acquire features. Notice that C in (17) can also have features by A- 
agreement with the relative head, whence the redundancy. Consider now a zero-relative 
with a structure like that in (18), with an abstract con~plementizer, as assumed in Rizzi's 
account: 
(18) *The man [ 0 [ C0 [ t left I]] 
u
There does not seem to be anything that prevents A-agreement between the abstract corn- 
plementizer C and the relative he&$. Yet the example is ungrammatical. 
With these issues in mind, let us now explore an alternative in which they do not arise. 
In particular, let us explore an alternative according to which it is not necessary to appeal 
to some abstract or agreeing complementizers in relative clauses, or the notion of A- 
agreement. In~ead ,  I will argue that the grammatical patterns in relative clalises that we 
saw above can be accounted for by implicating theory of predication and Principles of 
Full Interpretation and Last Resort, which as we have seen have independent justifica- 
tion. 
5.4. Predication Theory and Relative Clauses 
In this section, we will discuss some assumptions about the syntax and semantics of 
relative clauses that a syntactic theory needs to make independently of other modules of 
grammar. We will first discuss the semantics and the syntactic representation of 
relativized noun phases, then turn our attention to the internal structure of the relative 
clauses, and the distribution of relative operators. We end this section with a synta-ctic 
constraint on the lexicality of the head of a relative clause. 
5.4.1. The Structure of Relativized Noun Phrases 
There was considerable amount of research devoted to the syntax of relative clauses in 
the early literature on generative grammar. While Chomsky (1965) suggests the D- 
structure of relative clauses as something like that in (19a) (cf, also Smith (1964)), where 
the surface structure is derived by extraposing the clause to the right: 
*Rizzi (1990a: Chapter 2, fn 30) notes that this might in fact be allowed, given that there are dialects tb:at 
allow short subject zero-relatives. Cf. Appendix for some remarks on these Bialeds. 
Stockwell, Schachtea and Partee (1973), and Bartee (1975) argue on semantic grounds 
that the structure in (119b) is to be adopted, whereas Bach and Cooper (1978) claim that a 
compositional semantics can be provided for the structure in (19c). Jackendoff (1977) on 
the other hand suggests the structure on (19d) (cf. also Head-raising analysis suggested in 
Vergnaud (1974) and Schachter (1973)). However, exceg, for the structure in (19b), the 
rest is not compatible with current assumptions about phrase structures and X'-theory. h 
fact, we will see that a variant of the structure in (19c) should be adopted. 
Proposing the DP-analysis of noun phrase according to which noun phrases are 
projections of Ds, Abney (1987) suggests that a relativized noun phrase should have the 
structure as in (22), with the relative clause as a sister to D'~:  
1 
Browning (1988) on the other hand argues for the structure in (21): 
3 ~ b n e y  notes the contrast in (i) and (ii), and claims that the CP relative clause is licensed by determiners 
other than [, AUR] (i.e. possessives): 
(i) a. A/Ihe book that I read 
b. Books that I read 
(ii) MyIJohn's books that I read 
He proposes a variant of the structure in (19a) as the D-structure for the relativized noun phrase in (ia), 
which subsequently exmposes: 
(iii) a. D-strumre: [ the that I read ] book 
b. S-structure: [ the ] book [ that I read ] 
It is not clear h m  his exposition what the precise structure of the D-structure in (iiia) is, and why the 
S-mcture of a relativized noun phrase should be as in (20), which apparently violates X'-theory. 
She presents the grammatical patterning of definite noun phases in relative clauses and 
clefts to support her claim. Browning points out that gaps in relatives appear to be in- 
definite even when the relative heads are definite (the b-examples were attributed to 
Noam Chomsky and the c-examples to Schacliaer (1973)): 
(22) a. *There were the men in the garden. 
b. *John hail the question for the teacher. 
c. *We made the headway on tale problem. 
(23) a. The men that there were in the garden were all diplomats. 
b. The question that Hohn had for the teacher was a difficult one. 
c. The headway that we made on that problem was not sufficient. 
The granunaticality of the sentences in (23) are to be contrasted with the cleft sentences 
in (24): 
(24) a. *It was the men that there were in the garden. 
b. *It was the question that John had for the teacher. 
c. *It was the headway that we made on that problem. 
She claims that the structure in (21) would account for the ungrarnrnaticality of the sen- 
tences in (24). In particular, if a sentence like that in (24a) has a structure like something 
in (25), where 0 is an empty operator, defined in (26) (from Browing (1988)), moving 
h m  its base-position to the Spec of CP: 
(25) *It was [,, [, [,, the men ] [, that [, there were t in the garden I]]] 
1 
(26) An empty category is an operator iff it is in the Spec of CP. 
The antecedent of the empty operator 0 in (25), according to Browning, is the DP rfte 
man, which is fully specified for the feature definite. If the empty operator 0 has the 
same definiteness feature as its antecedent, then the representation in (25) violates the 
definiteness resmction in the existential there environment (Reuland and ter hfeulen 
(1987)), of which the CP in (25) is an instance. 
The subject of a sentence like that in (23a), however, has the structure as in (27), an 
instantiation of the schema in (21): 
(27) [,, [, [, The [, men ] ] 8 [ that [, there were t in the garden I]]] . . . 
f' _1 
The antecedent of the empty operator 0 is an NP (men in (27)), which has no feature 
specification for definiteness; hence, the definiteness restriction in the existential there 
environments is not violated. 
Allthough Browning's argument seems to be correct, she does not make a distinction 
between restrictive relatives and appositive relatives. I now argue that a restrictively 
relativized noun phrase and an appositively relativized noun phme should have the 
m w e s  in (27a) and (27b) respectively: 
(28) a. CDF Do [N, NP [, Oi [ that [, . . . ti . . . I]]]] 
b. [,, DP [, Oi [ that [, . . . ti . . . a] 11 
the CPs in thew cons.tructions are not selected, they are thus adjuncts. In (28a) the rela- 
tive clause is an adjunct to NP, and in (28b) it is an adjunct to DP. 
With a restrictive relative as an adjunct to the NP as in (28a), the absence of the 
defhteness effect in the sentences in (23) is as expected. In the structure for the subject 
of the sentence in (23a), something like that in (29): 
(29) [,, [, The [, [, men ] [, Oi [ that [, there were ti in the garden ]]]]I . . . 
the antecedent of the empty operator is an NP, which has no definiteness feature. There- 
fore, the definiteness restriction in the there-environment is not violated. However, with 
the structure as in (28b) for appositive relatives, we can explain the ungrammaticality of 
the sentence in (30a), whic!~ is not covered in Browning's analysis: 
(30) a. *The men, who there were in the garden, were all diplomats. 
b. [Dp[Dpthemen][Cpwhoi[pthereweretiir%thegarden]]]~ . . .  
As the structure in (306) clearly shows, the antecedent of the wh-operator is the DP the 
men which is fully specified as definite. The definiteness restriction in the 
there-environment is violated here. 
With the structural distincti~n between restrictive and appositive relatives as given in 
(28), we can dso  explain the apparent weak cross-over effect in those constructions, m 
example of which is given in (3;) where the man and his has the same reference: 
(31) a. ?*The man who his mother loves is here. 
b. [, The rNP man ] who [ his mother loves t I]]] is here. 
L d  
The fact that the sentence in (31a) cannot haye an interpretation in which the pronoun his 
is co-referential with thc man can be attributed to some conseraint like Vergnaud's (1974) 
i-withh-i condition or Higginbotham and May's (1981) constraint on referential cb- 
cularity, according to which a noun phrase cannot have the same reference with a noun 
phrase it contains. The DP the man ia (31b) in fact contains the CP containing the 
pronoun his; therefore, the two expressions cannot have the same reference. 
This concludes our discussion of the structure of rdativized noun phrases. Before we 
tum to the internal structure of the relative clause itself, let us consider first the question 
of what semantic interpretation we should ascribe to relative clai~ses, since it has some 
consequences for the theory of the internal structure of relatives. 
5.4.2. Semantics of Relative Clauses 
It is commody assumed in the semantic literature, that relative: clauses are predicates 
or open senlences (Chonlsky (1977)). In the view of Williams (1980), the relative clause 
is said to be predicated of the relative head. Using Church's (1940) lambda-calcullus for 
predicate-abstraction, we can represent the semantic representation for a relative clause 
as an lambda-abstract (cf. Partee (1973), Sag (1976) and Williams (1977)). Thus, a 
(restrictive) relative clause whose surface form as that in (32a), putting aside the deter- 
miners and their semantics here, would have a semantic representation Iikc that in (32d): 
(32) a. manwho Johnsaw 
b. [ man ] = hy(man(y)) 
c. [ who John saw ] = k(John saw z) 
d. [ man who John saw ] = h(hy(man(y))(x) A h(John saw z)(x) ) 
where the h-expressions simply denote properties, with h as the predicate-abstractor, 
some sort of operator. The h-expression in (32b) then denotes the property of being a 
man, and that in (32c) the property of being seen by John. The semantic representation 
of the relativized noun phrase in (32a) would be sornething like that in (32d), which 
denotes the (set-)intersection of the two properties, by the meaning of the logical connec- 
tive A, that is, the property of both being a man and seen by John. 
The semantics of relatives that involve pied-piping is more or less the same as that of 
subject and object relatives, although the relation between it and S-structure syntax is 
much less straighforward, since the two representations do not correspond in a simple 
fashion Pike the case of relativization not involving pied-piping. Consider the example in 
(33), which clearly shows movement of subject at S-structure: 
(33) a. D-structure: man [ John said [ whose parcnts are rich I] 
b. S-structure: man [ whose parents [ John said [ t are rich I]] 
c.  Semantics: Xx((hy(man(y)))(x) A (hz(9ohn said z's parents are rich)(x))) 
In contrast with the h-expression in (I3c) where the variable x corresponds to the S- 
structure wh-phase, that in (33c) does not. In fact, the srariable x co~esgonds to only a 
subpart of the wh-phrase whose parents, namely, whose. h a sense, it is as  if the 
h-expression in (33c) is obtained by moving, at LF, the wh-phrase whose parents back to 
its D-structure position, then whose is extracted to the Spec of CP, something like (34), 
which is an impossible S-structure: 
(34) *man whose [ John said [p rD, t parents ] are rich I]] 
LA 
This is a divergent point between the surface syntax and the LF-syntax. Although the 
divergence is striking, but there seems to be no other way to derive an LF-representation 
that corresponds to the hexpression in a simple way. A similar point can be made for 
relative clauses with PP-pied-piping. In an S-structure representation like that in (35a), 
the meaning of the relative clause is the h-expression given in (35c), which does not 
correspond to its S-stmcture representation in any transparent way: 
(35) a. S-structure: book rep rDP the cover of which ] [, Mary likes t I] 
/C I 
b. LF: book [, whichi [, Mary likes the cover of ti I] 
c. k(Mary  likes the cover of x) 
To attain transparency, we appear to have no other option but ta reconstruct the pied- 
piped DP in its base-position, as in (35b). Thus, we will henceforth assume reconstruc- 
tion for pied-piped constituents (Cf. also section 5.8 for a discussion of agreement in 
relative clauses involving pied-piping). 
5.4.3. The Internal Structure of Relative Clauses 
If we assume the semmtics of relative clauses as sketched in the last section, then one 
natural question that we would like to ask is how the semantics is: connected to the syn- 
tax. In other words, we would want to see what the syntactic form of a relative clause 
should look like, and the relationship between it and the h-expression, which we take to 
be its semantic representation. In this section, we will fast look at the issue of oprator 
movement, and see how the smcture is related to the semantics of relative clauses. We 
then consider the question of where the operators eventually rest in the structure, and of 
the motivation of abstract verb movement to C. 
5.4.3.1. On Relative Operators 
The fact that there are island effects in relative clauses strongly suggests that move- 
ment is involved in these consmctions. In languages like English where Wh-movement 
is obligato~y in (non-echo, non-multiple wh) interrogatives, it is not surprising that 
operators in relative clauses also move. We will see in section 5.7.3 why interrogative 
wh-phases must move, let us consider here the question of why relative operators must 
move. Saf i i  (1986) suggests that the relative head must bind something in C O W  (in his 
term R-binding, binding of the relative pronoun by the relative head): 
(36) R-binding cannot be vacuous in COMP. 
He claims that the condition in (36) can be derived from a stronger constraint: 
(37) Locality Condition on W-binding (LCR) 
If X is locally R-bond, then X is the structurally highest element in COMP. 
The LCR would the require that the relative operator to move the Spec of CP, the highest 
position in the relative clause. 
Insofar as the LCR is unrelated to principles or other components of the grammar in 
any obvious way, it thus appears to be a mere description of the fact that a relative 
operator must c-csrnmmd the rest of the relative clause. In what follows, we will look 
into the possibility of deriving the LCR from semantic grounds. 
Browing (1987) proposes that the movement of relative operators be related to 
predication theory. Specifisoly, she suggests that the reason why relative pronouns, or 
some constituent dominating it, must move to the Spec of CP is due the licensing con- 
ditions for subject-predicate relation, given in (38): 
(38) A subject-predicate relation is licensed if 
a. the subject discharges the external 0-role of the predicate; or 
b. the subject agrees with a chain contained in the predicate. 
where an dgreement chain is taken to be a chain constituted by the wh-operator in [SPEC, 
CP] aid the trace in argument position it binds (cf. also section 5.8): 
To our inmediate concerns here Is the second licensing condition in (38b). Thus, the fact 
that relative operators must move to the highest [SPEC, CP] is to enter into an agreement 
chain. Otherwise, the subject-predicate relation between the NP relative head and the CP 
relative clause would not be licensed. Consequently, failhlg to enter into a predicatirrr, 
relation, the CP would not contribute to the meaning of the representation containing it. 
FI would then by violated. 
Brewing's proposal has some initial appeal in that it particularly relates the semantic 
function of relative clauses to predication theory. However, apart from the problems wid1 
the notion of agreement chain in constructions involving pied-piping (cf. section 5 .S) ,  
there is no obvious reason why an agreement chain should implicate Spec-head agree- 
ment with the C0 (cf. section 5.8 for a possible account of agreement in relative clauses). 
In fact, there is some problematic semantic issue for Safir's proposal as well as 
Browning's in connection with constructions involving pied-piping. On the one h a d ,  
Safii suggests that in the f d i a r  example in (40a): 
(40) a. These reports, the height of the lettering on which 
the government prescribes, are tedious. 
b. These reports, [cow [ whichi [ the height of the lettering on ti ]Ij 11 
Is the govcmmwt prescribes 5 I], are tedious. 
the wh-phrase which is adjoined to the pipe-pied NP (in our terms, a DP) in COW,  as in 
(40b). On the other hand, the licensing condition for subject-predicate relations given in 
(38b) would require that the relative cperator which enter into an agreement chain to 
licensed the relation between the relative head, and the relative clause. Specifically for 
the example in (40), the relative pronoun which must end up in a configuration very 
similar to that in (40b) (cf. section 5.8 for specific mechanism of agreement chain in this 
case): 
(41) These reports, Ep rDp whichi [Dp the height of the lettering on ti ]Ij I] 
[, the government prescribes 5 I], are tedious. 
The problem with the representations in (40b) and (41) is that it is not clear what the 
bracketed S' or CP mean semantically. The h-expression for the modifying relative 
clause in the example in (40a), which we take to be its meaning, is that given in (42): 
(42) k ( t h e  government prescribes the height of the lettering on(x)) 
The representations in (40b) and (41) do not correspond in any straightforward way to the 
h-expression in (42). Compare a more transparent representation with respect to the 
A-expression, which is the result of reconstructing the S-structure pied-pied DP to its 
base-psiti~n: 
(43) . . . i, whichi [, the govenunent prescribes 
IDp the height of the lettering on ti I]] 
The representation in (43) seems to correspond to the hexpression in a very simple man- 
ner, with the S-structure relative pronoun translated as the h-operator and its trace as the 
variable at LF. 
A much more straightforward answer to the question of why relative operators must 
move is readily available by appealing to the mapping between LF-representation and 
semantics. Looking at the h-expressions of sort illustrated in (44a), we see that they have 
the form of operator-variable binding, with h as a sort of ogerator having scope over the 
predicate it abstracts: 
We then should expect the syntactic form of a relative clause to correspond to the 
h-expression in some fashion. It seems natural to assume that it should have an operator- 
varidble binding configuration as well. We might take the relative pronoun as the S- 
structure operator corresponding to the h-operator in the semantic representation, as 
Browning observes. Since the h-operator has scope over the predicate it abstracts, it then 
follows that the relative pronouns must c-command the clause that corresponds to the 
predicate. We can take these two conditions as constraints on the syntactic form of rela- 
tive clauses: 
(45) The syntactic form of a relative clause must: 
a. have an operator-variable binding congfiguration; and 
b. the relative operator must c-command the clause corresponding to 
the predicate over which thc h-operator abstracts. 
Thus, with this syntactic theory of relative clauses, only the representation in (46a) can be 
mapped semantically onto a hexpression like the one in (46d), but not those in (46b) and 
(46b): 
(46) a. The man [ whoj [ John saw ti I] 
b. *The man [ John saw who ] 
c. ''The man [ Bill know [ whoi [ John saw ti I]] 
d. kx(John saw x) 
Only the representation in (46a) has an operator-variable binding configuration, md the 
relative operator c-comandirmg thc clause that corresponds to the predicate over which 
the %-operator abstracts. Hailing to be mapped onto a h-expression (in fact, they me not 
mapped onto anything semantically at all), the bracketed constituents in (46b) and (46c) 
will be uninterpretable, and the representations containing them would be ruled out by H. 
Tlhus, the reason why relative operators must move is to create an representation which 
could then be translated semantically into a h-expression. The difference between rela- 
tive operators and interrogative pron0ur.s would be that while the latter may remain in- 
situ in some cases, the former cannot. This is particularly clear in cases of multiple-wh 
questions: 
(47) a. Who b~ught  what? 
b. John wondered who bought what? 
(48) c,. ?The man [ 0 [ John wondered [ who saw t ]I] 
. - -  
b. '?The man [ who [ John wondered [ who saw t I]] 
. I
The obligatory movement of relative operators explains the less thm the fully acceptable 
status of the examples in (48), a result of mild subjacency violations. 
Before we proceed to discuss the distribution of relative operators, specifically, where 
they move to, let us consider some constructions involving resumptive pronouns in 
(Modern) Hebrew, since they zppear to be prima facie counter-evidence to the claim that 
operator movement must occur. 
5.4.3.2. Relative Operators in Hebrew Relative Clauses 
Besides the possibility of having a gap is argument position, a resumptive pronoun is 
also possible in direct relativization (Borer (1984)), where the older form lashes is also 
possible (but only in the uppermost clause): 
(49) a. Ra'iti ?et ha-yeled she-flasher rina ?ohevet t. 
saw-I ACC the-boy that rina loves 
'I saw the boy that Rina loves.' 
b. Ra'iti ?et ha-yeled she-/?asher rina ?ohevet ?oto. 
saw-1 ACC the-boy that rina loves him 
c. Ra'iti ?et ha-yeled she-/?asher ?oto rina ?ohevet. 
saw-I ACC the-boy that rina him loves 
What is striking is the fact that the aesumptive pronoun ?oto 'him' not only can appear in 
argument position as in (49b), it can also show up in a non-argument position (which is in 
C O W  according Borer (1984). It appears that it can only be an IP-adjoined position in 
current view of clause structure if she-/?usher is in C), as in (49c). Thus, if we take the 
resumptive pronoun as the counterpart of wh-relative pronouns irl English (cf. the discus- 
sion of Borer's scggestion that the resumptive pronouns are operators below), then the 
examples in (49b) and (49c) would contradict the conditions on the syntactic form of 
relative clauses in (45b). 
It turns out that the distribution of resumptive pronouns in Hebrew can be given an 
analysis according to which they are not operators, but simply are pronominal elements 
base-generated in argument positions and subsequently fronted, independently of move- 
ment. In sentences like those in (50), the pronoun ?oto 'him' can appear in the same 
I 
positions as in (49b) and (49c): 
(SO) a. ?arnarti le-kobi she-rina ?ohevet ?oto. 
said-I to-Kobi that-Rina loves him 
'I told Kobi that Rina loves him. ' 
b. ?ammi le-kobi she-?oto rina 'lohevet. 
said-I to-Kobi that-him Rina loves 
'I told Kobi that it is him that h a  loves.' 
The structure of relative clauses with a resumptive pronoun thus would be as something 
like (51), with shel?asher as a CO: 
That is, the relative operator is base-generated in the Spec of CP, binding the pronoun in 
argument position4. No operator movement is involved in constructions with rcsurnptivo 
pronouns (Borer (1984)). In cases where the pronoun is not in its base-position a; in 
(49bj, we can assume that it has been fronted by whatever process that is responsible for 
the possibility in (50b) as well as that in (S2b), independently of Wh-movement: 
(52) a. ?ammi le-kobi she-shalaxti ?eleyhem ?et david. 
said-I to-Kobi that send-I to-them ACC David 
'I told Kobi that I send David to them. ' 
b. ?amarti le-kobi she-?et david shalaxti ?eleyhem. 
said-I to-Kobi that send-I ACC David to-them 
'I told Kobi that it is David that I send to them.' 
That there is an empty operator in a non-argument position is further evidenced by 
constructions involving parasitic gaps. The contrast observed in the pair of English ex- 
amples in (53) is also detectable in Hebrew to some extent: 
(53) a. Which paper did you file without reading? 
% structure in (51) is a variant of the suggestion in Sells (!984), who suggests that she is actually the 
operator binding in the pronoun. 'Ibe prob!em with this idea is that more tban one she can appear in 
relative clauses with embedded clallses (Borer (1984)): 
(i) ra?iti ?et h-yeled she-/?asher ddya makira let ha-?isha she-7ohevet ?oto. 
saw-I ACC the-boy that Dalya knows ACC the woman that loves bim 
'I 3aw the boy that Dalya knows the woman who loves him.' 
If the topmost she is an operator, then we would have to assume that that in the lower clause is something 
else. 
b. *I filed every paper without reading. 
(54) a. Eyze ma'amar tiyakta bli likro? 
which paper filed-you without read 
'Which paper did you file without reading?' 
b. *Tiyakti kol ma'amar bli likro. 
filed3 every paper without read 
'I filed every paper without reading.' 
Cllomsky (1982) suggests that parasitic gaps must be licensed at S-structure by a trace 
that does not c-cornand it, and the structure of the example in (53a) would be as in 
(55a): 
(55) a. [, Which paperi [ did [, you file ti 
i0 Oj [ without [, PRO reading t,. I]]]]] 
b. *I filed every paper [m Oi [ without rip PRO reading 5 I] 1 
That is, the licensing gap is locally bound by the ftonted wh-phrase, and the parasitic gap 
is locally bound by an empty operator. The ungrammaticality of the sentence in (53b) is 
explained by the fact that the quantifier every paper does not raise until LF. There would 
thus be no licensing gap for the parasitic gap at S-structure. In a similar manner, the 
structures of the examples in (54) would be those in (56) (categorial labels are irrelevant 
here, and are omitted): 
(56) a. Eyze ma'amar, tiyakta ti [ 0, [ bli 16x0 ti I] 
b. *Tiyakti kol ma'amar [ 0, [ bli likro 5 I] 
The w~grammaticality ~f the example in (56b) would have the same explanation as that 
for (55b). Consider now the structure for a relativized nouil phrase in (57): 
(57) The paper [, Oi [ that [, you fied ti [, Oj [ without [, PRO reading 5 I]]]]] 
The grarnrm\atizality of the example in (57) with a parasitic gap thus suggests that there 
must be a licensing gap, and that the licensing gap is locally bound by an operator, as 
indicated in the structure in (57). The Hebrew counterpart of this example h~ (57) is also 
acceptable, with a resumptive pronoun as the licensing gap5: 
Q 
(58) a. Hama'amx she-tiyakta ?oto bli likro? 
the-paper that filed-I it without read it 
'The paper that I fded without reading' 
b. Harna'arnar [ 0, [ she-tiyakta ?otoi [ Oj [ bli likro 5) 11 11 
Since the parasitic gap is possible, it must then be the case that it is licensed by a gap that 
is locally bound by an operator, as the structure in (58b) shows. The relevant point here is 
that in constructions involving a resumptive pronoun, there is two operatons, one locally 
binding the licensing gap, ,and one locally binding the parasitic gag. 
Y 
On the basis of facts about inversion, Borer (1984) argues that the resumptive pronoun 
is a @roaoun) operator. She points out that when a resurnptive is fronted to a pre-IP 
position, the subject and the verb may optionally appear in the opposite order. The 
resumptive pronoun ?or0 "him' is fronted to the most deeply embedded clause in the ex- 
amples in (5Yb) [59c), and to the intermediate clause in (59d)-(59e): 
(59) a. Ha-?ish she-/?asher xma ?amra shedalya ma?&a she-kobi pagash ?oto 
the-man that Xana said that-Dalya believes that Kohi met him 
'The man that Xana said that Dalya believes that Kobi met' 
b. Ha-?ish she-Dasher xana ?amra 
the-man that Xana said 
shedalya ma?amlna she-?otoi kobi pagash ti 
that-him Dalya believes that-him Kobi met 
c. Ha-?ish she-/?asher xana ?arnra shedalya ma?arnina 
the-man that Xana said 
she-?otoi gagash kobi ti 
that-him Dalya believes that-him rnet Kobi 
%I (58), it is also possible to have a trace instead of a resumptive pronoun as the licensing ga, and a 
resumptive pronoun instead of a trace as the parasitic gap. 
d. Ha-?ish she-flasher xana ?amra 
the-man that Xana said 
she-?otoi dalya ma?arnina she-kobi pagash ti 
that-him Dalya believes that Kobi inet 
e. Ha-?ish she-flasher xana ?mua 
the-man that Xana said 
she-?otoi ma?amina dalya she-kobi pagash ti 
that-him believes Dalya th?t Kobi met 
More crucially is the fact that in the topmost CP, inversion may occur without the 
presence of the resumptive pronoun: 
(60) a. Ha-?ish she/-?asher ?otoi xana ?ama 
the-man that-him Xana said 
sheddy a ma?arnina she-kobi pagash t; 
that Dalya believes that Kobi met 
b. Ha-?ish she/-?asher ?otoi ?arnra xana 
the-man that-him said Xana 
she-dlalya ma?amina she-kobi pagash ti 
that-Dalya believes that Kobi met 
c. Ha-?isR she/-?asher ?amra xana 
the-man that-him said Xana 
shedalys na?amina she-kobi pagash t 
that-Dalya i~l ieves that Kobi met 
Borer argues that the inversion is possible only if it is triggered by the presence of the 
resumptive pronoun functioning as an operator, and that casss like (60c) are instances 
where the resurnptive has been fronted, as in (60a), triggering inversion as in (60b), and 
then deleted at PF. m e  trace of the fronted pronoun would still be bound at LF). If her 
contention is correct, then we would have counter-evidence to the claim that relative 
operators may not stay in their base-position, and that they do not move part-way (cf. 
section 3.2.2.2 on West Flemish die). 
However, it seems that inversion facts can be accommodated in the analysis I sug- 
gested, with an empty operator base-generated in [SPEC, CY]. Inversion can be assumed 
to be triggered by the presence of the fronted resumptive pronoun, just like Borer sug- 
gests, but without the assumption that the resumptive pronoun is ,m operator. Ln fact, 
there is some evidence showing that inversion has nothing to do with operator movement. 
The grarnmaticality of the declarative sentences in (6ib) and (61c) shows that inversion 
may occur without operzor movement: 
(61) a. ?arie taraf yeled ?em01 be-gan ha-xayot. 
lion devoured boy yesterday in-the-zoo 
'A lion devoured a boy 5 sterday in the zoo.' 
b. ?etmol be-gan ha-xayot taraf ?arye yeled 
yesterday in-the-zee devoured lion boy 
c. ?et ha-yeled taaf  ha-?arie ?etmol be-gan ha-xayot 
ACC the-boy devoured the-lion yesterday in-the-zoo 
Moreoever, thrit there is no (overt or abstract) operator movement involved in relative 
clauses with a resumptive pronoun is further supported by the fact that pronoun frontbg 
obeys subjacency: 
(62) a. Ze ha-sefer she-/?asher ra?iti /et ha-?ish she-/?asher katav ?oto. 
this the-book that saw-I ACC the man that wrate it 
'This is the book that I saw the man who wrote it.' 
5. *Ze ha-sefer she-/?asher ?otoi ra?iti ?et ha-?ish she-/?asher katav ti. 
this the-book that it saw-I ACC the man that wrote 
Thus, if resumptive pronouns are operators, then we should expect the examl~le in (62a) 
to be impossible, contrary to fact. Therefore, facts about Hebrew relative clauses and 
inversion do not constitute counter-evidence to the claim that relative operators may not 
stay in-situ and that they may not move part-way. 
There are some issues that it is not clear how they are to be resolved, however. Al- 
though the data on English relativc clauses suggest that some sort of operator movement 
is involved in these constructions, but it is very unclear why it must occur at S-structure, 
If the function of operator movement is related to predication theory, a reasor-\ble place 
that we would expect it to occur would be at LF. Yet, the facts seem to indicate that it i:; 
not. The data in Hebrew also suggest that operator-variable binding relations in relrrtive 
clauses must be established at S-structure, even though there is an option of having no 
operator movement in this language. Again, it is not clear why it may not be established 
at LF. Another issue is that the parametric difference between English and Hebrew. 
Why is the option of having a resumptiv:: pronoun onloy marginally possible in English? 
For our concerns of proper government in relative cldwes, however, it is inmaterial 
whether the rno\f~menr is at S-structure or at LF. The trace left behind by rnovenlent at 
S-structure car at LP is subject to the ECP in any cvent. We now turn to the distribution 
of relative operators, since it is not immediately cleax where the empty operator moves to 
in zero-relatives, given that it has no phonetic matrix. 
5-4.3.3. The r)istrib~tion of Wh-operators 
In interrogatives, it seems clear that we have motivation for assuming that wh-phrases 
occur at §-structure either in the base-position or in the Spec sf CP (except of course they 
may move to [SPEC, IP] for Case reasons), namely, they induce tvh-island effect. If we 
adopt the idea that wh-movement is successive-cyclic through the Specs of CRs 
(Chornsky (1973, 1977)), then the contrast in (63) is expected. Whereas there is an es- 
cape hatch in (63a) for movement of the wh-phrase who, no such position is available in1 
(63b). 
(63) a. [, Who [ do you think [ t [ that [ Bill saw t ]]]]]? 6 *A L -I 
at [ do you wonder [- where [ John saw t ]]I]? 
I
h relative clauses, the effect is more indirect. Extracti.on out of relative clauses is 
impossible because of Huang's (1982) CED. It is therefore not possible to show that the 
relative pronoun lands in the Spec of CP as its final resting place, and thus occupies the 
escape hatch for extraction of other wh-phrase. That is, the ungrmunaticality of the cx- 
ample in (64) can be ruled out independently by the CED: 
7----7 
(64) *What do you know the place [, where [ John bought t t I] 
2
Since the ungratrmaticality of (64) is more severe than a weak subjacency violation, as 
that in (65): 
4 I (65) ??What did you wonder E, where { John bought t t I] 
R. I 
Hence, we cannot appeal to subjacency to rule out the exmple in (164). 
For sure, wh-operators move through the Specs of CPs. In fact, if we assume that they 
may stay there, tke wh-island effects can thus be accounted for: 
* 1 
(66) a. *?The man [, who [ John wondered [, where [ John saw t t I]]] 
4- I 
71
b. *?The book [, which [ John asked Mary CCp who [ John gave t t I]]] 
R. I 
In this respect, wh-phrases in general, whether they appear in interrogatives or relative 
clauses, can be taken to occur in Specs of CPs in addition to their base-positions (we will 
slightly m o w  this in section 5.7.3), and there appears to be no particular reason why we 
should assume that they can occur in other gssi.tions. 
5.4.3.4. The Distribution of Empty Operators 
In thut-relatives, however, there are no overt relztive pronouns. If we adopt an 
analysis of relative clauses along ths lines of Chomsky (1997, 1982) where there is an 
empty operator moving from the base-position, then we can take empty operators as the 
null counterparts of the over: wh-operators, except that, in English, unlike overt 
wh-operators, empty operators can appear in the Spec of CP headed by the complemen- 
tizer cchat (cf. Chomsky and Lasnik (1977) Doubly-filled C O W  Filter). This is il- 
lustrated in (67): 
(67) a. *The man [, who [ that [ John saw t I] 
1 
b. The man [, 2 [ that [ John saw t ]] 
I 
According to our assumption about the relation between the syntactic form of a relative 
clause and the h-expression to which it is mapped onto, the bracketed CP in (67b) is 
well-formed. It has an operator-variable binding configuration in which the relative 
operator c-commands the clause corresponding to the predicate over which the h-operator 
abstracts, given in (67c). 
The original motivation for positing movement of empty operators is to account for 
island effects exhibited in constructions without overt operators (Chomslxy (1977)), as the 
grammatical contrast in (68) shows: 
(68 j a. This book, [, 0 [ John likes t I] 
u rn 
b. ??This book, E, [ J o h  wondered [, who [ Bill said [ t likes t I]]]] 
I 
A subjacency violation occurs in the example in (68b), since the escape hntch [SPEC, 
CP] in the intermediate clause in (68b) occupied by a wh-phrase prevents the empty 
operator from making a transition. The same effect is observed in relative clnuses: 
(69) a. The book [, 0 [ that [ J o h  likes t I]] 
L d,----l 
b. ??The book [, 0 [ that [ John wondered [, who [ Bill said [ t likes t ]I]]]] 
Jf 1 
The same reason explaining the ungrarnmaticality of the example in (68b) can also be 
given for the example in (69b). That is, empty operators behave like overt wh-operators 
in that they also move through the Spec of CP. However, it is much less clear where the 
empty operators land eventually. Since they are phoneticdly null, direct evidence for the 
landing site is very difficult to obtain, 
Notice that the other knction of the empty operators is that they serve to create a 
syntactically legitimate relative clause, which is later mapped onto a semantic represen- 
tation, a x-expression. More specifically, the function of empty operators in these con- 
structions is then to create an operator-variable binding configuration, very much like that 
of quantifiers. If this is so, then it seems natural to assimilate the syntax of empty 
operators to thar of quantifiers with respect to the landing site. That is, both empty 
operators and quantifiers are licensed in an IP-adjoined position: 
(70) a. John saw everyone. 
b. LF: [, everyonei [, John saw ti I] 
(71) a. The man John saw 
b. LF: The man [, Oi [, John saw ti I] 
As far as syntactic theory of relative clauses is concerned, the IP in (70b) is well-formed. 
It has an operator-variable binding configuration with the relative operator c- 
commanding the clause corresponding to the predicate over which h-operator abstracts 
(cf. (64c)). It seems that no principles or conshints in the grammar are vioiated under 
the assumption that the relative clause in (71b) is an IP; nor are there principles and con- 
straints requiring that it be a CP (with an empty head-position). That is, in the general 
case, without further stipulation, either an IP or CP with an empty head-position may be a 
legitimate form of a relative clause: 
If we assume some version of the Principle of Economy of Representation along the 
lines in (73): 
(73) If two representations have the same surface form, and serve the same function, 
then the representation that has fewer categorial projections is to be chosen 
as syntactic representatior~ serving that function. 
The principle in (73) would thus require that the representation in (7%) be chosen over 
that in (72a) as the representation of an NB modified by a relative clause with no overt 
complernentizer. This is because both representations have the same surface form that 
conform tc syntactic theory of relative clauses, and both can serve the same function, 
namely, to create a semantic predicate. They both have an operator-variable binding con- 
figuration with the relative operator c-commanding the clause corresponding to the predi- 
cate over which the 1-operator abstracts. They can thus napped onto the same 
h-expression. 
However, the representation in (72b) is more economical than that in (72a). Whereas 
the representation in (72b) has two segments of a single P-projection, that in (72a) has a 
CP-projection in addition to the IP-projection. If this is correct, then the ungramaticd 
. . 
example (70a) cannot have as the modifying relative clause a CP with an empty head- 
position, with an empty operator subsequently moving from the Spec of IP to the Spec of 
CP, as indicated in (70a). The relative clause must insread be an IP with the empty 
operator adjoining to IP. 
With the possibility that an empty operator may adjoin to IP, we might wonder if the 
IP in the example in (74a) is just as well-formed as that in the example in (74b): 
(74) a. The man [, that [, 0 [I, t saw John 113 
b. Theman [, [ h a t  [, t saw John I]] 
1 
c.  hx(x saw John) 
Recall from section 1.6.2 that a predication relation holds of two constituents only if a 
mutual c-command relation holds. What tliat means is that the CP is the predicate predi- 
cated of the relative head man, not the IP. The CP c-command the relative head, but the 
P does not. The CP in (74a) does not have the requisite form of a relative clause, 
however. Although it has an operator-variable binding configl~ration, the relative 
operator does not c-command the clause corresponding to the predicate over which the 
k-operator abstracts. On the contrary, the CP in (74b) has both of these requirement. 
Hence, it is a syntactically well-formed relative clause. 
5.4.3.5. The Predicate Principle 
In a wh-relative like the one in (75), there is no overt lexical item in the head position 
of the CP. It is not unreasonable to assume that there is simply nothing filling that posi- 
tion, indicated as 9s in the representation: 
(75) The man [, who [ e [, John saw t I]] 
I 
Compare the CP in in (75) with the one in (68), which is a complement clause: 
(76) Mary wondered [m who [ e [, John saw t I]] 
L I 
With respect to X'-theory, a CP with like the embedded clause in (76) is well-formed,. 
since lexical insertion is generally assumed to be optional. A sentence like the one in 
(77) is ruled out as ungrammatical by general principles and constraints of the g r m a r :  
(77) *Bill must [, e a book 
The sentence is impossible since it violates the Theta-Criterion. The subject Bill and the 
object a book do not Rave a 0-role, even though X'-theoretically, the structure is well- 
formed. 
Carrying over the sane lines of reasoning, a relative clause with an empty head- 
position as that in (75) should also conform to the X'-schemata, just like its counterpart in 
(76). This would mean that rhe predicate predicated of the relative h2ad man has an 
empty head. Now, suppose Kayne (1982) is correct in that there is a connection between 
verbs and predicates on the one hand, and between nouns and arguments on the other, 
and that there is some truth to Holmberg's (1986) and Taraldsen's (1986a) idea that 
predicates must be a projection headed by a [+V] category. In other words, there is some 
principle along the lines of (78) (from Holmberg (1986))~: 
(78) The Predicat;! Principle: 
A predicr.te must be headed by [+V] head. 
In fact, when we look at typical predicates like verbs and adjectives, they all have a [+V] 
head. Thus, if we adopt the Predicste Principle, then there must be abstract verb move- 
ment in the CP in (75), to provide the projection with a [+V] category and turn the CP 
into a predicate: 
(79) The man [cp whoi [ saw rIP John t ti I]] 
'I' 1 
If abstract verb movement does not occur, and the S-structure representation in (75) stays, 
as it is at LF, then the CP would fail to be a predicated of anything. Since it does not 
contribute to the semantics sf  the example in some other way; therefore, it would make 
no contribution to the semantic.: t;? the example. Neither can it delete, since it contains 
semantically ~ i ~ c a i n t  lexical items. The CP would then be superfluous, and be ruled 
out by FI. If this is correct, then we have independent reason to assume abstract verb 
movement to C in relative clauses, which has consequences for theory of proper govern- 
ment as we will see in section 5.5. 
Let us now return to the example in (759, repeated here as (80a), and its S-structure, 
LF and semantic representations as given in (Bob-c): 
(80) a. The man who saw John 
r 7  
b. S-structure: The man [, who [ [, t t [, I+saw John I]] 
_I 
'%t seems that we have to generalize the Predkate Principle to cover cases of predicate nominals like (i): 
(i) John is a man. 
I will not pursue the matter further here. 
c. LF: The nian L, whoi [ [, ti saw. [, t John I]]] 
d. Semantics: k ( x  saw John) 
Before the finite verb moves to C ,  there is simply no [+Vg head. The CB-adjunct in thus 
fails to to function as a predicate. But what about the IP which has %e verb in INFL, the 
head-position of the IP? Can it function as a predicate at LLF? The a~swer  is no. This is 
because it does not have the syntactic form of a predicate. In particular, it does not have 
a configuration of operator-variable binding. The wh-operator is outside the P. In ad- 
dition, the theory of predication requires that a mutual c-command relation hold in a 
subject-predicate relation. In (80), the IP does not c-command the relative head man, 
hence the subjectpredicate relation does not hold between the two. In short, both the CP 
and the IP in (80) cannot function as predica:es. Failing to be predicated of anything, 
both the CP and %P would fail to have an appropriate interpretation. Again, we certainly 
cannot just delete them since they contain lexical categories with semantic content and 
syntactic features. The resulting structure in (80c) thus violates FI. 
The only way for the structure in (80c) to be well-formed is to have the fmite verb 
move to the empty head-position of the CP at LF, providing it with a [+V] head as in 
(8 1 a): 
(81) LF: The man [, whoi [ saw TP ti t John I11 
A' t 
The CP can now function as a predicate: it has a [+V] head, a configuration of operator- 
varis5le binding, and the relative operator c-commands the clause corresponding to the 
predicate over which the h-operator abstracts. 
Notice that the LF-representation in (79), a case of object relativizatisn, and that in 
(81), a case of subject relativization, are very similar. However, the indices indicating 
the relationships between the extraction sites and the lmding sites clearly show hat  they 
are in fact different rqresentations. 
5.5. Head-government in Relative Clauses 
With r theory s f  predication as discussed in the last section, we are now ready to give 
an account of the grammatical patterns exhibited in constructions involving short subject 
extraction in relative clauses. 
Consider h t  operator-rnovcment in a relative clause like that in (82a): 
(82) a. %he man who saw John 
b. The man [m who [ [, t t [, Issaw John ] J] 
A I 
c. LF verb-movement to I: The man I, whoi [ [, ti saw [, t John I]]] 
I
d. LF verb-movement to C: The man I, whoi [ saw [, ti t J o h  I]] 
u
e. Semantics: k ( x  saw John) 
By predication theory, the wh-operator must move to [SPEC, CP] at S-structure. Con- 
sider next verb movement. Recall that II\TFL lowers to V in a language like English. 
Therefore, the S-structure representation of a relativized noun phrase like the one in (82a) 
would be something like (82b). At EF, in order to eliminate the illegitimate chain (tI, 
I+saw) created by I-lowering, the V+I complex must raise back to INFL, as in (82c). 
Again, by predication theory according to which the head of the relative clause must be 
lexically filled, verb move~ner.: to C must take place, as in (82d). The CP would then be 
a syntactically well-formed predicate. It has a configuration of operator-variable binding 
with an operator c-cornmanding the clause corresprmding to the predicate over which the 
h-operator abstracts, which is given in (82e). In additioi~, the CP has a lexically filled 
head, namely, the finite verb saw. It is clear from the representation in (82d) that the 
subject trace t in (Cl) is now head-governed by the finite verb saw in C. In addition, it is 
also antecedent-governed by the wh-operator who, the ECP is thus satisfied. Let us now 
consider head-government in zeros-relatives. 
Before turning for the structure of zero-relatives, let us first see what issues in theory 
of proper government are involved with respect to the distribution of overt wh- and 
empty operators, if we were to assume that empty operators are simply like wh-operators 
except for the phonetic matrix. 
If empty ojserators behave exactly like overt wh-operators, then the structures involv- 
ing these two operators would be exactly the same. We would then have no reason to 
expect a grammatical contrast between the example in (83) and that in (84): 
(83) a. S-structure: The man Ep who [ 0 Ip t saw John I]] 
4' 1 
b. LF verb-movement: The man [, whoi [ saw [, ti t John I]] 
1
(84) a. S-structure: The man [cP 0 [ 0 Ep t saw John I]] 
4- ! 
b. LF verb-movement: The man [, Oi [ saw [, ti t John I]] 
JL--J 
The LF-representation in (84b) should be just as well-formed as that in (83k;. On the one 
hand, we cannot really claim that it is the intrinsic nature of the operators that is respon- 
sible for the grammatical difference. Specifically, we cannot claim that the overt 
operators can, but the empty operators cannot, transfer their features or indices to the 
finite verb in the C position, thus turning the verb into a proper governor. We have seen 
why such an analysis would not work in section 5.3. On the other hand, the LF- 
representation in (61d) for the grammatical example (61a) is exactly like that in (84b). It 
is simp?,v contradictory to assume the same LF-representation for two surface forms that 
have different grammatical status: that in (61a) is good, but the one in (84b) is bad. 
The theory of predication that we outline in the last section now comes into play. Ac- 
cording to the conclusion that we reached there regarding the distribution of operators in 
relative clauses, the legitimate structure for the example in (84a), repeated as in (85a), 
must be as in (85b), not as in (84b): 
(85) a. *The man saw John n 
b. §-structure: The man [, 0 [, t t [, I+saw John J]] 
1
c. No verb movement to C at LF: The man [p Oi [, ti saw [, t John 315 
L I  
d. k(John saw x j  
That is, the empty operator is licensed in an IP-adjoined position (in addition to the Spec 
of the complementizer that). At LF, the finite verb saw must raise back to L I E  for the 
f d i a r  two reasons: (i) to eliminate the illegitimate chain (t,, I-tsaw) created by I- 
lowering at S-structure; and (ii) to provide a lexical head for the IP relative clause to 
function semantically as a predicate. Again, as far as theory of predication is concerned, 
the IP in (8%) is a legitimate syntactic structure for a predicate. It has an operator- 
variable binding configuration with the relative operator c-commanding the clause that 
corresponds to the predicate over which the A-operator sbstracts. The I3P also has a [+V] 
head, namely, the finite verb in INFL, the head of the .P. 
However, with respect to theory of proper government, the subjest trace is not 
properly governed. Although it is antecedent-governed by the empty operator ia7 the IP- 
adjoined position, there is no head-governor around to head-govern it. The reason is that 
there is simply no head-position for the verb to raise to. It is noteworthy that the Prin- 
ciple of' Last Resort would also prevent verb movement in (85), had it been possible for it 
to adjoin to a maximal projection (cf. Kayne (1990)). In the representation given in in 
(85c), every LF-object is already legitimate. We have a well-formed semantic predicate 
( i s .  the relative clause), and a well-formed operator-variable chain. Hence, no changes 
in the representation is allowed. 
In any event, one way or another, either because there is no head-position, or because 
no movement is allowed, the representation in (85c) with the verb in WFL would not 
properly head-govern the subject trace, violating the ECP. Again, it seems that the con- 
junctive formd3~ion of proper government gives the correct result, but the disjunctive 
formulation would incorrectly predict that the LF-representation in (85c) is well-formed. 
Head-government is not required in the latter fonnulatioa if antecedent-govenunent ob- 
tains. 
Recall our assumption that complementizers like that are expletives. Thus, they must 
be removed in accordance with Fl. Since that in English bears no $-features, it can 
delete. After operator movement and verb movement at S-structure analogous to the case 
of wh-relatives discussed in the last section, an S-structure representation obtains as in 
(86b) for a that-relative like the one in (8th): 
(86) a. The man that saw John 
b. S-structure: The man [, O [ that [, t saw John I]] 
u
c. LF-deletion: The man ICp Oi [0 [* tisaw John I]] 
d. LF verb-movement to C: The man [cp Oi [ saw [p ti t John I]] 
u
e. Semantics: hx(x  saw John) 
At LF, that deletes, as in (86~).  The fmite verb saw, now in INm, must .;love up to the 
vacated C position, to provide the CP with a [+V] head. The CP in (86d) is a syntac- 
tically well-formed predicate according to theory of predication. Just like the case in 
(82d), the CP in (86d) has a operator-variable binding configuration, and the relative 
operatcr c-comands the clause corresponding to the predicate over which the h-operator 
abstracts, given in (86e). In addition, the CP has a lexically filled head. With the finite 
verb saw in the C position, we have the desirable consequence in that the subject trace is 
now head-governed. It is also antecedent-governed by the empty operator 0, and the 
ECP is thus satisfied, the correct result. 
5.6. The That-Trace Effect versus the Anti-That-Trace Effect 
It has long been noticed since at least Chomsky and Lasnik (1977) that thz gram- 
maticalities of the titat-trace sequence in relative clauses and compiement clauses are dif- 
ferent. It is good in relatives (the anti-that-trace effect), but bad In complements (the 
that-trace effect): 
(87) a. The man [m 0 [ that [, r lei% I]] 
4 I 
b. *Who do you think [, [ that [, t left ] 11 
4- 1 
What is all the more interesting is that the absence of the complementizer that is good in 
complements, but bad in relatives: 
(88) a. Who do you think t left I] 
L I
b. *The man [, 0 t left I] 
t
In section 5.5.3, we saw why the the example in (87a) is grammatical. The fact that the 
example in (88b) is impossible was explained in section 5.5.2. In this section, we will 
discuss the issue whether the complementizer that in these two constructions are one and 
the same, and consider some proposals and examine some of the issues involved in light 
of recent development in linguistic theory. I will argue th2.t the most satisfactory account 
of the grammatical difference in the that-trace effect and the anti-that-trace effect is in 
terms of motivation for verb movement. Whereas there is motivation for abstract verb 
movement to C in relatives, as we saw in the previous several seztions, the Principle of 
Last Resort would prevent verb movement in complements. 
5.6.1. The That-Trace Filter 
Chomsky and Lasnik (1977) suggest that a That-trace Filter, given in (89), though 
applicable to rule out a that-trace sequence in a complement clause like that in (87b), 
includes conditions that specifically prevent the filter from applying to the that-trace se- 
quence in a relative clause like that in (89a): 
(89) The that-trace Filter 
*[, that [, e ] ... 1 
Unless S' or its trace is in the context [Np I\JP - . . . ] 
The intuition behind the unless-clause of the that-trace filter is to treat the that-trace se- 
quence in relative clauses differently from that in con~plement clauses, even though su- 
gerfkially, they have an almost identical structure (the rclevam portion of the structrires 
is of course the bracketed S' (=CP). The structure in (87b) has a trace, whereas the one in 
(87a) has an empty operator in the Spec of CP. 
Besides the fact that empirically that the that-trace Filter would incorrectly disallow 
the grammatical example in (90), as Koopman (1981, 1983e) points out: 
o [ did [p John see t 111 
i 
Chomsky (1980, 1981) argues that filters of the sort given in (89) is stipulativc and ad 
hoc, which should be eliminated from the grammar. We should also note here that the 
exploitation of the difference between a trace and an empty operator in the Spec of the 
complementizcr that is simply a variant of the falter, namely, a restatement of the fact. h 
what follows, we will discuss several possibilities of accounting for the that-effect in 
complement clauses, and the anti-that-trace effect in relative clauses, without appealing 
filters. 
The first possibility is &st the complernentizer that in relative cla~ses and that in the 
complement clauses are not the same entity. There are various ways we can make the 
difference precise. For instance, we might say that the complementizer in relative clauses 
is a proper governor, but that in complement clauses is not. We certainly should not rule 
out this possibility out of hand, but if they are different entities, then it would seem to be 
pure co-incident that both of them have the same phonetic matrix, and occupy the same 
position, namely, the head-position of the CP. In addition, there seems to be no inde- 
pendent way to justify the claim that the complemeiltizer that in relative clauses differs 
from that in complement clauses, since they differ in exactly m e  respect: head- 
govement.  For this reason, we will not explore and comment further on this possibility. 
Instead, we will consider some other alternatives according to which the complementizer 
that is one and the same in both complements and relatives. 
5.6.2. Minimality in Relative Clauses 
We have discussed the Minirnality approach to the that-trace effect in section 4.2. 
Apart from the problems pointed out there, this approach cannot be made to work for the 
anti-that-trace effect in relative clauses. Under this approach, the ungrammaticdity of 
the that-trace effect is attributed to the failure of antecedent-government of the subject 
trace in [SPEC, IP] by the intermediate trace in [SPEC, CP]. Since the same relationship 
obtains in a that-trace sequence in relative clauses, Minimality would also rule out, incor- 
rectly, the grammatical anti-that-trace effect. 
5.6.3. Relative That as an Agreeing Coi.~mplernentizer 
A slightly different alternative, which we might term the agreeirig complementizer ap- 
proach, is that there are some hteractions among the complementizer that and the co- 
occurring elements in relatives, but the interactions are lacking in complements, in such a 
way that the complementizer that in relative clauses, but not the one in complement 
clauses, acquires some agreement features. As a result, proper government sf the 
original trace in argument position obtains in relative clauses, but not in compleme~mt 
clauses. The issue now is what precisely are the interactions, and to the extent that the 
ungrammaticality ~f short subject extraction in zero-relatives has some bearing on the 
ECP, how the connection between these interactions and theory of proper government is 
to be drawn. 
One possibility that immediately comes to mind is Pesetsky's (1982) COW- 
contraction Rule for that-relatives. Let us first remind ourselves of his account of the 
lack of the that-trace effect in relatives. According to Pesetsky, the form of the C O W -  
contraction rule is in (91): 
The rule in (91) has two effects. First, it copies the index of the wh-phrase onto the 
complementizer. Second, it eliminates the wh-phrase. As a result, the compleme~ltizer 
will c-command everything dominated by COMP, since C O W  is not branching in this 
case. 
In Pesetsky's (1982) account, the that-trace effect is subsumed under Chomsky's 
(1980) Nominative Island Constraint (MC), which says that nominative-marked traces 
must be bound in S' (=CP). Thus, the example in (D2) is ungrammatical because the 
nominative trace in the embedded clause is not bound within the embedded CP. In the 
earlier view of clause structure with only one position for both complementizers and 
wh-phrases, namely, COMP, the structure of (D2) would be something like (92): 
(92) *Who do you think [,t t that ] [, t left I]? 
I U  
Since with the trace in C O W ,  the structure in (92) does not meet the structural descrip- 
tion of the COMP-contraction Rule, no index-copying occurs. The trace in the bralckin-g 
COMP in (92) does not c-command the original trace in argument position (Kayne 
(198 1 b)); therefore, the former fails to bind the latter. m e  NIC is thus violated. 
Iiowever, in an example like that in (93a) where a wh-phrase moves to C O W ,  the 
COMP-contraction Rule ap?lies, copying the index of the wh-phrase onto the corn- 
plementizer. The example in (D3) would have the representation as in (Y3b) &er the 
application of the COW-contraction Rule: 
(93) a. Wh-movement: The man [ , I  [,,, whoi that ] is ti liked spinach I] 
b. COMP-contraction Rule applies: 
The man [,t [,,, thati 4 [, ri liked spinach I] 
[+NOM] 
The example in (93b) is grammatical is because the subject trace is bound by the corn- 
plementizer that by virtue of being c-commanded by the complementizer with the same 
index7. 
Notice that the formulation of the COMP-contraction Rule explicitly mentions the 
presence of a wh-phrase in its structural description. It thus can distinguish the that-trace 
sequence in complement clauses from that in relative clauses. We thus need not assume 
that the complementizer in relatives and complenients are different entities. The gram- 
matical difference between the two cases is to be accounted for in the way the C O W -  
Contract Rule works. 
To make the COMP-contract Rule compatible with current theoretical assumptions, 
especially, under the current view of clause structure according to which there are two 
different positions for complementhers and wh-phrases, some adjustments are called for. 
One possibility is along lines of Lasnik and Saito's (1989). Instead of the C O W -  
contraction Rule as stated in (91), we have Spec-head agreement in CP. That is, when an 
 he binding of the trace by the complementizer that in (93b) implies that one of the following two 
assumptions must be made: (i) if that is of the category C, then we must allow binding of elements having a 
different category than the binder; (ii) if only binding of elements of the same category is allowed, then that 
must be of the same category as that of rhe trace (either DP or NP, depending on one's assumption about 
nominal projections). It is not clear how rltat is licensed with respect to Theta theory if the assumption (ii) 
is made. 
empty operator moves into the Spec of the complementizer that in relatives, Spec-head 
agreement obtains, and by that virtue, the complementizer that conies to have the same 
index as that of the empty operator: 
(94) The man [ Oi [ thati [ ti left I]] 
The complementizer that in (94) can thus head-govern the original trace in argument 
We need some elaboration of Spec-head agreement in CP in order to make the 
necessary distinction between the thas-trace sequence in relatives and complements, 
however. 
Lasnik and Saito suggest that operators quite generally have the feature [- WH], which 
the complementizer that also has, but traces crucially lack the W-feature altogether. 
Spec-head agreement in CP can take place only if the element in the Spec and the head C 
both have the same WH-feature. In (94), since both the empty operator and the com- 
plementizer that have the feature [-WH], Spec-head agreement is possible. Con- 
sequently, the complementizer that has the same index as that of the empty operator, by 
transitivity: 
n 
(95) The man [ 0 [ thati [ t left ]]I 
[-WHI [-MI 
In complement clauses, however, the trace lacks the W-feature, but the C dominating 
that is [ -W];  hence, no Spec-head agreement is possible between the trace in the Spec of 
CP and the complementizer that: 
(96) *Who do you think [ t' '[ that [ t left I]] ? 
r-wl 
fact, for Lasnik and Saito, that aatecedent-govems the subject trace in (94). For them, only 
antecedent-government is at issue, and only XO's can be antecedent-governors. This distinction is not 
particularly crucial for our discussion here, however. 
As a result, the complementizer that does not have the same index as that of the original 
trace in argument position. The representation would contain a trace without a governor, 
violating the ECP. 
Lasnik and Saito's account can also explain why short subject zero-relatives is impos- 
sible. They suggest that when there is no overt complementizer occupying the @ posi- 
tion, the 6: node lacks the m-feature altogether. Hence, the empty operator, which is 
[-m], is unable to copy its index to CO: 
(97) The man [, Oi [ C0 [, ti left I]] 
As a result, CO fails to (antecedent) govern the subject trace. It follows from the ECP that 
the complementizer that is required, as in (94). 
Unfortunately, Lasnilk and Saito's modified version of Resetsky's COMB-contraction 
Rule, as well as Pesetsky's original proposal itself, are not readily carried over to 
analyses that crucially assume the conjunctive formulation of proper government. Con- 
sider the structure of a wh-relative like that in (98): 
(98) The man [ who [ C0 [ t left I]] 
1
Now, if the CO in (98) and that in (97) is one and the same, which has no WH-feature, 
then for the same reason that C0 cannot get the index of the operator in (97) by Spec-head 
agreement, the C0 in (98) should also not be able to have the index of the wh-operator. 
Therefore, the subject trace fails to be properly governed. In particular, it is not head- 
governed in our analysis. But the example is grammatical. Apparently, we have the 
wrong prediction for (98). 
Turning now to the nature of the COMP-contraction Rule itself. Although the rule 
works correctly for English, we need some adjustments in order to cover the fact regard- 
ing the French quelqui alternation. The adjusted rule would look something like (99), 
according to Beset* (1982): 
The disjunction in the structural description of the rule in (99) is designed to handle the 
qui-trace sequence in both relative clauses and complement clauses. Either a trace or a 
wh-phrase occurring next to the complementizer que would cause the complementizer to 
be spelled out as qui with have the same index: 
(100) a. S-structure: Quicrois-tu [ [,, ti qui ] [ ti est venu I]]? 
L/ 
'Who do you think came?' 
b. COMP-contraction Rule: 
Quilcrois-tu [ [,, quii ] [ ti est venu I]]? 
(101) a. S-structure: L'hornme [ qui.[ tu crois [ [,, tqui I [ test venu 1111 
'The man who you think came' 
b. COW-contraction Rule: 
L'hornrne [ qui.[ tu crois [ [om quii ] [ t'est venu ]]]I 
C 
The difference between English and French with respect to the complemert' I lzer-trace 
sequence is that the English version of the COW-contraction Rule lacks the specifica- 
tion of a tuh-phrase appearing adjacent to the complementizer in COMP. 
Again, empirically, the French version of the COh4P-contraction rule works correctly 
in this language. However, conceptually, we might wonder about the explanatory value 
of such rules. In particular, it is not clear why the English and the French versions of the 
n2le look so similar. Unless we have some constraint, presumably from UG, imposed on 
the format of rules involving COMP (for example, on locality, on the terms appearing in 
the structural description, etc.), it seems quite dmcult to explain why the rules should 
have the form that they have. 
One other approach to the lack of the that-trace effect in relative clauses which cru- 
cially relies on the interactions of the co-occurring elements in these constructions is that 
suggested in Rizzi (1990a). As we saw in section 5.3, Rizzi proposes that the com- 
plementizer that in relatives may be turned into a proper (head-) governor, not by virtue 
of Spec-head agreement in CP, but by what Rizzi calls A-agreement. That is, agreement 
with an A-position. Under this view, in a noun phrase modified by a relative clause as in 
(lola), whose structure is given in (lolb), there is not Spec-head agreement between an 
empty operator in the Spec of CP and CO: 
(102) a. The man that saw John 
b. The man [, 0 [ that+AGR [, t saw John I]] 
Instead, there is A-agreement between the complementizer that and the head of the rela- 
tive. In this way, the complementizer that becomes a proper header governor, head- 
governing the original trace in argument position. The lack of the that-trace effect in 
relatives is thus accounted for. 
For the that-trace sequence in complement clauses, A-agreement does not obtain. To 
see this, let us take a look at the fillniliar example in (103): 
(103) *Who do you think [, t [ that [, t left I]]? 
.t. IU 
In (103), the embedded CP is not a CP-adjunct as in the case of (102), but is a comple- 
ment to the matrix verb think. At least the relationship between the wh-phrase who and 
the complementizer that in the structure in (103) is not like the relationship between t h ~ t  
and the relative head man in (102); Therefore, there is no A-agreement in (103), wharever 
A-agreement is. In addition, according to Rizzi, the complementizer that is inert for 
government. Lacking agreement features, it thus cannot act as a proper head governor in 
(103). The embedded subject trace thus lacks a head-governor, hence the ECB is vio- 
lated. 
Besides the issues that arise specifically in Rizzi's analysis of relative clause that we 
raised there, approaches to the lack of .the that-trace effect in relative clause by appealing 
to complementizers in one way or another acquiring features, and thus becoming a proper 
head governors, would lead us to maintain one or more of the following assumptions, 
depending on :he particular technical details we adopt. But it appears that none of them 
has independent justification. First, if we must assume Spec-head agreement in CP. As 
we discuss in section 3.5, evidence for Spec-head agreement in CP is very obscure in 
languages like English and the ones that we are considering here. 
Second, if we accept the assumption that complementizers can be turned into proper 
head governors, the implication would be that complementizers are included in the class 
of (possible) proper head govemors. This would constitute a weakening of an otherwise 
quite strong empirical claim that the class of proper govemors includes a l l  and only lex- 
ical categories. As we see in Chapter 4, despite the apparent absence of the that-trace 
effect in German, Dutch and West Flemish, which at first glance appears to require the 
assumption that complementizers are proper governors in these languages, it is possible 
to account for the absence without admitting complementizers into the class of proper 
govemors. It thus seems a bit rash to abandon the strong claim in view of the superficial 
fact about English relative clauses. 
Third, it is not quite clear how we can justify the idea that sharing of indices licenses 
proper government. It is true that an antecedent-government relation obtains between 
elements that have the same.index (provided that there are no barriers intervene). But 3s 
we discussed in section 1.4.2, indices are but convenient notation device to indicate cer- 
tain relationships. If indices have no theoreticd standing, then it is hard to see how they 
bear on theory of proper government. 
In the next section, we will consider an alternative that faces none sf the issues that 
we raise in this section. 
5.6.4. The Complementizer That as ar. Expletive 
We now come to one last alternative, which I will defend here, according to which the 
complementizer that is the one and the same expletive in both relative clauses and com- 
plement clauses. The grammatical difference between the that-trace sequence in relatives 
and that in complements is to be accounted for by the motivation of abstract verb move- 
ment. 
Let us f i t  have a look again at the relevant grammatical contrast that we want to 
account for, given in (104) ,uld (105), repeated horn (87b) and (87a): 
do you think t [ that [, r left I]]? 
2
(105) The man [, 0 [ that [, t left I]] 
J 
Recall from section 5.5.3 our account of the lack of the that-trace effect in relative 
clauses according to which the complementizer that in relative clauses is an expletive. It 
thus must delete according to FI. After deletion, the finite verb moves to the vacated C 
position in order to provide the CP with a predicative head. The derivation is given in 
(106): 
(106) a. LF thatdeletion: The man [, 0 [ 0 [, Bill saw tl]]] 
b. Abstract verb-movement: The man [, 0. [ saw [, Bill t tJ]] 
" u
Now, if we are to treat the complementizer that in a complement clause like that in 
(104) as one and the same entity as that in relative clauses, then we must dlow deletion 
of that in complement clauses as well as in relative clauses. The crucial point that we 
need to ensure is to prevent the finite verb from moving to the vacated C position as it 
does in the case of relative clauses. Surely, the motivation for abstract verb movement in 
relative clauses does not obtain k? complement clauses. Whereav theory of predication 
requires verb movement in relative clauses, no principle does the same in complement 
clauses. In fact, the Principle of Last Resort would prevent abstract verb movement to 
the vacated C-position in complement clauses. Let us see why this is so. 
Consider the ungrarnmaticality of an example in the one in (105), repeated here as in 
(1 07): 
(107) a. *Who do you think [, t' [ that [, t left I]]? 
T I L l  
b. LF thatdeletion: Who do you think [, [ 0 [[, t.left I]]? 
L L 
c. No LF verb-movement: Who.do you think [, ' [ 0 [, t;left I]]? 
l, 
In the representation in (107c), dl LF-objects in (107) are all legitimate (Chomsky 
(1989), cf. section 1.1.8). The only object that might possibly be problematic is the 
operator-variable chain (who, t). But it is also a legitimate object. Therefore, no fur- 
ther movement (or changes) are allowed, by the Principle of Last Resort. Specifically, no 
movement to the vacated C position is permitted. Consequently, head-government of the 
embedded subject trace fails, violating the ECP. The ungrammaticality of the example in 
(107) thus falls under the ECP. It is worth comparing this case with that in (106b), 
though, why is verb-movement to the vacated C position &lowed? 
In (106a), the relative clause CP is not a legitimate form of a relative clause, since it 
does not have a [+V] head. The only way to effect a legitimate relative clause is to move 
the verb to the vacated C position, which then yields two desirable results. One is that 
the relative clause CP can now function as a predicate, and the other is that the subject 
trace is head-governed. The grarnmaticality of the example in (106) is thus accounted 
for. 
To conclude this section, we see that a unified analysis for the distribution of the com- 
plenlentizer t h t  is possible. In fact, it is the one and same complementizer that that 
appears in both complement clauses and relative clauses. The grammatical difference 
between a that-trace sequence in complement clause and that in a relative clause is to be 
accounted for by abstract verb movement. We need no more assumption than what we 
have already made independently, namely, the Principles of Economy of Representation 
and Last Resort. 
5.7. Short Subject Extraction 
After seeing various motivations for abstract movement, we return to the issue of sllort 
subject extraction, since it is not obvious how head-government obtains in these cases. 
As we menti.rmed in section 4.6.5, if there is actually movement to the local [SPEC, CB] 
in constructions like those in (108) and (109) (hencezorth referred to as main and em- 
bedded clause short subject questions respectively), then a non-trivial problem for the 
conjunctive ECP immediately arises with respect to head-governmcnt of the subject 
trace: 
(108) [, lvho [ [, t left I1 
LI 
(109) John wondered [- Who [, t left I] u
Although antecedent-government of the subject trace obtains straightforwardly (which in- 
cidentally would satisfy the ECP according to the disjunctive formulation of proper 
government), it is not obvious that there is a head-governor for the subject trace in these 
cases. On the other hand, the examples are also perfectively consistent with the assump- 
tion that there is no movement in these constructions (George (1980), @hung and 
McCloskey (1983)). If that is true, then there would be no traces, and the ECP would be 
irrelevant. 
The question of whether there actually is movement in short subject extraction is of 
some importance if we are to attribute cases of ungrammatical extraction to the EC?. We 
will first look at Koopman's (1981) proposal that there must be vacuous movement Ira 
main clause short subject questions, and the11 consider the role of the rule do-support 
(Chomsky (1957)) in extraction of non-local subjects, and the reason why it does not 
apply to cases of extraction of local subjects. Answers to these questions bear on the 
issue of whether subject wh-phrases move in short subject questions. 
5.7.1. Vacuous Movement of Subjects 
On the basis of the distribution of quoi in French, Koopman (1981) argues that there 
must be movement of the local subject in short subject questions. As the paradigm of 
quoi in (1 10)-(112) shows, quoi may not appear by itself in the Spec of a tensed c?~:  
I
(1 10) a. [, Qui/*Quoi [ as-tu vu t I]] 
Whojwhat have-yon seen 
'Who/what did you see?' 
b. [, A quih quoi [ penses-tu t . I] 1 
- -  
About whojabout what think you 
'About wholwhat are you thinking?' 
% claim is apparently counter-exemplified by the following examples (Grevisse (1988)): 
(i) a. Quoi Ctait plus intordrable que cette derision. 
what was more intolerable than this derision 
'What was more intolerable than this derision?' 
b. Mais, la fin, quoi vous autorise croire, . . . 
but to the end what you entitles to believe 
'But, after all, what entitles you to believe, . . . ' 
c. Quoi te manquerait alorsl 
what you missed then 
'What did you miss then?' 
(1  11)  a. Je me demande qui/*quoi tu as vu. 
I wonder wholwhat you have seen 
'I wonder whohhat you saw. ' 
b. Je mc demande Zi qufi quoi tu penses. 
I wonder about who/abo;lt what you think 
I wonder about who/abcut what you are thinking.' 
( 1  12 )  a. QuiJquoi voir? 
Who/what see 
'Who/what to see?' 
b. Je mt: demande qui/quoi voir. 
I wonder who/what see 
'I wonder who/what to see' 
Assuming the earlier view of clause-structure with one pre-IP position, Koopman (198 1) 
proposes a surface filter like the one in (1 13)1° (cf. Obenauer (1976)): 
( 1  13 )  * rm, quoi 1, where COMP exhaustively dominates quoi. 
+T 
The filter in (1 13)  can be easily adjusted to something like that in ( 1  14)  to conform to the 
current view of cla~lse structure: 
(1 1 4 )  *[, quoi [, I" I], if I" is [+TENSE] 
l w o a  that the description of the filter would comctly allow the Following examples (Grevisse (1988)), 
if the filter in (1 13) is taken literally as it is: 
(i) a. Quoi donc t Vtonne? 
what you surprise 
'What surprises you?' 
b. Quoi d'aum purrait m'amener chez toi il cette heure? 
wbat of other could me take at you at this hour 
'What else could take me to your house at this hour?' 
c. Qui ou quoi vous a dome cette idde? 
who or qhat you have given this idea 
'Who or what gave you this idea?' 
The coustituent in COMP does not, strictly speaking, exhaustively dominate quoi, altbough it does 
dominate exactly one constituent whose head is plausibly quoi in these examples except (iic). 
The fdter in (113)' or its equivalent (114), crucially does not apply at LF. A non-echo 
question with quoi in-situ is grammatical: 
(115) Tuasfaitquoi? 
you did what 
'what did you do?' 
At LF, all wh-phrases in-situ raise to the Spec position of a [+W] C O W  (=[SPEC, 
el), the LF-representation of the example in (115) would be something like that in 
(1 16): 
(1 16) [, Quoii [, tu as fait ti I] 
what tu have done 
T h a t  did you do? ' 
If the filter applied at LF, then the representation in (1 16) would be ruled out, an incor- 
rect result. Observe that there is a grammatical coneast Lz the pair of examples in (1 17): 
(1 17 j a. *Quoi est arriv6 ? 
what is arrived 
'What happened?' 
b. Quiest arriv63 
who is asrived 
'Who arrived?' 
If we are to apply the filter (1 14) to rule out the example in (1 17a), then it must be the 
case that quoi has moved [SPEC, @PI at S-structure. 
Ksopman (1981) argues that movement to COMP at LF does not create a configura- 
tion of proper government; otherwise, quoi can simply remain in-situ, evading the filter 
(114) at S-structure, then raises at LF. We would then incorrectly admit the starred ex- 
amples in (1 lo), (1 11) and (1 17) as grammatical. Pissuming government by COMP, she 
suggests that Aoun, Hornstein and Sportiche's (1981)) mechanism of index-percolation 
be applied only at S-structure: 
(118) [,,Xf' . . .  1 + . . . ] 
iff COMP dominates only d-indexed elements. 
Thus, if quoi moves to COMP at §-Structure, the resulting representation would be ruled 
out by the filter in (114). If it does not move at S-structure, but at LF, then index- 
percolation would not apply at that level of representation. Consequently, C O W  would 
not have an index, and government by COMP would fail. One way or the other, if quoi is 
in the subject position at D-structure, the representation containing it would evitably vio- 
late some condition or another. 
The theoretical implication of Koopman's analysis of quoi is that subject wh-phrases 
other than quoi like qui in French or its counterparts in languages that have syntactic 
Wh-movement also must move at S-structure, even though the movement is string- 
vacuous. The difference between qui and quoi wodd then be the filter (1 14), to which 
qui is not subject. However, the assumption that the index-percolation does not apply at 
LF seems a bit too strong. In colloquial French, it is possible to have adjunct wh-phrases 
in-situ: 
(1 19) a. Tu es arrivC quand? 
you is arrived when 
'When did you arrive? ' 
b. Tu es venu comment? 
you is come how 
' How did you come? ' 
If adjunct wh-phrases move at EF (Huang (1982), Lasnik and Saito (1984)), then their 
traces must be antecedent-governed, which is possible only if index-percolation applies at 
LF, the level of representation where wh-phrases in-situ move to C O W .  
The fdter as formulated in (114) must be at S-structure. But alternatively, it can be 
stated as in (120): 
It is simply irrelevant whether the filter in (120) applies at S-structure or LF. If we adopt 
this filter instead of that in (1 14), then there would be no motivation for movement of the 
local subject in short subject questions. 
5.7.2. Extraction of Non-Local Subjects and Do-support 
Consider a simple interrogative like that in (1212) where the object is extracted: 
(121) a. What does John like? 
b. [, What [ do s [ John [ t like t I]]] 
J f L ,  
c. *[, Wiyt [ [p John [ likes t ]]]I 
1 
Two questions that immediately come to mind is why the object must move, and why 
there must be do-support. We put aside here the question of why some language have 
Wh-movement at S-structure, and why some have it at LF (cf. Cheng (1991) for a discus- 
sion of typology of Wh-movement). 
5.7.2.1. The Adjacency Condition for Morphological Support 
Travis (1984) claims that on the assumption that empty COMP (=C) must be properly 
governed, It would follow from the ECP that finite verbs must move to COMP in non- 
subject-initial root-clauses in verb-second Germanic languages like German and Dutch 
(she adopts the earlier view of clause structure with the COMP position for verbs, com- 
glementizers and a fronted XP, although only the first two occur in the head position of 
COMP): 
+ i 
(122) [,J Den vater hat [, das ICind t gekiisst I] 
the.ACC father has the.NOM child kissed 
'The child kissed the father. ' 
She suggests that INFL, however, can be identified by inflectional affixes, and may 
remain phonetically empty under two circumstances: (i) if it is properly governed by 
CBMP (=C); or (ii) if it contains some inflectional affixes and is adjacent to the verb. 
She assumes that inflectional af3uces are randomly generated and are checked by some 
means. For example, a [+PAST] verb would have to be governed by a [+PAST] INFL. 
These two cases are illustrated in the German examples in (T2a) and (123b) respectively: 
(123) a. Hans sage [,t dass [, Maria [ [+PAST] [, das Kind gekiisst hatrpAwl I]]]] 
b. [, Maria [ [+PASTj+hatrpAsT1 [, das Kind t I] J 
4- 1 
Since the [+PAST] INFL in (123) is not adjacent to it, the verb must move to INFL. Csn- 
trast the example in (123b) with the English example in (124): 
(124) a. Peter bought a book. 
b. [, Peter [+PAST] [, bo~ght~+~,,~ a book I] 
Since INFL is adjacent to the verb in this case, no verb movement is required, deriving 
the fact that INFL moves to V in English (Emonds (1976, 1978)). 
Travis argues that INFL must be spelled out with a verbal pleonastic do when the 
string adjacency (with respect to the verb) is disturbed: 
(125) a. Peter did not buy a book. 
b. [, Peter [do+PAST] not [w buy a book ]] 
(126) a. Did Peter buy a book? 
b. [,# [do+PASTIi [, Peter ti [, buy a book I] 
She also suggests that attachment of inflection to a verb is a local rulell, md happens at 
PF, and traces do not interfere with string adjacency, which explains why there is no 
do-support in main clause short subject question: 
"Local rules are here understood to be Local Trtnsforrnation as defined in Emonds (1976): 
Local Transforanntion: a transformation or a transformational operation that affects only an input sequence 
of a single nonphrasc node C and of one adjacent constituent C' that is specified without n variable, such that 
the operation is not subject to any condition exterior to C and C', is called a "local transformation" (or a 
local transformational operation). 
(127) a. Who saw it? 
b. [, whoi W L ,  [, ti 9 see it I] 
(128) a. What did she see? 
b. [,o whati do+INFLj G; she r j  see ti I] 
The reason why IIWL in (128) must be spelled out with do-support is because the subject 
she intervenes between it and the verb. Her analysis also accounts for why both sen- 
tences in (129) and (130) are ungrammatical (with did unstressed), which are the results 
of the lack of do-support in (128b) and its application in (127b) respectively: 
(1 29) *#at saw she? 
(130) *Who did see it? 
Travis's account does not explain the grmaticality of (l3la) and (132a), however: 
(131) a. Peter sometimes bought a book. 
b. Peter [+PAST] sometimes [, bought[+pAsTl a book ]I 
(132) a. Who sometimes bought a book? 
b. [,o whoi [+PASTIj [, ti ij sometimes [, b o ~ g h t [ + ~ ~ , ~  a book I]] 
In the representations in (13 1 b) and (1 32b), [+PAST] in INFL is not adjacent to the verb, 
yet the lack of do-support does not result in ungramrnaticdity. On the contrary, the ap- 
plication of do-support to the representations in (E3Ib) and (132b) would yield ill-formed 
surface forms: 
(133) *Peter did sometimes buy a book. 
(134) *Who did sometimes buy a book? 
It thus seems that the obligatory presence of the auxiliary do in some environments can- 
not be explained by do-support applying to non-adjacent INPL and the finite verb. 
5.7.2.2. Short Subject Extraction and the ECP 
Rizzi (1991) suggests that the reason why a wh-phrase must move to [SPEC, CP] is 
because there is an abstract cornplementizer C with the [+WH] feature, which must have a 
wh-phrase in its Spec by the Wh-Criterion: 
(135) Wh-Criterion 
a. A Wh-operator must be in a Spec-head configuration with XO. 
[+wl 
b. An XO must be in a Spec-head configuration with a Wh-operator. 
[+wl 
On this view, then, the structure of the example (121a) would be something like (136), 
and the auxiliary do is attracted by the abstract [+W] CO:
3.
[ John [ t like t 1 I]] (136) [, What [ does+CokWl p 
It' I 
By the Wh-criterion, a subject wh-phrase also must move: 
r t left Ill 0 [ CO[+,] p 
I 
The Kinande examples in (138), from Zagona (1988), appear to be a prima facie evidence 
that there exist [+wH] CO's, if the o-particle is a CO as in the structure in (138c) (cf. 
section 3.5 for a brief discussion): 
(1 38) a. Mary a-ka-langlra aBana. 
SM.PRES.see the children 
'Mary sees the children.' 
b. EkIhIi kyOi Mary a-ka-langIra ti ? 
what SM.PRES. see 
'What did Mary see? ' 
c. [ E M i  [ kyOi [ Mary a-ka-langIra ti I]] 
According to Rizzi, the reason why there is no do-support for extraction of a local 
subject in main clauses is because of the Em. The structure of (137) with do-support 
would look something like (1 39): 
Rizzi suggest that a CO, being a head that is intrinsically inert for government, does not 
acquire the relevant governing capacity if a head is moved into it. The auxiliary do 
govern the subject trace, but not properly so since it is not in its immediate projection 
(cf. Roberts and Rizzi (1989)). Conseqbenly, the subject trace in (139) lacks a proper 
head-govenlor, violating the head-governrrlcnt requirement for the conjunctive ECP. 
Apart from the lack of independent motivation for abstract complementizers which we 
mentioned in section 5.3, there are some further e~npipical problems with Rizzi's account, 
however. First, it does not explain why there must be do-support in extraction of non- 
local subjects. That is, if an abstract CO is possible in (137), then why should the same 
not be true in (1361, where do-support must apply obligatorily? Second, since the ex- 
ample in (136) is grammatical, it must be that the trace left behind of the fronted auxiliary 
do is properly head-governed. The same applies to the example in (137) as well. Now, if 
this trace can be properly head-governed, then it is not clear why the trace in [SPEC, I?] 
which is higher in the tree cannot be. If the reason why the fronted auxiliary cannot 
properly head-govern the trace in [SPEC, IP] is because the auxiliary is not in its im- 
mediate projection, then how is its own trace properly head-governed? 
In fact, the assumption that a head can properly govern only within its own immediate 
projection necessitates further assumption about C. According to Rizzi, the reason why 
proper head-government of tlie subject trace in Germanic languages is possible is due to 
C being intrinsically endowed with governing capacity: 
1 
(140) [, Maria [ ist [, t [, gekornrnen ] t ] 11 + 1 
More specifically, whereas Cs in full verb-second languages have the features [+C, +I] 
(cf. Platzack's (1986b) hybrid category CONK), those in residual verb-second lan- 
guages like English have the features [+C, -4. TNFL, however, has the feature [-C, +I] 
in both types of languages (Rizzi (1990b)): 
In (141a), the moved head matches at least the [+I] specification of the host head, but that 
h~ (141b) does not. If the condition for head-government is restated as requiring govern- 
ment within an immediate projection which has an overlap in categorial features, then we 
can distinguish the two cases in (141). The reason why the moved head in (141b) cannot 
govern the trace in [SPEC, IP] is that the immediate projection of the host head has no 
overlap of categorial features with the momved head. 
Besides the fact that we must have head-government of the trace of the auxiliary do 
when it moves to C in cases of extraction of a non-local subject, it is not cleat if, within 
the theory of feature composition of C and INFL we are discussing here, the represen- 
tation in (141b) should not be allowed independently of head-government of the subject 
trace. The moved head has the feature [-C, +I] and the host has the features [+C, -I]. 
They thus have disjoint sets of categorial features. Thus, the representation in (141b) 
might be ruled out on the ground that the head of the CP dominates a head which has 
nothing in common with the C projection, violating X'-theory. 
5.7.2.3. ECP Effects in Main Clauses 
Koopman (1983b) argues that the ungrarnmaticality of cases of main clause short sub- 
ject questions with do-support can be assimilated to the that-trace effect: 
(142) *[,t [,,, Whoi did ] [, ti leave I] 
(143) *[,I Whoi [ do you think [,I [COMP tti that ] [, ti left ]]]I 
If we take r' in (142) as who in (143), then the structures of (142) and that of the em- 
bedded clause in (143) are identicd. Koopman correctly pohts out that we cannot at- 
tribute the ungrmatieality of (142) to Chomsky and Lasnik's (1977) Doubly-Filled 
COMP Filter, given in (144), since (145) is grammatical: 
(144) The Doubly-filled COMP Filter (DFCF) 
* [,, wh-phrase $ ] $ # e. 
(145) [,P [,, Whoi did ] [, John see ti I] 
It is not difficult to see that the same result also obtains in the current view of clause 
structure according to which the positions of the wh-phrase and the compltmentizers are 
different: 
(146) *[, Whoi [ did [Ip ti leave I]] 
(147) *[, Whoi [ do you think [, Pi [ that [, ti left I]]] 
The position where did occurs is exactly the same as that of the complementizcr that in 
the embedded clause of the example in (147). 
Although the assimilation of (146) to (147) seems natural at first glance given that 
their structures are quite parallel, there are four reasons why we should not treat them on 
a par. First, the inherent nature of did and that are quite different. Whereas the corn- 
plementizer that, being an expletive, has little semantic contribution, did bears Tense and 
agreement features, even though it does not exhibit mo~pkological alternation with 
respect to the $-features of the subject with which it agrees. With a verb like be, mor- 
phological manifestation of agreement features is particularly clear: 
(148) a. Who is running? 
b. *Who be running? 
c. *Who are running? 
With our assumption concerning the conditions on deletabillity, that may be deleted (in 
fact, it must by FI), did may not. When we look at the structure of (146) with some 
details indicating verb movement as given in (149), the auxiliary did is in a position 
governing the subject trace, and thus should properly head-govern it: 
(149) *[, Whoi [ didi [, ti [ ti leave I]]] 
In theories which assume co-indexing as  a condition on government, the auxiliary did 
should also govern the subject trace. It is co-indexed with the wh-phrase who by Spec- 
head agreement (either in CP as in Rizzi (1990a), or in IP by virtue of chains). 
In fact, the configuration in (149) is precisely the one obtains in verb-second lan- 
guages where the finite verb has moved to the head-position of the matrix CP, as a Ger- 
man sentence like that in (150) and a Dutch sentence like that in (B2.5) illustrate: 
(150) [, Weri [ is? LP ti Lvp gekommen I 5 111 
who is come 
'Who came?' 
(151) [, Wiei [< heeftj [, ti 1,. [, hern/Jan gezien ] 9 1111 
who has himiJan seen 
'Who saw himIJan?' 
We can in principle relate the lack of the ECP effect in German and Dutch main clauses 
to the possibility of having doubly fdled COMP in these languages (Koopman (1984)). 
An example like that in (152a) would have the structure either like that in (152b) in the 
earlier view of clause structure or that in (152c) hi the current view, which is exactly like 
a main clause in (1 5 1): 
(152) a. Wie denk je dat hem/Jan gezien heeft? 
who think you hirn/Jan seen has 
'Who do you think saw hir~/Jm?' 
b. Wiei denk je [,I b, i ,  da.t ] [ ti [, hem/Jan gezien ] heeft I] 
c. Wiei denk je Ep ti [ dat [, ti [, h e m a n  gezien ] heeft I]] 
Koopman (1982) suggests that the difference between English and Dutch would be 
reducible to the ~ssumption that the index-percolation rule applies to a COMP in Ehglish 
only if it exhawtively contains a wh-phrase or its trace12 It is very unclear how the same 
account can be made to work in current terms. 
In theories assuming disjunctive ECP, the wh-phrase should antecedent-govern its 
trace in (151). The example in (146) ought to be grammatical. In theories of conjunctive 
ECP, perhaps we have to say that in English there is no Spec-head agreement in CP, so 
that the f i t e  verb would have no index, and hence fails to head-govern the subject trace. 
Although this would work for (146), the grammatical example in (153) without 
do-support would be problematic, if we assume there is movement of the subject (cf. 
disccusion of m i ' s  analysis above): 
(153) [, Whoi [ C0 [, ti left I]] 
In theories that crucially rely on co-indexing as a condition for government, the CO in 
(153) would not govern the subject trace without an index. 
Second, assimilating the ill-formedness of the examples in (14.6) and (147) leaves the 
ungrammaticality of the sentence (154) unexplained, which differs m i r h d y  in that a 
non-wh-phrase appears in [SPEC, IP]: 
(1  54) *[, Peter [ did [, leave I]] 
There is no movement from [SPEC, IP] in this example, the ECP account for (146) would 
not explain its ungrammaticality . 
Third, Koopman (1983b) correctly points out that any analysis of English must con- 
I2The implicit assumption here (cf. section 5.7.1) is that for Dutch, COMP gets rhe index of the 
wh-phrase even if C O W  contains differently indexed elements. 
tain mechanisms to ensure the application of do in INFL if INFL is not adjacent to V (or, 
alternatively, the disappearance of do if it is adjacent to V (Emonds (1976)), but she does 
not explicitly sketch out a theow of do-support. Without the details of such a theory, it is 
difficult to see whether the presence of do in short subject extraction in main clauses is 
due to the ECP or to the way the theory of do-support works. Suppose we have a theory 
of do-support that informally says something like what the rule in (155) states, applying 
at PF: 
( 155) Do-support 
I+[+PAST] -+ do / DP not/V where DP $0 
That is, do is inserted between an overt DP and the negation not or a verb. Alternatively, 
we might have a theory along the lines given in (156): 
That is, do is deleted before a trace. Leaving aside the question of the adequacy of the 
two rules involving the auxiliary do outlined above and their theoretical standing in syn- 
tactic theory, the point here is that if we have such theories of do-support, then the dis- 
tribution of do in main clauses has nothing to do with the ECP. In particular, the absence 
of do in subject extraction then is due to either the inapplicability of (155) or the deletion 
of the auxiliary by rule (156). 
As we saw in section 4.3.2.2, the auxiliaries can properly head-govern a VP-trace. 
Thus, there seems to be no reason to think that it cannot properly head-govern the subject 
trace in structures like (146). The ungramrnaticality of main clause short subject ques- 
tions with do-support thus must lie somewhere else, not in the theory of propr govern- 
ment. This conclusion is further supported by the fact that do-support, when possible, 
must be at S-structure (or at PF. Cf. Pesetsky (1989)), the level of representation where 
the ECP crucially does not apply. Because if it did, then INFL-lowering in languages 
like English would be impossible. As a corrollary, even if there is the subject is actually 
moved to [SPEC, CP] in main clause short subject question, and the head C position is 
empty, the structure would not violate the ECP at S-structure: 
The issue then is not so much about proper govement  of the subject trace, but for the 
obligatory absence of the auxiliary do at S-structure. 
5.7.3. Main Clause Short Subject Questions as IPS 
We now proceed to give an account for why main clauses short subject questions can 
be P s ,  and for the lack of do-support in these structures. We then return to the categorial 
identity of main clause short subject questions a.t LF. 
Let us first consider the question of why a wh-phrase must move. From a semantic 
point of view, if we treat wh-phrases as operators of sort, which take an open sentence as 
argument and yield as extension a set of true sentences, each of which is the resultof 
substituting an individual for the variable (the trace of the wh-phrase left behind by 
movement) in the open sentence (Karttunen (1977)), then the reason why wh-phrases 
must move to an A'-position to function as an operator, and to create an open sentence. 
From a syntactic point of view, some island effects would be accounted for by sub- 
jacency, a condition on movement, if we assume wh-phrases move (Chapter 2). In fact, 
even in languages like Chinese that do not have syntactic Wh-movement, some ECP ef- 
fects involving wh-phrase in-situ would also be explained if we assume that it undergoes 
abstract movement at LF (Huang (1982)). The grarnrnaticality of the examples in (158a) 
wodd be explained if a wh-phrase in-situ moves at LF to the Spec of the embedded CP, 
as in (1 58b), since the matrix verb xiurtg-ztii-duo 'wonder' requires an interrogative com- 
plement: 
(158) a. Wo xiang-zhidao Zhangsan xihuan shei. 
I wonder like who 
'I wonder who Zhangsan likes.' 
b. Wo xiang-zhi-dao [, shei [ Zhangsan xihuan t 11 
f i  1 
It thus appears that we have both theoretical and empirical reasons to assume that 
Wh-movement takes place universally at some level of representation, although some- 
thing more need to be said in order to account for the parametric variations with respect 
to the level of representation in which Wh-movement occurs (Cf. Cheng (1991) for a 
 cussi ion of the typology of Wh-movement), an issue that is beyond the scokpe of this 
dissertation. 
Suppose we have a syntactic theory of interrogatives, according to which a question 
must have the configuration in which the wh-phrase must c-c~rnmand the predicate of 
which it is an argument (with the proviso for parametric variations with respect to tile 
level of representation where Wh-movement takes place). In fact, it must end up in a 
[SPEC, CP] position in accord with the general assumption about the positions where 
wh-phrases can appear ([SPEC, CP] or the base-position but nowhere else). Which 
[SPEC, @B] it would eventually rest depends on general principles of the grammar. 
With this theory of interrogatives, there need not be S-structure movement of the sub- 
ject in short subject questions. It is easy to see that the S-structure of the familiar ex- 
ample in (159a) is well-formed under this view: 
(1 59) a. S-structure: [, Who [ left I] 
b. LF: [, Who [ [, t left ]I] 
LI
However, for the reasons mentioned above, the wh-phrase still has to move to a [SPEC, 
CP], the LF-representation for (1 59a) must be as in (1 59b). 
Although the problem of head-government of the subject trace remains (there being no 
head-governor. We will return to this problem below), the S-structure representation in 
(159a) would receive the same explanation as that given to in (B22) as to why there is no 
do-support, for which an account based on Economy seems plausible. 
Chomsky's (1989) Principle of Economy requires that universal rules and principles 
take precedence over language-specific rules (section 1.2). In order to derive (B22), we 
need to make use of the ule of do-support specific to English, whereas the well-formed 
sentence in (160a) employs solely principles of UG: 
(160) a. Peter left. 
b. S-structure: IIp Peter [I, ti [vp left+$ ]]I 
c. LF: [m Peter ['t [1eft+Ilj [w 5 I]] 
The operations of INFL lowering to V at S-structure, and of LF V+I raising to the trace 
of INXlL left behind at S-structure all involve the UG principle of Move-a. The deriva- 
tion of (160a) is thus grammatical, but that of (B22) is not. Exactly the same explanation 
can be given to the example in (159a). 
5.7.4. The Root-clause Condition and Mead-government 
Consider now the question of why do-support must apply in cases sf extraction of a 
non-local subject. By assumption, a wh-phrase in object position must at S-structure to 
[SPEC, CP]. The head position of the matrix CP is thus empty. The structure in (161) is 
possible in an embedded context, but not as a matrix question: 
(161) a. *[cP at [ John saw t I]] 
I 
b. May wondered [, what [ [,John saw t I]] 
T I 
The reason cannot be attributed to the C position in the matxix clause being not properly 
governed, hence violating the ECP (Travis j1984)), since a C position may remain empty 
in ungoverned position: 
(162) The man [, who [ [p John saw t I]] 
4' A 
Thus, there appears to be some condition on root-clauses to the effect that their head 
positions must be filled: 
(163) Root-clause Condition (RCC) 
The head-position of a root-clause must be filled. 
With this condition, do-support must apply, yielding the representation in (164) for the 
structure in (161a): 
(164) [, Whati [ did [, John see ti I]] 
The RCC does not seem to be reducible from other principles of the grammar. In par- 
ticular, it does not appear to follow from Holmberg's (1986) suggestion that a predicate 
must have a [+q head (cf. section 5.4.3.5). There is simply no subject-predicate rela- 
tion holding between the wh-phrase and the predicate see (or the auxiliary did, if it 
qualifies to be a predicate at all). 
We can appeal to the RCC applying at LF, which would require verb movement to C 
(after the verb has moved back to INIFL), yielding the representation in (165) for the 
structure in (159b): 
LF: [, Whoi [ left [, ti : I]] 
m 
In this structure, the subject trace is properly head-governed, the desired result. 
It turns out that the same account can be given to main clause short subject questions 
in Welsh. Recall that in Welsh main clause questions, the C position is occupied by a 
complementizer. In particulu, with short subject questions, the C position is occupied by 
the complementhr a, which is plausibly an expletive given that it does not seem to con- 
tribute much to the meaning of the example: 
(166) a. S-structure: irn B:hd[ a [, ddarllenodd [, SiSn [kt I]]]] P 
b. LF expletive deletion: [m Beth.[ 0 [p ddwllenodd [, Sidn [ t .]]]I] d 8 
d. LF verb movement: I, Beth.[ ddarllenodd [, Si8ni [, r I, ti [ t .I]])) 
3 4' J 3 
The RCC is thus satisfied at S-structure. At LF, however, the complementizer a must 
delete, by FP. After deletion of the complementizer a at LF, the structure in (166c) ob- 
tains, which is exactly like the structure in (161a) in English. The RCC applies (again) at 
LF, verb movement thus must take place, yielding the well-formed representation in 
(166d). The problem of head-goverment of the subject trace in main clause short subject 
questions in English and Welsh has exactly the same account. 
5.7.5. Embedded Short Subject Questions 
Unfortunately, the RCC does not quite work for short subject questions in embedded 
clauses. In a LF-representation like that in (161b), repeated here as in (167), there should 
be no movement: 
(167) Mary wondered rrn what [ John saw t I]] 
-
Since the embedded clause is not a root-clause, the RCC does not apply. In addition, by 
the Principle of Last Resort, verb movement is not allowed unless there is some reason 
for it (recall that verb movement cannot be motivated by the ECP; otherwise, we will lose 
the that-trace effect. Cf. section 4.5.4). By the same reasoning, no verb movement at LF 
is permitted in the structure in (168) (the wh-phase who must move for the familiar: 
reasons): 
(168) M q  wondered [, who [ [, t saw John I]] 
u 
The sentence should be ungrammatical since the subject trace in the embedded clause is 
not properly head-governed, an incorrect result. 
'Pile same problem arises in Welsh. Embedded short subject questions are possible: 
(169) a. S-structure: 'Dwi 'n gwyhd [, beth [ a [, ddarllenodd [, Si8n [ t 1 ]]I] 
am prt know what prt saw 
'I know what S6n saw.' 
b. LF expletive deletion: 
'Dwi 'n gwybod [(7P beth .[ 0 [* ddarllenodd E, Sian [ tt3fl]] 
L 
After deletion of the complementizer a, the subject trace in the embedded clause is not 
properly head-governed without verb movement to C. 
As in the case of extraction out of an embedded clause without an overt complemen- 
tizer (section 4.6.5), we should be very careful about verb movement to C in embedded 
clauses. Recall a structure with arr ungrammatical that-trace sequence as in (170a) would 
have a representation like that in (170b) after deletion of the cornplen~entizer that: 
(170) a. S-structure: Who do you think [, t [ that [, t left I]] 
1 u  
b. LF: Whoi do you think [, [ 0 ti left I]] 
If we are to motivate verb movement to C in the structure in (168), we have to make sure 
that it would not apply to (170b). The motivation would then have to be closely related 
to the presence of a wh-phrase in the Spec of CP to which the verb moves, which would 
distinguish the structure in (168) from that in (170b) in that the Eatter only has a trace in 
the Spec of the embedded CP. 
The structure of the embedded clause in (168) is reminiscent of a relative cltitlx. In 
section 5.4.3.5, I argue that verb movement h subject zero relatives is motivated by the 
Predicate Principle: 
(17 1) a. S-sbructure: The man [, who [ [, t saw John 111 
I
b. LF verb movement: The man [, whoi [ saw [p ti t John I]] 
1
But we cannot appeal to the Predicate Principle for verb movement in (168). The em- 
bedded clause is not a predicate, but an argument of the matrix verb wondered. The 
well-formedness of the sentence in (168) thus appears to present a non-trivial for theories 
a s s - d g  the conjunctive ECP. My speculation is that there may be a condition on the 
syntactic form of a question in that the head position must be filled, or that the wh-phrase 
that is the head of an A'-chain must bear a Spec-head relation with a lexical head. I will 
leave this prqblem for future research. 
We note in passing here an accoun; that is entirely consistent with the expletive re- 
placement analysis of complementizer agreement (section 3.2.1.4), but has some concep- 
tual and empirical problems with it. Along the lines of Rizzi's (1990a) idea of having an 
abstract complementizer C, the relevant structure of a short subject question c m  be 
schematically represented as in (172), where the indices indicate same values of 
That is, the subject moves to the local [SPEC, CP], by Spec-head agreement, it has the 
same $-features as the wh-phrase in its Spec. Since the V+I complex agrees with the 
wh-phrase (via its trace) by Spec-head agreement, it has the same +-features as those of C 
(by transitivity). The V+I complex can now move to C to replace it. The resulting struc- 
ture would be something like (173), where the subject trace is properly head-governed: 
The problems with such an approach are familiar. There does not seem to be indapend- 
ent justification for the abstract complementizer. Nor is there evidence for Spec-head in 
CP in English. More specifically to Eng!ish, no explanation for the obligatory do-support 
in main clause question where a non-local subject is extracted. If a representation like 
(174a) is possible, an instance of the structure in (173), there is no reason why that in 
(174b) is not: 
(174) a. S-structure: [, Whoi [ Ci [, ti left I]] 
b. LF: Whoi [ left [, ti t I]] 
(175) a. S-structure: *[, Whoi [ Ci [, you saw ti I]] 
b. LF: I, Whoi [ saw [, you t ti I]] 
A. 1 
Thus, the problem of head-government of the subject trace in cases short subject ex- 
traction in embedded clauses is that there does not seem to be any reason why the verb 
should move to the C position. In fact, it is precisely for that reason that the that-trace 
effect shows up in languages like English in which there is no independent constraint 
requiring such movement. 
5.8. Agreement in Relative Clauses 
In this section, we will look into the question of how the agreement patterns of the sort 
illustrated in (176) are to be accounted for: 
(176) a. The man [m Qi [ that [, ti was/*were here I]] 
b. The men [m Oi [ that [, ti were/*was here I]] 
(177) a. The man [, Oi [ that [, John said [, ti was/*were here I]]] 
b. The men [, Oi [ that [, John said [, ti were/*was here I]]] 
It is not so much an issue of proper government of the traces in these constructions, since 
we have seen why the grammatical patterns obtain as they do in the previous sections. 
Nor is it so much a question of the specific mechanisms accounting for agreement that 
have far-reaching theoretical consequences. The issue that I would like to look at briefly 
in this section is whether agreement facts observed above is in any way implicating the 
complementizer. 
The reason why the issue is of some relevance to this work is that if the complemen- 
tizers are crucially involved in accounting for the grarnrnaticality sf the examples in 
(176) and (1771, then a consequence that follows is that complementizers with agreeing 
features cannot be deleted but can only be replaced. We will first look at an analysis 
according to which the complementizer is crucial in accounting for agreement in relative 
clauses, and show that an altemative is ready available in which the complementizer is 
not implicated. The theoretical interest of the alternative is that with the complementizer 
being irrelevant for agreement, in other words, it bean no agreement features, no 
problem would arise for FI since it can delete at LF. In the same vein, I show that what 
appears to be prima facie evidence for agreeing complementizers in Arabic relative 
clauses can be straightforwardly accommodated in the alternative view. 
5.8.1. Agreement Chain and Predication 
Browning (1987) suggests that there is an agreement chain (cf. section 5.4.3.1) in rela- 
tive clauses, which is constituted by the relative operator and the trace it binds. The 
operator agrees with the. complementizer by Spec-head agreement (in CB), and the com- 
plementizer in turn agrees with (the head of) the NP it modifies. Thus, the modified P P  
would derivatively agree with the operator-chain. The idea is illustrated in the diagram in 
(1 78): 
agreement C P 
It is easy to see that the agreement patterns observed in the examples in (176) and (177) 
can be correctly accounted for by the idea of agreement chain. 
Nonetheless, it is not obvious that the agreement facts in relative clauses should impli- 
cate the complementizer. The implicit assumption here is that the agreement between the 
head of relative clause CP and the NP it modifies is a head-head relation. But formally, it 
is quite dficult to see what the relation is. It is certainly not a Head-complement rela- 
tion. The relationship between the relative clause CP and the relative head NP it 
modifies is clearly a subject-predicate relation, just like the example in (179), where the 
AP tall is predicated of the NP man: 
But it is not obvious if the complementizer can be said to be predicated of the relative 
head NP the way that the adjective tall can. Consider the example in (180): 
(180) The man [m Oi [ that [IP John saw ti I]] 
While there seems to be some s e m ~ ~ t i c  relation between tall and man, it is not clear what 
semantic relation might hold of the complernentizer and the relative head. 
If we are to implicate the complementizer in the agreement chain, then we certainly 
have to posit an abstract complementizer in zero-relatives, since we must establish an 
agreement chain to account for agreement in these constructions as well: 
(181) a. The man [, Oi [ CO [p John said [ Bill claimed [ ti was/*ware here I]]]] 
b. The men [m Oi [ C0 [, John said [ Bill claimed [ ti were/*was here I]]]] 
But we mentioned in section 5.3, independent justification for such an abstract entity ap- 
pears to be very weak13: 
A further issue arises for agreement chains in constructions involving pied-piping, al- 
though we should note that these are problematic independently (cf. the next section). 
Consider the examples in (182): 
(182) a. The man [, [,, whose parents Ii [ C0 [p ti [ are poor I]]] 
b. The man [, [, ~i whom Ii [ CO [, Mary had a picture ti ]a] 
Apart fiom the problem of semantics raised by the representations of the sort in (182) (cf. 
section 5.4.3), there are some problems for syntax as well. Browning p in t s  out that at 
S-structure, there are no agreement chains in the examples in (182). Strictly speaking, the 
relative operators in these examples are not in the c ~ ~ g u r a t i o n  i  (178). They arc 
dominated by some maximal projection, and bear no Spec-head relation to the Cots. Pn 
order to establish an agreement chain, BrovJning suggests that at LF, the relative 
operators move out of their base-positions, adjoining to the projections that dominates 
them at S-structure, as in (183): 
(183) a. The man [, I,, whose lDp t parents ]Ii [ C0 [p ti [ are poor I]]] 
_r 
b. Theman [, [,w ]Ii [ C0 tIP Mary had a picture ti 311 
Further assumption about agreement need to be made in this case. Either the index and 
131ncidentally, the notion of agreement chain is not compatible with the idea that some absmct com- 
plernentizer can be turned into a proper govemor. Consider the ungrammatical example in (I): 
(i) *The man [, Oi [ COi [, ti left I]] 
In this stnrcture, if C" agrees with the relative head man, and also with the empty operator in its Spec by 
Spec-head agreement, then we would predict the C0 in (i) to be able to act as a proper govemor, an 
incorrect result. 
features of the relative operator may percolate to the pied-pied projection or C may agree 
with an element in its Spec vvhich it governs. Of course the mechanics would work, but 
there does not seem to be strong reason why such specifics T .  necessary. 
5.8.2. Agreement Linking 
I would like to suggest that agreement of the sort in illustrated in (176) is mediated by 
the empty operator, by some kind of agreement linking rule (cf. Rothstein's (1983, 1984) 
predication linking), not via the complementizer of the relative clause: 
(184) Agreement-linking Rule 
Link the relative operator to NP in the configuration: 
W [ O [  11 
u 
What the agreement-linking rule does is to match the $-features borne by the relative 




(185) a. The man [, 0 [, John said [, t [ was/*were here I]]] 
SG SG I 
agreement-linking 
r i  
b. The men 0 [, John said [, t [ were/*was here I]]] 
SG SG ' I 
For constructions involving pied-piping, the agreement-linking rule works in a similar 
way. As we discussed in section 5.4.2, we must have the LF-representation in (186b) (by 
reconstruction) for the S-structure in (186a), in order to map it onto the: h-expression in 
(1 86c): 
14we may take empty operators as having +features inherently, or come to share the set of +features of 
the element to which it is linked. There does not seem to be reason to favor one view over the other. For 
concreteness, we wil l  assume the latter view. 
(186) a. S-stnacture: The man [ whose parents ] [ [p t [ are poor I]]] 
'P I 
b. LF: The man [, whomi [ [, [ [ ti parents ] [ are poor ]]I]] 
c. Semantics: kx(x's parents are poor) 
The agreement-linking rule would simply operate just like in the previous case15: 
+ I 
(187) The man [* whose [ [, [ t parents I [ are goor 1111 
C I -
agreement linking 
Notice that there is no agreement between the relative operator whose and the finite verb 
inside the relative clause, and the reason for this is that the verb bears a Spec-head rela- 
tion to the subject whose parents, not to the operator itself. As the representation in does 
not obtain until LF, agreement-linking thus must apply at LF. 
Two other constructions that also bear on the agreement-linking rule are the infinitival 
and gerundive relative clauses, given in (188) and (189) respectively: 
(188) The man [, PRO to fix the sink ] 
(189) The man [, PRO fixing the sink ] 
(190) The man [m who [, t [ fixed the sinPr. I]] 
u
The infinitival relative clauses appear to function semantically just like a tensed relative 
clause (cf. (190)). As we saw in section 3.4.3, there cannot be an operator-variable bind- 
ing configuration in infiitival relative clauses, because of the Chain Condition. Thus, to 
15~acts about agreement with the relative operator whose indicate that it is ambiguous in terms of the 
Number feature it has, just like the relative operator which: 
(i) a. The man whose teacher is/*are here 
b. The men whose teacher m / + i s  here 
(ii) a. l t i e  book which was/*were on the table 
b. The books which were/*was on the table 
interpret them as predicates predicated of the relative head FTP, we have to modify our 
conditions on the syntactic form sf a relative clause. It seems that all we need to adjust is 
to assume a [+PRED] chain as opposed to an operator-variable chain. The conditions in 
(45) would then be as in (191): 
(191) The syntactic form of a relative clause must: 
a. have a [+PRED] chain; and 
b. the [+PRED] chain must ccornmand the clause corresponding to 
the predicate over which the h-operator abstracts. 
The difference between a [+PaED] chain and an operator-variable chain is that the head of 
the former is in a A-position, whereas that of the larter is in an A-position, and the under- 
lying reason for this difference is that PRO has the feature [*PI and relative operators 
[i.OP] (cf. section 3.4 on these features). 
The morphology of English is quite impoverished, yet, it is possible to show that there 
is agreement in hfiitival relative clauses as well. Consider the examples in (192): 
(192) The man [ PKO to give hirnself/*herself/*then~selves a raise ] 
(193) The men/*man [ PRO to gather in the courtyard ] 




(194) a. The man [ PRO to give himself a raise ] 
MASC MASC MASC 
agreement l W g  
n 
b. *The man [ PRO to give herself a raise ] 
MASC MASC FEM 
agreement linking 
n 




b. *The man [ PRO to gather in the courtyard ] 
By the Agreement-linking Rule, PRO has the feature masculine Gender in (194). The 
masculine reflexive himself is bound inside the relative clause in (194a), obeying prin- 
ciple (A) of the binding theory. With the mismatch in Gender feature! in (194b), the 
feminine reflexive herselfis not bound in the relative clause, violating principle (A). The 
verb gather requires a plural subject, which PRO in (195) can satisfy with the plural 
Number featrare, as result of Agreement-linking Rule. But PRO in (195) has the singular 
Number feature, failing to meet the requirement of the verb. The example is thus un- 
grammatical. 
In fact, in languages like French where there is overt morphological alternation m 
relative operators like lequel 'which', the effect of the Agreement-linking Rule is more 
transparent. Consider an example involving pied-piping like the one in (196a): 
(1 96) a. L'hommes avec lesquela Jean parle 
the men with which.~L talks 
'The man with whom Jean is talking' 
b. LF: L'hommes f lesquelsi [ Jean [ parle [ avec ti ] I]] 
c. Semantics: h( h(y)(homme(y))(x) A hz(Jean parle avec z)(x)) 
The agreement-linking rule would account for the ilngrarnrnaticality of the example in 
(196a) with the relative operator in singular Number: 
(197) a. S-structure: *L'hornmes [, [ avec lequel] rIp Jean [ parle t I]] 
Af I 
b. LF: L.'homrnes [ lequel.[ Jean [ parle [ avw ti] ] I] 
MASC.PL MASC.SG 
Let us now turn to Arabic relative clauses where there is morphological alternation of 
some sort in accord with the relative head. Borer (1984) p in t s  out the similarity be- 
tween Hebrew complementizer shel?asher and allati in Standard Arabic relative clauses 
in that both show up only in the topmost CP that modifies the relative head NP, with the 
difference that the latter shows morphological agreement in Number, Gender and Case: 
(198) a. Ra?aytu 1-fatata ?allati yuridu ?ax-i an yatawwaia-ha 
saw-I the-girl that want brother-mine that marry-her 
'I saw the girl the my brother wants to marry.' 
b. Ra?ayu C-dubata ?alla6ina qala 1-i 1-xakimu 
saw-I the-officers that said to-me the-governor 
?ha-hu saZana 1-mutamaridina all6ina satarnu-hum. 
that-he arrested the-rebels that insulted them 
'I saw the officers that the govelnor told me 
that he arrested the rebels who offended them (the officers).' 
Like the Hebrew complementizer she 'that', the Arabic complernentizers an or ?ina ap- 
pear in complement clauses: 
(199) Qalat 1-fatatu ?ha-ha saafarat ?ila lubnana. 
said the-girl that-she traveled to Lebanon 
'The girl said that she traveled to Lebanon.' 
Thus, if ?allati (or any one of its other agreeing forms) is a CO, then in the theory of 
expletive replacement suggested in section 3.2.1.4, it cannot be replaced. This is because 
it agrees with the relative head which may or may not be related to the local subject in the 
relative clause. Consequently, the verb that is in the most local INFL may or may not be 
able to replace it. (Recall that only a verb in the local LNFL can replace an agreeing CO). 
To see this, let us have a look at a structure of the example in (198) with ?allati as a C0 
(for concreteness, I assume no movement in relative clauses with a resumptive pronoun. 
This decision should not affect our discussion of the categorial status of ?allati, 
however): 
(200) L-fatata Ep Oi [ ?idlati [, yuridu ?mi [C3 an [, yatawwaZa-hai I]]]] 
the-girl that.3SG.FEM want.MASC brother-mine that marry-her 
The verb yuridu 'want' agrees the subject ?axi 'my brother', which is masculine, but the 
cornplementizer ?allati is feminine. Thus the verb in the local INFL cannot replace the 
agreeing Co]. 
Instead of treating ?allata' as a complementizer agreeing with the the relative head by 
A-agreement as Rizzi (1990a) suggests, schematicslly: 
we can consider ?allati as an overt operator, binding the resumptive pronoun in argument 
position, and the agreement between it and the relative head Is establislied by the 
Agreement-linking Rule: 
(202) L4ata.d [, ?allatii [ [, yuridu ?axi Crn an [, yatawwGa-hai ]]]]] 
u
agreement linking 
This alternative would then have no problem with a C0 with agreement features that ran- 
not delete. 
In conclusion, I should say that the Agreement-hking Rule does not seem to be in 
any way more explanatory than other theories of agreement in relative clauses, especially 
in those constructions with pied-piping, the point that I would like to make here is that 
there is no strong reason to assume that agreement in these cases crucially involves the 
complementizer. In fact, if we take FI seriously, then we should seek alternatives in 
which the complementizer is not implicated to the effect that it bears no $-features. It 
could thus be deleted at LF, in accord with F'I. 
5.9. Conclusions 
In this chapter, we saw that there are two other independent motivations for abstract 
verb movement to C. In a theory of relative clauses which requires a syntactic constituent 
to have an operator-variable binding co.iiguration in order for it to be interpreted as a 
predicate (i.e. to be mapped onto a h-expression), and that the head position of a relative 
clause must be filled by a lexical category, by the Predicate Principle, abstract verb 
movement to C must occur in these constructians. Otherwise, the representation would 
ultimately be ruled out by FI. 
Some desirable corisequences for theory of proper government would follow on this 
view. As a result of abstract verb movement to C, the subject trace in a relative clause 
(the appermost CIP) comes to be properly head-governed by the verb, accounting for the 
anti-tht-trace in these constructions. The advantage of this account is that there is no 
need to assume that the complementizer appearing in relative clauses is different from the 
one occurring in complement clauses. 
The other case of abstract verb movement to C are those involving short subject ex- 
traction in main clauses. We saw that with some constraint on root-clauses requiring that 
the head position of these constituents be filled by a lexicd category, we can account for 
independent facts about the obligatory application of the rule of do-support in main 
clause non-subject questions and its general inapplicability in embedded contexts. Again, 
tne subject trace in these constructions would then be properly head-governed by the verb 
as a result of its abstract movement to C. 
Appendix: A Node on Short Subject Zero-relatives 
Jespersen (1964) p in t s  out that it is possible to have short subject zero-relatives, 
especially in the existential there contexts: 
(i) a. Tilere is a man below wants to speak to you. 
b. There are very surprising things happen in this world. 
c. There's nothing vexes mp, so much. 
d. I had several men died in my ship. 
According to Ken Hale (personal communication), some dialects in the Southwest of 
the United States also allow short subject zero-relative, particularly when the determiner 
head of the DP contains an indefinite determiner like any. If the example in (iia) has the 
structure as in (iib), then there is clearly no head-government of the subject trace: 
(ii) a. Any man5d say that'd suck eggs. 
b- [, rDp Any rNP LNP I [, 0 [, t 'd say that I]]] [ 'd [, suck eggs I]] 
I 
It might be that Vergnaud's (1974) Head-raising analysis is possible in this case, as Ken 
Hale points out to me, although it is very clear what the structure would look like. Not 
only some problems for theta theory and the Chain Condidon would immediately arise if 
it has the structure in (iii): 
(iG) [, Any n~an  I [ 'd [, [, t [ 'd say that I] [, suck eggs ]]]I 
-
The trace of the extracted DP arty man still lacks a head-governor. 
The example in (i) can be given a Head-raising analysis with no problems for theta 
theory, but the Chain Condition: 
(i') [, There [, is [,, a man ] [ t below [w wants to speak to you I]]] 
I
Movement of the DP a man is to a Case-marked position (cf. Lasnik (1991)). 
L&ov (1972) reports that the following examples are possible in some dialects of 
Black English: 
(iv) a. Ain't nothin' went down. 
b. It ain't no cat can't get in no coop. 
(cf. There isn't any cat that cannot get into any (pigeon) coop 
in Standard English) 
c. It always somebody tougher than you are. 
d. We have vert few go to college. 
The example in (ivb) is clearly a short subject zero-relative, although it is not very clear 
that the example in (iva) is. It can conceivable be analyzed as in (v) in standard English, 
as an object relative: 
(v) There's [D, nothing [m 0 [ that [, you can do about t I]]] 
I
According to Labov, Cohen, Robins and Lewis (1968), cited in Emonds (1976), 
dialects of Black English have Subject-Aux Inversion in embedded clauses. (The ex- 
ample in (vib) seems possible in Standard English, with a pause between the two clauses. 
Cf. Where did she get the coatfiom? I don't know.): 
(vi) a. I don't know how did I do it. 
b. Where did she get the coat from I don't know. 
The following examples are also found in hbov  (1972): 
(vii) a. I asks Alvin dc~ he know how to play basketball. 
If verb-raising to C in embedded contexts is systematic in these dialects, then the gram- 
maticality of the example in (ivb) can be accounted for by the same reason, whatever it 
might be, for why verbs raise to C In these dialects. 
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